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Preface

The IFMBE WG on Health Informatics and eHealth and Lab of Computing Medical Infor-
matics and Biomedical-Imaging Technologies, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, have
organized the ICBHI 2017 in Thessaloniki on November 18–21, 2017.

The ICBHI 2017 conference is the third in a series of scientific events initiated from the
IFMBE Working Group on Health Informatics and eHealth bringing together expertise from
medical, technological, biodata sciences, regulatory, and public health domains.

The area of biomedical and health informatics is exploding at all scales. The developments
in the areas of medical devices (MDD), eHealth, and personalized health (pHealth) as enabler
factors for the evolution of precision medicine are quickly developing and demand the
development of new scaling tools and integration frameworks and methodologies in the
following areas

• Medical devices
• Biomedical environmental and behavioral data acquisition
• Biodata management and analytics
• Advanced mHealth-inspired applications
• User interaction systems and data/information exchange
• Applied connected health and integrated care systems
• Personalized health systems
• Preventive and multimorbid disease management tools
• Patient safety and efficient public health systems
• In silico modeling of pathophysiological mechanisms
• Translational research
• Biomedical informatics
• Biomedical informatics and technology education

It is expected that ICBHI 2017 will catalyze the personal health systems development
methodology thus achieving convergence and integration mechanisms of the above-mentioned
main scientific areas for the enabling of precision medicine. The need for managing the new
findings and capabilities as well as integrating competencies and thematic areas are absolutely
necessary for the area of biomedical and health informatics.

Taking into account the current needs in the biomedical and health informatics area, the
conference streamlines in two main axes. The first axis includes biosensors, mHealth/uHealth
components and systems, biorobotics, electroceuticals and micro-bio-nano-recording, and
bioparametric estimation and filtering. The second axis includes machine learning, multi-
parametric analytics, bioinformatics, big biodata/biomedical computing, medical decision
support, patient safety informatics, interoperability, and security. Approaches that can be used
for integrating these two streams linked to precision medicine applications were addressed.

The conference featured a scientific challenge which revolved around the recent high
interest in the coordinated care theme. The interest is highly related to the increase in aged
population and the high numbers of multimorbid patients. It focused on cardiorespiratory
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problems related with multimorbid COPD patients. The goals of the challenge focused on
detection of wheezes and crackles in respiratory sounds. The scientific challenge rules fol-
lowed the Physionet challenge rules (http://bhichallenge.med.auth.gr/).

This proceedings volume covers all presentations at the ICBHI 2017. All submissions have
been carefully and critically reviewed by at least two independent experts from other than the
authors’ home countries and additionally by at least one member of the Scientific Program
Committee. The editors are indebted to the acknowledged and highly experienced reviewers
for having essentially contributed to the quality of the conference and the book at hand. Both
the ICBHI 2017 Conference and the publication of the proceedings by Springer would not
have been possible without the support and sponsor of the IFMBE and the WG on Health
Informatics and eHealth. The editors are also grateful to the dedicated efforts of the Local
Organizing Committee members and their supporters for carefully and smoothly preparing and
operating the conference. They especially thank all the team members from AUTH Lab of
Computing Medical Informatics and Biomedical-Imaging Technologies for their dedication to
the event.

Thessaloniki, Greece Nicos Maglaveras
Thessaloniki, Greece Ioanna Chouvarda
Coimbra, Portugal Paulo de Carvalho
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Hybrid Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm Used
for Large Datasets: A Pilot Study on Long-Term
Sleep Data

V. Gerla, M. Murgas, A. Mladek, E. Saifutdinova, M. Macas,
and L. Lhotska

Abstract
Clustering is a popular analysis technique in a modern science full of unlabeled data,
hidden dependencies and relations between elements in datasets. The presented study
proposes a new hybrid hierarchical clustering method suitable for large datasets. It is based
on the combination of effective simple methods. The proposed method was tested and
compared with a widely used agglomerative clustering method. Two groups of datasets
were used for testing. The first group contains data delivered from real biomedical data and
related to a real problem of indication of sleep stages. The second group consists of
artificially generated large data. Time, memory consumption, and mutual information were
compared.

Keywords
Hybrid � Hierarchical � Clustering � Sleep � EEG

Introduction

Cluster analysis represents one of the machine learning
methods used to find data labels. There are two basic methods,
k-mean clustering and hierarchical approaches. An algorithm
for solving k-means problem was proposed by Lloyd in the
paper [1], and it is still widely used [2, 3]. The second
approach, hierarchical clustering, is an effective tool for data
analysis due to its ability to utilize hierarchical structures of
data, however, its disadvantage—huge memory requirements
—prevents it from being used for large datasets [4].

Cluster analysis is also an important tool in biomedicine
research. It may help to reveal hidden information in huge
amount of data valuable for identification of important states,
trends, and patterns. The amount of stored large-scale and
often heterogeneous data produced by various devices,
sensors, networks, transactional applications, etc. is
increasing exponentially [5]. The conventional technologies
and methods, available to store and analyse the data do not
work efficiently with such an amount of them.

There are new effective hierarchical schemes published
recently to address these drawbacks and used for various
type of datasets. These include, for example, spectral clus-
tering algorithms combined with hierarchical method [6],
hierarchical clustering linkage criterion called Genie [7] or
new linkage method for hierarchical clustering named
NC-link [4].

The aim of the study is to develop a combined approach
exploiting the advantages of the above-mentioned approa-
ches, k-means algorithm and hierarchical clustering. The
paper investigates properties of proposed method in terms of
time and memory consumption.

V. Gerla (&) � M. Murgas � A. Mladek � E. Saifutdinova �
M. Macas � L. Lhotska
Czech Institute of Informatics, Robotics, Cybernetics, Czech
Technical University in Prague, Jugoslavskych Partyzanu 1580/3,
Prague, Czech Republic
e-mail: vaclav.gerla@cvut.cz

E. Saifutdinova
National Institute of Mental Health, Prague, Czech Republic

L. Lhotska
Faculty of Biomedical Engineering, Czech Technical University in
Prague, Prague, Czech Republic
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Data

Sleep EEG Dataset

To test the algorithms, two real datasets were used. Each
dataset is formed by 30 s segments of full-night
polysomnography. Each segment includes 19 EEG chan-
nels and was scored by American Association of Sleep
Medicine [8] manual by a trained clinician. The data were
obtained in the Bulovka Hospital, Czech Republic. Sample
frequency is 250 Hz. Data were recorded using Fp, Fp2, F3,
F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fz, Cz, Pz, O1
and O2 electrodes on the surface of the head. The number of
elements in the first dataset (sleep_4) is 840 and elements
are labeled with five different markers—Wake, REM,
NREM1, NREM2 and NREM3. The second dataset con-
tains (sleep_5) is 876 and elements are marked as Wake,
REM, NREM1 or NREM2.

For all 19 EEG channels the following features were
computed: standard deviation, maximum and minimum
values, 2nd and 3rd Hjorth parameters, Shannon entropy,
power spectral density for typical EEG bands—delta, theta,
alpha, beta and gamma. A total of 209 sleep related features
were extracted for each 30 s data segments. The feature set is
described in more detail in [9, 10]. After feature extraction a
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used for both
EEG datasets to reduce dimensionality to 10, which covered
90% of original data.

Artificial Dataset

Clusters in the real dataset are not clear and relatively small.
Therefore, artificial data were generated. Two datasets of
N = 3000 (random_3000) and N = 15000 elements (ran-
dom_15000). Each artificial dataset contains 3 clusters that
consist of the same amount of data points in 5D space.
Cluster elements are generated using three basic points:
c1 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1), c2 = (100; 100; 100; 100; 100) and
c3 = (300; 300; 300; 300; 300). In the beginning N basic
points of each kind are created and then the points are moved
in all dimension by random number from interval
\100; 0[ .

Hybrid Clustering

The presented hybrid algorithm is not purely hierarchical
clustering, but the output is the desired dendrogram that
denotes hierarchy in the dataset. The idea comes from the
work of Olga Tanaseichuk et al. described in [11]. However
our algorithm and its implementation is different from the

Tanaseichuk’s one. The final hybrid algorithm is schemati-
cally described in Fig. 1.

In the first step the k-means ++ cluster analysis is done in
order to split dataset into k-clusters. In the second step, the
clusters from the first step are hierarchically clustered in a
way that they represent leaf clusters. For the second step we
used the Ward’s hierarchical clustering method used with
Euclidean distance as the metric to calculate distances
between objects [12].

In basic k-means algorithm the initialization of the centers
is done uniformly and randomly. In this work we use a
different approach of initialization, known as k-means ++
[13]. The biggest drawback of this method is its sensitivity to
outliers but still, it is more reliable than running initialization
many times. If we denote distance between data point x and
closest center c as DðxÞ the k-means ++ algorithm can be
formally written as shown by Algorithm 2.

Time and Memory Requirements

Before we compare algorithms on the experimental level we
need to discuss their theoretical differences. For this purpose
we use big O notation which represents the upper bound of
complexity, i.e. the worst imaginable case. Basic Agglom-
erative Hierarchical clustering on n data points needs in the
beginning to store 1

2 � N2 of similarities which using O

notation means O N2ð Þ: Since in subsequent steps the simi-
larity matrix becomes smaller and smaller, the maximum
memory is required at the onset. Since we are restricted to

Fig. 1 Work flow of the hybrid cluster algorithm
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large datasets (e.g. N ¼ 15000), we need to diminish this
requirement.

Another characteristic of the algorithm in a need to track
its time consumption. Although the most important param-
eter for us is the utilized memory, time consumption should
not be excessive. In the case of Agglomerative Hierarchical
clustering the time complexity is O N3ð Þ where n is number
of data points [14].

Clustering Methods Comparison

Hybrid clustering method was compared with agglomerative
hierarchical method. Each algorithm was run 5 times with
respective setting to obtain correct results. Demanded
memory and time consumption were recorded 5 times and
averaged. The last characteristic of algorithm used for
comparison is the mutual information (MI) [15]. MI is used
to compare the ability of algorithms to split dataset into
clusters. This property is used only for overall comparison of
methods.

Since the real memory and time performance of the
algorithm is hardware-dependent, only one computer
(4-cores CPU of 2.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM) was used for all the
tests.

Results

The proposed hybrid clustering method and Ward’s hierar-
chical method were tested on four datasets described in the
Sect. “Data” (random_3000, random_15000, sleep_4 and
sleep_5). Memory and time consumption results for hybrid
algorithm are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The parameter k, that
was changed, is from k-means ++ algorithm. We take k
from the range \10; 490[ and \10; 100[ for the arti-
ficial datasets and for EEG datasets, respectively.

As can be seen on Fig. 2, the memory consumption
increases linearly with k for the artificial datasets, while this

is not true for the EEG datasets. In addition, the memory
consumption is not much of a difference for large values of k
for EEG datasets. This is probably due to the smaller number
of used features and their regular distribution in the case of
artificial datasets. A similar result can also be observed in
Fig. 3.

It is non-trivial to tune the parameters k in order to
maximize the performance since the number of clusters is
unknown. We expect 4–5 most important clusters for EEG
datasets. These data may also contain a lot of unknown
clusters consisting of various artifacts. We need to set k to
higher value to obtain correct result from linkage function.
For the final comparison we decided to use k ¼ 30. This was
done on the basis of mutual information analysis (see below)
over EEG datasets. The final mutual information signifi-
cantly increased up to k ¼ 20. For k[ 30 there was only
very gradual increase of mutual information.

Since the main task is to find an algorithm with lower
memory usage, reasonable time consumption and approxi-
mately same mutual information measures as classical
approach (agglomerative hierarchical clustering), we take
used memory by algorithm as a main characteristic in the
comparison of the methods. These results are presented in
Table 1. The memory consumption is lower for hybrid
clustering for each dataset. Also time consumption was
tested. The results are shown in Table 2. Both algorithms
need usually only from fractions of seconds to two seconds
to create dendrogram and find clusters for each dataset.

The last parameter, that needs to be described is mutual
information between the original labels of clusters and the
results of cluster analysis. Table 3 consists an overview on
mutual information measures of both algorithms. Higher
mutual information means more accurate cluster analysis.

Discussion

Proposed algorithm is based on the combination of
k-means ++ and agglomerative hierarchical clustering. The
most important information obtained from the experiments
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with this method is that k should not be too high, because
with increasing k we have linearly increasing memory con-
sumption. The largest difference was in the memory con-
sumption for the largest used dataset (random_15000). The
amount of memory used by agglomerative hierarchical
cluster analysis was 250 times more than hybrid clustering
approach. By taking a look at time complexity of each
algorithm we can see that MATLAB implementation of
classical approach is the fastest method. On the other hand
time used for both proposed methods is not too high and we
can consider it reasonable (see Table 2).

In the initialization step of hybrid method we use k-
means ++ initialization. Since in the initialization we evalu-
ate distances between points and centers, and comparing
distances between each other as in the clustering part of
algorithm, the memory consumption is not higher than in the
one with classic k-means. The same stands for time com-
plexity, which means that time and memory complexity in
the terms of big O notation does not change with k-means ++.

In the second phase of the Hybrid algorithm we use
Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering in order to get hier-
archy of subclusters. Since here the subclusters are repre-
sented with k centroids, the time complexity of this step is
O k3ð Þ and memory complexity is O k2ð Þ: In the terms of the
rules of big\mathscrO notation and with assumption that
k � N we can state that time and memory requirements of

this algorithm are O k � N � d � ið Þ; O kþNð Þ � dð Þ
respectively.

Conclusion

Hybrid clustering method was tested in the paper and
compared with the agglomerative one on the artificial dataset
and real biomedical data. We focused on finding an algo-
rithm that would be more memory efficient as compared to
the classical hierarchical clustering approach in the reason-
able time and the cluster analysis itself would be similar. It is
possible to claim that we succeed in finding a method which
has lower memory consumption than agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering. On the other hand we pay for it by higher
time consumption and slightly worse cluster detection.

Based on the results of the presented work it is possible to
conclude that the lower memory consumption is balanced
out by worsening other performance markers. It will be
necessary to perform a much more detailed analysis in the
future in order to conclude whether presented algorithm
indeed performs worse than respective standard approaches.
For example, for more accurate comparison of clustering
algorithms it will be necessary to compare not only the
mutual information analysis results, but also the final clas-
sification accuracy.

Table 1 Memory consumption comparison in Kb

Dataset Ward’s method Hybrid clustering

random_3000 35216 784

random_15000 880568 3524

sleep_4 3068 477

sleep_5 2792 286

Table 2 Time consumption comparison in seconds

Dataset Ward’s method Hybrid clustering

random_3000 0.15 0.13

random_15000 2.05 0.49

sleep_4 0.05 0.09

sleep_5 0.05 0.09

Table 3 Mutual information measurement comparison

Dataset Ward’s method Hybrid clustering

random_3000 1.59 1.58

random_15000 1.59 1.59

sleep_4 0.21 0.14

sleep_5 0.48 0.43
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Epileptic Seizure Prediction with Stacked
Auto-encoders: Lessons from the Evaluation
on a Large and Collaborative Database

R. Barata, B. Ribeiro, A. Dourado, and C. A. Teixeira

Abstract
The seizure prediction performance of algorithms based in stacked auto-encoders
deep-learning technique has been evaluated. The study is established on long-term
electroencephalography (EEG) recordings of 103 patients suffering from drug-resistant
epilepsy. The proposed patient-specific methodology consists of feature extraction,
classification by machine learning techniques, post-classification alarm generation, and
performance evaluation using long-term recordings in a quasi-prospective way. Multiple
quantitative features were extracted from EEG recordings. The classifiers were trained to
discriminate preictal and non-preictal states. The first part of the feature time series was
considered for training, a second part for selection of the “optimal” predictors of each
patient, while the remaining data was used for prospective out-of-sample validation. The
performance was assessed based on sensitivity and false prediction rate per hour (FPR/h).
The prediction performance was statistically evaluated using an analytical random
predictor. The validation data consisted of approximately 1664 h of interictal data and 151
seizures, for the invasive patients, and approximately 4446 h of interictal data and 406
seizures for the scalp patients. For the patients with intracranial electrodes 18% of the
seizures were correctly predicted (27), leading to an average sensitivity of 16.05% and
average FPR/h of 0.27/h. For the patients with scalp electrodes 20.69% of the seizures
(84) on the validation set were correctly predicted, leading to an average sensitivity of
17.49% and an average FPR/h of 0.88/h. The observed performances were considered
statistically significant for 4/19 invasive patients (� 21%) and for 5/84 scalp patients
(� 6%). The observed results evidence the fact that, when applied in realistic conditions,
the auto-encoder based classifier shows limited performance for a larger number of patients.
However, the results obtained for some patients point that, in some specific situations
seizure prediction is possible, providing a “proof-of-principle” of the feasibility of a
prospective alarming system.

Keywords
EPILEPSIAE database � Seizure prediction �Machine learning � Stacked auto-encoders �
Deep learning

Introduction

Despite available drug and surgical treatment options, more
than 30% of patients with epilepsy continue to experience
seizures [1]. In these patients with pharmaco-resistant epi-
lepsy, the apparent unpredictability of seizure occurrence
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imposes a considerable limitation of their daily lives and
results in a high risk of unforeseen endangering situations [2,
3]. A system that could warn the patient of an impending
seizure or trigger an antiepileptic device to prevent seizure
occurrence would dramatically improve the quality of life
for especially these patients.

Although some promising results have been reported,
suggesting the existence of a pre-seizure state and an con-
sequently the capability to predict seizures [4], until recently
prediction performances have not been prospectively eval-
uated on large, collaborative databases [3]. Thus, the ques-
tion to which extent seizure prediction is possible remains
unanswered [5–7]. In particular, the weaknesses of most
studies are (1) that they optimize parameters retrospectively,
(2) that they rely on short, selected data sets, and (3) that
they lack rigorous statistical evaluation [4]. In [8, 9] report
for the first time studies that make use of an appropriate
database developed on behalf of the EPILEPSIAE project
[10, 11]. The EPILEPSIAE database is used in our study.

The aim of this study is to investigate for the first time
whether a deep-learning technique based on Stacked
Auto-encoders (SA), and having as input EEG-based fea-
tures are able to predict seizures quasi-prospectively on a
large multiple-center database of long-term unselected
recordings. Quasi-prospectively here refers to the fact that
the data have actually been recorded, which renders a
prospective study impossible. But as we only evaluate our
results on unevaluated validation data, we are as close to a
prospective study as possible.

It was referred by several authors that, to date, no single
feature has shown predictive power [4, 12, 13].
Machine-learning methods can face at the same time several
features computed from raw data, and collected from dif-
ferent cerebral sites. These methods try to classify the brain
state based not only on a single feature, but also on the
general behavior of the set of features, exploring their linear
and non-linear interactions. This paper as others already
published, such as [13], hypothesize that a patient-specific
approach based on multiple EEG measures will achieve high
sensitivity and specificity.

Data & Methods

In this section, the database used as well as the methodology
employed are described. In this paper, we distinguish
“classifier” from “predictor”. Classifier is the first part of the
prediction system that discriminates the feature samples in
four brain states (classes). A predictor is the full system
composed by the classifiers plus the alarm generation
procedure.

Patient Characteristics and EEG Database

Long-term EEG recordings from 103 epilepsy patients (50
males; age range, 10–65 years; mean age: 35 years) suffer-
ing from medically intractable partial epilepsy were analyzed
in this study. Data had been recorded in three different
epilepsy units (Hospitais da Universidade de Coimbra,
Portugal; Unité d’Épilepsie of the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital,
Paris, France; Epilepsy Center, University Medical Centre of
Freiburg, Germany) resulting in a total of almost 707 days
(16,963 h) of EEG including 1062 seizures, and is part of
the 275 patients containing in the EPILEPSIAE database
[10, 11]. These 103 patients are those that have more than 5
seizures and enable the evaluation strategy implemented in
this paper.

43% of the patients had temporal lobe epilepsy, lateral-
ized to the right in 57%, to the left in 30% and bilateral in
13%. In 84 patients, EEG was recorded using 22–37 scalp
electrodes; the average recording period was 149 h. In 19
patients, intracranial EEG with 14–121 recording sites was
recorded using stereotactically implanted depth electrodes,
subdural grids and/or strips; the average recording period
was 232 h. EEG data were recorded using a Nicolet,
Micromed, Compumedics, or Neurofile NT digital video
EEG system at sampling rates of 256, 400, 512, 1024 or
2500 Hz.

Feature Extraction

For the recorded EEG channels, 22 univariate features were
extracted every five seconds of EEG with no overlap, i.e.,
consecutive five-seconds windows were considered for all
the analyzed patients. The computed features are listed in
Table 1. More details can be obtained in [14]. Features have
to be computationally efficient, i.e., with potential for online
implementation in low computational power environments.
This is why we restricted ourselves to univariate linear
features in this study.

The Approach to a Quasi-prospective Study

The same feature was computed for all the electrodes and for
all the patients. The evaluation methodology implemented in
this paper encompasses the splitting of these time series into
three parts. A first part containing the first three seizures, was
used for optimizing the classifiers, i.e., for training. A second
part containing the next two seizures was used for the
selection of an “optimal” predictor among all the tested
alternatives. The third and last part, containing at least one
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seizure, was used for quasi-prospective long-term
out-of-sample evaluation, i.e., for validation. The average
interictal duration of the validation data was approximately
88 h, and 54 h for the invasive, and scalp recordings,
respectively. In total, 6111 h of interictal out-of-sample data
were considered containing a total of 557 seizures.

Classification Methodology

In this paper, the brain state is classified over time into one
of two states: preictal and non-preictal; and the number of
classifier’s inputs are 22 times the number of channels,
originating a very high dimensional space. The windows that
are just before the seizure onset times are nominated as
preictal windows. The non-preictal class encompass the
ictal, postictal and interictal periods. The ictal period is the
time frame where seizure occurs. The postictal period refers
to epochs that are just after the seizure offset time. The
interictal period relates to seizure-free epochs. The neurol-
ogists clinically defined the seizure onset and offset times.
The exact time where the preictal state starts is unknown and
can probably be patient-dependent. Thus, in a first approach,
the search for appropriate predictors should include the
consideration of a range of preictal times, or seizure occur-
rence periods (SOPs). In this work, four SOPs were con-
sidered: 10, 20, 30 and 40 min.

In this paper, we use machine-learning techniques to
define decision boundaries between classes. The machine
learning technique used was SA [15]. SA can be considered
a deep machine learning algorithm, since there are based on

the construction of a new representation of the data for
posterior classification, a technique known as representation
leaning. The neural networks developed contained between
three and six layers, and the number of neuron varies
between 1000 and 10 per layer, diminishing from the input
to the output of the network. Their auto-encoders were
trained according to a two-phase protocol: Greedy
Layer-Wise Training procedure and that were then
fine-tuned [16]. The first stage of the training is used to
optimize each auto-encoder, individually, to compress and
restructure the data in the best way possible, by introducing a
bottleneck on the network [17]. The second stage of
fine-tuning, is meant to lead the network to be more dis-
criminative regarding the classes [16].

By making use of such a sophisticated technic we hope to
overcome the obstacles faced when using shallow or classic
classifiers. Moreover, due to the data dimensionality a sys-
tem capable of automatically reduce the number of dimen-
sions while likely retaining only the important information
justify the use of SA.

Seizure Prediction Method

If we consider that a single positive classifier output repre-
sents a prediction, we can have a prediction at each 5 s. As in
practice a classifier will most likely not classify all of the
samples correctly, a lot of false alarms could be issued. To
reduce the number of false alarms the output of the classifier
was smoothed using a method described in [18, 19]. This
method is based on a sliding window with a size equal to the

Table 1 EEG features

Time domain Mean

Variance

Skewness

Kurtosis

Energy

Frequency domain MSE of estimated AR models

Delta band rel. power (0.1–4 Hz)

Theta band rel. power (4–8 Hz)

Alpha band rel. power (8–15 Hz)

Beta band rel. power (15–30 Hz)

Gamma band rel. power (> 30 Hz)

Spectral edge frequency (90%)

Spectral edge power (90%)

Decorrelation time

Hjorth mobility

Hjorth complexity

Time frequency Energy of DB4 wavelet coefficients (6 decomposition levels)

Epileptic Seizure Prediction with Stacked Auto-encoders … 11



considered preictal time, or SOP. Alarms are raised whenever
the number of epochs classified as preictal in the sliding
window is larger than a predefined threshold. The thresholds
considered for each patient were 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8,
meaning that 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of the samples were
classified as preictal inside the window, respectively. Once an
alarm is raised, another one can only occur after a dead-time
equal to the SOP. The main advantage of the algorithm
implemented is that it is exactly known during which time
period a seizure is to be expected. In the case of approaches
that allow re-triggering, such as the one presented in [20], the
alarms may prolong for long times and the patients do not
know definitely when the seizure is to be expected.

Quasi-prospective Performance Evaluation

The performance of the seizure prediction algorithm is evalu-
ated using the seizure prediction characteristics, which char-
acterizes the sensitivity of the seizure prediction algorithm,
given themaximum rate offalse alarms and two-timewindows:
the SOP and the time needed to perform any intervention, called
the intervention time (IT).A correctly predicted seizure requires
that the seizure onset to occur in the time window occurrence
period. In this paper, SOP assumes one of the values defined for
the preictal time, while the IT was fixed as 10 s. As specificity,
we used the false prediction rate defined as the number of false
alarms divided by the duration during which false alarms could
be triggered, which is obtained by subtracting the time under
false warning from the total interictal duration. Mathematically
the FPR is given by [4]:

FPR ¼ #False Alarms

Interictal Duration� ð#False Alarms� SOPÞ :

ð1Þ
To statistically evaluate the results we use the analytic

random predictor based on the binomial distribution [3, 21].
It quantifies critical sensitivities that could be obtained by
chance given the time windows and the false prediction rate.
No other information of the data is provided to the random
predictor. Because we implemented a quasi-prospective
evaluation protocol that resulted in the selection of a best
predictor, we only tested a single predictor, i.e., a single
degree of freedom is attained, leaving out the need for
multiple testing corrections.

Results and Discussion

For each patient four different preictal times were tested, as
well as four different thresholds used on the alarm generation
system, making 16 different predictors per patient. The

predictor applied on the validation data was selected based
on the performance on the testing set, and was the one with
performance closest to 100% sensitivity, and 0/h FPR. This
selection was based on a period containing two seizures that
were not used for the training of the classifiers nor for any
performance evaluation.

For the patients with intracranial electrodes the validation
data consisted of 1664.42 h of recording and 151 seizures.
For the patients with scalp electrodes the validation data
consisted in 4445.57 h and 406 seizures.

We found out that for the patients with intracranial
electrodes 18% of the seizures were correctly predicted (27),
leading to an average sensitivity of 16.05% and average false
positive rate of 0.27/h. For the patients with scalp electrodes
20.69% of the seizures (84) on the validation set were cor-
rectly predicted, leading to an average sensitivity of 17.49%
and an average false prediction rate of 0.88/h.

We have compared these performances to those achieved
by a random predictor [21]. We found that preictal changes
can be identified above chance level in four out of 19
intracranially monitored patients (� 21%) and in five out of
84 scalp monitored patients (� 6%).

Regarding the influence of certain variables in the results,
several important conclusions can be taken. For the patients
with intracranial electrodes, the sensitivity of the female
subjects was less than half of the male patients, 9.70% and
24.71%, respectively. Regarding the focal character of the
seizures, the sensibility is considerably higher on patients with
well-defined focalization. Moreover, three of the four patients
with results above chance level have well defined focalization
character, and all of these have focus on the frontal right lobe.
Regarding the patients with scalp electrodes, the general
panorama is that sleep stage influences sensitivity (paired t-test
p-value < 0.05). For the scalp population, the preictal period
also significantly influences sensitivity (paired t-test
p-value = 0.01). Of the different preictal period durations
tested, 30 min was the value that leaded to better results.

Comparing our results with the ones published in [9] that
employed a realistic validation schema similar to the one
implemented in this paper, similar results were obtained. The
advantage of our approach relies on the automatic feature
and channel selection accomplished by the deep-learning
technique used.

Conclusions

We approached seizure prediction to the best of our
knowledge for the first time based on SA, applied in mul-
ticentre, long-term, unselected data. The result argues for the
possibility to predict seizures, at least for some patients.
Future work will be devoted to a true online assessment and
evaluation of seizure prediction performance.
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Deep Learning Techniques on Sparsely
Sampled Multichannel Data—Identify
Deterioration in ICU Patients

A. Chytas, K. Vaporidi, Y. Surlatzis, D. Georgopoulos, N. Maglaveras,
and I. Chouvarda

Abstract
The focus of this paper is to recognize periods of time deviating from the norm using
sparsely sampled multichannel signals. The case in question being the ICU, our domain of
interest is patient deterioration. In many cases the recording and analyzing of frequently
sampled streaming data that can carry more information is not always an option, while at
the same time the availability for data recorded at large time intervals is a common
occurrence. To address this issue, we examine whether Deep-learning methods can provide
efficient results regarding the recognition of different states during the hospitalization, by
utilizing hourly multichannel physiological recordings.

Keywords
ICU � Deterioration � Deep-learning � Autoencoders

Introduction

Many Intensive Care Units (ICUs) lack the necessary soft-
ware and hardware to continuously record streaming data,
and thus they rely on manually recording vitals and other
displayed values to the ICU database. And in the cases that it
is possible, the analyzing of this continuous stream of can be
a resource heavy task. Our approach is to utilize data that is
most common to be found in clinical routine and develop
methods to extract information out of them regarding the
patient progress over various time-frames, using Deep
learning techniques. Such techniques traditionally used in

image processing can become applicable to our multichannel
bio-signals, given the appropriate pre-processing.

Deep learning techniques have been successfully applied
on ICU data in order to examine patient progress [1, 2].
Specific techniques that involve image inferring from
time-series have also been used in medical data [3], Their
approach involved the use of recurrence plots [4], for our
dataset limitations we opted for a more straightforward
representation of multichannel signals as images.

The paper structure is as follows; section “Data” is dedi-
cated to the data and their acquisition, section “Methodology”
describes the methods used for this research and sec-
tion “Results” details the results. Sections “Compliance with
Ethical Requirements” and “Conclusions” are referring to the
ethical compliance and the paper’s conclusions respectively.

Data

Physiological data recordings for 2239 patients were gath-
ered in PAGNI ICU, following all ethical procedures. The
data were recorded manually at 1 h intervals, or in some
cases where it was deemed necessary, more often. The
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median duration of the recordings was 88 h. More than 50
signals with similar sampling rate, including drug flow
administration data and ventilation related data (recordings,
settings, etc.), were recorded, but their presence was not
consistent, some patients were administrated insulin, patients
in general were given different types of medicine. To bypass
discrepancies in missing signals and to increase our data
pool, we choose to utilize the bio-signals that were present to
the majority of the patients, as depicted in Table 1.

Methodology

Preprocessing

Consecutive time periods that had none of the values
recorded (e.g. when patient was admitted for surgery) were
removed. Also, values that were outside of the possible
physiological boundaries were considered invalid and were
handled as if they were missing.

Even in those signals there was several missing values.
To address the issue the multiple imputation by chained
equations (MICE) [5] was applied and more specifically the
Approximate Bayesian bootstrap [6, 7] since our missing
values pattern was random.

The dataset was split into 8 h segments, and after the data
cleaning and quality control we were left with approximately
70000 such segments.

Autoencoders

Autoencoders are neural networks that try to reconstruct an
original object to an approximate output [8, 9] often using
backpropagation methods [10] They are trained to create a
function that approximates the identity function so that the
output is as similar as possible to the input. This can be
achieved by using a different combination and number of
hidden layers and the sizes of said layers. If the hidden layers

unit size is set to a smaller amount compared to the input. the
neural network is constrained into learning a compressed
representation of the initial object [11].

For the main part of our analysis we will be using
Autoencoders to extract features from our dataset that can
differentiate between the changes in a patient’s status in
different time periods. Neural networks can not only be
highly accurate on classification [12] but also, as previous
studies have shown [13, 14], that is possible that by training
neural networks you can extract high level information using
unlabeled data. This unsupervised method can isolate and
identify complex invariances. This part of the analysis was
implemented with the python Keras framework.

For this approach to be used the data should be formatted
much like an image. Yu et al. [3] were successful in inferring
images based on signals and using CNNs on the transformed
data. But in contrast to their approach, which required the use
of recurrence plots [4] we decided to follow a more straight-
forward approach for representing our multichannel signals as
images. Mainly due to our low sampling rate of our data, each
8 h segment was transformed as an 8 � 7 matrix which rep-
resented an image. Each column, which was a different signal
was normalized [0, 1] to each one’s normal limits.

The set was split randomly multiple times for
cross-validation purposes into two sub-datasets that were
used for training (75% of the data) and testing the neural
networks respectively. Two layers were used for the finally
utilized neural network. This method produced a set of
features, smaller than the original, that are used to represent
the original dataset (Fig. 1).

This approach would help as examine whether general
patient patterns can emerge from our data. As an alternative
approach, more focus on individual patient deterioration, the
dataset was again split into two groups. In this procedure.
which was repeated for each patient, the dataset used for
training was data in its totality with the exception of the
patient in question and the testing was the time-frames of the
previously excluded patient.

For both cases, along with the dimensionality reduction
method used in the previous step that provided a small set of
features, those said features had afterwards subject to addi-
tional dimensionality reduction by using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). The components that were responsible for the
95% of the total variance were selected.

Table 1 Biosignals used in the analysis

Name

Temperature (core)

Systolic pressure

Diastolic pressure

Respiratory rate

Heart rate

Oxygen saturation

Arterial pressure

Fig. 1 Dimensionality reduction applied on the time-frames
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Clustering

For the next and final part of the analysis we looked for the
presence of clusters forming in our data-points. For our first
scenario, we checked whether there would appear clusters
among the dataset as a whole, and for the next scenario
between the 8 h time-frames of individual patients. For both

clustering cases, the bagged K-means [15] approach was
applied. Regarding the whole dataset clustering we applied a
hierarchical clustering afterwards.

Results

Our first approach is to look at the dataset as whole, all
patients included, and infer general patterns for total popu-
lation. From the clustering of our dataset in its totality, all
patients included, three major groups are distinct. Of course,
that alone is not enough to provide meaningful insights
about deterioration. The resulted hierarchy (Fig. 2) could
imply different patient types which could also be proven
useful, in a different way though.

Patient wise, in a small amount of cases two distinct
clusters of 8 h segments appeared (Fig. 3). But that was not
the case for every patient. In most patients, there could be
distinguished a large cluster with a few 8 h segments being
scattered around the said cluster (Fig. 4). While a few
patients had either no visible groups forming or a single
cluster with little to none deviating points. Although the
results thus far have not been examined alongside with
information regarding medical interventions and patient’s
events, our hypothesis is that patients spend most of their
time in stable (for themselves) state. This stable condition is
occasionally disrupted, either by improvement or deteriora-
tion. This could be inferred by the amount of data points that
are deviating from the big “stable” cluster and sometimes are
following opposing trajectories.

Compliance with Ethical Requirements

Ethical approval for the processing of data has been obtained
for the data that have been collected thus far and subse-
quently used in this research. Those said data have been

Fig. 3 Patient-wise clustering, 2 visible clusters

Fig. 4 Patient-wise clustering, 1
visible cluster and additional
scattered data points

Fig. 2 Clustering of the 8 h segments used for testing
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fully anonymized, including time information, a procedure
that took place in the premise of the PAGNI hospital. The
researchers not directly affiliated with PAGNI have signed
the necessary disclosure and have been authorized to process
the anonymized data.

Conclusions

The option of having densely sampled data available and
ready for analysis is not always a realistic scenario in all
cases. Sparsely sampled data in medical environments still
exist (both by being actively produced and by have being
recorded in earlier stages) and probably will continue to be a
reality even in the so-called first world countries, and we can
take advantage of their existence using state of the art pro-
cessing methods. Deep learning techniques can provide
additional insights on phenomena by inferring information
that might be less apparent to the naked eye. Training neural
networks with the data available can help to recognize
changes in the patient norm, and facilitate an earlier indi-
cation of deterioration.
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Convolutional Neural Networks for Early
Seizure Alert System

T. Iešmantas and R. Alzbutas

Abstract
A general framework of a system for early seizure detection and alert is presented. Many
studies have shown high potential of electroencephalograms (EEG) when there are used
together with machine learning algorithms for seizure/non-seizure classification task. In this
paper, mainly guidelines will be presented on how to use convolutional neural networks for
the purpose of highly accurate classification of non-invasive EEG for patients with
epilepsy. Convolutional neural networks can be pre-trained on a sample data as described in
this paper and then implemented into an application or a device, which readjusts its
parameters according to the patient-specific EEG patterns and thus can be further used as a
seizure monitoring and alert system. The paper also demonstrated how transfer learning can
be applied to create a patient-specific classifier with high accuracy.

Keywords
EEG � Epilepsy � Convolutional neural networks � Deep learning � Classification

Introduction

Epileptic seizures detection based on EEG signal has seen
some major developments over the last or this decade. It is
mostly due to the application of machine learning algorithms
and so called nonlinear measures of neurophysiological sig-
nals, like cross-correlation coherence, granger causality (see a
nice review on this topic in [1]). Scalp EEGswere classified by
support vector machines (SVM) at *96% of seizure detec-
tion rate [2] only by subdividing EEG spectra into 8 intervals.
Convolutional neural networks achieved a zero-false-alarm
seizure prediction on 20 patients out of 21 when analysed with
phase-locking synchronicity, coherence or entropy of phase
difference [3, 4]. SVM with spatiotemporal correlation struc-
ture features of EEG were also applied to classification of
seizures of 19 patients and achieved 86% of seizure detection

accuracy [5]. More information on various other classification
results can be found in a survey by Nasehi and Pourghassem
[6]. Above all, convolutional neural networks showed the best
results. However, it was applied to intracranial EEG (i.e.
invasive). Scalp EEG have considerably more noise due to
various movement artefacts. It is difficult to find a method
which would be able to clean all the artefacts, therefore for
scalp EEGone should be aware of this variability (noise) as the
classifier will be affected by it as well. On the other hand, high
accuracy of machine learning methods enables the conception
of efficient technologies for personal health monitoring.
A device, able to produce an early warning of occurring sei-
zure may decrease the harm of the seizure (which is not only
physical injuries but also anxiety and depression). A thera-
peutic system capable of detecting and reacting to the onset of
seizure may administer a local electrical, thermal, or neuro-
chemical stimulus that halts the progression of seizure prior to
the development of the symptoms. Or it could at least warn the
patient or caring personnel to take some alleviating actions.

For such a system, based on deep learning methods, one
needs not only to train it on a large sample of data, but also to
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have ability to learn patient-specific seizure patterns. Training
on number of patients would produce a classifier able to cor-
rectly identify highly varying seizure patterns. This classifier
then should be able to readjust to the patient specific EEGdata.
This could be done by so called transfer learning.

In this paper, we consider a noisy sample of scalp EEG
(https://www.physionet.org/pn6/chbmit/) and apply convo-
lutional neural networks for seizure classification. Phase
difference synchronicity is chosen as a bivariate feature,
describing state of the brain. We investigate several archi-
tectures of the network for classification problem. Finally,
we discuss the possibility of obtained classifier to apply for
unseen patient and EEG pattern.

Methods

Convolutional neural network

Convolutional neural network (further, ConvNet) is a type of
artificial neural network. ConvNet gained its fame as an
image classifier and document recognition algorithm through
the work of Yann Lecul [7–9]. The main architecture
ingredients are convolutional layers, which are collections of
learnable image filters, pooling layers, which are a kind of
information aggregators or down-samplers and fully con-
nected layers as in classical neural network (see an illus-
tration of simple architecture in Fig. 1).

ConvNets can learn low-level features and high-level
features in an integrated manner. Their main advantage is
that they can learn optimal time-invariant local feature
detectors and thus build representations that are robust to
time shifts of specific feature motifs [3]. Therefore, it is a
good classification method for time-dependent EEG or
multivariate time series in general.

Phase locking synchrony

The phases of two coupled nonlinear (noisy or chaotic)
oscillators may synchronize even if their amplitudes remain

uncorrelated. By synchronization, it is meant here that the
following phase locking condition applies for any moment:

un;m tð Þ ¼ nux tð Þ � muy tð Þ�� ��\const:;

where ux tð Þ and uy tð Þ are phases of the signals. The most
common scenario for the assessment of phase synchronicity
entails the analysis of the pairs of signals. Thus, in typical
experimental set-up, n different channels of, say, EEG sig-
nals, are recorded and one studies the phase synchronicity
between each of the pair of electrodes [1].

Through mathematical analysis of the spatiotemporal
dynamics found in EEG recordings of patients with medi-
cally intractable epilepsy, researchers have discovered a
preictal transition that precedes seizures for periods on the
order of minutes to hours. This preictal dynamical transition
is characterized by a progressive convergence (entrainment)
of dynamical measures at specific anatomical areas in the
neocortex and hippocampus [10].

Phase locking value (PLV, [11]) is one of the measures to
capture the synchronization of different brain areas. The
computation of PLV requires the Hilbert transform, arctan-
gent, addition, sine and cosine, moving-average filtering and
lastly, the PLV magnitude. Phase locking value is then
defined as follows:

PLV ¼ 1
N

XN

n¼1

ei/n

�����

�����
; ð1Þ

where /n is the relative phase at an nth time point; N is
length of a time frame over which averaging is performed.

Filtering is performed with finite impulse response filters
with ranges of alpha, beta, gamma and delta brain waves.
Then PLV is calculated for each type of waves.

Pattern construction

Overall construction of patterns with bivariate features from
EEG is described in detail in [3]. Here, it will be briefly
presented.

Bivariate feature is a measure of relationship between two
signals. First, we take a 5 s window and calculate PLV on six
different frequency bands for every pair of channels: delta
(< 4 Hz), theta (4–7 Hz), alpha (7–13 Hz), low beta (13–
15 Hz), high beta (15–30 Hz), low gamma (30–45 Hz). This
is done for each pair of channels. Then a spatio-temporal
pattern is formed by stacking next to each other 12 consecutive
5 s PLV values. An example of such a pattern is in Fig. 2,
where rows of the frame represents PLVvalues for each pair of
channels and each frequency bands, while different columns
are for PLV values obtained over different 5 s time windows.
To increase the number of samples, every pattern was

Fig. 1 Architecture of typical ConvNet
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constructed by sliding the frame every 5 s (hence, consecutive
patterns has high overlapping).

A collection of such patterns is now a sample of images
with labels “seizure” or “no seizure”. Therefore, we have a
binary classification problem. If the number of channels is N,
then number of dimensions of one pattern is N x (N−1)/2
� 6 � 12. In data that we analysed, there were 21 channels
(there was 23 channels, but 2 was dropped, because it was
simply an inverted signal of other two channels), thus one
pattern has dimension 21 * 20/2 * 6 * 12 = 15120.

This EEG data transformation into an image enables
application of deep learning algorithms that are traditionally
used for image classification. In addition, the above pattern
construction is not the only way, and it would be interesting
to see how (if at all) the classification results would differ
with differently constructed images/patterns.

In addition, the division of EEG frequency into 6 bands is
arbitrary and different segmentations might be considered in
the future.

The data sample consists of 916 h of continuous scalp
EEG signal sampled at 256 Hz. The data set was recorded
from 23 pediatric patients at Children’s Hospital Boston and
one adult patient at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. It
was judged that patients experienced 173 events that were
identified as clinical seizures.

Classification Results

For classification problem, we assumed two classes: “1” for
seizure and “−1” for non-seizure class. A pattern (con-
structed as in part C) does not necessarily cover an entire
seizure, thus a seizure can be represented by several patterns
if it is a long lasting event; the label is the same, no matter
which phase of the seizure is covered by the pattern. The
cost function that we used was squared error loss:

L y;~yð Þ ¼
XK

j¼1

yj � ~yj
� �2

; ð2Þ

where ~y ¼ ~y1;~y2; . . .;~yKð ÞT is the output of the last fully
connected softmax layer and y is the true labels.

One of the problems that seizure classification has it is high
imbalance of classes. In our case, we have only one seizure
label for 100 non-seizure labels. This high imbalance of
classes, if not treated carefully, would result to high recogni-
tion of non-seizure periods, while most seizures would be
labelled incorrectly. As a way out, oversampling of “seizure”
class patterns was used, i.e. equalization of class ratios was
achieved by oversampling the “seizure class” (down-sampling
of “non-seizure class” was not used). It proved a sufficient
strategy to avoid high imbalance problems.

Fig. 2 Several examples of
seizure patterns. One can clearly
identify a seizure occurring and
developing in time (from top left
to bottom right is the direction of
time)
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Another issue that we encountered was slow convergence
when batch size is large (e.g. 100 patterns at once). How-
ever, this problem disappeared when batch size was reduced
to 10. The cost function was very noisy, but satisfactory
learning occurred after only one epoch (see Fig. 3). This is
particularly useful in a standalone application with learning
module, as it would require less memory for learning
incoming new EEG patterns.

To evaluate the classifiers, we separated the sample into
three parts: 20% of consecutive patterns for 22 patients was
left as a testing sample (i.e. to see how trained classifier
performs for the same patients but with unseen data), 80% of
first consecutive patterns was used for network architecture
selection by 10-fold cross validation, and 1 patient was left to
see how classifier performs on completely unseen patients.

The first architecture of ConvNet, which we considered
was this: a pattern is filtered with 5 convolutional filters of
dimensions 1 � 5; resulting images were then pooled along
the time axis by factor of two; then 5 filters of dimension
1260 � 3 were applied with resulting images pooled again
along the time axis by factor of two. No fully connected
layer was applied except for the output layer with two nodes
for each label “seizure” and “no seizure”.

The classification results for this architecture were as
follows: 91% of all tested seizure periods were identified.
For two patients two seizures were completely missed. For
the non-seizure periods, convolutional network predicted 0.7
false positives per one hour on average.

We also considered other architectures of our ConvNet.
One of the choices was to increase the number of filters.
However, this completely failed, because now three seizures
for three different patients were completely missed. One

reason might be that overfitting occurred. This will be
investigated in the future.

Another architecture was as follows: 5 filters of dimen-
sions 3 � 5, followed by pooling layer with factor two in
both dimensions, as opposed to the previous architecture;
then a layer with 5 filters of dimension 628 � 3 and pooling
along both dimensions. For seizure periods, we had accuracy
of detection the same as for the first architecture, i.e. 91%. In
addition, we obtained better results with 0.4 false positives
per hour on average.

This increase in accuracy of non-seizure period detection
might be due to the fact, that filters with dimensions 3 � 5
enables an interaction between different channel pair
bivariate features. This fact should be further investigated
whether it is possible to push even further classification
accuracy.

Transfer Learning

Our considered ConvNet architectures were sufficiently
simple to cause no difficulties of calculations during the
forward pass of data. This is an attractive feature of an
algorithm when one considers implementation of it as a
standalone application. On the other hand, the training of the
network is not such a light task and requires more resources
so that a standalone application, with additional learning
module, but without large computational resources, is
somewhat less realistic.

In case of no learning module, the application would
simply observe the patterns of patients’ EEG and produce
labels “seizure” or “no seizure”. To do this accurately, one
should implement and test many other ConvNet architec-
tures or pre-train the network on very large number of
dataset, so that high variety of seizure patterns would be
observed and learned. However, considering the complexity
of brain and specificity of patients, this would be difficult or
almost impossible to achieve completely.

We tried our classifier on completely new data sample,
i.e. we checked our classifier on a patient whose EEG data
were not used for training. However, only one out of seven
seizures were identified with 0 false alarms. That’s clearly a
poor result.

Next, we retrained our classifier on 4000 samples of that
patient. During this period, there were three episodes of
seizures. Then the retrained classifier identified all of the
remaining 4 seizures with 0 false alarms, which is excellent
case.

So, on the other hand, if one would be able to implement
a cheap (in terms of computational resources) learning
module into a standalone application, the ConvNet, even
pre-trained on small amount of data, would be able to
readjust its parameters for patient-specific brain patterns. In

Fig. 3 Cost function after one epoch
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this case various techniques could be also applied for
transfer learning in seizure classification.

Conclusions

Considering analysis of scalp EEG of patients with epilepsy,
even though non-invasive EEGs are plagued with high level
of noise due to various artefacts, convolutional neural net-
works show high potential for automatic seizure detection
systems. There are many problems to solve before a stan-
dalone application for seizure early alert can be developed:
small data samples for training – one possibility would be to
use data augmentation techniques as in image classification;
high variability of the EEG measurements due to
patient-specific artefacts and natural variability between
patients – because of this the application with low-resource
learning module integrated together is more realistic as
compared to the application with only pre-trained classifier.

We believe that the aforementioned problems could be at
least partially overcome – convolutional neural network
architecture as well as data augmentation might be the key.
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Prediction of Cardiac Arrest in Intensive Care
Patients Through Machine Learning

E. Akrivos, V. Papaioannou, N. Maglaveras, and I. Chouvarda

Abstract
Cardiac arrest is a critical health condition characterized by absence of traceable heart rate,
patient’s loss of consciousness as well as apnea, with inhospital mortality of *80%.
Accurate estimation of patients at high risk is crucial to improve not only the survival rate,
but also the quality of life as patients who survived from cardiac arrest have severe
neurological effects. Existing research has focused on demonstrating static risk scores
without taking account patient’s physiological condition. In this study, we are implement-
ing an integrated model of sequential contrast patterns using Multichannel Hidden Markov
Model. These models can capture relations between exposure and control group and offer
high specificity results, with an average sensitivity of 78%, and have the ability to identify
patients in high risk.

Keywords
Cardiac arrest � Prediction � MC-HMM � Sequential pattern recognition � Classification

Introduction

Cardiac arrest is defined as interruption of mechanical
activity of heart, which is confirmed by absence of traceable
heart rate, patient’s loss of consciousness, as well as apnea,
according to the Utstein style. Cardiac arrest is defined as
inpatient when it occurs in a hospitalized patient who had

pulse on admission to the hospital [1]. Common causes of
cardiac arrest are ventricular fibrillation (VF), ventricular
tachycardia (VT), asystole and electrical activity of the heart
without pulses. About 200,000 cases of inpatient cardiac
arrest are reported each year in U.S.A. (United States of
America) [2]. Cardiac arrest occurs in 1–5 per 1000 hospi-
talized patients and *20% survive until their discharged [1,
3, 4]. Generally, patients at high risk of cardiac arrest have
co-morbidities, which affect their health outcome and
recovery after cardiac arrest [2]. Studies have shown that
clinical signs of deterioration, such as hemodynamic insta-
bility and respiratory distress, of patients within a period of
eight hours prior to cardiac arrest could be used to avoid
cardiac arrest in 84% of these [1]. However, the recognition
of the causes of cardiac arrest, has been shown to increase
the survival rate of patients within an hour of episode by
about 29% and by 19% until their discharge [3]. Therefore,
early and accurate detection of patients at-risk is critical to
improve health outcome and survival rate.

Increasing use of electronic health records (EHR) leads to
greater accessibility and availability of medical data. The
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Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care II
(MIMIC II) database was developed from medical data of
over 30,000 patients during 2001–2008 from Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. MIMIC II is the most
extensive resource of intensive care unit (ICU) medical data
and it is available to the public [5, 6].

Recent research used measurements of vital signs, such as
blood pressure, respiratory rate, temperature and healthcare
professional’s opinion to model early warning scores to
identify patients at high risk of cardiac arrest [7–9]. However,
these researches could not predict the accurate time of cardiac
arrest. DYNACARE is a model based on dynamic time series
attending to predict the time of cardiac arrest [10].

The present study proposes an approach that discovers
sequential contrast patterns from commonly observed mea-
surements, such as blood pressure, respiratory rate and heart
rate, transforming the classical time series data to a sequence
of patterns for implementation of a classifier for cardiac
arrest. Following, the classifier is used to predict the likeli-
hood of a sequence of patterns to belong in cardiac arrest
class. This method has been used for the prediction of Sepsis
[11], but to our knowledge it is now applied to cardiac arrest
prediction for the first time.

Materials and Methods

The study was conducted with data from MIMIC-II for adult
patients (age 18+ on ICU admission) aged up to 90 years
who were hospitalized in the Cardiological ICU and expe-
rienced a recorded cardiac arrest episode according to ICD-9
(International Classification of Diseases) 427.5 for cardiac
arrest. The study focused on different types of variables,
such as demographic data, vitals signs, medication and
laboratory measurements. Patient data was discretized in
2-hour bins. An additional requirement for each patient was
to have at least 36 measurements (3 days of hospitalization)
to ensure sufficient data points. There were 698 patients with
a cardiac arrest diagnosis from 27,542 of MIMIC-II data-
base, from which only 162 met the minimum data criteria.
Patients who have been diagnosed with highrisk heart dis-
eases for cardiac arrest and have not occured an event of
cardiac arrest, were selected as control group, with diseases
such as coronary heart disease, myocardial infarction, major
heart disease, valvular heart disease, congenital heart disease
and heart rhythm abnormalities such as Brugada syndrome
and long QT [12–22]. The selected ICD-9 codes for these
diseases was 414.01, 410.90, 429.3, 424.0, 424.1, 746.0–
746.9, 746.89 and 426.82. Similar data criteria to patients
with cardiac arrest were also used in control population, with
a final number of control population 5,278 patients.

Data Preparation and Preprocessing

The first step was extraction of data from Mimic Database in
flat files. Quality inspection revealed a number of missing
values in different data fields. Missing data was processed
using the Multiple Imputation method and predictive mean
matching (PMM) algorithm [23]. In order to increase simi-
larity of considered cases, medication, demographic data and
laboratory measurements were used as coefficients for PMM
to predict missing values of heart rate, systolic blood pres-
sure, diastolic blood pressure, respiratory rate, PO2 and
PCO2.

Following, the quantization of measurements and map-
ping to specific states was necessary for sequential pattern
analysis, since pattern discovery methods are more effective
on symbolic data types. Frequent sequence patterns methods
[24–26] is used to identify patterns and frequency support in
sequences between the two classes of sequence data.

Mining Sequential Contrast Patterns

Emerging patterns (EPs) are described as patterns that sat-
isfied specific user-defined frequency rules for different
classes of data. This means that in a categorized data in two
categories, positive (cardiac arrest group) and negative
(control group), the patterns must have a high frequency
support in the positive category and a low frequency support
in the negative category. Since EPs have these characteris-
tics, they are considered to be distinct patterns and have the
ability to distinguish the contrast between the two categories
(also known as growth rate of EP). Therefore, the strength of
EPs is expressed by the ratio of frequency in both classes.

Extending the above description, a sequence pattern Sp
can be characterized as sequential contrast pattern if satisfy
the conditions (a) and (b) depicted below in Eqs. (1) and (2)

(a) Positive support:

countsSp Dþ ; gð Þ � a ð1Þ

(b) Negative support:

countsSp D�; gð Þ � b ð2Þ

where Dþ , D� two different datasets with labels, such as
positive sequences and negative sequences, respectively, g is
the gap-constraint, countsSp D; gð Þ the frequency support of a
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sequence pattern Sp, a and b thresholds for frequency sup-
port in two datasets. Thus, discovered patterns lead to
mining sequential contrast patterns, given the above char-
acteristics, which must satisfy (a) and (b) condition [11].

In the present study, using the above description, after
descretization of variables based on normal value’s cut offs,
resulted in contrast patterns for three variables, where
a = 0.7, b = 0.5 and g = 2. Variables with contrast patterns
were heart rate, systolic blood pressure and respiratory rate.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the contrast patterns and their unique
identification name with which they were replaced.

A sliding window with length equivalent to the longest
pattern (length = 3) was used to transform the discrete
sequences of data to sequences of contrast patterns, with
purpose to use these as input data to HMM, instead of
ordinary time series sequences. Table 4 shows the above
transformation from a patient’s sequences.

Multichannel Hidden Markov Model

Multi Channel Hidden Markov Models (MC-HMM) are an
extension of the conventional form of HiddenMarkovModels
(HMMs) for multiple variable or channel data sequences.
MC-HMM has been used on applications such as speech
recognition, activity recognition, anomalous trading activities,
medical events, disease interactions and fault diagnosis [27–
30]. In the present study, MC-HMM was used to model
interactions between multiple clinical measurements, which

are represented as sequential contrast patterns. According to
the theory ofMC-HMM, each discrete state for each channel is
individually transformed into a three-state mode, based on the
markov property. Therefore, it appears that the probability of
transition and emission for each state can be mapped as a
mutation of the three unique states that correspond to each
channel. Two MC-HMM’s constructed for the two classes of
data. The first MC-HMM was trained by expectation maxi-
mization (EM) algorithm for patients who belong in cardiac
arrest class, while the second one was trained for patients of
control group.

Results

For prediction of cardiac arrest, the 8-fold cross validation
method performed. For each dataset, cardiac arrest and
control dataset respectively, 7 folds randomly selected used
as training datasets for each model respectively and 1 fold
for test set. Thus, each model was trained to find the
sequences that belong to their class. Test set from cardiac
arrest patient’s data was containing only the sequences from
observational window before the onset of cardiac arrest, for
the classification purposes. Test sets from the two datasets
were merged and likelihood for each patient’s sequence
computed for the two models. If the likelihood of the
sequence patterns of the cardiac arrest patient’s model was
greater than the control pattern then the patient was con-
sidered to belong in class with patients at higher risk of

Table 1 Contrast patterns for heart rate sequences

Heart Rate patterns Pattern-id

Tachyc < N1hr HR1

Tachyc < Nhr HR2

Tachyc < N1hr < N1hr HR3

Tachyc < Tachyc HR4

Table 2 Contrast patterns for systolic blood pressure sequences

Systolic BP patterns Pattern-id

Nbpsys < HypotensS SB1

HypotensS < Nbpsys SB2

Nbpsys < Nbpsys < HypotensS SB3

Table 3 Contrast patterns for respiratory rate sequences

Respiratory Rate patterns Pattern-id

Bradypnoea-FP-FP RR1

FP-FP-FP RR2

FP-FP-Bradypnoea RR3
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cardiac arrest and were categorized respectively. Table 5
shows statistical results from prediction.

Discussion

The study’s results have evidence that integrating MC-HMM
models with sequential contrast patterns as input data can
performwell to predict cardiac arrest. A limitation in selection
criteria of cardiac arrest group, which led to the reduced
sample, was that patients with respiratory cardiac arrest were
excluded. By discovering patterns, based on the contrast of
their frequencies on data of two populations, intervention and
control respectively, it is possible to interpret the difference
between the two data populations. In particular, the use of a
and b thresholds to calculate the growth rate of a pattern is
equivalent to the odds ratio, which is used in medical research
to find relationships between an exposure and an outcome.
However, false positive rate is high. This issue was the result
of the restricted design of population groups with ICD-9 code.
In the present study, cardiac arrest diagnosis was one of the
criteria for patient selection, while VT and VF diagnosis were
criteria for control group. This issue poses the problem of
semantically defining and selecting the correct cases within a
rich database. Furthermore, the significance of a contrast
pattern is determined by the growth rate, which if it is too high
it creates few patterns, and if it is too low it creates patterns
without significance. Therefore, creating an algorithm for
optimal selection of the threshold value for pattern develop-
ment is necessary in order to find important contrast patterns.

Conclusion

In this study, an attempt was made to model cardiac arrest by
using an integrated framework, which was previously suc-
cessfully tested to predict septic shock [11]. However, while
the results are promising, it became obvious that the com-
plexity of cardiac arrest mechanism poses many difficulties

in modeling. Thus, the present study demonstrates the
importance of using sequential contrast patterns to capture
relations between groups.
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Abstract
The automatic analysis of respiratory sounds has been a field of great research interest
during the last decades. Automated classification of respiratory sounds has the potential to
detect abnormalities in the early stages of a respiratory dysfunction and thus enhance the
effectiveness of decision making. However, the existence of a publically available large
database, in which new algorithms can be implemented, evaluated, and compared, is still
lacking and is vital for further developments in the field. In the context of the International
Conference on Biomedical and Health Informatics (ICBHI), the first scientific challenge
was organized with the main goal of developing algorithms able to characterize respiratory
sound recordings derived from clinical and non-clinical environments. The database was
created by two research teams in Portugal and in Greece, and it includes 920 recordings
acquired from 126 subjects. A total of 6898 respiration cycles were recorded. The cycles
were annotated by respiratory experts as including crackles, wheezes, a combination of
them, or no adventitious respiratory sounds. The recordings were collected using
heterogeneous equipment and their duration ranged from 10 to 90 s. The chest locations
from which the recordings were acquired was also provided. Noise levels in some
respiration cycles were high, which simulated real life conditions and made the
classification process more challenging.

Keywords
Respiratory sounds � Adventitious sounds � Automated classification � Database

Introduction

Respiratory diseases cause an immense health, economic and
social burden and are the third leading cause of death
worldwide [1] and a significant burden for public health
systems [2]. Therefore, significant research efforts have been
dedicated to improving early diagnosis and routine moni-
toring of patients with respiratory diseases to allow for timely
interventions [3]. A great amount of research has been
focused in the auscultation and characteristics of respiratory
sounds (RS), as they are directly related to movement of air,
changes within the lung tissue, and position of secretions
within the tracheobronchial tree, which make them valuable
indicators of respiratory health and respiratory disorders [4].
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Respiratory sounds are generally classified as normal or
adventitious. Auscultation-based diagnosis and monitoring
of respiratory conditions rely heavily on the presence of
adventitious sounds and on the altered transmission char-
acteristics of the chest wall. Adventitious sounds are RS
superimposed on normal respiratory sounds which can be
discontinuous (crackles) or continuous (wheezes). Crackles
are discontinuous, explosive, and non-musical adventitious
RS that occur frequently in cardiorespiratory diseases [5].
They are usually classified as fine and coarse crackles based
on their duration, loudness, pitch, timing in the respiratory
cycle, and relationship to coughing and changing body
position [6]. Wheezes are musical RS that usually last more
than 250 ms. They are a common clinical sign in patients
with obstructive airway diseases such as asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [7].

In the first edition of the ICBHI Scientific Challenge,
participants were asked to develop algorithms that charac-
terize sound recordings collected from clinical and
non-clinical (such as in-home visits) environments. The goal
was to classify, for each respiratory cycle of a short
recording (10–90 s), acquired at a single location, whether
the respiratory cycle contained crackles, wheezes, or both.

To develop solutions for the challenge, participants had
access to a respiratory sound database containing various
events (e.g., noise, cough, wheezes, crackles) collected from
healthy people and patients with different respiratory con-
ditions (e.g., COPD, asthma), providing a variety of signal
sources. Data included not only clean respiratory sounds but
also noisy recordings, providing authenticity to the chal-
lenge. Data were recorded from different locations,
depending on the individual protocols used for each data set.
The database was annotated by health professionals.
The ICBHI challenge process has been supported by a
dedicated web application.1 Users registered in the contest,
accessed the provided datasets, submitted their source code,
and communicated in forums provided by this web platform.
Furthermore, the platform automatically informed end-users
of their submissions’ ranking and evaluation. Finally, the
platform actively enforced rules of the contest, e.g., the
number of submissions allowed in each contest phase.

The automatic detection or classification of adventitious
RS has been the subject of many studies in the last decades.
Pramono et al. [8] summarized the most relevant methods
employed in those studies. Algorithms developed to detect
or classify events usually involve two steps; adventitious RS
are no exception. The first step is to extract the relevant
features that will be used as detection or classification
variables. The second step is to use detection or classifica-
tion techniques on the data, based on the features extracted.

The most common features employed in the literature
include Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs),
spectral features, energy, entropy, and wavelet coefficients.
Machine learning algorithms proposed in the literature
include empirical rule-based methods, support vector
machines (SVMs), artificial neural networks (ANNs),
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), k-nearest neighbors
(k-NNs), and logistic regression models.

Most prior attempts on automated classification of res-
piratory sounds have been limited by the small number of
patients employed in the studies. It is possible to achieve
very good classification results because the algorithm can be
custom designed and fit carefully to match the data and the
features collected from a small number of patients. However,
as the number of patients is increased to several dozen or
several hundred, the features learned from small datasets
typically fail to generalize [9].

This paper is structured as follows: in the Challenge data
section, we describe the data collection process, as well as
the structure of the challenge; future uses of the database are
discussed in the Conclusion section.

Challenge Data

Data Collection

The ICBHI Scientific Challenge database contains audio
samples, collected independently by two research teams in
two different countries, over several years. The database
consists of a total of 5.5 h of recordings containing 6898
respiratory cycles, of which 1864 contain crackles, 886
contain wheezes, and 506 contain both crackles and whee-
zes, in 920 annotated audio samples from 126 subjects.

School of Health Sciences, University of Aveiro
(ESSUA)
Most of the database consists of audio samples recorded by
the ESSUA research team at Respiratory Research and
Rehabilitation Laboratory (Lab3R), ESSUA and at Hospital
Infante D. Pedro, Aveiro. Sounds from several studies
conducted by this research team were included in the data-
base. All the recordings followed the computerized RS
analysis guidelines for short-term acquisitions [10], collect-
ing sounds from seven chest locations: trachea; left and right
anterior, posterior, and lateral. Sounds were collected in
clinical and non-clinical (home) settings. The acquisition of
RS was performed on subjects of all ages, from infants to
adults and elderly people. Subjects included patients with
lower respiratory tract infections, upper respiratory tract
infections, COPD, asthma, and bronchiectasis.

In some studies, the sounds were collected sequentially
with a digital stethoscope (Welch Allyn Master Elite Plus1https://bhichallenge.med.auth.gr/.
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Stethoscope Model 5079-400). In other studies, the sounds
were collected using either seven stethoscopes (3 M Litt-
mann Classic II SE) with a microphone in the main tube or
seven air-coupled electret microphones (C 417 PP, AKG
Acoustics) located into capsules made of Teflon. Respiratory
sounds were annotated using the Computerised Lung Aus-
cultation – Sound System (CLASS) [11].

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH)
Respiratory sounds were acquired at the Papanikolaou
General Hospital, Thessaloniki and at the General Hospital
of Imathia (Health Unit of Naousa), Greece. Sounds were
collected sequentially from six chest locations, as shown in
Fig. 1. The acquisition of RS was performed on adult and
elderly patients. All patients had COPD with comorbidities
(e.g. heart failure, diabetes, hypertension).

These recordings were acquired as part of the European
project WELCOME (Wearable Sensing and Smart Cloud
Computing for Integrated Care to COPD Patients with
Comorbidities) project and were annotated using Audacity2

2.0.6 a free, open source, cross-platform software for
recording and editing sounds.

Data Annotation and Curation

ESSUA
Sounds annotation by respiratory experts is the most com-
mon and reliable method to assess the robustness of algo-
rithms to detect adventitious RS [12]. Two respiratory
physiotherapists and one medical doctor, with experience in
visual-auditory crackles/wheezes recognition, independently
annotated the sound files in terms of presence/absence of
adventitious sounds and identification of breathing phases.
Nevertheless, as annotation is a time–consuming process,
being difficult to conduct in a large amount of sound files, in
part of ESSUA database, only one respiratory physiothera-
pist annotated the files. For the annotation, the Respiratory
Sound Annotation Software was used (Fig. 2) [13].

AUTH
Respiratory sound annotations were performed by three
experienced physicians, two specialized pulmonologists and
one cardiologist. Annotations discriminated the following
sounds: normal (respiratory sound), fine crackles, coarse
crackles, wheezing, speech, cough, artifact. Figure 3 repro-
duces a sample of the annotation process. Figure 4 shows an
example of an annotated sound recording.

Previous Uses of Data for Classification

Part of the ESSUA database has been used previously for the
detection of crackles. Pinho et al. [14] developed an algo-
rithm for automatic crackle detection and characterization
and evaluated its performance and accuracy against a
multi-annotator gold standard. The developed algorithm was
based on three main procedures: (i) extraction of a window
of interest of a potential crackle (based on fractal dimension
and box filtering techniques); (ii) verification of the validity
of the potential crackle considering computerized RS anal-
ysis established criteria; and (iii) characterization and
extraction of crackle parameters. The paper reported a per-
formance of 89% sensitivity and 95% precision.

Part of the AUTH database has been used previously for
the detection of wheezes, crackles, and cough. Mendes et al.
proposed a method for the detection of wheezes based on
their distinct signature in the spectrogram space (WS-SS). In
addition to this feature, 29 musical features were computed
using the MIR Toolbox [15]. The paper reported a perfor-
mance of 91% sensitivity and 99% specificity.

Mendes et al. [16] proposed a method for the detection of
crackles using a multi-feature approach. 35 features were
extracted, including 31 musical features, a wavelet-based
feature, entropy and Teager energy. WS-SS was also
extracted to improve the robustness of the method against
the presence of wheezes. The paper reported a performance
of 76% sensitivity and 77% precision. Rocha et al. [17]
proposed a method for the detection of explosive cough
events based on a combination of spectral content

Fig. 1 Chest locations for the
recording of respiratory sounds

2http://audacity.sourceforge.net/.
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descriptors and pitch-related features. The paper reported a
performance of 92% sensitivity and 85% specificity.

Preparation of the Database for the ICBHI
Challenge

The challenge was structured in two phases: unofficial and
official. During each phase, data from the two aforemen-
tioned databases were divided into training (60%) and test-
ing (40%) sets.

The data included in each of the train/test sets were
derived from mutually exclusive populations and thus the
recordings from the same subject could not be present in
both the training and testing sets. Furthermore, the data
included in the database were anonymized and no personal
information were provided.

During the official phase of the challenge, the training set
included 2063 respiratory cycles from 539 recordings
derived from 79 subjects, while the testing set included 1579
respiration cycles from 381 recordings derived from 49

patients. Table 1 provides further details about the distri-

Fig. 2 Respiratory sound
annotation software

Fig. 3 A sample of the
respiratory sound annotation
process

Fig. 4 A segment including three respiratory cycles: the first contains
wheezes (green), the second contains crackles (blue), and the third is
normal (black). Respiratory cycle boundaries are represented by
vertical lines (red)
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bution of the adventitious RS between the datasets.

Conclusion

The creation of this database and the related scientific
challenge constitute an initial but decisive step towards
leveraging computational lung auscultation, and also
towards highlighting the complexity of the RS classification
problem. The availability of the database after the challenge
(details will be posted on the challenge’s website), along
with the challenge’s approaches and results, will set the basis
to ensure the continuation of efforts, hopefully inspiring and
facilitating future relevant competitions.
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Hidden Markov Model Based Respiratory
Sound Classification

N. Jakovljević and T. Lončar-Turukalo

Abstract
This paper presents a method based on hidden Markov models in combination with
Gaussian mixture models for classification of respiratory sounds into normal, wheeze and
crackle classes. Input features are mel-frequency cepstral coefficients extracted in the range
between 50 Hz and 2000 Hz in combination with their first derivatives. The audio files are
preprocessed to remove noise using spectral subtraction. Our best score achieved in the
official ICHBI Challenge second evaluation phase is 39.56.

Keywords
Respiratory sounds � Crackles �Wheezes � Hidden Markov models � Spectral subtraction

Introduction

Auscultation is a common, fast and noninvasive way to
diagnose patients with lung diseases. Respiratory sounds
according to their acoustic properties can be classified into
normal and abnormal [1, 2]. Frequency content of normal
respiratory sounds depends on stethoscope position and does
not contain tonal (musical) components [2]. For example,
lung or vesicular sounds are dominated by frequencies below
100 Hz, whereas in the tracheal sounds frequencies from 100
to 1500 Hz are more distinctive. Abnormal sounds consist of
both normal and adventitious respiratory sound. Adventitious
crackle sounds are discontinuous, nontonal lung sounds with
a duration of less than 20 ms [2]. They are normally heard
during inspiration and sometimes during expiration [2]. The
crackle sounds’ frequency range is 60–2000 Hz, with their
major contribution below 1200 Hz [2]. Wheezes are contin-
uous tonal lung sounds with the dominant frequency above

400 Hz, and with a duration longer than 100 ms [2].
The most comprehensive evaluation of different classifi-

cation algorithms over healthy and asthmatic respiratory
sound databases is presented in [3]. The best performance in
[3] is obtained by the model based on Gaussian mixture
models (GMM) in combination with mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs). For these reasons this model has been
selected as the baseline model. The functionality of this
model has been enriched with the information about the
frame position in a sequence, leading to hidden Markov
model (HMM) instead of GMM. As hidden Markov models
were the backbone in automatic speech recognition for many
years [4], theoretical foundations have been developed, and
many practical considerations are well defined. A respiration
cycle varies in duration and acoustical content, just as in
speech, which suggests that HMM is an appropriate tool to
model it.

Methods

Preprocessing

The dataset contains audio recordings sampled at 44.1 kHz
and 4 kHz. Even though a majority of the recordings is
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sampled at 44.1 kHz, downsampling to 4 kHz is performed
as the frequency content of both wheeze and crackle is in the
range of 60–2000 Hz [2]. An additional benefit is a signif-
icant reduction in computational complexity of feature
extraction.

To remove sounds caused by heartbeats, the signal
components at low frequencies have to be suppressed. We
have evaluated the performance of two different filters. The
first one is the low order bandpass filter with the transfer
function:

H1ðzÞ ¼ 1� z�2

1� 0:9z�2
ð1Þ

The additional benefit of this filter are the reduced effects
of sudden changes in signal which can appear at the edges of
clipped segments if only a high pass filter was applied.

The second filter is the high pass finite impulse response
filter with cutoff frequency fc = 100 Hz and constant group
delay sg = 1024 samples obtained by Hann window func-
tion. In this way components at frequencies below 96 Hz are
attenuated by at least 54 dB, i.e. heartbeat sound is sup-
pressed more than in the case of the first filter.

Noise Suppression

Many sound files in the dataset contain stationary noise, thus
the following step in this algorithm is noise suppression. The
implemented noise suppression is based on spectral sub-
traction [5], which is performed on the signal which is
segmented into 30 ms long frames shifted by 15 ms using
Hann window function. For each frame discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) is performed and each magnitude spectrum
is decreased by the estimated noise magnitude spectrum, i.e.:

Xdðk; tÞj j ¼ Xðk; tÞj j � DðkÞj j ð2Þ
where |X(k, t)|, |D(k)| and |Xd(k, t)| are the magnitude spectra
of the original signal, the noise, and the denoised signal at
time t respectively, where k denotes the frequency bin. The
noise magnitude spectrum |D(k)| is estimated as the mean
value of |X(k, t)| over 1% of the frames with minimum
energy in the audio signal, excluding invalid frames with
zero energy.

The problem of the negative values of |Xd(k)| has been
solved using two approaches. The first approach, referred to
as SS1, sets the negative magnitude values to 1% of |X(k,t)|,
i.e.:

Xdðk; tÞj j ¼ Xðk; tÞj j � DðkÞj j Xðk; tÞj j[ DðkÞj j
0:01 � Xðk; tÞj j else

�
ð3Þ

The second approach, referred to as SS2, additionally
reduces the musical noise level introduced by magnitude
spectrum subtraction. The musical noise is caused by sudden
drops of magnitude at a certain frequency bin in successive
frames. Relying on the assumption that breath sound should
be dominant in the signal, for each k the estimated noise
level |D(k)| has been iteratively reduced by 10%, until in at
least 60% of frames |X(k, t)| > |D(k)| is fulfilled. The
denoised magnitude spectrum is obtained by:

Xdðk; tÞj j ¼ Xðk; tÞj j � DðkÞj j Xðk; tÞj j[ DðkÞj j
Xðk; tÞj j2 else

�
ð4Þ

where instead of linear scaling of critical components,
quadrature scaling is introduced, further suppressing small
magnitudes in |Xd(k, t)|. It should be noted that |X(k, t)| has to
be range normalized to accommodate quadrature scaling.

To suppress sudden drops of magnitude, |X(k, t)| is
monitored in 5 successive frames. If |X(k, t)| < |D(k)| in at
least 3 of 5 adjacent frames, the frequency bin is marked as
noise. An entire frame is considered as corrupted by noise
and set to zero (|Xd(k,t)| = 0, for each k) if more than 70% of
the bins are marked as noise.

In the synthesis step, the phase spectrum is approximated
with the phase spectrum of the noisy signal, thus the spec-
trum of denoised signal is:

Xdðk; tÞ ¼ Xdðk; tÞj jej argfXðk;tÞg ð5Þ
and the reconstructed signal is the sum of overlapping seg-
ments obtained by inverse DFT of Xd(k,t).

Feature Extraction

The MFCCs are estimated every 10 ms using 30 ms long
windows. The frequency range [50, 2000 Hz] is divided into
16 equal-width overlapped channels in mel-frequency
domain. The discrete cosine transform is performed on the
logarithm of 16 energy coefficients calculated for each
channel.

Cn ¼
X16

k¼1
log EðkÞð Þ cos np

16
k � 1

2

� �� �
ð6Þ

for n = 0, 1, … 15, where Cn is the nth MFCC and E(k) is
the energy at the kth channel. The coefficient C0, which
represents signal energy in the selected frequency band, is
discarded from further steps, since in some signals it sig-
nificantly correlates with heartbeat sound.

The cepstral mean and variance normalization per record
is applied to remove variations caused by the remaining
noise and it is defined by:
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C
_

nðtÞ ¼ CnðtÞ � �Cn

Sn
ð7Þ

where:

�Cn ¼ 1
T

XT

t¼1
CnðtÞ ð8Þ

Sn ¼ 1
T

XT

t¼1
CnðtÞ � �Cnð Þ2 ð9Þ

and T is the duration of signal in frames.
Additionally, to track feature dynamics and to decorrelate

successive feature vectors, first time derivatives of MFCCs
are introduced, increasing the cardinality of the feature
vector to d = 30.

Modeling

By visual inspection we have found that the same sound
class varies in acoustic content depending on recording
location, thus a respiration cycle for each location (trachea,
anterior left/right, lateral left/right, posterior left/right) and
sound class (normal, crackle, wheeze, and both crackle and
wheeze) is represented as a sequential HMM with S states
(see Fig. 1).

An HMM is described by its initial state probabilities (P),
state transition matrix (A), and emitting probability density
function for each state (bs). A state emitting probability
density function (pdf) for a given d-dimensional observation
o is defined by:

bsðoÞ ¼
XM
i¼1

wi
1

ð2pÞd=2 Rij j1=2
e�

1
2ðo�liÞTR�1

i ðo�liÞ ð10Þ

where wi, li and Ri are weight, mean and covariance matrix
of the i‐th mixture component, respectively. Although each
state can have a different number of mixture components, it
is common that the number is the same for all states.

In case of sequential model only one state can be the first
one, so in the vector P only one value is equal to 1 and the
others are 0, and each row in the state transition matrix
A contains at most 2 nonzero elements.

The standard criterion for HMM parameter estimation is
the maximization of the likelihood that the models will
generate the training sequence [4]. The optimization is
usually performed using expectation maximization algo-
rithm (Baum-Welch estimation). For an efficient estimation
procedure, the initial values of model parameters should be
carefully set. In this study, the initial parameters were
obtained by the time equidistant partition of the observation
sequence between states, and for each state the sample mean
ls and the covariance matrix Rs were calculated. In case of
several mixture components per state, means (li) were
obtained by random sampling from normal distribution N(ls,
Rs), and covariance matrices (Ri) by assigning the corre-
sponding sample covariance matrix (Ri = Rs). The initial
transition probabilities (Fig. 1) were set to 0.5, with stay
probability corresponding to the last HMM state, except for
aSS, which was initialized to 1.

The existing model parameters are used to calculate
probabilities that the model will be in the state s at time t and
will generate the observation (ot) using the m‐th mixture
component. These probabilities are used to update the values
of the transition probabilities, means and covariance matri-
ces of the model. In our experiments these parameters con-
verged in 6–12 iterations.

During the test phase, an unknown observation sequence,
denoted O = [o1, o2, … oT], is aligned with all HMMs (kc),
and the classification decision is based on the maximum
likelihood criterion, i.e.

ĉ ¼ arg max
1� c�C

pðOjkcÞ ð11Þ

pðOjkcÞ ¼ p1b1ðo1Þ
X

sð2Þ;...;sðTÞ
a1sð2Þ

YT
t¼2

bsðtÞðotÞasðtÞsðtþ 1Þ

ð12Þ
where s(t) represents the state at time t, and C the number of
classes. Having in mind computational complexity, the log
probabilities are used instead of probabilities themselves.

Database

For training and evaluation, the official ICBHI Challenge
respiratory sound database released in September 2017 was
used [6]. The details on data acquisition and ethical con-
siderations are provided [6]. The number of attempts for the
official scoring was limited, therefore many of experiments
were evaluated only on a validation set. The official training
set was divided into 10 folds. The validation set in each fold
contains at least one sound class for every possible recording

π1=1 

a11 a22 a33 a44 a55

a12 a23 a34 a45

b1(·) b2(·) b3(·) b4(·) b5(·)

Fig. 1 Sequential HMM with S = 5 states
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location. All respiratory cycle instances from an audio file
were in the same (train/validation) set.

Evaluation Criterion

The performances of classifiers were evaluated using offi-
cially proposed scores [7] i.e. sensitivity (Se), specificity
(Sp), and overall score, compactly written as:

Se ¼ Cc þCw þCb

Tc þ Tw þ Tb
; Sp ¼ Cn

Tn
; Score ¼ Seþ Sp

2
100%

ð13Þ
where Ci and Ti (i = c, w, b) are the number of correctly
recognized instances of class i, and the total number of
instances of class i in the test (or validation) set, respectively.
Indices c, w, b, and n stand for classes: crackle, wheeze, both
crackle and wheeze, and normal, respectively.

Results and Discussion

The selected results are summarized in Table 1. The clas-
sifiers differ by the preprocessing procedure, the number of
states and mixture components per state and the type of the
covariance matrix. In the first preprocessing procedure (T1),
proposed in the first phase of ICBHI Challenge, the input
signal is filtered through the bandpass filter H1(z) and noise
suppression is based on the SS1 method. The second pre-
processing procedure (T2) includes downsampling to 4 kHz,
filtering by the high pass FIR filter and noise suppression
based on SS2. It should be noted that the features are
extracted in the frequency range [50, 2000 Hz] indepen-
dently of the preprocessing procedure. Our initial experi-
ments for the simpler models on reduced dataset have shown

that there is no significant difference between these prepro-
cessing procedures, but a difference has been noted on the
extended dataset (see last two rows in Table 1).

The baseline system based on GMM has shown slightly
inferior performance to the HMM based systems. It can be
noted that with the increasing number of mixture compo-
nents the overall score is improving, as the result of higher
specificity. However, sensitivity is decreasing, indicating
that the classifier could not resolve adventitious sound types.

Introducing HMM, i.e. taking into consideration the
position of the frame in a sequence, increases the accuracy of
the model without a significant increase of its complexity.

As the used features are correlated, modeling data with
full covariance matrix increases the overall score by
increasing the specificity, without degradation in sensitivity
(Table 1, rows 6 and 7). The difference of the scores
obtained on the validation set (6.24) is higher than the dif-
ference of the official test set scores (0.30).

The overall discrepancies of scores obtained in
cross-validation using the publicly available dataset, and the
official test set (Table 1, columns 7 and 8) are noticeable.
One plausible reason for the score discrepancies might be the
correlation of the recordings in the publicly available dataset
(recordings from the same subject might be present in both
training and validation set), whereas the test set strictly
comprises a disjunct set of subjects [7].

To increase the overall score, we have tried with an
ensemble of classifiers trained over the 10 different folds. All
classifiers which had the same model complexity (28 models
with 5 states and 1 Gaussian per state) were trained with a
single learning method. The final decision was made by
simple majority voting by the classifiers. This approach has
achieved our best official score of 39.56, that represents a
minor increase in the score (0.24) at the expense of 10 times
greater computational complexity.

Table 1 Sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), and score evaluated on the validation set, and score on the official test for different preprocessing
procedures (PP), the number of states (S), the number of mixture components per state (M), and covariance matrix type (CMT)

PP S M CMT Validation set Official

Se Sp Score Score

T2 1 4 full 0.4381 0.4533 44.57 n/a

T2 1 8 full 0.4252 0.5136 46.94 n/a

T2 1 16 full 0.3517 0.6115 48.16 n/a

T2 1 32 full 0.2089 0.7671 48.80 n/a

T2 1 64 full 0.0917 0.8702 48.09 n/a

T1 5 1 full 0.4093 0.5326 47.09 39.32

T1 5 1 diag. 0.4079 0.4091 40.85 39.02

T1 6 1 full 0.4232 0.5669 49.50 39.37

T2 6 1 full 0.4102 0.5267 46.85 36.98

Class. ensemble n/a n/a n/a 39.56
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The presented results are modest in comparison with the
results published in [1, 3, 8], where both less extensive
databases and a smaller number of the adventitious sound
classes are used. There are several challenging issues
regarding the database used in this study: different types of
noise, multiple recording locations, and small numbers of
samples for different classes.

Conclusions

This study shows that MFCCs in combination with HMM can
be used for classification or respiratory sounds into 4 cate-
gories: normal, crackle, wheeze, and both crackle andwheeze.
The performances of the examined classifiers are modest
because they were evaluated on real data under varying levels
of different types of real noise.We assume that advanced noise
suppression techniques can improve the overall score.
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An Automated Lung Sound Preprocessing
and Classification System Based OnSpectral
Analysis Methods

Gorkem Serbes, Sezer Ulukaya, and Yasemin P. Kahya

Abstract
In this work, respiratory sounds are classified into four classes in the presence of various
noises (talking, coughing, motion artefacts, heart and intestinal sounds) using support
vector machine classifier with radial basis function kernel. The four classes can be listed as
normal, wheeze, crackle and crackle plus wheeze. Crackle and wheeze adventitious sounds
have opposite behavior in the time-frequency domain. In order to better represent and
resolve the discriminative characteristics of adventitious sounds, non-linear novel spectral
feature extraction algorithms are proposed to be employed in four class classification
problem. The proposed algorithm, which has achieved 49.86% accuracy on a very
challenging and rich dataset, is a promising tool to be used as preprocessor in lung disease
decision support systems.

Keywords
Adventitious pulmonary sounds � Respiratory sounds � Wheeze � Crackle � Respiration
cycle

Introduction

Pulmonary diseases affect the comfort of the patients in their
daily lives and some of the patients need to be tracked
continuously for attacks and severe conditions. Low cost
computerized pulmonary medical decision support systems
may be employed to be used at home to monitor the status of
the patient and this may reduce frequent hospital visits.
However, in order to be used in clinical settings

computerized systems must be validated in an objective way
and should meet high accuracy requirements.

In literature, there are diverse approaches to explain
pulmonary sound generation mechanisms [1, 2]. Although
the generation mechanisms are varied, the indicators of
dysfunctions are extensively studied and the most well
known indicators are wheeze and crackle sounds in the
computerized analysis area [3]. Wheezes are the oscillatory
type of adventitious sounds whereas crackles are the tran-
sient type. These sounds represent opposite time-frequency
(TF) characteristics and added onto normal (vesicular) breath
sounds. The time and frequency content of normal, wheeze
and crackle sounds are largely overlapped. Therefore, there
is a need for an automatic system to provide fine TF reso-
lution to resolve overlapped components of the pulmonary
sounds. Moreover, an automatic system must deal with
adventitious types of sounds without using prior information
since some of them may be absent or consecutively present
in the recorded pulmonary sound [1, 2].
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In order to be used in medical decision support systems,
detection and classification of pulmonary adventitious
sounds with high accuracy is crucial. In literature, studies are
mainly focused on wheeze/non-wheeze [4–6],
crackle/non-crackle classification [7–9] and
crackle-wheeze-normal classification [10–12]. There are also
six-class [13] and nine-class [14] classification studies in
literature. Wheeze and crackles may overlap or located
consecutively in a breath cycle; moreover, it is reported that
asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
may overlap on 15% of the obstructive lung disease popu-
lation [15]. In the presence of these cases, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no classification study which deals with
wheeze and crackle sounds together in a breath cycle. In this
paper, a novel time-frequency analysis based pulmonary
sound classification system is proposed to classify pul-
monary sound recordings into normal, crackle, wheeze and
crackle-wheeze groups. Crackles are transient waveforms
which typically last 20 ms with a scattered frequency con-
tent [16]. On the other hand, wheezes are oscillatory
waveforms which typically last more than 80 ms [17].
Crackles are associated with pulmonary diseases such as
COPD, chronic bronchitis, pneumonia, fibrosing alveolitis
and emphysema [16], whereas wheezes are associated with
pulmonary diseases such as asthma and COPD [18].

In literature, there are works which can be categorized
into either event based or segment based approaches [3].
Each approach has its own advantages. Segments are gen-
erally short duration (100 ms) time domain windows which
include either wheeze or crackle sound types and their
location is labelled by medical experts. On the other hand,
events are long duration (10 s) time domain windows which
include adventitious sounds but the exact location of the
sound is not known or labelled. The latter is more difficult
than the former since transient waveforms (crackles have
20 ms duration) may be located in any part of the long
duration signal. Therefore, since crackles or wheezes may be
present in the long duration window of the given lung sound,
an automatic technique which has finer TF resolution is

proposed to preprocess and classify crackle, wheeze, normal
and crackle plus wheeze lung sound classes.

In section “Materials and Methods”, properties of the
dataset and proposed novel time-frequency analysis based
method is introduced. In section “Results”, experimental
setup and results are represented. In section “Conclusions”,
outcomes are discussed and conclusions are summarized.

Materials and Methods

Description of Dataset

The system is trained on a publicly available lung sound
database [19]. 4144 labelled respiratory cycles (2072 nor-
mal, 1209 crackle, 501 wheeze, 362 crackle plus wheeze)
whose duration varies from 10 to 90s are used to form the
dataset. Lung sounds are acquired using either microphones
or digital stethoscopes from seven different locations on the
chest wall. The dataset is very challenging and rich such
that, it includes domestic and clinical recordings of children
and adult subjects contaminated with various noise compo-
nents such as coughing, talking, heart and intestinal sounds
and motion artefacts [19]. The test set is hidden and has
different subjects, so that subject independent testing and
training of the algorithm is guaranteed. The locations of the
adventitious lung sounds are unknown and their labels are
assigned by experts. Moreover, the dataset is collected from
patients with different pulmonary disorders.

General Processing Steps of the Proposed System

In Fig. 1, the complete automatic preprocessing and classi-
fication system is represented step by step. As a prepro-
cessing step, the given respiratory sound segment is band
pass filtered to eliminate heart sounds and other noise
components. Then the segment is separated into three
channels to locate wheezes, crackles and background

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the complete proposed preprocessing and classification system
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(vesicular) sounds using resonance based decomposition
method [20]. Following that step, various time-frequency
and time-scale analysis based features are extracted from
each individual channel and a fusion of these features are fed
into support vector machine classifier to train and test the
proposed system. The details of each processing step of the
system are presented below.

Preprocessing Step

At this step, the acquired raw lung sound data are
down-sampled to 4000 Hz to set up a coherent feature set.
Even on normal lung sound in the dataset which includes
various noises such as intestinal and heart sounds and
motion artefacts, 12th order Butterworth band pass filter
with 120 and 1800 Hz cut-off frequencies is applied to
minimize noise effects.

Proposed Time-Frequency and Time-Scale
Analysis Based Method

Since the frequency ranges of lung sound types are highly
overlapped and location of the adventitious sounds are
unknown, a resonance based decomposition method [21],
which is able to represent transient (crackle), oscillatory
(wheeze) waveforms and noise components at separate
channels, is applied to preprocessed lung sound segments.
Adventitious lung sounds may contain both low and high
frequency components, therefore instead of using linear
frequency based decomposition, non-linear resonance based
wavelet decomposition is proposed to decompose given lung
sound into three channels. Oscillatory waveforms can be
represented with high Q-factor wavelet, while transient
waveforms can be better represented using low Q-factor

wavelet bases. Once the given lung sound data are decom-
posed into high resonance (wheeze), low resonance (crackle)
and residual (noise) parts, short time Fourier transform
(STFT) [22] is applied to each decomposed channel. In the
beginning, after TF representation is formed, frequency
content of each channel is computed by integrating the TF
distribution over time. The motivation behind this step is to
capture the discriminative frequency characteristics of lung
sound types to better represent different classes because
exact location of the adventitious sound is unknown and
consequently, time information can not be used. Moreover,
to better represent the discriminative characteristics of the
dataset, statistical and spectral features derived from the
wavelet coefficients are also employed to be used as addi-
tional features. Mean, skewness, kurtosis, standard devia-
tion, minimum, maximum of the decomposed wavelet
coefficients, linear energy and nonlinear Teager-Kaiser
energy of the wavelet coefficients and entropy of wavelet
coefficients are employed to increase the performance of the
proposed system.

Feature Fusion and Classification

After the frequency features are extracted using STFT and
tunable wavelet transform [20], features are scaled to
[−1, +1] range to be normalized. In order to be employed in
an online classification system, the dimension of the features
is reduced using principal component analysis
(PCA) method [23]. Various values of variance (90, 95 and
99%) are employed to measure the success of the proposed
system. Support vector machine [24] with radial basis
function kernel is employed by exploring the best fit Cð100Þ
and cð0:001Þ parameters after various trials. Extracted STFT
or STFT + Wavelet features are fed into the classifier
algorithm. STFT is employed using window length of 256

Table 1 Various performance results of merely STFT and STFT + Wavelet based extracted features of proposed system employing different
PCA variances

Method Rate PCA Variances

0.90 0.95 0.99

STFT Accuracy 49.98 53.68 57.75

Sensitivity 48.90 52.11 54.33

Specificity 77.80 82.40 87.50

Score 63.35 67.25 70.92

STFT + Wavelet Accuracy 57.88 55.29 54.15

Sensitivity 55.29 52.60 50.61

Specificity 83.25 83.65 84.40

Score 69.27 68.13 67.51
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with 80% overlap on Hamming window. For the wavelet
part, Q (Q-factor), r (over-sampling rate) and J (number of
levels) values of 4, 5 and 45 are employed, respectively.

Results

In the Table 1, the accuracy, specificity, sensitivity and score
(exactly average of specificity and sensitivity) rates of
merely STFT and STFT + Wavelet based proposed method
is represented employing various PCA variances. As repre-
sented in the table, accuracy of the STFT + Wavelet based
method is better than STFT even if only 90% of the PCA
variance is employed. Moreover, when 90% of the PCA
variance is employed the score of the STFT is 63.35%, while
the score of the STFT + Wavelet based method is 69.27%.
In order to be employed in real time systems, the dimension
of the extracted features are reduced using PCA to decrease
the computational load. STFT + Wavelet based algorithm
represents decreasing performance while the recovered
variance of the PCA is increased (except for the specificity
rate) as presented in Table 1. This is probably due to the
reason that classifier is confused with the redundant infor-
mation. These results are obtained on the training dataset,
since the testing dataset is hidden, the results on the testing
dataset could not be provided in detail.

The experimental results showed that proposed wavelet
and Fourier based spectral features are not generalizable to the
testing set. The reasons for this outcomemay be that the kernel
of the support vector machine could not be able to learn the
bases, Fourier based spectral features could not be able to
localize transient sounds (duration of crackles is 10 ms) in 10–
90s recordings or normal respiratory sounds are confusedwith
crackle segments due to various intestinal and other noise
sources. In the testing experiments 39.97–49.86% accuracies
are reached. It is seen that, the proposed STFT + Wavelet
based features represent 1.20% better performance than pro-
posed merely STFT based features on the testing dataset.

Conclusions

A robust and generalizable method is needed to classify
respiratory sounds in the presence of various noises. Lower
testing scores pointed out that either classifier or trained
model show weaker generalizable representation. Redun-
dancy in the extracted features may also decrease the clas-
sification performance. Detecting and classifying transient
waveforms which last 20 ms in 10 s duration lung segment
is very challenging in the presence of heart, intestinal sounds
and stethoscope motion. Moreover, normal lung sound
segments which include various noise sources may be con-
fused with lung sound segments containing crackle sounds.

More advanced spectral features and classifiers will be
explored to increase the classification accuracy of the pro-
posed system.
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Detection of Cough and Adventitious
Respiratory Sounds in Audio Recordings
by Internal Sound Analysis

B. M. Rocha, L. Mendes, I. Chouvarda, P. Carvalho, and R. P. Paiva

Abstract
We present a multi-feature approach to the detection of cough and adventitious respiratory
sounds. After the removal of near-silent segments, a vector of event boundaries is obtained
and a proposed set of 126 features is extracted for each event. Evaluation was performed on
a data set comprised of internal audio recordings from 18 patients. The best performance
(F-measure = 0.69 ± 0.03; specificity = 0.90 ± 0.01) was achieved when merging
wheezes and crackles into a single class of adventitious respiratory sounds.

Keywords
Cough � Adventitious respiratory sounds � Automatic classification

Introduction

Respiratory diseases cause an immense socio-economic
impact and are the third leading cause of death worldwide
[1] and a burden to public health systems [2]. Therefore,
significant research efforts have been dedicated to improving
early diagnosis and routine monitoring of patients with
respiratory diseases to allow for timely interventions [3].

A great amount of research has been focused on the
auscultation and characteristics of cough and respiratory
sounds (RS), as they are valuable indicators of respiratory
health and respiratory disorders [4].

Cough is a natural respiratory defense mechanism to
protect the respiratory tract and one of the most common
symptoms of pulmonary disease [5]. It can be characterized
by an initial contraction of the expiratory muscles against a
closed glottis, followed by a violent expiration as the glottis

opens suddenly, producing a characteristic sound [6]. The
cough sound is usually divided in three phases: an explosive
phase, an intermediate period, whose characteristics are
similar to a forced expiration, and a voiced phase. Cough
often occurs as an epoch, where an initial inspiration is
followed by a series of glottal closures and expiratory efforts,
sometimes with interspersed inspirations [7]. In this paper,
we consider each cough event, i.e., each glottal closure and
expiratory effort, independently.

Respiratory sounds are generally classified as normal or
adventitious. Auscultation-based diagnosis and monitoring
of respiratory conditions rely heavily on the presence of
adventitious sounds and on the altered transmission char-
acteristics of the chest wall. Adventitious sounds are RS
superimposed on normal respiratory sounds which can be
discontinuous (crackles) or continuous (wheezes). Crackles
are discontinuous, explosive, and non-musical adventitious
RS that occur frequently in cardiorespiratory diseases [8].
They are usually classified as fine and coarse crackles based
on their duration, loudness, pitch, timing in the respiratory
cycle, and relationship to coughing and changing body
position [9]. Wheezes are musical RS that usually last more
than 250 ms. They are a common clinical sign in patients
with obstructive airway diseases such as asthma and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [10].
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The main goal of this work was to design a method for
the automatic detection of cough and adventitious RS solely
from audio recordings. The automatic detection of cough
and adventitious RS has been the subject of many studies in
the last decades. Algorithms developed to detect or classify
events usually involve two steps; cough and adventitious RS
are no exception. The first step is to extract the relevant
features that will be used as detection or classification
variables. The second step is to use detection or classifica-
tion techniques on the data, based on the features extracted.
The most common features employed in the literature
include Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs),
spectral features, energy, entropy, and wavelet coefficients.
Machine learning algorithms proposed in the literature
include empirical rule-based methods, support vector
machines (SVMs), artificial neural networks (ANNs),
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), k-nearest neighbors
(k-NNs), and logistic regression models [11]. Prior attempts
at automated classification of adventitious RS have tried to
simplify the problem by focusing on a single type of sound
and, to the best of our knowledge, none has tried to classify
cough and adventitious RS at the same time.

In Sect. 2 we describe the data collected for this work and
the methodology proposed, including the features and clas-
sification algorithms used. In Sect. 3 we present the results
and discuss their implications. Finally, conclusions of the
work are provided in Sect. 4.

Materials and Methods

Data Collection

Respiratory sounds were acquired at the Papanikolaou
General Hospital, Thessaloniki and at the General Hospital
of Imathia (Health Unit of Naousa), Greece. Sounds were
collected sequentially from six chest locations, as shown in
Fig. 1. The acquisition of RS was performed on adult and
elderly patients. All patients had COPD with comorbidities
(e.g. heart failure, diabetes, hypertension). Table 1 provides
a description of the data set.

These recordings were acquired as part of the European
project WELCOME (Wearable Sensing and Smart Cloud
Computing for Integrated Care to COPD Patients with
Comorbidities) project and were annotated using Audacity1

2.0.6 a free, open source, cross-platform software for
recording and editing sounds.

Respiratory sound annotations were performed by three
experienced physicians, two specialized pulmonologists and
one cardiologist. Annotations discriminated the following
sounds: normal (respiratory sound), crackles, wheezes,
speech, cough, artifact.

Pre-processing

In the pre-processing stage, the audio signal is filtered, using
an 8th-order infinite impulse response (IIR) high-pass filter
at 80 Hz (below the lower bound of the typical adult human
voice [12]), and normalized. We then proceed to discard
near-silent segments through the following process: given a
threshold for length (100 ms) and another for amplitude
(5%), segments whose length and amplitude are both below
their respective thresholds are classified as near-silent and
discarded, i.e., a segment is near-silent if its number of
consecutive samples with absolute amplitude below 5% adds
up to more than 100 ms. Subsequently, we compute the rms
energy in each remaining segment, in 10 ms frames with
80% overlap, to find the onset (threshold: 20%) and ending
(threshold: 5%) of each event. These parameters were
experimentally obtained and sensitivity analysis proved their
robustness. Finally, a vector of event boundaries is fed to the
feature extractor.

Feature Extraction

A total of 42 descriptors were computed in frame windows
of 50 ms and 80% overlap. The final number of features
computed for each event was 128, corresponding to the

Fig. 1 Chest locations for the
recording of respiratory sounds

1http://audacity.sourceforge.net/.
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median, the maximum, and the standard deviation of each
descriptor.

Musical features
The MIR Toolbox [13] was used to extract 35 features
related to dynamics, timbre, pitch, and harmonic content.
Table 2 provides a brief description of the musical features
used in this work.

Other features
Seven other features were extracted in this work. Chirp
group delay is a phase-based measure proposed in [14] for
highlighting turbulences during glottal production. Har-
monic to noise ratio (HNR) was computed for the frequency
ranges (0–500) and (0–1500) Hz using the Voice Sauce
toolkit [15]. The information entropy is a measure of the
disorder of a system; the maximum of the entropy in each

Table 1 Description of data set

# Patients 18

Average signal duration (s) 106

# Cough segments 574

# Crackle segments 184

# Wheeze segments 248

# Speech segments 440

# Other segments 602

Table 2 Description of the musical features

Feature Description

RMS Root-mean square energy of the frame

Spectral centroid Center of mass of the spectral distribution

Spectral brightness Amount of energy above 1500 Hz

Spectral spread Variance of the spectral distribution

Spectral skewness Skewness of the spectral distribution

Spectral kurtosis Excess kurtosis of the spectral distribution

Spectral rolloff 95 Frequency such that 95% of the total energy is contained below that frequency

Spectral rolloff 85 Frequency such that 85% of the total energy is contained below that frequency

Spectral entropy Complexity of the spectrum

Spectral flatness Noisiness of the spectrum

Spectral roughness Estimation of the sensory dissonance

Spectral irregularity Degree of variation of the successive peaks of the spectrum

MFCC 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

Zero-crossing rate Waveform sign-change rate

Spectral Flux Distance between the spectrum of successive frames

Chromagram centroid Tonal centroid

Chromagram peak Peak of the tonal centroid

Key clarity Probability of key candidates

Mode Modality estimation

Harmonic change detection
function

Flux of the tonal centroid

Pitch Pitch estimation

Pitch inharmonicity Ratio of partials that are not multiple of the fundamental frequency, taking into account the amount of energy
outside the ideal harmonic series

F0 Fundamental frequency estimation
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frame was used as a feature. Another computed feature was
the maximum of the Teager energy in each frame. The
maximum of Katz’s fractal dimension of the filter
WPST-NST, described in [16], was also calculated. Finally,
the wheeze signature in the spectrogram space, thoroughly
described in [17], was computed.

Classification

Before classifying the events, the data set is partitioned into
10 stratified folds. Then, the training folds are filtered
through the following procedure: (1) a class balancer is
applied to reweight the instances in the data so that each
class has the same total weight; (2) feature selection is
performed and each feature is evaluated according to the
information gain it provides; (3) each instance of the training
set is classified and misclassified instances are removed.
Finally, a random forest classifies each event of the test fold.
This algorithm was chosen after validation and comparison
with other common machine learning algorithms on a subset
of the data. This process is repeated 10 times.

Evaluation

Six versions of the data set were used for evaluation:
Complete, with five classes (cough, wheezes, crackles,
speech, other) and no feature selection; Merged, with four
classes, where wheezes and crackles were merged (cough,
adventitious sounds, speech, other) and no feature selection
was performed; Complete 50, i.e., Complete with the best 50
features; Merged 50, i.e., Merged with the best 50 features;
Complete 20; Merged 20; Complete 10; Merged 10; Com-
plete 5; Merged 5. Table 3 shows the sensitivity, specificity,
precision, and F-measure for all sets.

Regarding specificity, the performance did not change
significantly with feature selection or the merging of the
adventitious RS classes. Regarding the other metrics, the
performance in Merged sets is always better than in Com-
plete sets and it is especially so in the adventitious RS
classes. The removal of features also seems to have less
impact inMerged sets. Given these results, one can speculate
that performing a hierarchical classification where adventi-
tious RS are first merged and then discriminated might
improve the performance.

Conclusions

This paper presents a method for the detection of cough and
adventitious RS. A data set comprising a total of 18 patients
was used to evaluate the performance. The results indicate
that future work should employ a hierarchical classifier.
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A Content-Aware Analytics Framework
for Open Health Data

L. Koumakis, H. Kondylakis, D. G. Katehakis, G. Iatraki, P. Argyropaidas,
M. Hatzimina, and K. Marias

Abstract
The vision of personalized medicine has led to an unprecedented demand for acquiring,
managing and exploiting health related information, which in turn has led to the
development of many e-Health systems and applications. However, despite this increasing
trend only a limited set of information is currently being exploited for analysis and this has
become a major obstacle towards the advancement of personalized medicine. To this
direction, this paper presents the design and implementation of a content aware health
data-analytics framework. The framework enables first the seamless integration of the
available data and their efficient management through big data management systems and
staging environments. Then the integrated information is further anonymized at run-time
and accessed by the data analysis algorithms in order to provide appropriate statistical
information, feature selection correlation and clustering analysis.

Keywords
Data analysis � Data mining � Heath data integration � IHE profiles � Semantic
interoperability

Introduction

Healthcare is challenged by large amounts of data that is
diverse, unstructured and growing exponentially. The
heterogeneity and scale of such data (clinical, environmen-
tal, lifestyle, etc.) raises the demand for seamless data access
along with the availability of powerful, reliable and efficient
data analysis operations, tools and services. Obviously, the
amount of information available, the heterogeneity of it and
the wide range of terminologies/ontologies available to
model this information, dictate the identification of a solu-
tion able to handle all this data.

Health data analytics provide mechanisms able to identify
patterns or trends in data, screen pre-frailty states and

provide different views of data for new management plans.
Data mining consists of various methods and algorithms,
which have been applied to many research areas, and the
healthcare domain is not an exception [1, 2]. Understanding
and extracting knowledge from healthcare data, formed the
need for advanced analytical methodologies that can effec-
tively transform data into meaningful and actionable infor-
mation [3].

The major challenge in healthcare analytics is not the data
mining algorithms, per se, but rather the framework which
leverages legions of disparate, structured, and unstructured
data [4]. Analytics can provide insides and draw conclusions
for the data only if the data source(s) have been appropri-
ately integrated and populated by reliable content.

To this end, we propose an analytics framework over a
well-defined mutli-layer approach, which provides efficient
management of big data, seamless integration using
semantics and standards, secure interaction and
anonymization of data for public open access and a modular
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analytics framework able to incorporate advanced algorithm.
The bottom layer can retrieve effectively data from disparate
sources and combine those utilizing IHE Profiles [5], the
second layer is responsible for the semantic integration and
the efficient management of heterogeneous big data pro-
viding also data access, and the third layer provides a
user-friendly analytics portal. The proposed framework has
been adopted by the iManageCancer European project [6] as
an open access tool to any researcher for analysing anon-
ymized, health related data. The framework was empirically
evaluated by experts using artificial but realistic data that
exist in real medical databases such as patients’ admission
details, demographics, laboratory exams, medications,
wellbeing data from smart phones and smart watches, etc.
The technology readiness level of the framework is currently
at TRL6 and by the end of the iManageCancer project we
plan to pass at TRL7.

This paper describes a framework for data analytics over
health related big data sources. It presents the system’s
architecture in section “System Architecture” by means of
describing (i) the heterogeneous health sources integration
by means of the IHE technical framework, (ii) the staging
big data environment and the semantic layer, both feeding
(iii) the Data Analysis Layer. Section “Preliminary Evalua-
tion and Discussion” provides preliminary results from the
iManageCancer project and section “Conclusions”.

System Architecture

Analytical services try to go much further than traditional
statistics by examining the raw data and then attempting to
hypothesize relationships within the data. As shown in
Fig. 1 on the top, data analysis and data mining is an iter-
ative approach, which combines data from the semantic
layer and the big data staging environment, pre-processes the
data, performs the analysis and provides the results for
visualization based on the data distillation model. The loop
closes with the interaction of the end user who can refine the
results and continue with a drill-down analysis to extract
knowledge from patient cohorts with specific criteria.

The proposed architecture consists of three layers. The
data analytics layer, the semantic layer and the heteroge-
neous health sources integration layer. In the next sections,
we analyze in detail each one of the aforementioned layers.

Heterogeneous Health Sources Integration Using
IHE

IHE profiles have the potential to support the sharing of
health information in a secure, reliable and incremental
manner across the different points of care, through

authorized and validated interaction with existing systems
and tools. This requires the existence of a commonly agreed
interoperability framework to be in place, including
(amongst other) detailed conformance statements for each
domain under consideration. Implementations of software
must be in accordance with the specifications described by
IHE Profiles [5], such as those for Cross Document Sharing
(XDS), Patient Identifier Cross Referencing (PIXv3), Patient
Demographics Query (PDQv3), Cross Community Access
(XCA), and Cross Community Patient Discovery (XCPD)
for peer-to-peer querying and retrieve with other
communities.

Cross-organization health data sharing translates into
complex security policies that need to be uniformly
man-aged and enforced. New complex requirements include
for example the capability of dealing with data-binding
concepts such as ‘purpose of use’ and ‘conditions on use’
[7].

The IHE Quality, Research and Public Health (QRPH)
domain [8] addresses the information exchange and electronic
health record content standards that are necessary for the
sharing of information relevant to quality improvement in
patient care, clinical research and public health monitoring.
IHE QRPH addresses the infrastructure and content necessary
to share information relevant to quality improvement,
improve the liaison between the primary care system and
clinical research and provide population base health surveil-
lance, which are all reliant on the secondary use of data
gathered in clinical care. Some examples of relevant
IHE QRPH profiles indicatively include the Clinical Research
Process Content [9] and the Research Matching [10].

Having in our disposal the IHE profiles, we can rely on a
health information ecosystem, with well-defined interoper-
ability standards for every health related sources such as
Electronic Health Records, Personal Health Records, life-
style monitoring, laboratory results, etc.

Semantic Layer and Application Programming
Interface

The semantic layer consists of two main sub-layers, i.e. the
big data lake and the integrated information layer. On top of
these layers APIs use various data services to provide access
to the available information exploiting anonymization ser-
vices according to the security/ethical requirements. Bellow
we explain in detail each one of those components.

Data Lake Layer
Presented architecture’s big data lake layer corresponds to

IHE ingestion layer. In the data lake, various information
exists in its proprietary form and is further processed and
cleaned as a first step of data management. Various data-
bases are staged in this layer such as PostgreSQL storing the
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PHR patient information, MySQL for storing the recom-
mendations to the patients and the corpus to be recom-
mended, Cassandra DBs for staging big data available (e.g.
activity monitoring data, sensor data etc.) and other DBs for
storing the pushed information from external sources.

Integrated Information Layer
Selected information out of the data lake layer is mapped

to a modular ontology, the IMC Semantic Core Ontology,
developed as part of the iManageCancer project [11]. Then,
data are semantically uplifted (through an ETL process), and
stored in a Virtuoso Triple Store. A benefit of the approach is
that we can recreate from scratch the resulting triples at any
time. However, for reasons of efficiency the data integration
engine periodically transforms only the newly inserted
information by checking the data timestamps. In this process
summarization tools [12] allow the quick exploration and
understanding of the available information enabling subse-
quent query formulation.

Data Access Services (APIs)
Both the integrated information and the staged informa-

tion at the data lake can be queried using appropriate Data
Access Services through the appropriate APIs. The APIs
transform the user request to the appropriate query language
(CQL, SQL or SPARQL) and forward the query to the
appropriate source. The analytics framework usually queries

the integrated information since we would like to analyze the
linked information between the sources.

Data Analysis Layer

The objective of the analytical framework is to extract
information from the diverse health data sources and trans-
form it into an understandable structure for better knowledge
and further use. The platform is modular enough and allow
any data-mining algorithm to be directly embedded in the
whole workflow. As we can see from the high-level archi-
tecture (Fig. 1 on the top), the components of the analytical
framework are the query builder, analysis and visualization.

Query Builder
Query builder is the place where the end user poses the

research question and pull the anonymized data from the
data lake. Since the end users can be also non-IT experts the
graphical interface intended to be simple but yet powerful
enough for complex queries. The user actually draws an
SQL-like query with his/her preconditions and selects the
attributes that would like to retrieve data from. The imple-
mentation is based on graphs and the user has to create/draw
a graph where each node is a feature with specific conditions
(e.g. the user wants to view data for all the patients with age

Fig. 1 The reference architecture
of the proposed analytics
framework
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over 60), while the edges represent the logical condition
between the features. The query builder provides the possi-
bility to the user to create more complicated queries using
groups e.g. (age under 40 OR age over 60) AND gender
male as shown in Fig. 2.

Visualization
Query builder provides the capability to the user to view

more statistics of the generated query at any time and
update/modify the query accordingly. The results of each
query can be viewed in a graphical way, using various
charts, enabling further exploration and enhancement. Each
chart can be used as a filter and give instant feedback. The
graphical view of the query results from an example query is

shown in Fig. 3. Features with numeric values such as Age
are visualized as bars charts while the nominal features such
as Gender are visualized as pies. The total number of
patients is shown to the right of the viewer area. All the
charts can be used as single filters or multiple filters (using
the logical AND operation for more than one filters).

Data Analysis
Data mining consists of various methods and algorithms,

which have been applied to many research areas and the
healthcare domain is not an exception. Main objective of the
analytics framework is to hide the complexity of data mining
from the end user.

Handling of the diverse and large amount of data is
supported by feature elimination algorithms, typically used
in the demanding domain of bioinformatics [13, 14] while
clustering algorithms provide similarity matching to
cases/patients. The reduction of the feature set and the
selection of the most relevant features could help to cope
with highly dimensional data (e.g. lifestyle data from smart
devices), reduce computational cost, and improve classifi-
cation performance. The framework uses the principal
variables [15] in order to select a subset of variables that
contain, in some sense, as much information as possible and
propose the most informative variables of a cohort to the end
user.

One of the most important questions in data analysis is to
find the “similar” cases/records in our data. Cluster analysis
has been widely used in patient orientated management
strategies and identify discrete groups of patients with
specific combinations of comorbid conditions [16]. The
analytics framework uses the K-Means algorithm [17], one

Fig. 2 Query builder example

Fig. 3 Visualization
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of the well-known unsupervised learning algorithms, which
clusters data by trying to separate samples in n groups of
equal variance, minimizing a criterion known as the inertia
or within-cluster sum-of-squares.

Preliminary Evaluation and Discussion

The proposed data analysis framework has been adopted by
the iManageCancer European project. The iManageCancer
project aims to support chronic cancer treatment via a cancer
disease self-management platform focusing on the wellbeing
[18] and patient empowerment [19].

As such the analytics framework has been linked with the
iManageCancer data sources using the semantic and inter-
operability layers. During the implementation of the afore-
mentioned analytics platform, the iManageCancer pilots
were in the process of preparation. Therefore, no real data
were available. For that reason, we generated artificial but
realistic data for testing and development of the framework
and the algorithms. The framework, using the artificially
generated data, was empirically evaluated by four experts
(two physicians, one research nurse and one data analyst) As
it was expected the end users focused mainly on the visu-
alization of data and analysis rather that the analytical
algorithms. They identified the whole framework as a highly
added-value instrument, easy to be understood and used. The
query builder was the only part of the analysis workflow that
the users were not familiar but after a while, using the trial
and error method, all the users managed to create simple and
complex queries. The results of a thorough evaluation, with
real-datasets will be published in a follow-up after the
completion of the pilots.

Conclusions

Nowadays, medicine combines data collected over time
about an individual’s genetics, environment, and lifestyle
and focuses on the integrated diagnosis, treatment and pre-
vention of disease in individual patients [20]. While the goal
is clear, the path to such advances has been fraught with
roadblocks mainly in the data management and data inte-
gration areas.

We propose a multi-layer framework architecture and we
believe that consolidating healthcare data into comprehen-
sive and coherent assets with an analytics frontend on top
will aid in the precision medicine area. The architecture is
able to combine heterogeneous healthcare sources by
exploiting IHE profiles, integrate efficiently big data using
semantics and provide anonymized healthcare data over a

modular analytics framework. The proposed architecture/
framework has been adopted by the iManageCancer project
but it could also be used out of the project’s context.
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Towards Harmonized Data Processing in SMBG

Sara Zulj, Goran Seketa, and Ratko Magjarevic

Abstract
Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is the key activity in diabetes management.
Patients are required to take measurements and act accordingly, while the physicians use
measured data to adjust the therapy. Though the accuracy of individual glucose meters used
for SMBG is limited, the main difficulty in interpretation of the recorded data is due to
inaccuracy of the records made by patients themselves into the paper diabetic diary.
Oftentimes, patients do not record data properly and therefore the data is not reliable for use
in determining long-term changes and trends or to use it for further analysis. Therefore,
analysis and decision making should rely on the values recorded and stored in glucose
memory. The large variety of glucometer models on the market introduce a large problem
in using the recorded values since companies which produce and sale glucometers do not
necessarily base their data transmission code on accepted standards but they embed custom
made code. Data from 37 models of glucometers is transferred into a cloud based platform
using previously developed system and available for immediate analysis and for saving into
an appropriate health registry in a harmonized structure despite differences in protocols and
data structure of different meters. Immediate statistics are given to the physicians upon
patient’s checkup. However, general statistical metrics usually do not include metrics on
glucose variability, which is one of the most important measurements of glycemic control.
We added glycemic variability metrics, including other metrics into tool for data analysis
using MATLAB. The output of the analysis can be stored in the system and can be
combined with the existing healthcare registries to develop multidimensional analysis for
new knowledge discovery. This paper describes the system for acquisition of SMBG data,
MATLAB analysis software and the notes on the analysis of the previously discussed data
set.

Keywords
Glucose measurement � Data acquisition � Glucometer � SMBG � MATLAB

Introduction

Self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) refers to home
blood glucose testing for diabetic patients. Guidelines for
treatment of diabetics with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM),

who are the majority of patients with diabetes, recommend
structured self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) for
better glucose control through self-efficiency, increased
knowledge on their own condition and in changing of life
style. Regular blood glucose monitoring provides immediate
feedback on how the taken actions are working. SMBG is
thus the key activity in diabetes management.

Although clinically approved testing of glycated hemo-
globin (HbA1c) gives clinicians good insight into a general
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measure of blood sugar control over the previous two to
three months, if often neglects important daily glycemic
excursions and dangerous hypoglycemia events [1]. Without
glucose data, the interpretation based on HbA1c only gives
little possibility for feedback and for improved therapy and
expected outcomes of SMBG associated with it.

Patients are taught to use their immediate SMBG results
to try and keep their blood glucose levels within the desired
target range. The correction is made by changing the car-
bohydrate intake, exercising, or using insulin. The frequency
with which patients with diabetes should monitor their blood
glucose level varies from patient to patient, but most experts
agree that insulin treated patients should monitor blood
glucose at least four times a day, most commonly fasting,
before meals, and before bed [2]. On the other hand, SMBG
allows clinicians to adjust patients’ therapy and manage their
patients’ glucose levels more effectively.

SMBG generates massive amounts of data which should
be acquired and stored properly. Recorded values of gly-
caemia (electronic dairies, i.e. data on glycemic values from
blood glucose measurement devices, glucose meters) con-
tribute to a physician’s better overview of patients’ condi-
tions. However, in daily routine, there are several problems
to overcome in order to achieve improvement in individual
glycemic control. Firstly, the culture of accurate glycemic
data acquisition is partially overcome by the introduction of
digital memory to the glucometers so that inaccurate entry
into paper glucose dairies does not exist in well trained
patients [3]. Still, a vast majority of patients does not bring
their meters to routine checkups at their GPs.

The availability of SMBG data, allows clinicians and
patients to quickly identify glycemic patterns and make more
informed decisions about therapeutic adjustments that may
be required [4].

Clinicians must analyze and interpret these datasets
within a few minutes during a checkup to identify the fre-
quency, severity, and timing of hypoglycemic and hyper-
glycemic episodes [5]. Complex systems often do not offer a
fast and intuitive way to allow easy use for clinicians, where
systems which use only basic information do not allow any
customization on selected analysis.

There have been a lot of discussions on the effectiveness
of SMBG in T2DM patients, which resulted in health
technology studies and meta-analysis of literature. These
studies showed that the technology implemented for SMBG
for structured self-monitoring has a potential which is rarely
used: the information from measurements is not well inte-
grated into diabetes management and there is a lack of
feedback to patients. Moreover, rarely are glucose mea-
surements stored and kept in electronic health records for
trend analysis and pattern management [6], partially because
of many glucose measurement systems present at the market
and low standardization or harmonization of the data transfer

protocols [7]. It is a fact that in conclusions of those reviews
there is the statement pointing out that the results of SMBG
could improve more advanced use of the acquired data and
better training of their analysis. From the point of technol-
ogy, the feedback loop may be closed even more often that
through regular checkups by means of health [8]. Systems
for wired remote monitoring have been successfully intro-
duced into clinical settings and lately a number of applica-
tions for telemonitoring have been adopted for use by mobile
phones [7, 9]. With accessible and accurate data, adopting of
individual approach in the treatment of persons with type 2
diabetes mellitus, as recommended by international guidance
documents, should not be considered as a problem in any
health system.

Acquisition System for SMBG Data

Our system for acquisition and analysis of SMBG data has
previously been developed due to a large number of different
glucose meters available on Croatian market. (42 types of
glucose meters from 17 manufacturers). The system aims to
help clinicians make more informed decisions by providing
information on statistics in a chosen time span. Statistics
include total number of blood glucose measurements, min-
imal, maximal and average value of measurements, number
of days without measurement and average number of mea-
surements per day, etc. It also includes graphical represen-
tations of the data set such as trend, modal day or modal
week. The description of the data acquisition system which
is used to obtain the data and store it in the cloud is more
thoroughly described in [7].

Matlab-Based Tool for Analysis

The clinician is shown the described statistics and graphical
representation of SMBG data for the immediate patient at the
checkup. However, the statistics shown to physicians often
do not provide complete information on glucose profile that
is representative of daily glucose excursions. The MATLAB
based tool that we implemented should provide enough
customization if needed.

Because glucose values from SMBG do not follow a
Gaussian or normal distribution, but the distribution is
usually skewed to the right, two common metrics need to be
addressed first. The mean and standard deviation (SD) as
measures of central tendency (average) and variability,
which are very sensitive to outliers, are implemented median
and inter-quartile range as metrics which represent dataset
more naturally [10].

The tool can be customized to allow users to export rel-
evant metrics for one or more patients. It allows the option
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for changing timespan by entering dates. Euglycemic range
can be also set for individual patients or for the observed
group. But most importantly, measurements of glucose
variability such as the mean amplitude of glycemic excur-
sion MAGE, low blood glucose index (LBGI), high blood
glucose index (HBGI) have been implemented [11]. The tool
also allows to divide SMBG values into time-categories such
as nocturnal/daytime measurement and weekend/work day
measurement. Several plots are available, such as a his-
togram of measurements per time of day is added next to
modal day, and option for separating bin by hypo-, eu- or
hyperglycemia values. The tool utilized the automated script
so that selected metrics can be exported to .csv file and plots
are generated in the output folder as image files or comma
separated values file.

In order to use the tool, users must place data files in
comma separated values format into input folder. Data files
must consist of date of measurement, time of measurement
and measurement value. File name corresponds to the patient
ID, gender (F/M) and age. Once the data files are in the input
folder the user can start a script. Depending on the input
parameters, user can choose to enter number of day or start
date and end date for limiting data timeline, number of
graphical representation (one or more) from the available
(trend, modal day, histogram of measurements per hour of
day grouped by 2, 4, or 6 h with option to section the ratio of
hypo- and/or hyperglycemias), euglycemia limits and per
day/total parameter which determines whether statistics
should be calculated by day or in total for each patient. The
output is generated as PNG images for each patient for
graphical representations, and statistics are given in the form
of a CSV file which include patient ID, gender, age, mean,
standard deviation, median, interquartile range, total number
of measurements, number of days without measurement,
number of hypo-, eu- and hyperglycemias nocturnal and
daytime, MAGE, LBGI and HBGI.

Testing the Tool and Results

While testing the tool, we observed the data from the data-
base for patients on intensified therapy. In this case their
treatment consists of three or more daily insulin injections or
CSII. The main reason for choosing this group of patients
was relatively high number of measurements (ideally 3–4
measurements per day) due to the nature of therapy.

The initial data was extracted from database for patients
whose average number of performed measurements per day,
not including the days that measurements that no measure-
ment was performed, was 3 or more. This yielded data from
603 patients, which included 782.934 SMBG measurements.
The last 500 patients were taken into further analysis. We
calculated the average number of measurements per day for

those patients within the last 90 days prior to the
checkup. Time of the checkup was taken from the date of the
last data acquisition, which is done in clinicians’ office.
103 patients with average number of measurement more than
three (33 with more than four) were furtherly extracted with
this method.

Even though many glucose meters allow adding flag to
the measurement (e.g. fasting, pre-prandial/2-h postprandial
at each meal, bedtime, after exercise), the vast majority of
patients does not use that option. Therefore, the information
on the timing regarding recommended times in measuring
structure is neglected. This problem could potentially be
overcome by using the mobile app to transfer the data, which
would then include other relevant information on meals,
therapy and exercise. Also, the time of the glucometers
records was corrupted due to the inaccurate setting of the
time.

The tool should be modified to allow importing other
data, i.e. data from registries, to utilize them and extent the
analysis combined with SMBG data and metrics.

Discussion and Conclusions

Statistical measures often fail to show specific situations. For
example, Fig. 1 shows that example of the data from a
patient who on average measures more than 3 times a day,
but 35 days within 90 days were without any measurement.
Also, trend graph showed that most measurements were
made in a few days prior to the visit. This can influence the
metrics, and clinician tools could use such knowledge to
help better understand given metrics and their reliability.

Data collected from patients regularly visiting specialist
shown that SMBG data is collected unstructured. Figure 2
shows modal days from the data from two different patients
in last 90 days prior to the visit along with the histograms of
the measurement on 2-h intervals during the day. The his-
togram shows the number of hypoglycemic events within all
measurements. Figure 2a the patients who measured at
consistent times per day, and Fig. 2b shows a patient with no
consistency in regard to time of the measurements. A closer

Fig. 1 Trend graph of patient with inconsistent timing of
measurements
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evaluation showed that even the patient in Fig. 2a does not
comply with the rules of structured SMBG measuring.

Data presented in this paper show that medical systems
developed for SMBG enable valuable information to
physicians and persons with diabetes. However, some of the
studies tend to question the efficiency of their use due to
unproved short-term results. Due to large prevalence of
diabetes, benefits for individuals who were trained in
application of and understand the contemporary technology,
should be accepted and for increasing the efficiency of the
systems for SMBG, more effort should be given to proper
training of upstanding use of technology. Also, further
development and more sound presence of continuous glu-
cose measurement systems at the market at affordable prices
should encourage health policy makers to introduce them
since their characteristics already proved its potential in
enabling better control of glycaemia [12].
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Notarization of Knowledge Retrieval
from Biomedical Repositories Using
Blockchain Technology

P. Mytis-Gkometh, G. Drosatos, P. S. Efraimidis, and E. Kaldoudi

Abstract
Biomedical research and clinical decision depend increasingly on a number of authoritative
databases, mostly public and continually enriched via peer scientific contributions. Given
the dynamic nature of data and their usage in the sensitive domain of biomedical science, it
is important to ensure retrieved data integrity and non-repudiation, that is, ensure that
retrieved data cannot be modified after retrieval and that the database cannot validly deny
that the particular data has been provided as a result of a specific query. In this paper, we
propose the use of blockchain technology in combination with digital signatures to create
smart digital contracts to seal the query and the respective results each time a third-party
requests evidence from a reference biomedical database. The feasibility of the proposed
approach is demonstrated using a real blockchain infrastructure and a publicly available
medical risk factor reference repository.

Keywords
Biomedical repositories � Cryptographic techniques � Blockchain � Integrity
Non-repudiation

Introduction

Biomedical research and clinical practice relies increasingly
on authoritative data gathered and curated in reference
biomedical databases. Examples include: clinical databases
(registries or academic clinical databases) that hold clinical
data on patient cohorts [1]; biomedical databases [2] with
current data on pharmaceuticals [3], metabolomics [4],
inheritance data and other omics (for example, the rich
collection available from the European Bioinformatics
Institute at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/services); publication
repositories and other medical evidence repositories [5],

either general purpose (the most prominent example being
PubMed service by the National Library of Medicine, USA)
or high evidence quality, such as Cochrane Library reports.

Biomedical references databases are continually updated
to include new data sets (e.g. PubMed included *1 M new
records in 2016), and are often validated and, if necessary,
updated to correct existing data. At any given point in time,
these data are heavily accessed by humans (clinicians,
patients and researchers alike) and software (via appropriate
application programming interfaces) to establish current
evidence and inform clinical acts and biomedical research.
As such, it is important to ensure that data cannot be
manipulated retrospectively and that data ‘consumers’ can
have a proof of what data were retrieved from the database at
a given point in time as a result of a specific query.

A reliable knowledge retrieval service has to fulfill at
least the following two important requirements; integrity and
non-repudiation. Integrity, means that the query and the
retrieved data cannot be modified (either by accident or
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deliberately), once the retrieval operation completes.
Non-repudiation, in this context means that given any past
retrieval operation, the knowledge retrieval service cannot
validly deny that the exact data have been provided by the
service as a response to the given query at the specific time.
An interesting solution that satisfies the above requirements
can be found in the emerging field of blockchain infras-
tructures. Blockchains inherently ensure the integrity of each
recorded transaction. Moreover, non-repudiation can also be
accomplished if blockchains are for example combined with
digital signatures.

In this paper, we propose the use of blockchain tech-
nology to create smart digital contracts to seal the query and
the respective results each time a third-party requests evi-
dence from a reference biomedical database. The proposed
approach is demonstrated on the powerful Ethereum block-
chain platform [6] with a retrieval service for the publicly
available CARRE risk factor reference repository [7]. The
repository has been developed in the context of the European
Union funded FP7-ICT project CARRE (Grant no. 611140),
which researched and developed novel personalised decision
support services for managing comorbidities associated with
cardiorenal disease.

Background

Blockchain is a distributed, incorruptible transaction man-
agement technology without one single trusted party. Each
new transaction is broadcasted to a distributed network of
nodes; once all nodes agree the transaction is valid, the
transaction is added to a block. Every block contains a
timestamp and the hash (cryptographic seal) of the previous
block and the transaction data, thus creating an immutable,
append-only chain. Copies of the entire blockchain are
maintained by each participating node.

The first blockchain was proposed for and implemented
in Bitcoin [8], a distributed infrastructure where users can
make financial transactions without the need of a regulator
(e.g. a bank). Nowadays, other blockchain infrastructures are
emerging, for example the Ethereum [6], where everyone
can participate in the blockchain generation, and the
Hyperledger Fabric [9], where only approved parties can
post to the blockchain. In permissionless blockchains like
Bitcoin and Ethereum, all transactions are public, however,
no direct links to identities exist. When applied to financial
transactions, this privacy preserving features can be
enhanced even further [10]. However, in applications that
require non-repudiation, identity should be irrevocably
maintained; this can be ensured by the appropriate use of
public key infrastructure solutions [11, 12].

A recent systematic review on current state, limitations
and open research on blockchain technology [13] discusses a

number of blockchain applications that extend from cryp-
tocurrency to Internet of things, smart contracts, smart
property, digital content distribution, Botnet, and P2P
broadcast protocols. Currently, there is considerable opti-
mism that blockchain technology will revolutionize the
healthcare industry [14]. Indeed, blockchain technology has
been proposed as a solution for privacy-preserving control
and sharing of patient personal healthcare data [15–17] and
for record management in clinical trials to ensure that data is
fully published and not tampered with [18, 19].

Query Notary Service

In this paper, we propose a lightweight wrapper for con-
ventional databases that uses blockchain technology to offer
database query notary services to data consumers (humans
and programs alike). The proposed notary service adminis-
ters contracts that seal a query placed to a database and the
returned results. The service offers irrevocable proof of data
retrieved by a specific query placed by a specific consumer,
thus establishing query transaction integrity and
non-repudiation. In this way, the proposed system assures
that the consumer is protected against a service that may
accidently or intentionally try to repudiate or alter a past
query transaction.

The overall architecture is presented in Fig. 1. The main
component is the blockchain contract service that acts as a
mediator between conventional biomedical databases and
data consumers. The structure of the biomedical knowledge
could be any database model (i.e. SQL or NoSQL data-
bases), or even semantic repositories (i.e. RDF stores).

The proposed notary service exhibits three computational
layers: (a) a data consumer front-end, which can be either an
interface for human data consumers or an application pro-
gramming interface (API) for 3rd party programs that
request data from a biomedical database; (b) an interface to
communicate with biomedical database interfaces, which is
specific to each database API; and (c) the contract generation
engine, which collates the query/results data and the con-
sumer, prepares transactions and submits them to a block-
chain infrastructure, and stores contract information
(contract address and its application binary interface).

The workflow of the notary service is as follows. First,
the data consumer front-end undertakes the communication
with the party placing the query to the database. In its
simplest version, the query is forwarded to the database API
via the database API client. As an added-value, the query
can also be signed by a public key infrastructure to verify
later the identity of the data consumer. The API client places
the query via the database API and retrieves the results; both
(signed) query and results are forwarded to the blockchain
contract service. Subsequently, these data are hashed (e.g.
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using SHA256 [20]) and the hash is included in a smart
contract that is deployed to a blockchain infrastructure.

The contract generation engine then returns the query
results to the data consumer via the front-end, accompanied
by the smart contract’s address on the blockchain, the
application binary interface (ABI) to interact with the con-
tract, and the (signed) query and its results. A respective
entry is also made into the local contract database. The
packet returned to the data consumer contains also database
certification information to verify the identity of the database
and thus ensure query transaction non-repudiation (for
example, the database blockchain public key signed by a
digital certification authority). The consumer archives the
query transaction (query and signed response) in a local
database for future reference.

At any later time, the data consumer or any third party
can verify the query transaction dataset by retrieving the
respective contract from the blockchain infrastructure and
comparing the retrieved hash of the original data with a new
hash of the claimed (signed) query and respective results.

Implementation and Experimental Results

The proposed architecture was implemented to provide
query notary services for the CARRE risk factor reference
repository [7], an open, online database collecting current
high-level evidence on risk factors for the cardiorenal syn-
drome and related comorbidities. In this repository, risk

factors are described in a structured way following the
CARRE risk factor ontology [21]. Risk evidence descrip-
tions are manually entered by authorized medical experts
following a collaborative literature survey process by which
appropriate medical publications of high level medical evi-
dence are identified in PubMed and used to extract
state-of-the-art medical evidence on risk factors related to
cardiorenal disease. The resulting risk factor descriptions are
available as Linked Data, following the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) format (http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-
syntax), via an open access RDF repository. Currently the
CARRE risk factor repository describes more than 100 dif-
ferent risk factors corresponding to 250 risk associations
between more than 50 medical conditions related to car-
diorenal disease as retrieved from 65 scientific publications.

In this demonstration, blockchains were implemented
using the Ethereum infrastructure [6], which in addition to
the transaction introduces a programmable logic into the
blocks. This functionality allows for smart programmable
contracts that have the ability to work autonomously in an
if-this-then-that fashion. The use of the Ethereum blockchain
infrastructure requires running an Ethereum node using the
Geth client (version 1.5.9). Smart contracts are implemented
in the Solidity language (https://solidity.readthedocs.io),
while a MongoDB database (https://www.mongodb.org) is
deployed for the local storage of contracts and respective
information.

The front-end was implemented using JavaScript and
Ajax asynchronous requests to establish communication
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with the CARRE RDF repository via its SPARQL endpoint
client (https://devices.duth.carre-project.eu/sparql). The
Meteor web framework (https://www.meteor.com) was used
to connect the front-end with the backend of the query
notary service.

Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the notary service as
implemented for CARRE risk factor repository. When a new
query is placed via the front end, the notary service com-
municates with the CARRE repository and creates a smart
contract out of the query and the returned results. The con-
tract is compiled locally and then the bytecode is deployed
on the Ethereum blockchain. The front end provides infor-
mation on the status of the procedure and information on
past queries and their respective application binary interface
on the Ethereum blockchain.

Experimental verification used the Ropsten Ethereum test
network (https://testnet.etherscan.io), which simulates the
blockchain environment but is provided for free. At the time
of testing in July 2017, the transaction confirmation delay
was 30–50 s, and the cost of placing a transaction into the
Ethereum blockchain was 0.00302 Ether (Ethereum’s cryp-
tocurrency). With an exchange rate of 1 Ether = 171.64€ (31
Jul 2017, www.worldcoinindex.com), the cost of one
transaction was about 0.52€.

Discussion

This paper proposes a query notary for biomedical data
consumers (humans or programs alike) who need to retrieve
accurate and certified data from reference biomedical data-
bases. The proposed approach utilizes blockchain technol-
ogy and is implemented using a real blockchain
infrastructure and a publicly available medical reference
repository. The notary is realized following the approach of
software-as-a-service, thus bringing the cost to the data
consumer on a needs basis. Additionally, a private block-
chain network maintained by health regulators, such as
healthcare establishments and medical research organiza-
tions (similar to that proposed in [19]) could be established
to alleviate this cost. Work in progress includes design and
development of a mechanism that exploits the blockchain to
provide irrefutable version control of database content and
give undisputable proof that the results returned via a query
correspond to the most recent update. Additional work
addresses smart contracts involving dynamic graph data (e.g.
Linked Open Data cloud datasets), where the question is to
combine certified sub-graphs (for example from different
repositories) in order to validate larger, integrated data
graphs.

Fig. 2 Snapshot of contract
deployment process in blockchain
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Gap Analysis for Information Security
in Interoperable Solutions at a Systemic Level:
The KONFIDO Approach

J. Rasmussen, P. Natsiavas, K. Votis, K. Moschou, P. Campegiani,
L. Coppolino, I. Cano, D. Marí, G. Faiella, O. Stan, O. Abdelrahman,
M. Nalin, I. Baroni, M. Voss-Knude, V. A. Vella, E. Grivas, C. Mesaritakis,
J. Dumortier, J. Petersen, D. Tzovaras, L. Romano, I. Komnios,
and V. Koutkias

Abstract
In this paper, we present a gap analysis study focusing on interoperability of eHealth
systems and services coupled with cybersecurity aspects. The study has been conducted in
the scope of the KONFIDO EU-funded project, which leverages existing security tools and
procedures as well as novel approaches and cutting-edge technology, such as homomorphic
encryption and blockchains, in order to create a scalable and holistic paradigm for secure
inner and cross-border exchange, storage and overall handling of healthcare data in
compliance with legal and ethical norms. The gap analysis relied on desk research, expert
opinions and interviews across four thematic areas, namely, eHealth interoperability
frameworks, eHealth security software frameworks, end-user perspectives across diverse
settings in KONFIDO pilot countries, as well as national cybersecurity strategies and
reference reports. A standards-based template has been created as a baseline through which
the analysis subjects have been analyzed. The gap analysis identified barriers and
constraints as well as open issues and challenges for information security in interoperable
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solutions at a systemic level. Recommendations derived from the gap analysis will be
brought into the forthcoming phases of KONFIDO to shape its technical solutions
accordingly.

Keywords
Gap analysis � eHealth � Interoperability � Cross-border health data exchange
Cybersecurity

Introduction

Important systematic efforts have been made recently in the
field of digital security and data privacy protection world-
wide. Especially in the EU, driven by the need for
cross-border health data exchange across Member States,
diverse projects have conducted research along this line, by
focusing on access policies, as well as on how to enforce
security measures in the underlying data transfers and sub-
sequent storage. Equally important, interoperability is an
aspect that is explicitly linked with the technical solutions
that shall be in place and their user acceptance.

The EU-funded KONFIDO project (http://konfido-
project.eu/) aims to leverage proven tools and procedures
as well as novel approaches and cutting-edge technology, in
order to create a scalable and holistic paradigm for secure
inner and cross-border exchange, storage and overall han-
dling of healthcare data in a legal and ethical way at both
national and European level. The project aims to: (a) en-
hance the trust and security of interoperable eHealth ser-
vices; (b) provide continuous validation and proof of
concept demonstrations, and (c) focus on stakeholders,
improving user acceptance as well as adherence to standards,
legal rules and ethical directives. To achieve these goals,
KONFIDO is organized in four distinct though comple-
mentary phases, interacting with each other, namely, ‘User
requirements’; ‘Design’; ‘Technology development’; and
‘Integration, testing and validation’. As part of the ‘User
requirements’ phase, a systematic gap analysis has been
conducted focusing on the security and privacy mechanisms
developed and/or used in other projects and initiatives in
relation to interoperability at a systemic level.

In general, a gap analysis serves the purpose of identi-
fying the difference (gap) between the current and the target
state of affairs (product, process, organization, market etc.).
Current state refers to the actual state regarding the analysis
focus, while the target state refers to the future state where it
should be. This entails the comparison between actual per-
formance with potential or desired performance across a
range of areas. For the current study, it means that it is
possible to see how well a project, initiative, technology,
solution etc. meets a set of requirements as identified as

relevant for KONFIDO’s further work and final output. This
analysis is expected to significantly contribute to an
improved design of the project’s technical solution as a
whole and each of its components/tools separately.

The current paper presents the methods employed as well
as the consolidated outcomes of the gap analysis study.

Material and Methods

Material

As analysis subjects we identified a range of relevant pro-
jects, technologies, initiatives, end-user organizations and
strategies across four thematic areas, which have been ana-
lyzed in detail in the scope of the gap analysis. These were:

• eHealth Interoperability Frameworks: Antilope [1],
epSOS [2], the Joint Action to Support the eHealth
Network (JASeHN) [3] and SemanticHealthNet [4].

• eHealth Security Software Frameworks: DECIPHER [5],
OpenNCP [6] and STORK 2.0 [7].

• End-user perspectives across diverse settings in KON-
FIDO pilot countries: OUH Odense University Hospital
& Svendborg Hospital (Denmark), Santobono Pausilipon
Hospital (Italy) and Hospital Clínic Barcelona (Spain).

• National cybersecurity strategies and reference reports:
the Danish, Italian and Spanish Cybersecurity Strategies
as well as relevant ENISA reports [8, 9].

Methods

For each area, a group of organizations and people with
knowledge and experience in the particular area has been
identified and a Working Group within the KONFIDO
Consortium was formed per thematic area. The analysis
subjects have been reviewed by topic experts against a
baseline template of security-oriented criteria (or controls),
primarily based on the ISO 27 k family of standards con-
cerning information security [10]. The ISO 27 k family
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consists of a broad range of standards that addresses infor-
mation security either to a specific sector/technology, at an
overall management level or with specific topic guidelines.
In the scope of this study, the following standards have been
considered:

(a) ISO/IEC 27002—Information technology—Security
techniques—Code of practice for information security
controls (https://www.iso.org/standard/54533.html);

(b) ISO/IEC 27010—Information technology—Security
techniques—Information security management for
inter-sector and inter-organizational communications
(https://www.iso.org/standard/68427.html);

(c) ISO/IEC 27040—Information technology—Security
techniques—Storage security (https://www.iso.org/
standard/44404.html);

(d) ISO 27799—Health informatics—Information security
management in health using ISO/IEC 27002 (https://
www.iso.org/standard/62777.html);

(e) ISO 22857—Health informatics—Guidelines on data
protection to facilitate trans-border flows of personal
health information (https://www.iso.org/standard/
52955.html), and

(f) ISO/IEC 25010—Systems and software engineering—
Systems and software Quality Requirements and
Evaluation (SQuaRE)—System and software quality
models (https://www.iso.org/standard/35733.html).

Based on the above standards and with input from HIMSS
EMR Usability Evaluation Guide for Clinician’s Practices
(http://www.himss.org/himss-emr-usability-evaluation-guide
-clinicians-practices-sample-post-test-questionnaires), a sys-
tematic and detailed template for each of the four thematic
areas included in the gap analysis was produced. Each
Working Group was provided with a baseline template of
security-oriented controls organized in various sections and
worked in parallel as no group was dependent on the work of
the others. In summary, the baseline template relied on the
following, upper–level structure: Security policy; Organizing
information security; Asset management; Human resources
security; Physical and environmental security; Communi-
cations and operations management; Access Control;
Information systems acquisition, development and mainte-
nance; Information security incident management; Business
continuity management; Compliance, and Usability.

Instructions on how to use the template were offered to
the respondents via examples. Furthermore, predefined sets
of responses have also been defined where applicable, in
order to prevent errors while facilitating the analysis process
for the reviewers. Introductory, interim and final meetings
were held across the Working Groups to discuss the plan,
their progress and results, respectively. Despite that the

utilized templates were identical for the four types of sub-
jects considered in the gap analysis, these were distributed
with the understanding that for some of the analysis subjects,
a part of the security aspects and control questions might not
be relevant in all cases, due to the level of details and spe-
cifics that were addressed. Respondents were notified of this
aspect and, given their knowledge and expertise, they were
able to evaluate the relevance and applicability of each
security aspect.

The gap analysis data on each analysis subject were
obtained via one or a combination of the methods listed
below:

• Desk research: A review of available material on the
analysis subject. This can be project material
(reports/deliverables, presentations, videos etc.) as well
as articles and other published material.

• Expert opinion: The information is from a source with
concrete detailed expertise about the analysis subject. It
can be someone who was directly involved in the project,
or who works in the respective organization.

• Interview: The analysis subject was analyzed through an
interview with a person with particular knowledge on the
analysis subject and security aspects.

As a result, a comprehensive dataset was compiled for
our analysis, but the process also flagged some weaknesses
and risks, e.g. relevant projects and initiatives are still
evolving. Therefore, mitigations were put in place during the
process when possible, making the gap analysis an iterative
process.

Results

eHealth Interoperability Frameworks

The gap analysis of existing eHealth interoperability
frameworks showed that while the SemanticHealthNet pro-
ject refers to information security and references ISO stan-
dards as guidelines, the project per se does not provide
details concerning information security. The Joint Action to
support the eHealth Network (JAseHN) focuses on semantic
interoperability of exchanging information in a cross-border
fashion and Antilope on quality management and testing
processes. In both cases, while some security aspects iden-
tified in the baseline template are addressed in the projects,
most topics can be considered out of these projects’ scope.
Concerning epSOS, a distinction must be made between the
project itself and the open-source software that came out of
the project, namely, OpenNCP (included in the gap analysis
of eHealth Software Security Frameworks).
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Some indicative common gap patterns were identified
through the reviewed interoperability projects/initiatives:

• Cases of inadequate information on aspects concerning
‘Information security policy’ and ‘Management com-
mitment’. For epSOS, the scope of the security policy
might have been too narrow concerning also the National
Contact Points (NCP) and internal organizational
matters.

• ‘Assets management’ in terms of responsibility, classifi-
cation and exchange protection may be enhanced.

• ‘Compliance’ in terms of cryptographic control and
information system audit could have been added.

eHealth Security Software Frameworks

The gap analysis of STORK 2.0 disclosed an overall
adherence to the information security aspects according to
the standards. Most gaps were related to what can be con-
sidered as local operations rather than the technology per se.
However, the reviewed STORK 2.0 documentation, for
instance, does not reference any controls against ‘Protection
against malicious and mobile code’, ‘Back-up’ and to some
extent ‘Network security’ and ‘Media handling’.
The STORK 2.0 project results are carried over to eIDAS,
which is the Regulation 2014/910 on electronic identifica-
tion and trust services for electronic transactions in the
internal market. Furthermore, the review of DECIPHER
showed several gaps. However, DECIPHER is a
pre-commercial procurement (PCP) project, which to a large
extent impacts its applicability and relevance in relation to a
gap analysis of existing eHealth security software.
In DECIPHER, the security aspects are not dealt with as the
standards define, since the main focus of the project is on the
PCP process itself. Finally, according to the OpenNCP
project’s gap analysis, some shortcomings in relation to
‘Information security’ have been identified: an audit trail that
is potentially forgeable; no protection against malicious
cloud provider or administrator; and only basic encryption
technologies are used.

Local End-User Organisations

A gap analysis of the local end-users was conducted through
desk research, interviews with relevant people and expert
opinions (e.g. IT staff in hospitals and healthcare profes-
sionals) and reveals that the local end-user hospitals in
Spain, Denmark and Italy, respectively, all adhere to a
high-level compliance with the background standards on

information and health security. The gaps identified related
mostly to whether or not there was full compliance to the
ideal procedures according to the standards.

National and European Cybersecurity Strategies
and Reference Reports

The national cybersecurity strategies and ENISA reports
address security at a general level given their strategic per-
spective, so many operational gaps were expectedly identi-
fied. However, for the most part, these gaps were not
considered as significant. Nevertheless, it has been identified
that there are aspects of the baseline template, which are not
at all addressed. Furthermore, it should be noted that further
elaboration regarding local operational application should be
considered.

Consolidation of Gap Analysis Outcomes

The gap analysis uncovered barriers and constraints as well
as open issues, challenges and recommendations for infor-
mation security in interoperable solutions at a systemic level.
The consolidated outcomes are summarized below:

(a) Barriers and constraints:
• Adherence to the security targets and controls set by

international standards are met to various degrees but
rarely regardless of the analysis subjects.

• Technological advances happen at a pace which can
quickly render security mechanisms applied outdated
or not state-of-the-art.

• The activities of the projects and frameworks are
developed in parallel but not integrated.

(b) Open issues and challenges:
• The level of adherence to standards on information

security management varies between end-users (very
high) to the frameworks, strategies etc.

• Analyzing frameworks does not address the details
of the local operations and execution, hence some
aspects are perhaps not captured.

• The dependency on adaption and implementation of
specific technologies deriving from the frameworks
impacts the KONFIDO solution.

(c) Recommendations:

Based on the full outcome of the gap analysis, five rec-
ommendations for addressing information and cybersecurity
in an eHealth setting at a systemic and holistic level were
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formulated, which are applicable to KONFIDO and its future
activities as well as in a broader setting:

• Strive for high adherence to standards across all domains
and subjects as it ensures trust and is in line with the
end-users’ approach.

• Take into account the users of a centralised
technology/framework in terms of details of information
security.

• Implement state-of-the-art security technologies and
measures.

• Ensure information security sustainability in technical
solutions.

• Explore further the implementation issues of the relevant
security software frameworks.

Conclusions

The conducted analysis has shown a range of gaps in other
projects and initiatives, which does give indication of gaps at
a systemic level and raises specific issues to consider. Rec-
ommendations derived from the gap analysis will be brought
into the forthcoming phases of our project, but also have a
wider European added value and, hence, will be dissemi-
nated appropriately. An iterative process for the gap analysis
will strengthen the knowledge pool for KONFIDO and other
relevant projects in the domain.
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Identification of Barriers and Facilitators
for eHealth Acceptance: The KONFIDO Study

P. Natsiavas, C. Kakalou, K. Votis, D. Tzovaras, N. Maglaveras,
I. Komnios, and V. Koutkias

Abstract
In this paper, we present one of the key KONFIDO project’s activities, the identification of
key barriers and facilitators regarding eHealth solutions acceptance, focusing on security
and interoperability. The methodology presented includes an end-user survey and an
end-user workshop, engaging various stakeholders from Europe, in order to gain value out
of their experience and insight in real-world healthcare settings. The analysis of the results
provides a list of explicitly identified barriers and facilitators of adopting eHealth solutions
in a Europe-wide scale, useful in the context of KONFIDO and beyond.

Keywords
eHealth acceptance�Barriers� Facilitators�Cross-border health data exchange� Security
of eHealth systems

Introduction

Recent advances in health IT intend to transform the
healthcare delivery, especially via the increase of use of
tele-monitoring solutions, mHealth applications and geno-
mic data. However, the constantly increasing digitalization
and use of sensitive data come along with the cost of pro-
liferation of cyber-crime. For example, 2015 has been an
all-time record year for security breaches in healthcare with
over 100 million health records accessed by hackers globally

[1]. Despite the benefits of technological advances, security
is considered as one of the most important barriers for the
large-scale adoption of new eHealth services. Lack of
security results to patients and healthcare personnel unwill-
ingness to share health data and adopt eHealth solutions, as
well as of investors (both private and public) to fund such
activities. In addition, during the last decade, we witness a
considerable increase of citizen’s mobility in Europe for
education, training, work and tourism. Nevertheless, people
suffering from chronic diseases are facing obstacles in
travelling either within or outside their country of residence,
due to the lack of an established, systematic and secure
framework for data exchange among healthcare organiza-
tions across EU.

The KONFIDO project (http://konfido-project.eu/) aims
to leverage proven tools and procedures as well as novel
approaches and cutting-edge technology, such as homo-
morphic encryption and blockchains, to create a holistic
paradigm for secure cross-border exchange, storage and
overall handling of healthcare data. KONFIDO aspires to
fulfil the prerequisites for cross-border patient mobility, in
the interest of EU citizens, allowing secure cross-border
exchange of personal health data. KONFIDO is organised in
four complementary phases, namely, ‘User requirements’;
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‘Design’; ‘Technology development’; and ‘Integration,
testing and validation’. As part of the ‘User requirements’
phase, KONFIDO reviews and maps applicable legal
frameworks, ethical and social norms at EU level and in the
project’s pilot-site countries (i.e. Denmark, Italy and Spain),
defining operational constraints and requirements. This
process includes surveying all relevant stakeholders in par-
ticipating countries (and other European countries too) to
identify key factors and weak-signals that may considerably
affect (at present and in the future) user acceptance,
go-to-market strategies and overall operational sustainability
of eHealth.

The current paper presents the methods employed to
identify barriers and facilitators of eHealth acceptance linked
with security and interoperability and the obtained results.

Methods

The two pillars employed to identify key barriers and
facilitators to adopt eHealth solutions linked with security
and interoperability were (a) an End-user survey, and (b) an
End-user Workshop. The scope of these pillars as well as
their organization details are presented in the following.

End-User Survey

The End-user survey focused on identifying the facilitators
and barriers of applying security practices in real-world
healthcare delivery settings. Thus, its main goal was to
identify the currently applied practices regarding security
and interoperability on existing e-health infrastructures, for
organizations of varying size and nature (e.g. private and
public), also focusing on specific stakeholder categories,
namely managers, healthcare professionals (HCPs) and
health IT stuff working in hospitals.

The survey has been implemented as an online survey,
enabling sophisticated features like: (a) conditional work-
flow of questions based on answers submitted on earlier
questions, so that only relevant questions appear for the user;
(b) validation of input to avoid erroneous or malicious input;
(c) export of the collected responses in a format convenient
for further analysis, and (d) creation of personalized invita-
tions and automatic reminders for the involved participants.
The design of the survey is based on the guidelines presented
in [2].

While making the survey public and using widely
accepted forums, email lists, social media etc. would cer-
tainly increase the obtained responses, it would inevitably
increase the risk of receiving answers of questionable value.
Therefore, we decided to avoid a totally open invitation
policy for survey submissions and invited specific

individuals (experts) expecting high-value responses. The
target audience has been carefully selected among stake-
holders working on hospitals or health administrative
regional units across Europe, able to provide the anticipated
insights. A time window of one week has been given to the
participants to submit their responses, while further exten-
sions of this deadline have also been given. While the
responses of the participants have been treated as anony-
mous, each invitation has been related with an automatically
produced token to allow trace-back of the submitted
responses for quality control reasons.

The survey questions have been structured in 6 sections:

• Organization profile section: refers to the organization’s
size and structure (e.g. employees number, activities’
domain etc.) to provide a context for the responses.

• Security facts section: focuses on security incidents
happened in the organization. This section targets tech-
nical staff (engineers and IT security staff) and managers.

• Security policy section: refers to policies applied in the
organization (e.g. existence of security and risk man-
agement policies, use of encryption etc.).

• Security incident management section: targets on the
handling of security breaches in a technical level. This
section targets mostly technical staff (engineers and IT
security staff) and managers as medical staff could not
practically provide details on such issues.

• Barriers and facilitators section: aims on identifying key
issues that facilitate or discourage the adoption of secu-
rity oriented best practices.

• Personal view section: focuses on awareness (e.g. use of
publicly available cloud storage services, importance of
security in everyday work etc.) and satisfaction regarding
current security status.

End-User Workshop

The End-user Workshop has attracted more than 30 key
stakeholders from the eHealth and healthcare across Europe.
It has been organized to encourage open discussion,
exploring the open issues in the domain of cross-border
health data exchange through eHealth solutions. Personal
invitations were sent to candidate participants from diverse
organizations (healthcare, standards developing organiza-
tions, health IT associations, regional healthcare authorities,
privacy authorities, research/academia, etc.), to obtain input
from the widest possible spectrum of stakeholders compos-
ing the eHealth ecosystem. In each of the Workshop ses-
sions, short presentations concerning key aspects of the
project were provided, while sufficient time was assigned for
discussion among participants. Discussions were recorded,
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to allow transcription and elaboration upon the discussed
issues.

Results

End-User Survey

Organization profile section
The end-user survey has been completed by 39 selected
stakeholders across Europe. More than 50% of the partici-
pants refer to organizations with more than 1,000 employees
and 80% of the submissions refer to organizations having
more than one facility location. This is important as large
organizations might tend to handle infrastructure issues in a
more systematic way than small ones and this would prob-
ably lead in a more systematic approach on IT security
issues, policies, etc., given that smaller organizations (e.g.
peripheral hospitals) probably lack resources, expertise, etc.
Furthermore, it should be also noted that participants’ dis-
tribution among occupations was rather well distributed,
keeping a balance among participants with a technical
background (engineers and IT security staff), HCPs, and
management stuff. A high number of participants is also
leaning towards research (about 34%). Finally, the collected
responses refer to a wide distribution of IT system types,
with Electronic Health Records (EHR), Digital Prescription
Records (DPR) and Laboratory Information Systems
(LIS) being the most frequent.

Security Policy
The submitted responses clearly identify that security poli-
cies are widely applied. However, the lack of an overall
security mentality is also identified. A clear majority of the
survey participants (over 80%) answered that a specific IT
security policy in their organization exists, while more than
40% identify standards or legislation on which their orga-
nization’s policy refers to. 14.29% answered that there is no
responsible person for IT security and more than 75%
declared that encryption is used, at least to some extent.
Personal data (clinical, demographic and personnel data)
were recognized as more important than other operational
data (ERP, CRM, email). However, only 14.29% of the
survey participants declared that there is an incentive to
discover and report security breaches, 27.59% knew of a
specific information classification scheme used in their
organization and 40% declared that there is no budget
regarding IT security or it is lower than 1%, while 20%
declared ignorance. Furthermore, none of the participants
declared that there is breach insurance available (60%
declared that there is no breach insurance and 40% declared
ignorance). These findings clearly depict a lack of an
everyday security-oriented mentality.

Regarding inter-organizations’ data exchange, 68.57%
explicitly declared that they regularly exchange data with
other organizations and 40% exchange data with foreign
organizations. Almost 80% act upon agreements with
third-party organizations (e.g. other hospitals), to securely
exchange sensitive data, while 35.71% declared that their
state cross-border data exchange agreements are GDRP [3]
compliant.

Technically, only 51.43% declared that there is a central
antivirus management in their organizations, while 37.4%
declared that there is a central IT resources access mecha-
nism (Active Directory or LDAP). It should be noted that
engineers, managers and HCPs have unlimited access to
highly sensitive data, once they log in, in percentages
reaching 40%.

These findings depict that KONFIDO should focus on
raising awareness on real-world security policy issues.

Security Incident Management
Regarding the main cause of security breaches, “External
attacks” is identified as leading cause and “Employee neg-
ligence” follows, while “Employee negligence” was char-
acterized as the “most undetected” by 70% of the
participants. Furthermore, organizations are ready to conduct
risk assessment, but do not take actual measures to enforce
security like breach monitoring and mitigation. The most
frequently used security tool identified is VPN (70%), while
there is little usage of advanced tools like Intrusion Detec-
tion Systems or Intrusion Prevention Systems (10% and
15%, respectively).

The above findings clearly depict that KONFIDO should
also focus on raising awareness regarding more advanced
security tools that are currently available. KONFIDO is
expected to provide a Security Event Information Manage-
ment (SIEM) system, that would also improve the respective
organizations’ incident management capabilities.

Barriers and Facilitators
Many survey participants referred to security measures as an
obstacle for usability (34.29%). 75% declared that some-
times they skip a security rule and that their colleagues also
try to skip security rules, either regularly or occasionally,
implying a direct link between usability and security mea-
sures. Furthermore, almost 70% identified that lack of bud-
get is a clear obstacle towards a more secure IT
infrastructure, while almost 60% identifies the shortage of IT
staff as barrier as well. Regarding the evolution of security
measures and their efficiency, 57.14% feels that the overall
security has improved, mostly due to the commitment of the
management towards applying security practices. Only
5.71% declared that the situation has worsened, mostly due
to the lack of management commitment. Conclusively,
management commitment, budget increase and definition of
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a specific policy are the main issues expected to facilitate the
adoption of security-oriented best practices.

Personal View
Network intrusions, malicious insider attacks, phishing and
loosing storage devices were identified as the most important
threats, according to the participants. 42.86% consider public
cloud storage services unsafe to use and another 20% is not
allowed to use them. Loss of productivity, fear for assets and
organization’s image are considered the most affected factors
by a security incidence. More than 50% considers IT security
as top priority, while only 30% appears to be satisfied with
the level of IT security of their organization.

End-User Workshop

The major outcomes of the End-user Workshop concerning
barriers and facilitators include:

(a1) Information flow barriers:
• Cross-border health data exchange is typically

manual and document-driven. The capability to
“translate” the content is crucial and could be a
major burden.

• Terminology issues can cause ambiguities.
• The diversity of the internal workflows applied in

healthcare organizations. Applying IT-oriented
approaches could lead to new information work-
flows that HCPs are reluctant to accept.

• Lack of trust among organizations (partially due to
different information handling workflows), dis-
courages (if not prohibits) data sharing.

(a2) Information flow facilitators:
• Using widely accepted, standardized encodings,

thesauri, ontologies, etc. could facilitate interoper-
ability and reduce ambiguities among different
organizations due to the use of different languages
and terminologies.

• Workflow heterogeneity among the healthcare
organizations could be overcome through the defi-
nition of a simple common/baseline workflow (it
could include only medical data sharing with no
administrative data), acting as a proxy among the
various local workflows.

(b1) Legislation barriers:
• National and European legislation formulates a

complex grid of unaligned laws, hard to be inter-
preted and applied.

• Liability issues are not yet sufficiently clarified
regarding data sharing scenarios.

• Ambiguities regarding data ownership.
• As technology evolves, new scenarios of data usage

and transfer are emerging, causing legal gaps, as
legislation cannot keep pace with fast evolving IT.
Giving consent for health data handling is
very important and could be proven as a major
problem.

(b2) Legislation facilitators:
• GDRP and the 95/46/EC directive [4] provide a

robust basis on which the EU Member States build
agreements. Having a clear legal point of reference
can significantly facilitate data process agreements
among organizations.

• Several EU initiatives work on the alignment of
legislation among EU Member States. Working
groups, forums, etc. are constantly being formulated
to facilitate interstate agreements and the applica-
tion of EU directives in a uniform way across.

• A legal process that could facilitate data exchange
and minimize legal problems is patient’s explicit
consent. Patient’s consent could overcome the need
of cross-institutional or international agreements.
As patients tend to care most for their treatment than
for their privacy, the process of consent must be
carefully designed and consider proper information
providing, opt-out or regret capabilities and dele-
gation processes, e.g. for cases of patients being
unconscious.

(c1) Technical barriers:
• Lack of a clearly established technical infrastructure

for health data sharing.
• Usability shall be a top priority.
• Network availability has risen as a consideration in

cases where high mobility is required.
• While standards exist for almost any procedure of

data sharing, their application is a barrier itself.
(c2) Technical facilitators:

• Advanced technologies could be used to extract
structure out of unstructured free-text data (e.g.
Natural Language Processing) and encode the out-
comes using widely-accepted, standardized coding
schemes.

• Provenance information could be proven as a key
facilitator for data validity. Through provenance,
errors could be identified and possibly corrected.

• To overcome usability issues, the paradigm of a
summary report document could be useful as a
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paradigm that they the various stakeholders are
familiar with.

• Several technologies and standards in the context of
secure and interoperable cross-border health data
exchange already exist, providing valuable tools
and experience for the construction of real-world
infrastructure.

Conclusions

The main outcome of the End-user survey is that currently
applied security practices are far from ideal due to several
reasons, including lack of management commitment, lack of
security culture in every-day activities but also shortage of
available funding. Furthermore, in real-world settings, inter-
operability (cross-border or in-border) practices are not widely
applied through standardized procedures, while the use of
central, security-oriented tools (Active Directory, LDAP,
Intrusion Detection Systems, etc.) is severely lacking. More-
over, management commitment to ensure the adoption of
efficient security best practices must go further than just
defining a policy and must practically enhance procedures
through budget and specialized IT personnel. In the scope of
the End-user Workshop, we identified many technical, orga-
nizational and legal barriers targeting cross-border health data
exchange scenarios. Despite all the available technological

achievements and the already evolving legal initiatives within
EU, a lot of effort must be invested in aligning the legislations
and the workflow of actions among EU Member States to
provide the context of an IT solution facilitating cross-border
secure data exchange and processing.
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A Personalized Cloud-Based Platform
for AAL Support to Cognitively Impaired
Elderly People

Stefanos Stavrotheodoros, Nikolaos Kaklanis, and Dimitrios Tzovaras

Abstract
Population ageing due to declining fertility rates and/or rising life expectancy is poised to
significantly transform our societies in the upcoming years. Although a lot of work has
been done in the field of AAL for the creation of ICT solutions that will prolong and
support the autonomous living of elderly individuals with cognitive impairments, these
solutions are unable to meet all user needs and/or to provide an easy to use mechanism for
further extension with new services. The present paper presents a cloud-based solution that
provides easy, transparent, personalized and contextualized access to all the supported AAL
services to the cognitively impaired elderly end-users and their caregivers by also offering a
mechanism for easy registration and integration of new AAL services into the platform.

Keywords
AAL services � Ontology � Matchmaking � Cloud based architecture

Introduction

According to the World Report on Ageing and Health [1]
released by the World Health Organization (WHO), today
the vast majority of people can expect to live into their 60 s
and beyond. Cross-sectional comparisons have consistently
revealed that increased age is associated with lower levels of
cognitive performance [2]. Cognitive loss has an important
impact on the capacity to conduct activities of daily living
(ADL) in older people, resulting in dependency, distress, and
reduced quality of life [3].

The basic infrastructure that supports people with cog-
nitive impairments, such as homes for the elderly, nursing
homes, and other care facilities, are becoming insufficient to
deal with this increase, thus there is a need to address their
unmet needs through the use of ICT [4]. According to
Lauriks et al. [5], the elderly have various needs that can be

summarized in the following categories: (a) need for general
and personalized information, (b) need for support with
regard to cognitive decline symptoms, (c) need for social
contact and company, and (d) need for health monitoring
and perceived safety.

Although, several ICT applications and services have
been developed to support people with cognitive impair-
ments, a major challenge is to provide a holistic solution that
addresses all the aforementioned needs by also supporting an
easy to integrate mechanism of new Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) services.

This paper presents the IN LIFE cloud-based platform
developed in the context of the IN LIFE H2020 EU project
that aims to lengthen and support the independent living of
elderly individuals with cognitive impairments, through
interoperable, open, personalized and seamless ICT solu-
tions. The main goal of the platform is (1) to provide per-
sonalized and easy access to all the supported AAL services
to the elderly cognitively impaired users and their caregivers,
and (2) to ensure that external service providers and device
manufacturers will be able to register their assets in a
user-transparent, open and standards-abiding way.
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Related Work

Existing solutions in the AAL domain can be classified into
two main categories: (1) on-premises solutions and
(2) cloud-based solutions. Some of the on-premises solutions
focus on the establishment of reference architectures for
AAL systems, such as the PERSONA project [6], which
aimed at the development of a scalable, open-standard
technological platform for building a range of AAL services.
universAAL [7] reuses many components of PERSONA and
it supports non-cloud features by also providing runtime
support for software components and services for different
types of hardware device. OASIS [8] introduced an
ontology-driven, open reference architecture and platform
that facilitates interoperability, seamless connectivity, and
sharing of content between different services, while
SOPRANO [9] introduced an ontology-centered platform for
offering AAL solutions through an extensible
service-oriented OSGi modular architecture.

All the aforementioned projects are considered to be the
most consolidated and well-known AAL platforms, but all of
them are based on non-cloud based architectures. However,
there are some other AAL solutions that utilize cloud com-
puting features, like the DOMEO project [8], which uses
integrated cloud-services for personalized homecare services
for tele-presence. The iWalkActive project [10] provides to
users with walking disabilities cloud services that make use
of indoor and outdoor navigation. The MyLifeMyWay [11]
project provides through a cloud platform a Personal Virtual
Assistant that can integrate existing and proven technology
and home automation appliances. The iCarer project [12]
provides a personalized and adaptive cloud-based platform
to offer informal carers support by means of monitoring
activities of daily care, while the SOCIALIZE project [13]
introduced a service-oriented software architecture to supply
network services with cloud computing modalities in order
to promote elderly social interaction.

Although the aforementioned solutions utilize some cloud
computing features, they are not entirely based on a
cloud-based architecture for the provision of various types of
AAL service. Additionally, some of them try to meet specific
user needs like mobility or communication without follow-
ing a more holistic approach. Moreover, they do not utilize
semantic technologies.

The solution presented in this paper goes one step beyond
the state of the art by presenting a unified cloud-based
framework, enhanced with semantic technologies, based on
existing reference architectures, further extended in order to
provide advanced functionalities for transparent, personal-
ized and contextualized access to all the supported services
as well as easy service registration/integration of new

services. The adoption of a cloud-based approach ensures
the accessibility of the registered tools/services on demand
from everywhere, while the ontology-driven architecture
enhances the semantic interoperability between the archi-
tectural elements of the platform and takes advantage of
well-established health describing ontological frameworks,
like ICF [14].

In Life Platform

The main functionalities supported by the IN LIFE platform
are the following:

(a) Monitor user activities and preferences in an unobtrusive
way.

(b) Support elderly people with cognitive impairments in a
variety of indoor and outdoor activities by providing
easy and personalized access to the IN LIFE services
and applications.

(c) Provide help and instructions to care givers.
(d) Enable service/application providers to easily incorpo-

rate their products in the IN LIFE framework.

In order to support them a cloud infrastructure was set,
where the heart of the system is an OSGi/universAAL-based
platform [7]. A knowledge base consisting of three ontolo-
gies (i.e. User Ontology, Service Ontology and Sensor
Ontology) described in detail by Konstantinidou et al. [15] is
used for storing information regarding the registered users,
the supported AAL services, as well as data coming from
monitoring in a semantic manner. Figure 1 illustrates an
overview of the platform’s architecture, while its main
functionalities are presented in detail in the following
paragraphs.

User Clustering and Modelling

Different kind of users have different needs, should be the
target of different interventions, and possibly of more
granular monitoring indicators. Using the user’s capacity to
function in terms of daily life activities or of disability-free
status, and his/her Socio-Economic Status (SES), the per-
sonal information of the cognitively impaired individuals is
used by the platform’s matchmaker in order to cluster the
user according to a user taxonomy. The 4 supported tax-
onomies (i.e. dependent, assisted, at risk and active) repre-
sent 4 archetypes of users with different needs [15].

For the described functionality, the information stored in
User Ontology is used. The User Ontology defines in a
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semantic way all users of the IN LIFE Platform and more
specifically assisted people, their informal and formal carers
and service providers. It is based on the ontology of the
ACCESSIBLE project [16] that was based on ICF [14], thus
making it suitable for describing health and health-related
states, and the Profiling Ontology of universAAL [17],
which models AAL user profiles and their characteristics.

Matchmaking - Service Selection
and Composition

Towards providing personalized services to the elderly
end-users and resolving emergency cases (e.g. the user has
fallen), a hybrid matchmaking mechanism has been devel-
oped that consolidates the results of a rule-based match-
maker and a statistical matchmaker.

The rule-based matchmaker, in case there is an alarm
notification that indicates an emergency for the user, through
a set of rules selects the most proper set of services to be
called. By applying the Exact and Plug in OWLS-MX filters
[18] in the selected services, it identifies which of them can
be combined and called in a sequential way. Moreover,
another set of rules selects the most suitable tool categories
and tools for the user to be displayed by using his/her current
activity and status stored in the User Ontology and the
semantic description of the tools stored in the Service
Ontology.

The statistical matchmaker tries to improve the recom-
mendation accuracy of the rule-based and recommends tools
for the user by creating clusters of likeminded user. Two
different clustering approaches are used: a collaboration fil-
tering method that utilizes the tool usages of the users and a
demographic filtering method that uses certain personal

Fig. 1 INLIFE architecture
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attributes like socio-economic status, country, education
level, etc.

The tool recommendations of both matchmakers are
combined into a hybrid matchmaker that uses user-specific
weights in order to combine the results of all techniques into
a single recommendation value. The weights are dynami-
cally adjusted in order to optimize the predictions of the
system.

Application Centre

The Application Centre is the main interface of the IN LIFE
platform and through it cognitively impaired individuals and
caregivers can access the AAL services registered in the
IN LIFE ecosystem or browse/search/connect with other users
and service providers can register new services/applications.

A personalized dashboard with different functionalities
for each role is supported. In addition, according to the
current activity and status of the user, and by using the
matchmaking capabilities of the system, the most suitable set
of services is proposed and displayed.

An Alarm Management mechanism has been imple-
mented in order to manage effectively alarm notifications
created by AAL tools and services that are integrated into the
IN LIFE ecosystem. Each received alarm notification is
stored in the Sensor Ontology and it is instantly displayed
through the Application Centre to all caregivers connected
with the elderly.

An accessible and user-friendly interface, appropriate for
cognitive impaired elderly, is provided, based on the
guidelines and techniques described mainly in the WCAG
2.0. All pages of the Application Center website have
checked by two online web accessibility evaluation tools:
the A Checker [19] that resulted a WAI “AAA” classifica-
tion and the checker of the European Internet Inclusive
Initiative project [20] that resulted a 94.015% average
compliance.

Finally, due to the multilingual environment of Europe,
the following 9 languages are supported: English, Greek,
Spanish, Dutch, Slovenian, Swedish, German, French and
Italian. The Application Centre, in the context of the
IN LIFE project, was tested, evaluated and further refined by
large-scale, Europe-wide pilots conducted in Greece, the
Netherlands, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and UK.

Cloud Services Registration and Integration

Application/ service providers can easily register their AAL
solutions in a semanticway and also integrate themon the cloud
platform. The registration is made through a set of web forms
provided by the Application Centre. The semantic description

of the services is stored in the Service Ontology, a core com-
ponent of the IN LIFE platform, that is based on the uni-
versAALProfilingOntology [17] and supports also theOWL-S
standard [21] for the proper technical description of a service.

This ontology was further extended in order to include
the technical description of services not only from a syn-
tactic point of view, but also in terms of semantic capabili-
ties in order to indicate different service features and the way
to interact with them. Semantic capabilities have been taken
into account by specifying a set of terms/classes, to which
each service is mapped, creating this way a common dic-
tionary that ensures the use of the same terms when
describing same things, thus enabling the use of generic
rules by the matchmaker for mapping services and users
according to their status by also identifying which of these
services can be used in a combined matter.

Conclusions

In the present paper, the IN LIFE platform, a holistic
cloud-based ICT solution for supporting the independent
living of elderly individuals, was presented. Through its
innovative hybrid matchmaking approach it provides per-
sonalized solutions to the elderly end-users and resolves
emergency cases by selecting and combining the most
proper services. Through Application Centre it provides
accessible, personalized dashboards that elderlies can use to
access the most suitable tools, caregivers can effectively
monitor their connected cognitively impaired individuals
and service providers can register their assets, building this
way a distributed ecosystem of services targeting elderly.
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Enhanced Healthcare System Based on Mobile
Communication

Cheng-Huei Yang, Tsung-Che Wu, and Hsiu-Chen Huang

Abstract
This paper aims to develop an enhanced healthcare system that can not only increase the
rate of medication adherence through multimedia technology, but also improve the efficacy
of diagnosis and treatment. The system comprises five parts including a medicine bag, a
home server, a hospital server, a prescription terminal, and a pharmacy sever. The wireless
communication technology performs data communication among different parts in the
system, which achieves remote monitoring and rapid efficacy assessment. The presented
system is intended for patients, physicians, and caregivers, to enable not only medication
prescribing and treatment efficacy reporting during illness, but also complete health record
collection before illness. The experimental results show that the proposed system can
effectively achieve a better healthcare and fast recovery from illness.

Keywords
Healthcare � Medication adherence � Treatment efficacy � Mobile communication

Introduction

Health is priceless. It influences not just physical abilities,
but mental and social aspects as well. Better healthcare
including completed health examination records before ill-
ness, strict adherence to medication, efficient treatment effi-
cacy reports during illness, and sufficient nutrition
supplement after illness are the best ways to maintain health
condition for long time. Although illness is unavoidable, fast
recovery is determined by appropriate medical care.

Previous research regarding medication care includes
many varieties such as drug dispensers, pill wallets, pill
organizers, medication, and so on. Some studies tried to
integrate different features to achieve a better healthcare

goal. Gors [1] used a mobile device to enhance the pill
dispensing function including patient identification and
medicine in-take recognition. These products provided a lot
of help and convenience while sick. Since medication
non-adherence results in various degrees of impairment,
Hayes [2] developed electronic devices with different fea-
tures for monitoring medication adherence so that patients
can take medicine as prescribed. Regarding health record
information technology, Pires [3] introduced an integrated
e-healthcare system that can monitor and record the
biomedical parameters of a person in real time via wireless
communication without interfering in his/her daily life to
achieve a better diagnosis.

The proposed system mainly consists of five parts: a
medicine bag, a home server, a hospital server, a prescription
terminal and a pharmacy sever. Several radio frequency
(RF) communication modules are embedded to support
wireless communication among the system components. The
Internet is also linked to perform data transmission to sup-
port treatment evaluation and short message service when
help is needed. For the most flexibility, the system provides
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two operation modes including stand alone and online mode.
In the stand alone modes, the patient can independently
arrange medication events such that they can enter the name,
quantity, time, and picture of medicine. In the on-line mode,
all medication events start with sending the patient’s health
record to the doctor’s prescription server and then receiving
prescription information from the doctor after completing
diagnosis. Later, having prescription medicine, the system
initializes medication reminders and records the medication
time. Furthermore, the system automatically starts a medi-
cation efficacy investigation procedure which is used to
inquire about the patient’s response to the medicine after
taking the medication for a period of time. The efficacy
report is then sent to the medical doctors or caregivers for
further processing.

Methods

Complete health data collection including illness before and
after the treatment period is the most important step for fast
recovery of heath. The health data before illness not only are
good for individuals (users) to know their health condition,
but also help medical doctors’ diagnose precisely. Similarly,
the health data collected during the treatment period aim to
record adherence to medication treatment and, more
importantly, report treatment efficacy, which is also used as
an index for whether current medication is appropriate or
not. To complete health data collection, we developed a
health care system that can not only collect health data
completely in different periods but also report patient
experience of medication efficacy rapidly. Each home server
may communicate with several family members’ medicine
bags, and every prescription server may also communicate
with many patients’ medicine bags, as shown in Fig. 1.

Family Health Data Managing

Many diseases have been reported to be related to family
inheritance. Gathering family members’ illness history from
the treatment record of their medicine bags and then per-
forming statistical analysis will be helpful in finding family
genetic diseases. The home server is a personal-based
computer used to store all family member health informa-
tion. A relational database management system is built to
manage family members’ health data, and an analytical
mechanism is designed to perform various analyses to con-
clude genetic disease findings. A disease warning and
emergency rescue mechanism is also constructed to allow
family members to receive warning messages and help in
time when necessary. The short message server handles
emergency message delivery issued by the home server
through the base station and the cellular phone to obtain
immediate help. Family members use this bag to report their
health examination records while they are away from home.
Once they return home, these health records are sent to the
home server; thus, the complete health information of the
family is then constructed.

Diagnosis and Prescription

The correct diagnosis depends on the detailed disease
symptom description, and the treatment efficacy depends on
the precise prescription. During outpatient clinic, the doctor
uses the prescription server to receive electronic health data
from the patient’s medicine bag via wireless communication.
With these data, the doctor can have much more information
to know patients’ illness situation and, therefore, reach a
better diagnosis and then prescribe the most appropriate
treatment. The electronic prescription is sent back to the
patient’s medicine bag through wireless communication with
other medication information such as drug picture, indica-
tions, and precautions. In addition, this information is also
sent to the hospital server for later inquiry and to the hos-
pital’s pharmacy for medicine preparation. The hospital
server is used to save all information including diagnostic,
medication, genetic disease, and other related treatment
information.

Prescription Verification and Medicine
Preparation

Having prescription medicine as early as possible will speed
up treatment and recovery. The proposed system provides
two alternatives for getting prescription drugs. Firstly, the
pharmacy server inside the hospital receives prescription
information from the prescription server via the hospitalFig. 1 System architecture
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server. Secondly, if there is no pharmacy server inside the
hospital, the patient has to find a drug store somewhere
outside the hospital. The patient either gives his/her pre-
scription to the pharmacist or sends his/her electronic pre-
scription via wireless communication to the pharmacy
server of the drug store, and then the pharmacist performs
prescription information verification by delivering the pre-
scription data to the hospital server through the Internet.
Once verified, the pharmacist starts to prepare and dispense
medication.

Medication Adherence Monitoring
and Treatment Efficacy Reporting

The medicine bag is used to store medicine and initialize
medication reminders and then record medication. Later, it
performs a treatment efficacy evaluation to collect medica-
tion efficacy information immediately, thus, ineffective
medical care can be reduced. The medicine bag is a
microprocessor-based bag connected with control kernel and
other peripherals. The control kernel is a data management
center, which is used to receive the prescription information
directly from the doctor’s prescription server and sense
(close and open) signals of the medicine storage compart-
ment via a micro control unit (MCU). The control kernel
also performs medication reminders including switching on
the indicator light and generating an appropriate voice
message, and then it records the date and time automatically
when the user completes medication.

Experimental Results and Discussions

Healthcare is the maintenance of health including disease
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. To know one’s body
situation through health examination is the best way to
prevent disease. Complete and detailed health checkup
information is very helpful in assessing and predicting the
dangers of disease both for physicians and individuals. To
achieve multi-function, a portable medicine bag was devel-
oped. This bag includes four layers for medicine and two
extra layers for storage and four indication lights used to
guide correct medicine use. Moreover, four different color
drug boxes are used for different medicine periods. The
medicine bag is designed not only to store daily physical
checkup information but also prescription medicine. With its
multi-layer design, the bag can be used to store either dif-
ferent medicines received from different hospitals or differ-
ent medicines based on different medication periods from the
same hospital. Moreover, it performs medication monitoring

starting from the medication time setting, which can be
received either from the prescription server or input through
self-management. The medicine bag will inform the user to
open the layer to take medicine at the medication-taking
time. The prescription medication pictures as shown in
Fig. 2 and other information are automatically displayed on
the screen. Furthermore, the indication light of the corre-
sponding layer of the medicine bag also flashes on to avoid
taking the wrong medicine.

Ineffective treatment caused by inappropriate medication
not only certainly delays recovery, but also might hurt
patients’ health. Thus, immediately reporting treatment
efficacy is very important. The proposed system designed an
interactive reporting mechanism initiated within a period
after taking medication. The form page for reporting is
automatically displayed. Three efficacy states including
better, no improvement, and worse can be chosen. The
patient can simply press the appropriate button through the
touch-screen to report their feeling about treatment efficacy.
The reporting data are stored and compared with the control
parameter programmed previously to determine whether to
start up a remedial action such as informing caregivers,
medical doctors, and so on. With the display, people
including medical doctors, caregivers, and patients them-
selves can easily understand the medication adherence sit-
uation. This information is also sent to the medical doctor
during the next outpatient clinic through wireless
communication.

Conclusions

Complete health care should generally include care for ill-
ness before, during, and after treatment. The proposed sys-
tem presented is a multi-function system that can achieve
three periods of care using the same device. Furthermore, the
treatment efficacy reporting mechanism allows medical staffs

Fig. 2 Outlook of the medicine bag
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or caregivers to know the patient’s situation immediately,
thus, give an appropriate treatment and prescription.
Undoubtedly, better treatment relies on better diagnosis, and
better diagnosis is determined by disease symptom infor-
mation provided by the patient. In other words, complete
symptom information will influence disease treatment and,
later, patient’s health recovery.
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Experience of Using the WELCOME Remote
Monitoring System on Patients with COPD
and Comorbidities

E. Kaimakamis, E. Perantoni, E. Serasli, V. Kilintzis, I. Chouvarda,
R. Kayyali, S. Nabhani-Gebara, J. Chang, R. Siva, R. Hibbert, N. Philips,
D. Karamitros, A. Raptopoulos, I. Frerichs, J. Wacker,
and N. Maglaveras

Abstract
The WELCOME system is an innovative telemonitoring system designed to provide
constant monitoring of COPD patients also suffering from other major comorbidities. It
consists of a sensors vest capable of recording various vital parameters in real time and
transmitting them to the cloud via a tablet PC and wireless connection. In addition,
peripheral devices record extra physiological data which is coupled with responses to
validated health questionnaires that the patient responds to via the tablet. A dedicated
medical decision support system (DSS) and a medical professional user interface support
the system in providing automated detection of abnormal conditions. The obtained signals
included Heart and Respiratory Rate, Body Posture, SpO2, multi-lead ECG, Auscultation
and Electric Impedance Tomography. The system is tested with pilot studies in two
European countries, Greece and UK. The preliminary results from the Greek pilot study are
presented in this paper, highlighting the main findings from the first operational use of the
WELCOME infrastructure.

Keywords
Comorbidities � COPD � Decision support system � Pilot study � Telemonitoring system

Introduction

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a pre-
ventable, progressive respiratory condition characterized by
airflow reduction and persistent respiratory symptoms [1]. It
is characterized by varying degrees of airway and alveolar
damage and represents a major health problem, generating
considerable premature mortality and economic loss [2]. It is
often associated with other comorbid conditions, like anxiety,
chronic heart failure, depression, and diabetes mellitus [3].
The patients present variable rates of disease exacerbations,
potentially life threatening and often leading to hospital
admissions. The complexity of the disease its complications
and its combination with comorbidities necessitate a holistic
approach to its monitoring and management [4].

Many efforts have beenmade to create novel integrated care
schemas in order to better address the multimorbid condition of
COPD and other diseases [5, 6], as it is evident that such
interventions may have the ability to reduce the utilization of
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healthcare provisions and have an impact on reduction of at
least short term associated costs [7]. In addition, when these
interventions utilize technology in the integrated care process,
there is evidence of stabilization of important clinical variables,
even two years after the initial intervention [8].

The European project WELCOME (Wearable Sensing
and Smart Cloud Computing for Integrated Care to COPD
Patients with Comorbidities, Grant Agreement FP7-611223)
is an innovative European funded project aiming to provide
integrated care for the management of COPD with associ-
ated comorbidities. The project has produced a novel tele-
health solution, the WELCOME system, able to provide
continuous monitoring and detection of the disease vari-
ability on a daily basis.

The monitoring function is coupled with a medical
Decision Support System (DSS) that takes data from a series
of wearable and portable sensors, providing information on
the patient’s health status and potential deterioration of the
disease state.

The system is being tested with pilot studies in two Euro-
pean countries, namely Greece and UK. A preliminary trial
with healthy volunteers preceded the pilot trials and took place
in Germany. The first results from the Greek pilot study are
presented in this paper, highlighting the main findings from
the first operational use of the WELCOME infrastructure.

Methods

System Description

The array of sensors deployed to gather the biophysiological
signals and present them to the DSS includes a sensor-vest
that records body posture, heart and respiratory rate, SpO2,
multi-lead ECG, Lung Auscultation and Electric Impedance
Tomography (EIT) imaging [9]. Figure 1 shows the
approximate position of the embedded sensors of the vest on
the patient’s skin. While the vest is worn the patient may
move freely within the Bluetooth connectivity range from
the tablet. A number of peripheral medical devices also
perform measurements and transmit them to the tablet PC
via Bluetooth. The measured parameters are blood pressure,
body weight, body temperature, blood glucose and spirom-
etry. The WELCOME solution is designed to identify
parameters that indicate when unscheduled clinical inter-
ventions might be required. The patients periodically
respond to validated health questionnaires (addressing the
full range of symptoms and signs of the underlying diseases)
via the tablet. A dedicated medical decision support system
(DSS) and a medical professional user interface support the
system in providing automated detection of abnormal con-
ditions. The DSS takes into consideration the obtained
biosignals from the WELCOME system and follows a set of

complex rules which analyze the possibility of a disease
progression, based on the combination of findings and the
existing comorbidities in each patient. Personalized average
values are constantly compared to the obtained values from
the continuous measurements to ensure close monitoring of
patient condition and refinement of the rules. The expert set
of rules has the form: IF patient has COPD AND Heart
Failure AND lower SpO2 than personal baseline AND
crackles in auscultation AND increased dyspnea AND Body
weight increase from personal baseline AND swollen ankles
AND bilateral decreased ventilation in EIT signal, THEN:
Possible pulmonary edema alert generated.

The system was designed based on a series of interviews
from patients, healthcare professionals and formal or infor-
mal carers [10]. The main technologies used were developed
in a multinational level and various parallel studies helped to
evolve and validate associated algorithms and solutions for
automated signal analysis and annotation [11].

Data Collection Process

Patients were recruited at the outpatient clinic of the Pul-
monary Department at “G. Papanikolaou” General Hospital
of Thessaloniki and were informed about the study design
and objectives. All of them signed an informed consent form
and the study protocol was approved by the ethics committee
of the Hospital. The recruited patients were examined at the
outpatient setting and then properly trained to use the full set
of equipment for the collection and transmission of data at
their home environment. The number of recruited patients
reached the level of 17, with 14 male and 3 female subjects,
with an average age of 68.4 years and COPD GOLD stages
II to IV. Regarding the comorbidities, there were four
patients with comorbid Diabetes Mellitus, three with
Congestive Heart Failure and two with Anxiety/Depression.

Two patients dropped out of the study after its initiation,
either due to perceived inability to operate complex tech-
nology or due to delays because of technical problems
encountered during the trial. Another two patients were
recruited during hospitalization due to COPD exacerbation
and were recorded during their stay at the hospital.

Experimental Protocol

The study protocol dictated that the patients had to log into
the WELCOME system using the tablet PC with their per-
sonal credentials and then perform the vital signs measure-
ments with the peripheral devices, sending the recorded data
to the cloud via the tablet. The next step was to wear the vest
for 30 min twice a day and connect the vest to the tablet
wirelessly. The system transmitted the recorded data to the
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cloud every 5 min. After the termination of the recording,
the vest should be put on charge and start the automatic
transmission of the largest signals to the tablet via Wi-Fi
connection. The final step was for the patients to answer
disease-specific validated questionnaires through their tablet
regarding their daily symptoms, the control over their dis-
ease and the quality of life.

After the completion of the study, the subjects filled the
TAM3 and SUTAC questionnaires that are designed to
capture the experience they had regarding the use of tech-
nology and how this intervention affected their health status
and healthcare utilization.

The patient hub interface used by the subjects was
designed for the tablet PC and allowed the users to perform
the transmission of data and communicate with the doctors
or view educational content assigned to them by their doc-
tors. This interface was simplified and intuitive for use by
elderly technology-naïve patients (Fig. 2).

Results from the Greek Pilot Study

Preliminary Results

In total, more than 1250 chunks of 5-min recordings were
successfully transmitted to the cloud and included all of the
aforementioned bioparameters collected from every patient.
The big data volume requires an analytic approach for the
evaluation of the obtained signals and their contribution to a
better understanding of the disease progression concerning
the daily fluctuations in real life and potential progression
towards exacerbation events. The specially designed medical
decision support system fired a set of alerts in numerous
cases when the biosignals exceeded predefined thresholds or
thresholds set by the individual variability and was focused
on the combined management of COPD and its major
comorbidities, thus patient-centered and personalized. There
were 241 simple rules that were fired together with 93

Fig. 1 Chest locations of the
embedded sensors of the
WELCOME vest

Fig. 2 Screenshot of the user
interface of the patient hub
software on the tablet screen
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clinical alerts from the DSS for the total number of patients
during the Greek pilot. Currently, the association of the fired
alerts to events that took place during the participation in the
study is being analyzed in order to evaluate the validity of
the design.

Challenges During the Pilot

There were certain technical problems that emerged at the
initial stages of the Greek pilot study. These mainly con-
cerned the connectivity between the vest and the tablet when
uploading the recorded data to the cloud and between the
peripheral devices and the tablet. The connectivity issues
were more prudent in cases of congested environment from

Fig. 3 A sample of the
respiratory rate graph during a
5-min chunk, as shown on the
screen of the healthcare
application

Fig. 4 A segment from a 12-lead
ECG file

Fig. 5 A functional EIT image taken from a WELCOME patient. The
dark red color depicts higher airflow into the lungs
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multiple Wi-Fi sources. Moreover, some elderly patients
found it difficult to operate the equipment, resulting in rel-
atively low compliance in some cases. They were mainly
people who had never used computers, tablets or smart-
phones in the past. The sensors vest operated better in
specific body types. When the waist circumference was too
large compared to the chest dimension, there was suboptimal
contact of the sensors to the skin and low quality of many
different recordings. The auscultation files were unreliable in
many cases, due to the body type and the presence of hair on
the surface of the chest in some patients.

Under normal conditions, the obtained biosignals were
captured and transmitted to the cloud database successfully
and were available to the attending physicians in almost real
time for most of them.

Examples of Collected Signals

The images provided in this paper are some examples of the
biosignals recorded and transmitted via the WELCOME
system. As can be seen at the screenshots (Figs. 3, 4, 5 and
6), the medical doctors are able to view the recorded
biosignals, plot the trends in specific measured values and
have some form of imaging of the chest while the patients
are at home with the EIT modality (Fig. 5). The importance
of the EIT imaging is highly emphasized, since it is the first
effort to receive some form of lung imaging at the home
setting of the patients and in a continuous manner, capable
of highlighting changes in the distribution of air into the
lungs (in various pathological conditions, like pneumonia,
obstruction, pleural large effusions, etc.).

Discussion

The WELCOME system may provide the medical doctors
unprecedented insight on the disease progression and vari-
ability on a daily basis and the DSS module is currently
under review for its efficacy and precision. The wide range
and the volume of the recorded bioparameters allows for a
clear view of a patient’s health status and this is possible in a
comprehensive way from a remote location for the first time.

Despite the problems encountered, most of the subjects
reported excitement from the participation in the study and
the majority felt that the system could help them better
manage their chronic condition and promote the concept of
personalized and integrated care.
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Part IV

Biosignals and Biomarkers



Adipose Tissue as a Biomarker in Data Mining
Predictive Models of Metabolic
Pathophysiologies

O. Tsave, I. Kavakiotis, I. Vlahavas, and A. Salifoglou

Abstract
It is well known that the metabolic syndrome emerges as one of the major public health
issues worldwide. In diabetes and other metabolism related diseases, further complexity is
added in diagnosis and prognosis due to the presence of metabolic syndrome, including
obesity. Obesity, which is defined as an excess of body fat, can be described as an
underlying risk factor of almost any of the aforementioned metabolic related pathologies.
Moreover, a very likely potential link between such pathologies and obesity is the adipose
tissue, which functions as an endocrine organ. Since obesity serves as general key to
metabolism related disorders and complications, the adipose tissue can be a useful tool in
predicting such pathologies. In the present mini review work, several representative studies
are discussed with respect to the effectiveness of adipose tissue as a valuable biomarker
along with other factors taken into consideration with data mining approaches. Taken
together, adipose tissue can be used in data mining as a predictive tool in diabetes,
mortality, cardiometabolic risk and other metabolism related pathologies.

Keywords
Adipose tissue�Metabolic abnormalities�Clinical biomarkers�Data mining� Prediction

Introduction

A biomarker is defined as an indicator of a certain condition,
such as a biological process or entity, in (patho)physiolog-
ical conditions. The rising need for new, novel and efficient
biomarkers is crucial in numerous diseases relating to the
onset, diagnosis, prognosis, therapeutic strategy or causal
events. The metabolic syndrome emerges as one of the major
public health issues worldwide. By definition, the metabolic
syndrome, along with its related pathologies, is one of the

most controversial research/medical issues [1, 2]. In general,
it refers to a constellation of metabolic risk factors involving
(a) atherogenic dyslipidemia, (b) elevated blood pressure,
(c) elevated glucose levels strongly related to insulin resis-
tance, (d) prothrombotic state, and (e) proinflammatory state
[2]. The aforementioned factors are not clinically determined
despite the fact that they can be easily identified through
specific assays. It should be noticed that the onset of meta-
bolic syndrome is strongly related to several pathophysio-
logical conditions that include cardiovascular risk, obesity,
diabetes, and other metabolic complications [2]. Although
the two-way association of these risk factors-pathologies has
been known for more than 80 years, clustering had received
poor attention until 1988, when Reaven defined syndrome X
with respect to insulin resistance, hyperglycemia, hyperten-
sion, low HDL-cholesterol, and raised VLDL-triglycerides.
It is worth mentioning that obesity, which is defined as an
excess of body fat, can be described as an underlying risk
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factor of almost any of the aforementioned metabolic related
pathologies. The prevalence of obesity and diabetes has
increased dramatically over the past decades and there is a
strong causal relationship between diabetes and insulin
resistance [3–6]. A very likely link between diabetes and
obesity is the adipose tissue. The adipose tissue functions as
an endocrine organ, secreting hormones and cytokines able
to regulate and maintain metabolic homeostasis in other
tissues. Normally, excess fat is stored in adipocytes and only
low amounts of triglycerides exist in non-adipose cells [7, 8].
In obesity, the capacity of adipocytes to accommodate
excess lipids can be exceeded, resulting in an imbalanced
accumulation of lipids in other tissues such as in the epi-
cardial region. Numerous studies (both experimental and
clinical) support the fact that obesity acts on several meta-
bolic pathways, resulting in the onset of multiple potential
risk factors. This complexity provides a great challenge in
when investigating potential biomarkers in an effort to deal
with new targets of therapy, early diagnosis, prognosis and
biotechnological applications [9]. Taken together, since
obesity serves as a general key to metabolism-related dis-
orders and complications, the adipose tissue (characteristics,
physiology, structure, volume etc.) can be employed as a
tool for predicting such pathologies. The aim of the present
work is to (a) assess the capacity of adipose tissue to serve as
a predictive biomarker through an overview of recent rep-
resentative studies in humans, and (b) investigate/suggest the
most efficient adipose tissue characteristic-parameter taken
into consideration.

Adipose Tissue as a Predictive Tool

In an attempt to use adipose tissue as a biomarker, several
parameters and specific characteristics are employed that can
be measured.

This section describes representative studies dealing with
adipose tissue as a predictive marker of mortality, diabetes
and cardiometabolic risk, employing volume, structure, tis-
sue–specific components, accumulation values/indicators
etc., in combination with other measurable features (such
as anthropometric factors).

In [10], researchers employed the value of epicardial fat
thickness (EFT) as a prognostic biomarker of increased
inflammatory profile, in patients diagnosed with Diabetes
Mellitus type II (DM type II) and acute myocardial infarc-
tion (AMI). It has been shown that epicardial adipose tissue
is linked with the onset/progression of coronary artery dis-
ease. This is due to the secretion of several pro-inflammatory
cytokines. In this study, efforts were made to assess the
correlation between three distinct factors (EFT, prolonged
presence of elevated circulating levels of hs-CRP after an
AMI, and left ventricular (LV) remodeling) in patients with

DM type II. The significance of such an attempt is driven by
the fact that a great amount of death incidents in diabetes are
strongly related to coronary artery disease, mainly through
AMI, which in turn is tightly correlated with the degree of
LV remodeling and levels of inflammatory status following
AMI. In [11], adipose tissue density was used as a biomarker
in the prediction of the risk of mortality in older adults. As
previously mentioned, the composition of adipose tissue is
strongly related to obesity and its complications. Several
characteristics of adipose tissue, including the amount or
ectopic locations and distribution, can be used in evaluating
the potential risk for mortality caused by obesity. In this
study, the density of VAT (visceral adipose tissue) and SAT
(subcutaneous adipose tissue) was employed to investigate
the potential correlation between mortality and density of
adipose tissue. The measurements included clinical and
subclinical body composition in both humans and nonhuman
primates. Interestingly, in the undertaken study, an associa-
tion of adipose tissue density at baseline in quintiles with
adipocytokines was also performed, thereby enabling further
correlations among tissue-specific molecules, such as adi-
ponectin and leptin, which serve as valuable clinical
biomarkers. The herein attempted evaluation supports the
fact that adipose tissue density can serve as a predictive
factor of survival in older adults, even when an adipose
depot itself is not associated with death risk. Overall obesity
and Body Fat Distribution were also used in [12], predicting
mortality. Researchers took into consideration factors, such
as ethnicity, education, history of diagnosed respiratory
disease, body weight, and hypertension. Age appears to have
a strong impact on the association of adiposity and mortality.
The collective results suggest that ratio measurements of
BFD can be informative in identifying increased risk of
mortality in middle-age adults. By the same token, in [13],
several adiposity indices were used to extract potential
associations with cardiometabolic risk(s). The aim of the
specific cohort study was to compare the general adiposity
index, referred to as BMI (body mass index), with abdom-
inal obesity indices, such as waist circumference,
waist-to-hip ratio, and waist-to-height ratio, in order to
unravel the most efficient predictive marker. It is well-stated
that adipose tissue excess is strongly associated with a
number of cardiometabolic factors involving hypertension,
dyslipidemia and DM. The measurements employed were
based on anthropometric data (hip circumference, body
weight, etc.), blood pressure (diastolic, systolic), and anal-
ysis of fasting blood samples. In the study, cardiometabolic
risk factors increase directly with rising obesity, whereas
indices of body fat centralization emerge as a better predictor
of cardiometabolic risk factors compared to BMI. Similar to
that, in [14], proton density fat fraction (PDFF) was mea-
sured by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In this study,
supraclavicular and gluteal adipose tissue with subcutaneous
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and visceral adipose tissue (SAT and VAT), and liver fat
fraction in combination with several anthropometric obesity
markers (e.g. waist circumference) were employed. The
results project a significant difference between PDFF in the
supraclavicular and gluteal fat depots and thus differences in
cell-related characteristics. In addition, there is a positive
correlation among PDFF, imaging and anthropometric obe-
sity markers, with adipose tissue PDFF emerging as a
valuable biomarker toward obese phenotype. Several studies
support the fact that Visceral Adiposity Index (VAI) has
been proven to be a direct marker of adipose distribution.
That, indirectly, can be used in the prediction of car-
diometabolic risk onset [15, 16]. Moreover, VAI can be used
as an indicator of developing metabolic syndrome and hence
DM type II. In [17], VAI (sex-specific) was used in a cohort
study as a tool, in an effort to identify potential risks for DM
type II. More specifically, the study aimed at evaluating the
predictive capacity of VAI, Body Fat Indices, and BMI,
whereas the authors also used biomedical measurements
(fasting blood glucose, HLDL). The overall results sug-
gested that VAI can be associated with the risk of DM and
stands as the best indicator compared to the aforementioned
ones. Similarly, in [18], VAI, in combination with the
hypertriglyceridemic waist (HTGW) phenotype, was used to
predict the development of hypertension in a high-risk
population that does not appear to have either DM or
hypertension. Data concerning age, sex, BMI, hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c), total cholesterol (TC), low density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C), HDL-C, TG, BP, and family/personal
medical history were also taken into consideration. In con-
clusion, VAI, in addition to the HTGW phenotype, proved to
be a weak predictor of hypertension. Interestingly, in [19],
employment of VAI in predicting DM type II, failed to
improve prediction. VAI was used along with several
(easily) measurable anthropometric parameters.
Although VAI appears to be a strong predictor of DM, its
predictive capacity does not surpass the efficiency of other
indicators, such as BMI, WC, WHtR, and WHR in the
current cohort study.

Datasets, Data Mining and Statistical Analysis

In this section, the datasets and methods used in the per-
formed studies will be presented briefly. Opincariu et al. [10]
tried to assess the prognostic value of epicardial fat thickness
as a biomarker of increased inflammatory status in patients
with DM Type 2 and Acute Myocardial Infarction. Analysis
was performed using a dataset of 98 patients (45 diabetic and
43 non-diabetic). Authors used Fisher’s exact test and the
Student’s t-test to compare the baseline characteristics of
patients, linear regression to evaluate the correlation between
the left ventricular ejection fraction and the remodeling

index, and the hs-CRP values, and finally logistic regression
to identify independent predictors of left ventricular
remodeling. Murphy et al. [11] proposed the adipose tissue
density as a biomarker to predict mortality risk in the elderly.
In their study, the authors used a subset of data from two
different cohort studies, the Health, Aging, and Body
Composition (Health ABC) study, on one hand, and the
Age, Gene and/or Environment Susceptibility-Reykjavik
(AGES-Reykjavik) study on the other, following application
of some strict inclusion criteria (Health ABC n = 2,735 and
AGES-Reykjavik n = 5,131) as well as 24 non-human pri-
mates. In order to examine associations between adipose
density and mortality authors, they used Cox proportional
hazard models, reflecting a class of survival models. Frantz
et al. [14] tried to investigate the association of proton
density fat fraction in adipose tissue with imaging-based and
anthropometric obesity markers, analyzing a dataset of 61
adults through Student’s t-test and Pearson correlation
analysis. Palacio et al. [13] investigated the association
between adiposity indices and cardiometabolic risk factors
through (a) Pearson’s product moment correlation coeffi-
cients, (b) linear regression, and (c) the area under the
receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves. It was a
regional study including 858 adults. Reis et al. [12] com-
pared the overall obesity with body fat distribution, in an
attempt to predict the risk of mortality. The analysis per-
formed on a dataset comprised of 5,799 men and 6,429
women (total 12,228 adults) was included in the third
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Multi-
variable Cox proportional hazard regression models were
again used to examine the relation of adiposity with mor-
tality, after examining various potential confounders. Chen
et al. [17] studied the visceral adiposity index as a predictor
for DM type 2 and compared its predicting performance with
other body fatness indices. Authors utilized Cox propor-
tional hazard regression models, receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves and areas under curve (AUC) to
analyze a dataset of 3,461 participants. Janghorbani et al.
[18] examined the use of the Visceral Adiposity Index and
Hypertriglyceridemic Waist Phenotype for the prediction of
Incident Hypertension. The authors analyzed a 1,375 indi-
vidual dataset using a series of statistical analysis methods:
the Student t test, Mann-Whitney U test; ANOVA; the
Kruskal-Wallis test; the chi-square test, Pearson correlation;
Spearman rank correlation; and binary logistic regression.
Finally, Janghorbani and Amini [19] concluded in their
study that the visceral adiposity index did not improve the
prediction of diabetes compared to measurable anthropo-
metric markers, such as the hypertriglyceridemic waist
(HTGW) phenotype, body mass index (BMI), waist cir-
cumference (WC), waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) and
waist-to-hip ratio (WHR). In their study, the authors
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analyzed a dataset of 1720 individuals, using logistic
regression and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves.

Conclusions

In the present work, adipose tissue is discussed (mini
review) as a potential biomarker in the prediction of related
metabolic disorders (diabetes, mortality, cardiometabolic
risk) using data mining approaches. With respect to adipose
tissue, the features examined include the (a) site of the body
(epicardial, gluteal, etc.), (b) density, (c) composition (e.g.
adipocytokines), and (d) structure. The specific values were
investigated through several assays at the clinical level and
were evaluated in combination with other, not directly
related parameters, such as ethnicity or sex. The results
suggest that although adipose tissue could be used as a
marker of prediction, a number of well-defined parameters
(topology, anatomy, structure, composition etc.) should
always be taken into account.

When it comes to the analysis process, the most fre-
quently used computational analysis methods included
regression, both logistic and linear, and Cox proportional
hazard methods. Collectively, adipose tissue could serve as a
source of factors parameterizing clinical data into predictive
biomarkers in a variety of metabolic pathologies.
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Portable Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
for Detecting Peripheral Arterial Occlusion

W.-C. Lu, S.-H. Lu, M.-F. Chen, T.-C. Fu, K.-P. Lin, and C.-L. Tsai

Abstract
The prevalence rate of peripheral arterial disease has been increasing in Taiwan in recent
years. The occlusion of artery will reflect on the oxygen saturation of muscle, especially
after exercise. A wireless tissue oximetry based on near-infrared spectroscopy is developed
in this study to help to detect arterial occlusion. The measurement of change in hemoglobin
oxygen saturation was measured on gastrocnemius muscle using air cuff with different
pressure to simulate the blockage of blood flow.

Keywords
Near-infrared spectroscopy � Arterial occlusion � Peripheral arterial disease (PAD)

Introduction

The occlusion of peripheral arteries has become a serious
health problem in aging societies. In Taiwan, the elderly
population has accounted for 13.2% of the total population in
2016. According to a record from the Ministry of Interior of
Taiwan, population aging together with greasy diet result in a
constant increase of patients with peripheral arterial disease.

The main symptom of peripheral arterial disease is
atheroma of low limbs. Fat plaque developed and accumu-
lated on arterial walls causes the loss of elasticity. Intimal
hyperplasia starts to narrow arteries and reduce blood flow,

which in turn decreases transmission of nutrition and oxygen
through capillaries to tissues. If the disease were not diag-
nosed in time and treated, severe limb ischemia may occur
and require amputation to save the life of patient. According
to a statistic, Patients who suffered from the disease for one
year receiving amputation accounts for 30% and the death
rate accounts for 25% [1].

The prevailing rate of diabetes in Taiwan has risen 25%
and diabetics are frequently suffered from limb ischemia.
They not only have poor microcirculation but also with
PAD, which was worsened to require an amputation and
their death rate in a short time after the surgery is much
higher than non-diabetics. Therefore, it is extremely impor-
tant to early diagnose PAD.

Ankle-Brachial index (ABI) is the measurement currently
applied in clinic to diagnose PAD. However, it is also
indicated that the difference of ABI between PAD patients
with no symptoms and those in the early stages is less than
0.01–0.02 [2, 3]. This means it is hard to diagnose PAD in
advance by using ABI examination. In addition, ABI is an
indirect measurement and it can’t identify which artery is
occluded. Therefore, patients have to take vessel ultrasound
exam, contrast x-ray imaging, or nuclear magnetic resonance
imaging as a further exam. These exams can only be oper-
ated in a well-equipped hospital with experienced doctors to
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indicate the exact location of arterial occlusion. The study is
to develop a PAD early detection system using non-invasive
optic measurement to diagnose arterial occlusion. The price
is relatively low and it is expected to be conduct in small or
medium size outpatient clinics.

Materials and Methods

A. Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

The red color of muscle tissue is mainly caused by
myoglobin in muscle fiber rather than hemoglobin in blood.
Myoglobin is also a protein that stores oxygen in muscle
tissue. Since myoglobin has a stronger oxygen binding
capacity than hemoglobin, it can easily convert to oxidative
myoglobin when get in contact with oxygen molecule. The
oxygen is released by oxy-hemoglobin in capillary due to the
oxygen concentration gradient and diffused into muscle
fiber. During exercise oxygen is consumed to produce car-
bonate acid. If there were not enough blood supply to
muscle, more and more oxy-myoglobin would be reduced to
myoglobin. For normal people oxygen saturation of myo-
globin will decrease during exercise, and quickly recovered
after exercise. For patient with occluded artery, the satura-
tion value will drop lower and take a much longer time to
recover to normal value. It is possible to measure such
change during the recovery period to detect the severity of
arteria occlusion.

Both hemoglobin and myoglobin change color when they
are bound with oxygen. The color of blood and muscle is
determined by the amount of hemoglobin in blood and
myoglobin in muscle tissue, as well as their oxygen satu-
ration. Therefore, their oxygen content can be measured by
non-invasive optical methods. Since muscle tissue is gen-
erally cover by a thick layer of skin and adipose tissue, only
near-infrared at the range between 600 and 1300 nm is
suitable for detecting the oxygen saturation of deep muscle
tissue. Within this spectral range, oxidative hemoglobin
(HbO), hemoglobin (Hb), oxidative myoglobin (MbO),
myoglobin (Mb), and cytochrome (Cyt) are the major light
absorption chromophores that absorb the light energy.
Scattering of light in biological tissue is another factor that
affects the reflectance of light back to skin surface. The great
variability of tissue structure between different subjects
makes it almost impossible to carry out any useful quan-
tification measurement. Only the self-reference technique of
measurement as used in pulse oximeter can automatically
cancel out the individual difference.

Three near-infrared wavelengths: 740, 808 and 850 nm
are chosen in this study for detecting the oxygen saturation

of myoglobin. These wavelengths are all close to an iso-
bestic point of the absorption spectra of myoglobin and
oxidative myoglobin at around 805 nm. With similar
wavelength, they also have very similar scattering property
that makes their pass lengths in tissue roughly the same.

To eliminate the influence of skin color, thicknesses and
structure of skin and adipose tissue, two LEDs with the same
wavelength are placed at two slightly different distances
from the photo diode, as drawn in Fig. 1. The distance of
near LED is 25 mm and the distance of far LED is 30 mm.
The light emitted by both LEDs are able to travel through
muscle tissue if the source-detector distance is longer than
about twice the thickness of skin and adipose tissue. The
light from near and far LEDs travel through similar path in
tissue. The major path difference is the portion in muscle
tissue. This means the intensity difference of measurements
from two LEDs is caused by two factors, the absorption of
myoglobin and oxy-myoglobin.

To calculate the absorption by myoglobin, the logarithm
of the light intensity ratio of incident to reflection is treated
as the absorbance of light by tissue. The absorbance is
mostly contributed by the absorption of hemoglobin and
myoglobin, as well as the unpredictable scattering factor of
skin and adipose tissues. Fortunately, the contribution of
tissue scattering in two measurements will cancel out when
the difference of absorbance is taken. The rest part of
absorbance is expressed in Eq. (1) as the absorption by
myoglobin and oxy-myoglobin. The last term in equation is
for compensating the dc drift of light signal.

DA ¼ aMbODlMbO þ aMbDlMb þ SMDls ð1Þ
where ΔA is the absorbance difference of measurement taken
from light sources at different distance, aMb and aMbO are the
absorption coefficients of myoglobin and oxy-myoglobin.
ΔlMb and ΔlMbO are the mean optical path differences of
myoglobin and oxy-myoglobin, respectively. SM is the

Fig. 1 Illustration of different reflective light paths through tissue
layers
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scattering coefficient of muscle and Δls is the mean optical
path difference due to tissue scattering.

The difference of absorbance in Eq. (1) is expressed and a
linear combination of three different terms. Each term
includes an absorption of scattering coefficient multiplied by
a variable, the difference of mean path length. These vari-
ables of represent the concentration of myoglobin and
oxy-myoglobin in muscle tissue. Because there are three
variables in the equation, it requires measurement at three
wavelengths to have three equations to solve the three
unknown variables.

B. Measurement System

Most PAD examining devices are bulky or wired to the
patients. Patients cannot walk around freely to show inter-
mittent claudication during the test. In order to do the
measurement in normal walk or exercise condition, this
measuring system is designed as a portable device. The
block diagram of measurement system can be divided into
two parts, as shown in Fig. 2. One is the near-infrared
spectroscopy device which is to attach to the measurement
site. The optical probe includes 6 LED light sources, two for
each wavelength. A photodiode light sensor detects and
converts light signal into electrical current. The signal cur-
rent flows into a microprocessor (HY16F198, Hycon Tech.
Inc.) and is digitized by a 24 bits analog-to-digital convertor.
Then, the digital signal is sent to a computer through
Bluetooth wireless connection for further data analysis. The
other part of the system is a computer that receives the
transmitted signals and calculates the change in oxygen
content.

To simulate the arterial occlusion condition on normal
subjects, blood flow through upper leg was blocked by air
cuff. The testing procedure refer to previous studies [4, 5].
During the experiment, the subject lie down on an experi-
mental bed with an optical probe placed on the gastrocne-
mius muscle, as shown in Fig. 3.

An air cuff for blood pressure measurement is tied on the
upper leg to block blood flow to lower leg. At the beginning
of test, the subject was asked to lie down and rest for 3 min
to achieve a steady state. Then, cuff pressure was pumped up
to reach the target pressure in 15 s. The pressure is

maintained for 3 min. After cuff pressure was released,
subject stays in rest for 10 min to record the recovery status.

The typical physiological reaction of blood supply to leg
during vascular occlusion experiment has several features.
The concentration of myoglobin and oxy-hemoglobin
remain constant before occlusion. When blood vessel is
occluded, the concentration of myoglobin starts to increase
and oxy-hemoglobin decreases, respectively. Because there
is a compensatory effect that continue to increase tissue
blood perfusion, oxygen saturation of myoglobin is expected
to rebound to a peak value higher than its initial value. After
that, concentration of myoglobin and oxidative myoglobin
will gradually drift back to their normal value. For patient
with arterial blockage, it will take much more time for them
to return to original state.

Results

The self-made optical probe for arterial vessel obstruction is
shown in Fig. 4. The grid paper at background is 5 mm by
5 mm for each grid. LEDs are put on two concentric circles
with radiuses of 25 and 30 mm while the photodiode is
placed at the center. The optical probe is fixed on leg using
elastic bandage.

Figure 5 shows the results of vascular occlusion test with
air cuff pressure to 220 mmHg and the measurement was
taken at gastrocnemius muscle. The calculated change in
concentration of oxidative myoglobin (red) and myoglobin
(blue) are quite similar to expectation.

At the beginning of arterial occlusion, the concentration
of oxidative myoglobin gradually decreased, and the con-
centration of myoglobin increased, respectively. This is
caused by the consumption of oxygen by tissue in the lower
leg, and the lack of oxygen supply. Right after the release of
cuff pressure, these concentrations quickly rebounded
toward their initial values. The T50 value represents the time
for oxidative myoglobin to recover 50% from the lowest
value right before cuff pressure was released. In this case, it
took 12 s to reach the middle value.

Figure 6 shows the similar result with the air cuff pressure
pumped up to 250 mmHg in the arterial occlusion test. With
such a high pressure, the blood flow to leg was probably

Fig. 2 Block diagram of
measurement system
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totally blocked. The concentration of oxidative myoglobin
greatly dropped and approached a steady state value, and so
is the concentration of myoglobin. The acute change of
concentrations before pressure release is most likely by a
probe motion artefact during measurement. The T50 value
for 250 mmHg was 15 s which is longer than that of

220 mmHg. The most significant feature for 250 mmHg is
the unstable variation during the recovery time after T50.

Discussion

The measurement and calculation of change in the concen-
tration of myoglobin and oxidative myoglobin during the
occlusion experiments have very reasonable results. Oxida-
tive hemoglobin decreased with the blockage of blood sup-
ply, and the concentration recovered to normal value after the
cuff pressure was released. The concentration of myoglobin
changed in the opposite direction, respectively. When the
cuff pressure is higher, the concentration of myoglobin
changed accordingly. These features show the portable
near-infrared spectrograph is a promising device for detecting
the blood vessel occlusion of peripheral arterial disease.

The device is currently only working as a qualitative
evaluation machine. In order to accurately measure the
change in myoglobin concentration or myoglobin oxygen
saturation, the measurement has to be carefully calibrated by

Fig. 3 Arterial occlusion experiment in supine position

Fig. 4 Optical probe of near-infrared spectroscopy

Fig. 5 Measurement of gastrocnemius muscle in arterial occlusion
experiment with cuff pressure at 220 mmHg

Fig. 6 Measurement of gastrocnemius muscle in arterial occlusion
experiment with cuff pressure at 250 mmHg
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some sophisticated systems or phantoms that can provide
known values of myoglobin concentration or oxygen
saturation.

The vessel occlusion experiment is a simulation of
peripheral arterial disease test on normal subjects. Mea-
surements on real PAD patients are still needed to further
improve the performance of this device as well as to carry
out calibration on human subject.

The main components used to build this device, such as
light emitting diode and photodiodes are relatively cheaper
than lasers and photomultiplier tube that are used in some
commercial NIRS system. Therefore, it is possible to greatly
deduce the cost of manufacturing this device.

Conclusion

The performance of this portable near-infrared spectrograph
is very close to some expensive NIRS systems that are
currently used in some hospitals for detecting peripheral
arterial disease. The light weight, small in size and low in
price of this device make it much easier to promote it to
small clinics as a possible screening device for PAD.
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Physiological Monitoring of Cold-Air
Stimulated Rhinitis

M.-S. Jhuang, C.-M. Chen, S.-H. Lu, M.-F. Chen, K.-P. Lin, and C.-L. Tsai

Abstract
Patients with vasomotor rhinitis accounts for most of the non-allergic rhinitis ones.
A wearable measurement system was developed to record multiple physiological signals to
record the onset of non-allergic rhinitis. Vasomotor rhinitis symptoms are generally
stimulated by a sudden change in ambient temperature. The temperature of two rooms were
set at 20 and 30 °C, respectively. Subjects were asked to stay in the warm room then enter
the cold room to trigger the nasal congestion. A non-allergic rhinitis subject show very
different response from that of a Normal subject. The measurement system is to
quantitatively record the stimulation and evaluate the treatment result.

Keywords
Vasomotor rhinitis � Optical rhinometry � Nasal swelling

Introduction

The number of rhinitis patients has greatly increased in
recent years. There were more than 60,000 people in Taiwan
received medical treatments because of allergy between year
2000 and 2007, and rhinitis patients accounted for 49.8% of
them [1]. The morbidity rate of rhinitis also has been con-
tinuously rising yearly.

Rhinitis is considered as a result of sever air pollution from
overdeveloped industrialization. Although rhinitis is

generally stimulated by allergens, the correlation between
allergens and rhinitis and could not be found on some patients
after allergy test. Such kind of rhinitis is called non-allergic
rhinitis (NAR),which accounts for 25%of rhinitis patients [2].
In 2001, a report showed that 52% of patients with allergies
were diagnosed to also haveNAR [3]. And, vasomotor rhinitis
(VMR) accounted for 71% of patients with NAR [4].

VMR symptoms are frequently triggered by the change in
environmental temperature. It might happen after going into
a cool air-conditioned room during a hot day, and getting
down from warm bed in cold morning. When VMR patients
are affected by temperature changing, the symptoms include
nasal swelling, running nose and sneezing. These symptoms
are generally ignored and without doing anything to treat
them, because they are not fatal or life threatening. For some
patients, the swelling and running nose is quite annoying and
greatly affect their daily life. They could lower the patients’
work efficiency or distract their attention from study, which
decreases their life quality. In addition, it is difficult to know
exactly when and how the symptoms would appear making
it hard to prevent [5].

Vascular congestion stimulated by low temperature is an
important factor that causes nasal swelling [1]. In this study,
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a wearable multi-physiological signal monitor was designed
as a noninvasive measuring system to record nasal swelling
due to the change in ambient temperature [6]. This is to help
to have better understanding of VMR and provide physicians
more information about how to improve rhinitis patients’
condition [7].

Materials and Methods

A. Optical rhinometry for portable continuous monitoring

The rhinometry built for long term continuous monitoring
of nasal swelling in this study is shown as Fig. 1. The sys-
tem includes the measurement of light transmission through
the nasal bridge and the airflow through both nostrils.

A near infrared light emitting diode (LED) with wave-
length of 940 nm is used as the light source of optical rhi-
nometry. Near-infrared has the strongest penetration ability
in biological tissue. It can enter from one side of nose,
transmit through nasal bridge, and reach the other side of
nose to be detected. The transmittance varies mainly with the
change in blood perfusion due to the congestion of nasal
lining. A quick nasal discharge is also possible when blood
pressure increases suddenly. The plethysmograph signal also
provides the information of heart rate and its variation. The
light transmission changes with the narrowing of airway, and
it will have a sudden change in intensity when two walls of
airway get in contact during the obstruction. However, it is
still difficult to tell whether the airway is really blocked just
by the light transmission signal.

A direct measurement of airflow is needed to confirm the
obstruction of airway. To access the obstruction of nasal
breathing with congestion, three thermistors are placed in

front of the two nostrils and the mouth, respectively. The one
in front of mouth is to detect whether the subject is breathing
through the mouth. The other thermistors were fixed at the
centers of 3D-printed barrels placed at nostrils. These tow
thermistors are for detecting the airflow through nostrils. If
nasal airways are narrowed by the swelling close to the
nostrils, airflow will increase according to Bernoulli’s prin-
ciple. The heat dissipation from thermistor will also be
increased and lower the sensor temperature. This is much
obvious during the breath in period. An accelerometer was
attached to the forehead to record the change in subject
postures. All these signals are wirelessly transmitted to a
personal computer to record for further analysis.

B. Environmental temperature variations experiment

During the hot day in summer, it is easy for NAR patients
to have nasal obstruction when entering a relatively cold
inside place from the hot outside. To have a stable and
reproducible ambient temperature simulating such a condi-
tion, two neighboring rooms were set at 20 and 30 °C sep-
arately. Before the experiment, a subject was asked to sit and
rest in the warm room for 10 min to stabilize the heart rate
and breathing. At the beginning, the subject kept on staying
in the warm room for another 20 min with signals being
recorded. Then, the subject was asked to move to the cool
room to sit for 30 min, as shown in Fig. 2.

Results and Discussion

The measurement system records multiple physiological
signals. The nasal bridge transmission is a photo- plethys-
mograph signal varying with the change in blood volume of
nose. It also provides the pulse rate signal for calculating
heart rate. The change in heart rate is also a sign of the
influence of autonomic nervous system on the nasal vaso-
motor activity which affects blood pressure. Vessel dilation
and pressure increase are all possible causes of congestion.
However, a continuous pressure monitoring is much
difficult.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of physiological signals measurement system Fig. 2 Block diagram of experiment rooms
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Figure 3 shows the trends of physiological signals
obtained from a normal subject. The photo-plethysmograph
signal has a stable and low baseline only with small drifting.
The temperature at nostrils are also very stable and small in
amplitude because the room air temperature is close to body
temperature. The air temperature flow through nostril varies
between 30 and 37 °C. Moreover, the response time of
thermistor limits the variation range down to between 33°
and 35°. Since most people do not have symmetry nasal
airway, the variation of temperature with breathing on two
nostrils are slightly different in amplitude.

Once the subject entered the cold room, the amplitude of
temperature variation became much larger. And, the ampli-
tude of right nostril is still larger than that of left nostril. This
probably shows the right nasal airway is larger than the left
one. On the whole, the variation of temperature is still very
stable in the cold room. The increase of heart rate while
changing room is caused by the activity of subject. After
that, the heart rate become similar to that in the hot room and
remain stable. The most obvious change is the up shift of
photo-plethysmograph signal which means blood perfusion
to nose must be larger in the cold room. This is to com-
pensate for the increasing heat lost by breathing air with
lower temperature. The baseline of photo-plethysmograph
also shows a lightly upward drifting over the 30 min period
of time.

Figure 4 shows the measurement of a non-allergic rhinitis
subject. The trends of signal in the warm room are similar to
those of the normal subject. The heart rate shows a slightly
larger variation during the first 30 min in warm room. When
the NAR subject entered the cold room, the signals showed
very different physiological response patterns. Not only the
temperature at nostrils show an irregular change in ampli-
tude, his heart rate also shows a much larger variation.
During the 30 min of siting in cold room, the subject

reported five times of repeated partial nasal airway
obstruction and reopen. The time of these occurrences are
marked on the trends using black triangles.

The first 10 min period of time after entering the cold
room is expanded in Fig. 5 to show more details of signals at
the first occurrence. The subject has a narrower right nasal
airway, and it is much easier to be blocked by nasal con-
gestion. The nasal airway started to have a first obstruction
just about one and half minutes after changing the ambient
temperature, as marked by the triangle. The baseline of
photo-plethysmograph signal rose before the obstruction,
then gradually decreased until the reopen of airway. The
figure shows a simultaneous change in heart rate and right
nostril temperature. The temperature at left nostril was less
affected by the obstruction. The right nasal airway was total
blocked, and subject only depended on the left nostril to
breath. The small variation of left temperature was caused byFig. 3 Measuring results of a normal subject during the ambient

temperature changing experiment

Fig. 4 Measuring results of a subject with non-allergic rhinitis during
the ambient temperature changing experiment

Fig. 5 The 10 min measurement results of the non-allergic rhinitis
subject right after entering the cool room
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air turbulent near the nostril. The red dot marked the opening
of airway where photo-plethysmograph signal showed sud-
den increase in intensity. Heart rate showed simultaneous
increasing with the reopening. After the first reopening, the
right nasal airway remains slightly opened. Small amount of
airflow can be seen in the figure as the change in temperature
amplitude. At the 27th min, the right airway was totally
blocked again for a very short period of time. But, it reo-
pened in just a few seconds.

Conclusion

A multi-parameter continuously monitoring system of nasal
congestion and airway obstruction was developed in this
study. The measurement system can provide many detail
information of the onset of rhinitis. The correlation among
different physiological signals will help the physicians to
acquire more time course of fast reaction of non-allergic
rhinitis in future study.
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Association Between SpO2 Signal
Characteristics and Sleep Architecture
with Insulin Resistance in Patients
with Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome

E. Perantoni, P. Steiropoulos, D. Filos, N. Maglaveras, K. Nikolaou,
and I. Chouvarda

Abstract
Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS) may contribute to the increasing frequency of
metabolic disorders. Intermittent hypoxia (IH) is a major characteristic of the syndrome.
However, the existing indices of hypoxia in sleep cannot express accurately the effect of the
mild desaturations. In this study, a total of 51 patients without other comorbidities were
examined by polysomnography (PSG). Hypoxia parameters were analyzed, in the intervals
with low values of SpO2 signal. More specifically, the thresholds were set at 94 and 92% and
the average value (M) of the SpO2 signal, in areas below thresholds, were calculated.
Moreover, the desaturations were analyzed, together with their duration within the recording
in terms of SpO2 signal parameters. The patients’ blood sample was analyzed for metabolic
parameters. In total, 28 individuals were diagnosed with severe OSAS, (Apnea Hypopnea
index (AHI) 59.11 ± 26.10/h, averSpO2 91.64 ± 4.50%,minSpO2 78.18 ± 10.26%, t < 90
21.42 ± 28.64 and ODI 35.48 ± 33.79/h). A statistically significant correlation between the
average M92 value with insulin levels (r = 0.401, p < 0.03) and homeostasis model
assessment (HOMA) (r = 0.431, p < 0.022) was displayed. Likewise, a correlation between
the amount of desaturations and fasting glucose (r = 0.400, p < 0.035) was observed.
Moreover, a statistically significant correlation between the desaturations’ average value with
insulin (r = 0.378, p < 0.047) and CRP (r = 0.400, p < 0.035) levels was also revealed.
A strong correlation also emerged from the cumulative desaturations’ duration as recorded by
the SpO2 signal with fasting glucose levels (r = 0.964 p < 0.001), glycosylated hemoglobin
(r = 0.860, p < 0.000) and HOMA index (r = 0.580, p < 0.001). The results suggest that the
Hypoxia factors derived from SpO2 signal analysis, are strongly correlated with the insulin
resistance and with fasting glucose levels. The correlations of the proposed hypoxia
parameters were found to be stronger than the already known hypoxia indices, deriving from
the PSG, however amore extended analysis is necessary in order to consolidate the findings of
this study.

Keywords
Hypoxia � Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome � Metabolic syndrome � Insulin resistance
Signal analysis

Introduction

It has already been reported that Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Syndrome (OSAS) is characterized by recurrent episodes
completely of partial obstruction of the upper airways. It is
characterized by hypoxic episodes alternating with normal
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oxygenation and by arousals aiming at restoring airflow
which result in fragmentation of sleep. Obesity is consid-
ered as a major risk factor for the development and pro-
gression of OSAS. The incidence of the syndrome in obese
or severely obese patients is almost twice than adults with
normal weight [1]. The deposition of fat around the chest
reduces chest compliance and functional residual capacity,
conditions that can lead to increased oxygen demand [2].
The visceral obesity is considered a common risk factor for
the onset of diabetes and OSAS.

There is a rapid increase in recent years of both obesity
and diabetes, which has been attributed to environmental,
socioeconomic, demographic factors as well as lifestyle
changes [3]. Many clinical studies suggest that up to 50% of
patients with type 2 diabetes have moderate to severe
OSAS. Most patients with diabetes report insufficient sleep,
both in duration and quality. The prevalence of sleep apnea
in patients with type 2 diabetes is estimated at 2–70%.
A remarkable finding of the study by Foster et al. was the
high prevalence of undiagnosed OSAS (86.6%) among
obese patients with type 2 diabetes [4]. This report requires
certainly further study on the link between diabetes and sleep
apnea.

Intermittent hypoxia (IH), characterized by small repeti-
tive desaturation cycles followed by rapid re-oxygenation, is
a feature of the OSAS. Many researchers have developed
experimental models in animals and at cellular level in order
to study the role of IH. Studies in normal and obese mice,
has shown that chronic exposure to IH contributes to
decreased insulin sensitivity, a result that is partially rever-
sible after stimulus discontinuation [5].

Nocturnal oxyhemoglobin desaturation and OSAS
severity has been associated with metabolic parameters
including higher fasting insulin, glucose levels and impaired
insulin sensitivity [6].

The present study aims to explore whether parameters
derived from the SpO2 signal during sleep can be related to
insulin resistance, with the perspective to generate hypoxia
markers that can predict diabetes mellitus in the future.

Materials and Methods

Data Description

The data for this work were collected in one year period,
following all ethical procedures. Totally, 51 patients without
known comorbidities, who had been referred to the sleep lab
of the G.H. “G. Papanikolaou”, Thessaloniki, Greece with
symptoms suggesting sleep-related breathing disorders were
included in the study. All patients had undergone clinical
and laboratory testing. A full polysomnography (PSG) was
performed for the assessment of their sleep. Finally, 28

patients were diagnosed with OSAS and 23 were found to
have normal breathing function in sleep. A blood sample
was collected after at least 8 h of overnight fasting. The
following parameters were examined: high sensitivity
C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, homocysteine, complete lipid
profile, blood glucose as well as glycosylated hemoglobin,
insulin levels and HOMA (Homeostasis model assessment)
which is an insulin resistance marker. The characteristics of
the subjects are displayed in Table 1.

The SpO2 signals were extracted from the night PSG
recording, in standard EDF format. All signals had a sam-
pling frequency of 3 Hz. Figure 1 depicts an example SpO2

signal of a PSG study of an OSAS patient with AHI 42/h. In
this figure, many mild and some serious desaturations occur
throughout the night.

SpO2 Signal Analysis

The SpO2 signal was processed in Matlab following the
procedure described below:

1. Signal preprocessing to remove artifacts and improve
signal.

Table 1 Patients’ demographics and standard SpO2 parameters
(mean ± std)

OSAS Controls

N 28 23

Age 47.14 ± 11.543 46.00 ± 3.69

BMI 33.79 ± 6.42 28.61 ± 3.29

AHI 59.11 ± 26.10 3.47 ± 4.6

ESS 11.32 ± 5.93 5.5 ± 4.64

AverSpO2 89.87 ± 5.20 93.80 ± 2.002

minSpO2 71.36 ± 9.03 86.47 ± 2.82

t < 90 34.44 ± 27.96 5.56 ± 20.65

ODI 60.46 ± 25.90 5.08 ± 3.42

Fig. 1 The SpO2 whole night time series (6 h) of a subject with AHI
42/h
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2. Calculation of hypoxia parameters: setting the threshold
to 92 and 94%, and considering the signal values below
the thresholds, statistical parameters were calculated for
this set up of values. The parameters M92 and M94 refer
to the calculated average values, with the respective
thresholds employed.

3. Detection of desaturation events (Dev), and related
parameters. Desaturation events refer to areas with con-
tinuous values below threshold, characterized by the
start, end and duration of the event. The number of Dev
and their total duration at the time of recording, the Dev
duration statistics (mean, standard deviation, min and
max), and the percentage of Dev that were long than 6
points (2 s) were calculated as candidate markers.

Statistical Analysis

A statistical analysis of the calculated parameters was per-
formed in order to investigate potential correlation between
the characteristics of the signal and the insulin resistance.

Pearson correlation coefficient was used, between the
proposed newly introduced hypoxia markers and metabolic
markers, and considering the already used hypoxia markers
as measured by PSG.

Results

As previously reported, a total of 51 patients with an average
age of 46.6 ± 8.84 years were studied. The patients were in
general obese with a body mass index (BMI) 31.45 ± 5.81.

During the first interview they reported sleepiness during
the day, restless sleep, intense snoring and episodes of
breathing during their sleep, recorded by relatives who
accompanied them on the day of the interview. They all
went through a full PSG study, and on average had AHI
34.02 ± 33.93/h. Blood sampling was performed after
overnight fasting of at least 8 h as reported. 28 patients were
diagnosed with AHI 59.11 ± 26.10/h, while the other 22
patients had normal sleep with AHI/h of 3.47 ± 0.6.

The blood sample values are depicted in Table 2. There
was a statistically significant correlation between mean M92
with insulin levels (r = 0.401, p < 0.035) and HOMA
(r = 0.431, p < 0.022), as well as the amount of desatura-
tions with fasting glucose (r = 0.400, p < 0.035). In addi-
tion, there was a statistically significant correlation between
mean duration of desaturations with insulin (r = 0.378,
p < 0.047) and CRP (r = 0.400, p < 0.035). A strong cor-
relation was also revealed between the total duration of
desaturation of SpO2 with fasting glucose (r = 0.964,

p < 0.000), glycosylated hemoglobin (r = 0.860, p < 0.000)
and HOMA (r = 0.580, p < 0.001) (Table 3).

In addition, a statistical analysis was performed between
metabolic indices and markers of hypoxia deriving from the
PSG. A statistically significant positive correlation between
t < 90 and insulin levels (r = 0. 496, p < 0.007), HOMA
(r = 0.432, p = 0.022) was found, while a negative corre-
lation between insulin and AverSpO2 (r = −0.552,
p = 0.022) and the minSpO2 (r = −0.486, p < 0.009) was
observed. A negative correlation was also found between
AverSpO2 and HOMA (r = −0.379, p < 0.047).

An additional statistically significant correlation was
found between minSpO2 and CRP (r = 0.400, p < 0.035).

Discussion and Conclusion

There is lack of studies on the effect of IH on insulin
resistance and on the development of diabetes mellitus. Most
researchers in their attempt to correlate IH with insulin
resistance have used hypoxia markers from PSG, such as the

Table 2 Blood samples results (mean ± std)

OSAS Controls

Glucose 112.71 ± 43.33 81.82 ± 10.43

Insulin 17.34 ± 13.88 6.10 ± 3.40

HbA1c 5.93 ± 1.50 5.12 ± 0.27

HOMA 5.03 ± 4.92 1.3 ± 0.91

hsCRP 0.54 ± 0.54 0.28 ± 0.38

Fibrinogen 7.89 ± 15.98 2.31 ± 0.86

Cholesterol 242.75 ± 44.45 223.95 ± 44.53

Triglycerides 228 ± 194.91 149.04 ± 66.05

Table 3 Hypoxia markers OSAS group

INS HbA1c GLU HOMA hsCRP

Time in event p 0.000 0.000 0.001

r 0.860 0.964 0.580

Mean p 0.047 0.035

r 0.378 0.400

Percentage in event p 0.032

r 0.406

Events p 0.035

r 0.400

M92 p 0.035 0.022

r 0.401 0.431

Percent-92 p 0.026

r 0.419
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average saturation of oxyhemoglobin- AverSpO2, the mini-
mum SpO2-minSpO2, time below 90% −t < 90 and the
ODI-Oxygen Desaturation Index.

ODI is the hourly average number of desaturation epi-
sodes, which are defined as at least 4% decrease in saturation
from the average saturation in the preceding 120 s, and
lasting 10 s.

The purpose of the present study is to analyze the SpO2

signal from the PSG, in order to investigate the correlation
between nocturnal hypoxia and metabolic disorders in
otherwise patients. There is lack of studies in literature on
the analysis of PSG signals (except EEG) and even less is
the data regarding the SpO2 signal. All patients in this study
were obese with BMI 31.45 ± 5.81 and at a pre-diabetic
stage. 28 of them were diagnosed with OSAS with an AHI
47.14 ± 11.54/h.

Hypoxia markers derived from SpO2 signal analysis that
are used in this study, are in agreement with the existing
evidence that supports the effect of IH on insulin resistance
and on glucose metabolism. The IH index currently
employed is ODI. In the present study no statistically sig-
nificant correlation was found between ODI and the HOMA
index, insulin and fasting glucose, but significant correlation
was found between AverSpO2, t < 90 and minSpO2 with the
same metabolic markers [7].

Muraki et al. [8] studied the effect of IH in patients with
OSAS in the highly sensitive C-reactive protein. The index
that was used as a marker to observe the intermittent hypoxia
was the ODI. The severity of nocturnal IH was determined
by 3% ODI levels. ODI scores of 5–15 episodes/h, corre-
sponding to mild, moderate to severe intermittent hypoxia,
were found to be associated with elevated levels of
CRP. The results of the study are in agreement with the
results of our study. An important correlation was found
between CRP and the mean SpO2 signal desaturations.

As regards analysis of the SpO2 signal, in a recent study
of Moret-Bonillo et al. [9] analysis of SpO2 and respiratory
(airflow, abdominal and thoracic signals) signals was per-
formed, for the detection and quantification of respiratory
pauses in the patient’s respiratory activity and the generation
of diagnostic patterns of sleep apnea syndrome. In a pilot
study of Renata Trimer et al., the SpO2 signal variability
(SpO2V) derived from SpO2 intervals (SpO2i) between
successive SpO2 values of the pulse wave was studied. The
aim was to use the signal variability SpO2V as a predictor
marker of sleep apnea syndrome [10]. Alvarez et al. ana-
lyzed the SpO2 signal using central tendency measure
(CTM), measures indicating the point to which values of a
data/observations group tend to accumulate, and is consid-
ered the “center” of the distribution of observations. The
result of their study was that the CTM can be used as a
reliable diagnostic tool for the sleep apnea syndrome [11].

General research on the analysis of signals from PSG and
specific SpO2 signal, revolves around finding the most
reliable indicators for diagnosis of OSAS [12, 13].

This study proposed new markers of IH. The results of
this study are in agreement with the data from the interna-
tional literature about the role of IH in glucose metabolism
and insulin resistance. In addition, it is important to mention
that the new hypoxic indicators employed in this work,
presented a stronger correlation to metabolic indices, than
the hypoxic indicators so far used by PSG. These findings
can lead to better utilization of SpO2 data and help in the
prognosis and treatment of metabolic syndromes by
addressing their causes.
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Preprocessing and Filtration Techniques
of BSPM Signals in a Small-Scale Study

M. Hrachovina, L. Lhotská, and M. Huptych

Abstract
Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is an accepted therapeutic option in heart failure
treatment. Before the treatment it is necessary to have sufficient information about electrical
and mechanical dyssynchrony at each patient. In a joint project of CTU and University
Hospital Motol in Prague, data from several modalities are collected and analyzed. In the
paper we focus on data preprocessing from multichannel ECG. In particular, we describe in
detail the filtration step, as the original signals were contaminated by various artefacts and
noise. The aim is to have the signals as clean as possible and preserving the useful
information for the analysis.

Keywords
BSPM � Filtration � Preprocessing � ECG mapping

Introduction

Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is an accepted
therapeutic option in heart failure treatment clinical effect of
which was demonstrated in multiple multicenter trials,
similarly as its positive impact on morbidity and mortality
[1–3]. Currently, CRT is indicated in form of so-called
biventricular pacing in patients with symptomatic chronic
heart failure (functional class NYHA II—ambulatory IV)
with symptoms lasting despite optimized pharmacological
treatment and concurrent presence of systolic dysfunction of

the left ventricle with an ejection fraction � 35% [4]. In a
joint project with the Department of Cardiology of the
University Hospital Motol Prague, we focus on data analy-
sis. Both electrical and mechanical dyssynchrony are stud-
ied. Electrical dyssynchrony is studied and quantified from
ECG body surface mapping data; in selected patients also
from endocardial electrical mapping of the left ventricle
using electroanatomical mapping system CARTO. Recent
studies [5, 6] have also addressed this topic, but their pre-
processing and filtration techniques were either not descri-
bed or they were not reproducible on our data. Therefore, in
the paper we describe an important step in multichannel
ECG processing, namely signal filtration, which proved to
be crucial for the next steps in signal analysis.

Background

In the project aimed at assessing the effectiveness of Cardiac
Resynchronization Therapy (CRT), Body Surface Potential
Mapping (BSPM) is one of the methods chosen to help
quantify the therapy progress. BSPM is an extension of the
conventional electrocardiography that provides refined
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non-invasive characterization of cardiac activity. The data
acquisition systems may use 24–300 electrodes. The
acquired signals are used as input data in BSPM. Increased
spatial sampling on the body surface provides more in-depth
information on the potentials generated by the heart, and
thus in many cases exhibits better diagnostic value with
regard to spatial and temporal information of the electrical
activity of the heart [1, 4]. The BSPM has two major
advantages over standard 12-leads ECG: (1) it allows
exploring the entire chest surface, thus providing all the
information on the cardiac electric field available at the body
surface; (2) it is more sensitive in detecting local electrical
events, such as local conduction disturbances or regional
heterogeneities of ventricular recovery. However, the mul-
tichannel ECG has its drawbacks as well, e.g. more com-
plicated measurement and electrode positioning. The most
frequently used body surface maps are isopotential, giving a
distribution of the potential at a specific moment, and
isointegral, providing a distribution of the sum of potentials
over a specified time interval.

Aim of Filtration

BSPM was traditionally used for obtaining potential maps
and mapping propagation of electrical signal along chest and
back. Recently, the idea of using BSPM instead of invasive
catheter diagnosis for finding early activation sites of the
cardiac muscle is becoming popular again. In both of these
applications, the quality of signals is crucial for labeling the
ECG and extracting feature timing. Therefore the aim of
filtration is to cancel as much noise as possible without
altering the ECG components (mainly Q, R, S and T waves).

The main sources of noise in our case are mains hum,
motion artefacts and bad electrode contact. The electrode—
skin impedance varies slightly during any ECG measure-
ment, but the changes are usually very slow and have neg-
ligible effect on the measured signal. If an electrode does not
have good contact with the skin, its impedance changes
dramatically and the amplitude of the measured signal
changes accordingly, but with no correspondence to the
ECG signal [7]. If we do not record the impedance of the
electrode, there is no way of reconstructing the signal from
the lead where electrode impedance is unstable. Unfortu-
nately, it is very common in BSPM measurement that some
electrodes do not stick to the skin well enough and loose
contact unpredictably. It is impossible to monitor the elec-
trodes constantly.

Preprocessing

A. Wilson’s central terminal

BSPM Signals are recorded from unipolar leads refer-
enced against Wilson’s central terminal, which is formed by
the mean of the bipolar limb signals.

VWCT ¼ RAþ LAþ LLð Þ
3

The raw signals are saved referenced to a virtual floating
reference though, so the WCT signal needs to be subtracted
from each lead. The referencing effect is visualized on
Fig. 1.

B. DC offset

The recorded signals suffer from DC offset induced dur-
ing amplification. The easiest and most commonly used
method of eliminating DC offset during post processing is
subtracting the mean of the signal itself. DC offset normal-
ization is outlined in Fig. 2.

Filtration

A. Motion artefacts and isoline removal

ECG signals suffer from baseline wander caused by
breathing or (slow) movement. The induced noise is a low
frequency signal under 1 Hz (AHA guidelines state 0.67 Hz
threshold). This noise can be removed by filtration using
high pass filters. There has to be a tradeoff between filter
strength, signal distortion and filtering duration. The higher
the order of the filter, the better the filtration result, but the
longer it takes to filter the signal. Also, the type of filter is
important, IIR filters need lower order to achieve good
attenuation, but their phase is not linear, which distorts the
ECG signal. Phase distortion is crucial for ECG, so FIR
filters are preferred (although they need higher order and
thus take longer time to filter).

But even filters with linear phase characteristics can cause
signal distortion as shown in [8]. It shows that even when
using cutoff frequency of 0.67 Hz as according to guidelines,
the higher frequency components of the QRS complex are
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Fig. 1 Referencing signal against WCT. Blue—Unipolar lead signal. Red—WCT signal. Green—referenced signal

Fig. 2 DC offset. Red—signal with DC offset. Blue—signal without DC offset
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phase shifted and superpone to the S wave, thus causing S
wave exageration.

To get rid of motion artefacts and baseline drift we use a
sequence of a low-pass and a high-pass filters. The reason
for applying them separately rather than using a band-pass
filter is that we can use filters of lower order.

Low-pass filter is a FIR filter with order 10000, and cutoff
frequency 0.05 Hz. For filtering out motion artefacts we use
a high-pass FIR filter with order 500 and cutoff frequency
100 Hz.

For filtering out baseline drift we first estimate the
baseline using a low-pass FIR filter with order 1000 and
cutoff frequency 0.67 Hz, then we smooth this signal using a
1500-point moving average FIR filter. We then subtract the
baseline signal from the original signal.

The effects of different filter settings on ECG signal are
outlined in Fig. 3.

B. Mains hum filtration

Removing such a narrow band signal effectively using a
FIR filter is impossible, so we use an IIR biquad notch filter.
It is centered at 50 Hz with 3 dB bandwidth of 6 Hz.

If we assume that all other noise is random with even
probability distribution and that the signal is relatively sta-
tionary, i.e. the beats are very similar during recording, and
that we only need a single beat of the resulting processed
signal, we can use averaging of the signal to enhance its
quality.

To do this, the individual beats in the signal must first be
annotated. We use R peak detection for now, but we are
testing more sophisticated methods to be used in the future.
We also need to check that the beats we choose for aver-
aging are similar. We test the R-R intervals, which must be
within ± 5% of the median R-R interval of the whole
recording and the interbeat R-R variability must not exceed
3% of the median.

The process of enhancing signal using averaging is out-
lined in Fig. 4.

C. Electrode contact loss detection

Samples where skin-electrode impedance instability
ruined the signal must not get into further processing, so
they do not bias the propagation maps. We are currently
searching for methods for recovering such signals.

Fig. 3 Comparison of different filtration techniques. Green—unfil-
tered signal. Red—isoline removed using FIR highpass, cutoff 0.67 Hz;
Q, S and T waves visibly distorted. Blue—isoline removed using FIR

highpass, cutoff 0.05 Hz; morphology unchanged, but baseline drift not
removed completely
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Results

The accuracy and effect of the methods on the resulting
maps is hard to assess quantitatively. What we can test is the
difference between the labeled signal features. However at
the time being we do not have enough patient data to
compare. The problem is complicated with the fact that the
ECG waveforms are pathological and we cannot use simple
automatic waveform labelling methods, but they need to be

labelled by experienced physicians. However, current results
prove that the designed experimental protocol and prepro-
cessing methods are correct and we can acquire rather
unique data.

Conclusions

Multichannel measurement and data collection represent a
complex task, in particular in a limited case study. Thus data
quality is of high importance. During the measurement many
aspects must be considered, in particular electric noise, noise
induced from breathing, patient height influencing electrode
placement, and proper electrode-skin contact. With the high
number of electrodes, data collection is rather difficult task.
The next step—data preprocessing is similarly challenging
because the artefacts and noise vary in individual channels.
Thus one method cannot be applied automatically to all
channels. We tried to present in the paper individual steps,
which must be performed in the preprocessing phase to
acquire useful signals in all channels, or at least most of the
channels.

Although the methods were not evaluated quantitatively
yet, they have been judged sufficient for accurate labelling of
the signals by the physicians that were working on them.
The methods have been used in preparing data for medical
publications that are in reviewing process at this time.
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Blood Vessel Segmentation
from Microcirculation Images

Bea Lyn M. Virtudazo, Jimmy Hasugian, Wen-Chen Lin, Mei-Fen Chen,
and Kang-Ping Lin

Abstract
Image segmentation is one of the most important steps in analysis of features in image data.
In order to acquire stable image of blood vessel, frame-to-frame matching as a step in
preprocessing has be made in solving the problem of motion throughout image acquisition.
The purpose of this study is to extract the information of the blood vessel from
microcirculation video images for the uses in further processes. This image segmentation
process had done by dividing the image into two parts, which are the information of the
blood vessel and the background. Through the frame-to-frame image intensity pattern
based feature analysis and extraction of blood vessel in microcirculation images had used in
obtaining the information needed for segmentation. The results showed solid and consistent
with the perspective checking result. These segmented blood vessel images has applied for
the further measurement of blood flow velocity.

Keywords
Image segmentation � Microcirculation � Blood vessel � Feature extraction

Introduction

Microcirculation is important in analyzing the local tissue
situation of subjects. The condition of microcirculation is
responsible for regulation of blood flow in individual organs
and for exchange between blood and tissue [1]. This system
consists of the heart and the blood vessels running through
the entire body [2]. Blood vessels are complex in structure.
There are three major types of blood vessels: the arteries,
vessels up to *100 lm inner diameter in arterial system
which carries the blood away from the heart to a higher
physiologic pressures, the capillaries, the smallest vessel of
4–8 lm inner diameter that enables the actual exchange of
water and chemicals between the blood and the tissues, and
the veins, vessels up to *100 lm inner diameter carries the

blood from the capillaries back toward the heart at lower
physiologic pressures [3, 4]. Moreover, microcirculatory
study is important for understanding the amount of the blood
supplied in the local tissues [5].

There are numerous methods in segmentation over years.
Blood vessel segmentation is one of the important procedure
in analysis of microcirculation images. This should be
acquired in order to analyze the flow of red blood cells within
the vessel [6, 7]. One of the problems in image segmentation
by processing from video images is the movement of the
focused object during image acquisition. Frame-to-frame
matching of microcirculation images as a preprocessing step
is a solution for this problem [8]. Also, the obtained images
were degraded by some random noise that occurs during
acquisition or transmission. An efficient filter has been
expected in eliminating or limiting the noise presenting in
images.

The aim of this study is to extract a feature of blood
vessel from microcirculatory images obtained in sequence
images of video. Using the frame-by-frame image intensity
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feature from the information acquired in the blood vessel and
the background will be used to segment the two parts for
further analyzations. This extracted feature can apply in
segmenting the blood vessel in the microcirculation video
images.

Materials and Methods

Image Acquisition

In order to obtain a microcirculation images to be used in
this study, an imaging system which includes a CCD video
camera, a LCD monitor, a video recorder, and a reflective
microscope without fluorescence labeling were used. The
video recorder used to record real-time blood flow images of
microcirculation at �380 magnification, with special reso-
lution of 1.42 lm, and the matrix size of static image pixel is
720 � 480 (*1 � 0.7 mm2) that can be seen in Fig. 1a.
The acquired original image shown in Fig. 1b. The sampling
rate of the video is 30 frames per second.

Vessel Alignment

There are many types of motion blur which are caused by
relative motion between the focused object and the camera.
Under translation, an object at its original position has
shifted to different position creating a blurring distance. Real
time images of the blood vessels have always having motion
blur generated by regular heartbeats in mice. The image
motion problem of blood vessel images has to be corrected
by matching images in frame-by-frame. The image align-
ment was achieved by a block matching method, that moved
frame-by-frame images to the center of the vessel in each
image and match it with its succeeding frames in order for
the vessel to register and align (Fig. 2).

Feature Extraction for Blood Vessel from Mouse

The microcirculation blood vessel segmentation was based
on the serious components of feature location and integration
in microcirculation video images. There were various steps
in recognizing of the blood vessel. Histogram equalization
was applied as the first step in enhancing the microcircula-
tion video images of 30 frames, i.e. one-second video ima-
ges. This will allow the 27-frame images processed under
the same situation, and obtained the consistent image qual-
ity. This enhanced image had smoothed by a 5 � 5 mean
filter to reduce the noise caused by the reflective point as
seen in the image as seen in Fig. 3.

The second step was to collect the image intensity at the
same pixel location from different image frames. The pat-
terns of different image pixel represented by a data train of
intensity which was assigned to each image pixel. The total
256 � 256 pixel’s patterns will be separated into two clas-
ses, that were the blood vessel and background. And then, all
corresponding features were defined as below:

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 a experimental setup. b Image pixel matrix (1 mm2) with
720 � 480 pixels. The rectangular region shown in RED marker is the
ROI (256 � 256 pixels) for image analysis

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the microscopy system and data
analysis flow chart

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Blood vessel image enhancement. a original image of micro-
circulation, and b enhanced image at the marked rectangular region
focused results
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• Mean (x): The mean of the pixel value of the 27 sample
points from all the trained images

• Variance (r2): the variance of pixel value
• Maximum normalized-value (max)
• Minimum normalized-value (min)

Linear Discriminant Analysis

Linear discriminant analysis has commonly used as dimen-
sionality reduction technique in the pre-processing step for
pattern classification and machine learning applications. This
technique have used to maximize a function that represents
the differentiations between the class centers of two classes
from normalized feature patterns of scatter.

We have two classes that will define to the scatter, which
will be an equivalent of the variance as:

~s2i ¼
X

y2xi

ðy� ~l2Þ; ð1Þ

where ~s2i measures the variability within class xi after pro-
jecting it on the feature-space. This formula had further used
in Fisher linear discriminant method. Fisher linear discrim-
inant had defined as linear function wTx that maximizes the
criterion in terms of Sw and SB as:

JðwÞ ¼ ~l1 � ~l2j j2
~s21 þ~s22

¼ wTSBw

wTSWw
; ð2Þ

where J(w) is the measure of the difference between class
which are the background and the blood vessel (encoded in
between-class scatter matrix, SB) normalized by a measure
of the within-class scatter matrix, Sw. Solving Eq. (2) in term
of generalized eigenvalue, by finding the transformation
matrix (w). This matrix has used to transform all feature
vectors to a new-set of feature vectors that are differentiating
the blood vessel and the background.

Results

There are total of 51 microcirculation images that used in
detecting the blood vessel for segmentation. In Fig. 4a and
b, the feature plots of the pixel value mean and pixel value
variance were depicted. It was noticeable that there was an
intersection between background and blood vessel pixel
value mean, around 40–110, and also intersection in the
variance around 10–50.

These features didn’t separate the blood vessel and
background very well as it is shown in the Fig. 5. By
applying Fisher linear discriminant analysis, all the feature

vectors transformed with transformation matrix w, (which is
actually an eigenvector from the highest eigenvalue), to be a
single value that would be discriminative. In Fig. 6 the
transformed feature value was depicted. It was very clear
that most of the feature separated though in a few values that
the features of the background and the blood vessel have
been well discriminative in intersection.

After calculating all of the features of the pixel in the
original video images, and transforming them by using the
transformation matrix, the feature classifier was applied. In
the classification of image segmentation, each pixel assigned
to the background or the blood vessel was performing by
measure its closeness to the reference features in the sense of
Euclidean distance.

Fig. 4 Feature plots of two classes—blood vessel (black line) and
background (blue line). a Mean value of their pixel value and
b variance used in Fisher discriminant analysis
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As the result that is shown in Fig. 7, some improvements
occur compare to the Fig. 5, which more blood vessel can be
recognized, particularly the small blood vessel as indicated
in the marked red-box. Though some parts of the image,
especially the left-bottom still need another approach to
recover the blood vessel that has similar pixel value with the
background.

Conclusion

Finding the proper feature for the image are still a chal-
lenging issue. In this paper, the using of linear discriminant
analysis is still not completely in recognizing all of the
background yet, but it is still a promising method that can

straightforwardly detect and recognize the blood vessel,
even for the small blood vessels that can be acquired by the
microscopic imaging system.

It is special and helpful in segmentation of the blood
vessel to differentiate the background from a microcircula-
tion video images that obtained only through the white LED
lighting as the illumination source and no fluorescence
labeling. Using the collected frame-to-frame image intensity
patterns as a feature to segment the blood vessel has been
successfully developed as an applicable method for the
blood flow velocity measurement of the further analysis for
each microcirculation imaging information [9].
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Active Learning for Semi-automated Sleep
Scoring

N. Grimova, M. Macas, and V. Gerla

Abstract
This paper introduces the semi-automatic process using active learning methods which
could improve the current state, where a human specialist has to annotate a multiple hours
long polysomnographical record to sleep stages. This work is focused on the utilization of
density-weighted methods of active learning, one of them turned out to be well-suited for
this type of task. Moreover, we proposed several criteria for the comparison of active
learning methods. The method saves more than 80% of expert’s annotation effort.

Keywords
EEG � Active learning � Sleep stages � Classification � Evaluation criteria

Introduction

An expert annotation of long biomedical signals can be very
time and money consuming, moreover its quality is able to
be reduced by the expert’s fatigue or by the replacement of
the expert by a less skilled annotator. The whole annotation
process can be improved by semi-automatic methods using
the active learning paradigm. Active learning can be used in
terms of a selection of several signal segments in order to be
manually annotated by the expert followed by the subse-
quent automatic annotation of the rest of the signal. Another
approach is a detection of erroneously annotated parts of the
signal and a query for their re-annotation. A typical example
of a suitable application is the annotation of polysomno-
graphical signals. This work is focused on active learning for
the classification of polysomnographical data to five sleep

stages. However, proposed methods can be applied on any
suitable application domain.

Polysomnography (PSG) deals with recording of several
biological signals during sleep and it is often used for the
diagnosis of sleep disorders such as sleep apnea or nar-
colepsy. According to The AASM Manual for the Scoring of
Sleep and Associated Events [1], it is recommended to
monitor brain (EEG), heart (ECG) and muscle activities
(EMG), eye movements (EOG), the respiration, and the
pulse oximetry, in order to detect abnormalities and also to
distinguish between individual sleep stages.

Sleep is divided into two main stages which cyclically
repeat 4-6 times during the sleep time—non-rapid eye
movements (NREM) and rapid eye movements (REM) [2].
NREM sleep is characterized by a low overall activity and
can be further subdivided into three stages which differ
particularly according to the observed brain activity [2]. As
the name suggests, REM sleep is characterized mostly by
rapid eye movements and also by irregularities in the res-
piration, the twitching of muscles and changes in the heart
rate [2].
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PSG Data

We have at our disposal five overnight polysomnographs of
healthy subjects that consist of channels recommended by
AASM: six EEG channels (F4-M1, C4-M1, F3-M2, C3-M2,
O1-M2), two EOG channels and two EMG channels. Each
record was split to 30 s-long segments and these segments
were assigned to a sleep stage by the expert. The number o f
segments of all classes is shown in Table 1. Further, a fea-
ture extraction was performed. Each signal segment was
represented by 82 features which were proposed and verified
in [3]. Eleven features were computed on each of EEG
channels, five features on EOG channels, and three features
were acquired from each of EMG channels.

Finally, all datasets were divided to training and testing
data in such way that instances from each class are evenly
distributed in both parts. The Parzen classifier was chosen as
the classifier.

Active Learning

In supervised learning, the goal of the task is to train a
classifier on a given set of labeled observations, so when an
instance of unknown class is observed, the classifier can
correctly assign it to its class. In many real-world scenarios
including sleep staging, it is relatively easy to collect
instances, but it is expensive or difficult to obtain their
classes (labels). It typically includes applications where a
large amount of data is available as are e.g. the text classi-
fication [4], natural language processing [5], or when an
expertise is needed.

Instead of standard supervised methods, active learning
enables to select only the most informative instances for
learning which are further annotated by the oracle (the expert
in our case) and used for training of the classifier. We
demonstrate here that this kind of semisupervised approach
needs less effort from the expert. In the real annotation
procedure, the computer agent automatically suggests seg-
ments for annotation. After the annotation a sufficient
number of these segments, a classifier is trained on labeled
data and classifies all remaining unlabeled segments.

The essential part of active learning is to determine in
which way the most informative instances will be chosen.
Two strategies are addressed in this work: uncertainty
sampling and density-weighted methods.

Query Selection Approaches

In the uncertainty sampling strategy, the instance whose
class the classifier is the least certain of, is chosen [6].
Uncertainty sampling methods are further divided into cat-
egories according to how the uncertainty is computed, these
strategies are more described in [6]. In our work, we used the
so-called margin uncertainty sampling strategy (MUS). The
instance is queried for which holds:

x� ¼ argmax
x

IðxÞ; ð1Þ

where IðxÞ ¼ 1� Pðx1jxÞþPðx2jxÞ is the certainty com-
puted as the complement to the difference of aposterior
probabilities of the first and the second most probable class
label x1 and x2.

However, the classifier is typically the most uncertain
about instances which are close to the classification border,
but these instances do not fully represent the class distri-
bution [6]. Moreover, in the sleep staging problem, these
instances are often erroneously classified by the expert. For
this reason, Settles et al. [7] proposed the density-weighted
approach. When a density-weighted method is used, the
instances is queried for which holds:

x� ¼ argmax
x

IðxÞ � 1
jSU j

XSUj j

j¼1

sðx; xjÞ
 !n

ð2Þ

where IðxÞ is the certainty of instance x, SU is the set of
unlabeled instances, sðxi; xjÞ is the distance between instan-
ces xi and xj and n is the weight of the distance term.

As it can be seen in Table 1, the number of instances in
each class differs significantly, therefore these data are
imbalanced. Since density-weighted methods are suitable for
learning on imbalanced data [8, 9], we decided to use three
methods for our task: the simplest density-weighted method
and two other approaches, which we propose.

DWDn In DWD n (Density Weighted method with
Distance as the weight term), the informativeness
of each instance is multiplied by the mean
distance to all unlabeled instances. The number n
denotes the weight of the similarity term in
Eq. (1).

Table 1 Number of instances of each class for each dataset

# WAKE REM NREM1 NREM2 NREM3 Sum

1 284 53 87 309 146 879

2 200 88 64 443 53 848

3 292 124 61 316 118 911

4 362 15 103 299 17 796

5 87 107 57 482 121 854
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UMDNl In UMNDl (Uncertainty weighted by the Max-
imal Distance to the nearest Neighbor) strategy,
the instance from l least certain instances, which
has the maximal distance from its nearest
neighbor, is queried.

UMDL In UMDL (Uncertainty weighted by the Minimal
Distance to Labeled instances) strategy, the
centroid of labeled instances of each class is
computed, the unlabeled instance is selected for
which the dot product of its certainty and the
distance to the nearest centroid is minimal

Performance Evaluation

Active learning methods are commonly compared to random
sampling (RS) when the instance is chosen from the set of
unlabeled instances at random, the rest of the procedure
remains. The comparison of methods is mostly done visu-
ally, i.e. the chosen metric (e.g. the accuracy, the error, the
miss rate) is plotted as a function of the number of labeled
instances.

Additionally, we propose four evaluation criteria in order
to provide a more automatic and objective comparison of
active learning methods and random sampling.

Reaching Threshold
Criterion (RT)

deals with specifying of the
threshold of a computed metric and
determining how many instances
are necessary to learn on until this
threshold is reached. This criterion
is able to be used for the interpre-
tation how many instances will be
saved when active learning will be
used.

Mean Rank
(MeanR)

is computed as follows: perfor-
mances of active learning methods
are compared and ordered in each
step of the algorithm, the mean
rank over all iterations is computed
for each method.

Most Common Rank
(ModeR)

is similar to the previous criterion,
however the most frequent rank is
computed over all iterations of
active learning.

Breaking Point (BP) is the number of iteration after
which a certain percentage of
classification performance values
would be smaller or bigger
(according to the chosen metric)
than a given threshold

Experimental Results

The mean values of all criteria for individual methods on all
datasets are shown in Table 2, the best results are high-
lighted in bold, the second best ones in italics. Note that
when a method did not reach the specified threshold in
Reaching Threshold or Breaking Point criteria then the value
of this criterion was set as the amount of all instances in the
dataset. We can see that UMDNl methods together with
MUS strategy converged faster than other methods (RT and
BP criteria) and both UMDNl methods reached the best
result in MeanR criterion. The most frequent rank of both
DWDn methods are the lowest.

We get similar outcomes if we will compare how many
times each strategy was better than random sampling. The
results are shown in Table 3. The clear winner is the
UMDN10 strategy, which reached better results than random
sampling in 18 out of 20 cases, followed by UMDN50 and
MUS strategies with 16 cases.

The false negative rates for each class on Sleep1 and
Sleep2 dataset for MUS and UMDN10 strategy are shown in
Fig. 1a–d. It can be observed that the highest miss rate is
obtained on NREM1 class, it reached the value 0.5 on
Sleep1 dataset and the value 0.7 on Sleep2 dataset. This is
able be caused by the transient character of NREM1, which
means that some instances from this class are very similar to
observations belonging to classes NREM2 or REM. This is
interesting problem of noisy oracles [6] and we believe that

Table 2 Evaluation criteria for Sleep2 dataset, threshold is set to 0.2

Methods RT MeanR ModeR BP

RS 329 5.396 4.2 237.6

MUS 130 3.296 6 165.8

DWD1 270.8 4.764 2.6 301.4

DWD0.5 381.2 4.26 2.6 390.6

UMDN10 131 2.678 3 139

UMDN50 238 2.624 4.4 98.5

UMDL 293.6 4.984 3.2 402.2

Table 3 Summarization of how many times active learning method
was better than random sampling for each criterion and each datasets

Methods TRtT MeanR ModeR BP Sum

MUS 5 5 1 5 16

DMD1 3 2 4 2 11

DWD0.5 2 3 4 3 12

UMDN10 5 5 3 5 18

UMDN50 5 5 2 4 16

UMDL 3 3 3 3 12
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active learning could be advantageously used for querying
re-annotation of transient or mislabeled instances.

Finally, false negative rates averaged over all classes are
depicted in Fig. 2 for RS, MUS and UMDN10 strategy. The
number 4 denotes that instances of NREM1 were excluded
from training data, the number 5 means that all instances
were used for training. We find interesting that on Sleep1

dataset MUS strategy had a better performance than
UMDN10 when instances from NREM1 class were exclu-
ded, on the other hand UMDN10 strategy reached better
results than MUS when the classification to all classes was
used.

Discussion

In this work, several active learning strategies were proposed
and used for the classification of polysomnographical data,
where each 30 s-long segment was represented by 82 fea-
tures and classified into five sleep stages. Methods were
compared to random sampling visually and also by four
evaluation criteria. The newly proposed UMDN10 method
outperformed random sampling in 18 out of 20 experiments
and also provided the second fastest convergence. Active
learning saves more than 80% of the annotation effort in
average.

We also detected the problem of the classification to stage
NREM1. It might be caused by the continuity of original
data and the ambiguity of samples at the REM-NREM1 and
NREM1-NREM2 transitions. We suppose that when the
time-dependency (temporal context) between samples would
be considered, the overall performance will reach better
results. However in that case, the active learning will be
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Fig. 1 Miss rates of all classes
on Sleep1 and Sleep2 datasets
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much more challenging, which will be solved in our future
work.
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Human Fall Detection from Acceleration
Measurements Using a Recurrent Neural
Network

T. Theodoridis, V. Solachidis, N. Vretos, and P. Daras

Abstract
In this work, a method for human fall detection is presented based on Recurrent Neural
Networks. The ability of these networks to process and encode sequential data, such as
acceleration measurements from body-worn sensors, makes them ideal candidates for this
task. Furthermore, since such networks can benefit greatly from additional data during
training, the use of a data augmentation procedure involving random 3D rotations has been
investigated. When evaluated on the publicly available URFD dataset, the proposed method
achieved better results compared to other methods.

Keywords
Human fall detection � Recurrent neural network � Data augmentation � Acceleration

Introduction and Related Work

A fall is defined as an event that results in a person coming
to rest inadvertently on the ground or floor or other lower
level [1]. The people more susceptible to falls are usually the
elders. The frequency of fall events is even higher in elders
who suffer from chronic illnesses [2] (e.g. Parkinson,
Arthritis, Osteoporosis). Moreover, in many cases, a fall may
immobilize a person and make him/her unable to call for
assistance. Thus, the presence of carers at home becomes
necessary, resulting in increased expenses for the patient and
the health-care system.

In this paper, a method that automatically detects a fall is
presented. Although a fall detection system does not prevent
the fall, the information that provides is valuable and can be
used by both carers and medical professionals. The necessity
for continuous presence by caregivers of chronic illness
patients due to the risk of fall, can be relaxed if a fall
detection system is installed, since, in the case of a fall, it can

alert them in order to assist the patient. This technology can
ease the life of caregivers (professional or patient relatives)
and, at the same time, contribute to the decrease of the
health-care system expenses. Regarding medical profes-
sionals, the detailed reports that the fall system can provide,
give valuable information (e.g., frequency of falls per time of
the day, increase/decrease of incidents, etc.), since they can
be correlated with medication changes and, hence, contribute
to the medication scheme definition.

Several methods that detect falls have been presented in
the literature using a variety of sensors. The most common
sensors that are used are accelerometers [3–8], RGB cameras
[9, 10], depth or infrared cameras [11]. Other technologies
such as floor-vibration sensors [12, 13] and Wireless Sensor
Networks [14] have been employed as well.

The fall detection method presented in [15] uses accel-
eration measurements from two devices placed at the trunk
and thigh of the users. A threshold value on the acceleration
magnitude is used in order to determine if a fall has occurred
or not. Two variations of this approach are presented: one
that signals a fall event if the acceleration magnitude exceeds
a certain threshold and another that signals a fall if the
acceleration magnitude goes below a different threshold.
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In [16] a fall detection method is proposed that uses data
acquired from an accelerometer, placed near the pelvis
region of the users, and depth cameras. The system assumes
that there is no fall if the acceleration magnitude is below a
certain threshold, regardless of the depth camera input. If the
acceleration magnitude exceeds the threshold value, then the
input from the depth camera is analyzed. The method detects
the person from the depth image along with the floor plane
equation, and then extracts features related to the person’s
body position (e.g., distance of body’s centroid from the
floor, ratio of the person’s bounding box dimensions, etc.).
A Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, based on these
features, produces the final decision.

The authors in [17] propose three different methods that
rely on a Kinect device and two wearables placed to the
person’s wrist and waist. The methods use the body skeleton
captured by Kinect and the wearable devices’ acceleration
and orientation. The best method of the three relies on the
rapid downward movement of the spine base joint of the
human body, on the distance of said joint from the floor and
on the acceleration magnitude.

In [18] a variety of machine learning models has been
tested on features extracted from the acceleration measure-
ments of a wearable device and a mobile phone. The features
extracted in the time domain include the mean, variance,
kurtosis, etc., while the frequency domain features were the
autocorrelation coefficients and the total spectral power in
different frequency bands. The best results were obtained
using a Decision Tree ensemble for both the wearable sensor
and the mobile phone.

Despite the fact that, generally, the use of RGB or depth
cameras increases the accuracy of fall detection methods
compared to ones that use only accelerometers, cameras
have two significant disadvantages: cost and limited cover-
age area. Thus, if we wish to apply a method that includes
them in a house set-up, we have to install cameras in every
room, increasing the total system cost. The proposed method
detects falls using only data acquired from a body-worn
accelerometer, keeping the total system cost low, and at the
same time, having a large spatial range where the method
can be applied. Additionally, the proposed method is capable
of identifying falls without false positive detections, as
indicated by the evaluation results on the UR Fall Detection
(URFD) dataset [16]. In section “Proposed Method” the
proposed method is described in detail. The experimental
evaluation is illustrated in section “Experimental Evalua-
tion”, where the proposed method is compared not only to
methods that use acceleration as the only modality, but also
to ones that employ accelerometer and depth cameras.
Finally, in section “Conclusions” are drawn.

Proposed Method

The proposed fall detection method takes advantage of the
Recurrent Neural Networks’ (RNNs) ability to process and
encode the inherent information contained in sequential data.
Traditional machine learning models, such as the Multi-layer
Perceptron (MLP) or the Support Vector Machine (SVM),
process their input without any notion of sequential order,
and thus cannot take advantage of this information. Recur-
rent Neural Networks process their input in a sequential
manner, accumulating more information after each time step
about the sequence being presented to them. The Long
Short-Term Memory variant of RNNs (LSTM [19, 20]),
which is adopted in this work, further improves the basic
RNN architecture, by enabling the network to retain infor-
mation from many time steps back into the past, thus giving
the network the ability to encode and learn longer sequences.

In order for a Recurrent Neural Network to process the
input signal as a sequence, the sequence length n must be
determined from the beginning. Then, the signal is divided
into time windows of length n and the network processes
each window independently. Figure 1 shows the network
architecture used in this work. Variables X1; . . .;Xn denote
the multi-dimensional input signal that spans n time steps.
The first LSTM layer (first blue row) processes the input
signal and produces an output at each time step t ¼ 1; . . .; n.
The second LSTM layer, in the same way, processes the
output of the first LSTM layer at each time step, but pro-
duces an output only at the last time step n. Then, a tradi-
tional feed-forward neural network (first cyan rectangle)
processes the output of the second LSTM layer and, finally,
a second feed-forward neural network produces the final
decision Y , which in our case is the probability that a fall
incidence has occurred. As with all supervised machine
learning techniques, in order for the network to learn the
output probabilities, besides the input signal at each time
step, a label must also be provided, which indicates whether
an incidence has occurred or not.

Due to the beneficial impact of additional training data on
model generalization and performance, the effectiveness of a
data augmentation procedure involving random rotations has
been evaluated as well. Given the acceleration vector aðtÞ ¼
axðtÞ; ayðtÞ; azðtÞ
� �

at time t, that contains the acceleration
along the x, y and z axes of the device respectively, a new
vector arðtÞ can be obtained by rotating aðtÞ by h radians
about the x axis, / radians about the y axis and w radians
about the z axis:

arðtÞ ¼ RzðwÞ � Ryð/Þ � RxðhÞ � aðtÞ ð1Þ
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where (�) denotes matrix multiplication, RxðhÞ, Ryð/Þ and
RzðwÞ are the rotation matrices about x, y and z axes
respectively:

RxðhÞ ¼
1 0 0
0 cosðhÞ �sinðhÞ
0 sinðhÞ cosðhÞ

2
4

3
5; h 2 ½0; 2pÞ ð2Þ

Ryð/Þ ¼
cosð/Þ 0 sinð/Þ

0 1 0
�sinð/Þ 0 cosð/Þ

2
4

3
5;/ 2 ½0; 2pÞ ð3Þ

RzðwÞ ¼
cosðwÞ �sinðwÞ 0
sinðwÞ cosðwÞ 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5;w 2 ½0; 2pÞ ð4Þ

and aðtÞ is considered a 3� 1 matrix in (1), in order for the
multiplication to be well-defined.

Experimental Evaluation

The Dataset

The proposed method has been evaluated on the publicly
available UR Fall Detection (URFD) dataset [16, 21], which
contains measurements from an accelerometer, placed near
the pelvis area of the human body, as well as depth images,
and features extracted from those images, acquired from two
Kinect cameras. In total, the dataset contains 40 sequences
with activities of daily living and 30 sequences with falls.

The accelerometer data from the body-worn device at
time t consist of the 3D acceleration aðtÞ ¼ axðtÞ; ayðtÞ;

�

azðtÞ� as well as the norm of the acceleration vector (also
called the magnitude or in some cases the total sum vector):

aðtÞk k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2xðtÞþ a2yðtÞþ a2z ðtÞ

q
ð5Þ

Regarding the Kinect camera measurements, the authors of
the dataset have provided features extracted from the Kinect
depth images, such as the width to height ratio of the person’s
bounding box in the depth image, the height of the person’s
centroid, etc. The measurements from the accelerometer and
the Kinect camera have been temporally synchronized, so that
at each time step information from all sensors is available.

Parameter Selection and Evaluation Protocol

The proposed method, denoted as LSTM-Acc, consists of the
network architecture presented in Sect. Proposed Method
that processes sequences of length n ¼ 30, which corre-
sponds to a time span of one second. The two LSTM layers
and the first feed-forward layer of the network have 200
units each, while the last feed-forward layer has two. The
proposed method was trained and evaluated using only
acceleration data. Furthermore, we augmented the training
data with one rotated version of the original measurements
by a random angle of h;/;w 2 ½�10; 10� degrees about x, y
and z axes, using the procedure discussed at the end of
Sect. Proposed Method. In doing so, we increase the number
of available samples for training and also force the model to
learn representations that are more robust to rotations. This
second approach is denoted as LSTM-Acc Rot.

Two methods were chosen and implemented for com-
parison purposes. The first method was proposed in [15] and
is denoted as UFT. It uses a threshold on the acceleration
magnitude aðtÞk k in order to determine if a fall has occurred
or not. In training, the threshold is determined as the mini-
mum of the magnitude peaks during the fall instances. In
testing, the same threshold is used for separating fall
instances from non-fall ones.

The second method was proposed in [16] and is denoted
as Acc + SVM-Depth. It uses a threshold value of 3g on the
acceleration magnitude aðtÞk k in order to initiate a fall
detection procedure, which consists of an SVM model that
has been trained on the extracted depth features giving the
final decision. The depth features were scaled so that they
have zero mean and unit variance.

Regarding the UFT and Acc + SVM-Depth methods,
there was no point in using the augmented dataset discussed
previously, since they rely on the acceleration magnitude
aðtÞk k, which is invariant to rotations.
The evaluation was performed using a 10-fold

cross-validation procedure, in which the dataset is split

Fig. 1 Proposed model architecture
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into ten parts, nine of which are used for training and one for
testing. The procedure is repeated ten times, so that all
possible test parts have appeared once. Since this dataset
consists of 40 sequences with activities of daily living and
30 with falls, each fold contained 4 sequences from the first
group and 3 from the second. Finally, the results were
evaluated on a sequence level using four metrics: accuracy,
precision, sensitivity and specificity. The evaluation on
sequence level means that for a non-fall sequence to be
correctly classified, the models had to produce zero alerts
during the whole sequence. On the other hand, in order for a
fall sequence to be classified correctly, the models had to
produce at least one fall alert, starting from one second
before the beginning of fall and onward, not before.

Experimental Results

The experimental results on the URFD dataset are shown in
Table 1. Starting from the simplest method of the four, UFT,
it is evident that it produces the highest amount of false
positives (detecting a fall when no fall has occurred), as it
has the lowest specificity score (90%). Overall, it has the
same accuracy as the Acc + SVM-Depth method, which
however has higher specificity, but lower sensitivity. This
means that the Acc + SVM-Depth method produces fewer
false positives, but also finds fewer actual falls. Next, the
proposed LSTM-Acc method is equal to or better than the
previous methods in all evaluation metrics. It has the same
sensitivity as the UFT method (96:67%), the same specificity
as the Acc + SVM-Depth method (95%) and higher precision
and accuracy than both. Lastly, the LSTM-Acc Rot approach
has produced the best results. Even though it relies only on
acceleration information, it has not produced a single false
positive result (specificity ¼ 100%), while the sensitivity of
96:67% corresponds to not detecting one fall event.

Conclusions

In this work, a Recurrent Neural Network-based approach to
fall detection has been presented. By leveraging the ability
of such networks to process sequential data, as well as data
augmentation in the form of random rotations of the input

acceleration signal, the proposed method was able to find all
but one fall event, while at the same time producing no false
alarms when tested on the URFD dataset.
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Optimal Threshold Selection
for Acceleration-Based Fall Detection

G. Šeketa, J. Vugrin, and I. Lacković

Abstract
In this paper we present the results of an experiment with 16 subjects performing activities
of daily living and simulated falls. We used a triaxial accelerometer to track the subjects’
movements. From the accelerometer data we calculated five different features that are used
for fall detection. Contingency tables were built based on the collected dataset and ROC
curves were plotted. Optimal thresholds for every feature and corresponding sensitivities
and specificities were calculated based on the ROC curve analysis.

Keywords
Fall detection � Thresholds � Acceleration � ROC

Introduction

Falls are a common problem among the elderly population
that can result with serious consequences. Falls may cause
various physical injuries as hip fracture, traumatic brain
injuries, upper limb injuries, and in some cases death of the
falling person [1]. Among physical effects, falls affect the
quality of life: fallers have a fear of falling again, suffer from
decreased mobility and loss of independence [2].

Various solutions have been proposed for fall detection.
Research has mostly been focused on using vision based,
ambient or inertial sensors to detect fall events. Wearable
systems equipped with inertial sensors (accelerometers,
gyroscopes) are suitable for fall detection due to their low
cost and portability [3]. They are of small size and weight
and can have a low power consumption making them con-
venient for a prolonged use.

Algorithms for fall detection found in the literature [4–12]
can roughly be divided in two groups: threshold-based
algorithms and algorithms based on machine learning. Some
papers proposed combining those two approaches for better

results [9]. These algorithms mostly use accelerometer
measurements, but the use of other sensors, like gyroscopes
[12] and altimeters [7] has also been explored. A thorough
review of fall detection algorithms based on inertial sensing
can be found in [13].

In this paper, we present the results of an experiment we
have conducted with subjects simulating falls and perform-
ing activities of daily living in a laboratory setting. We
measured their activities by an accelerometer sensor and
used these measurements to extract features for fall detec-
tion. We present the algorithm for optimal threshold deter-
mination and the corresponding sensitivities and specificities
for the chosen features that were calculated from our dataset.

Methods

Subjects and Equipment

For the experiment, 16 subjects were recruited to perform
simulated falls and activities of daily living (ADL). Subjects
age ranged from 15 to 44 (mean 23.1, std 6.7), height from
159 to 192 cm (mean 176.4, std 8.9) and body mass 55–
93 kg (mean 75.2, std 12.8).
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The subjects were equipped with a Shimmer3 (Shim-
merSensing, Doublin, Ireland) inertial measurement unit
(IMU). Shimmer3 contains a triaxial accelerometer, triaxial
gyroscope, triaxial magnetometer and an altimeter [14].
Unit’s small size and battery power supply make it suitable
for data gathering in free living conditions. Shimmer3 con-
tains two types of accelerometers: a Wide Range
Accelerometer (with selectable measurement range from ±2
to ±16 g) and a Low Noise Accelerometer (working only at
±2 g but with less noise). For the purpose of this experi-
ment, only Wide Range Accelerometer was used, at a
selected range of ±8 g. During the experiments, data was
streamed via Bluetooth to a PC with a frequency of
204.8 Hz.

During experiments, subjects wore the Shimmer3 IMU
attached to their waist with a Velcro belt. Waist has been
shown to be an optimal position for accelerometer based fall
detection [13]. The IMU was fitted to the body with the axis
oriented as shown in Fig. 1.

Experiment Protocol

Subjects were asked to perform 15 tasks: 12 activities of
daily living (ADLs) and 3 falls. The activities were: walking,
fast walking, running, fast running, jumping, high jumping,
sitting, standing up, lying down, getting up from lying
position, walking down the stairs and walking up the stairs.
Three types of falls were simulated by subject falling on a
2 cm thick tatami mat: forward fall, sideways fall and
backward fall. The experiments were conducted in a safe

laboratory environment. During each experimental session,
data from one subject was recorded.

Features

From the measured raw acceleration data, five different
features were calculated [9]:

• sum vector magnitude (SVM)

SVM nð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ax nð Þ2 þ ay nð Þ2 þ az nð Þ2
q

ð1Þ

• differential SVM (DSVM)

DSVM nð Þ ¼ ð ax nð Þ � ax n� 1ð Þð Þ2 þ ay nð Þ � ay n� 1ð Þ� �2

þ az nð Þ � az n� 1ð Þð Þ2Þ12
ð2Þ

• Euler angle (theta) between the vertical device axis and
the direction of gravitational field

theta nð Þ ¼ atan2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ax nð Þ2 þ az nð Þ2
q

ay nð Þ

0

@

1

A ð3Þ

• gravity weighted SVM (GSVM)

GSVM nð Þ ¼ theta nð Þ
90

SVM nð Þ ð4Þ

• gravity-weighted DSVM (GDSVM)

GDSVM nð Þ ¼ theta nð Þ
90

DSVM nð Þ ð5Þ

where ax(n), ay(n), az(n) represent x, y and z acceleration
components of the n-th sample. Each feature was calculated
using accelerometer measurements from all subjects and
experimental sessions. For the calculation of theta, a
four-quadrant inverse tangent function was used that returns
values in the closed interval [−p, p].

Performance Assessment

For all beforementioned features, optimal thresholds were
saught. Data was gathered and processed with a GUI
implemented in Matlab [15]. Every feature was compared to
a set of thresholds. If the feature value at any time was
greater than the threshold, this is classified as a potential fall
event. With the knowledge of when actual falls happened, a

Fig. 1 Sensor placement—Y axis was pointing up (vertical), X axis
was pointing forward (antero-posterior plane) and Z axis was pointing
away from the body (medio-lateral plane)
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contingency table was created for every threshold value
containing the number of:

TP True positive events (fall happens, device detects)
FP False positive events (no fall, device detects)
TN True negative events (no fall, not detected)
FN False negative events (fall happens, not detected)

Using contingency table entries, sensitivity and speci-
ficity were calculated as:

sensitivity ¼ TP

TPþFN
ð6Þ

specificity ¼ TN

TN þFP
ð7Þ

When sensitivity (true positive rate) values are plotted
against 1-specificity (false positive rate), a ROC curve is
obtained for every feature. From the ROC curve, threshold
can be chosen that balance between a desired sensitivity and
specificity. Lower threshold values result in an increase of
false positive alarms while higher thresholds lead to a
decreased sensitivity to actual falls.

In this work, optimal threshold was calculated from the
ROC curve as the value at which the distance d between the
curve and point (0, 1) is minimal. The point (0, 1) corre-
sponds to an ideal case where both sensitivity and specificity

Fig. 2 An example of SVM and GSVM signals acquired from one of
the subjects. Numbers in circles denote the following activities:
(1) walking, (2) fast walking, (3) running, (4) fast running, (5) jumping

(6) high jump, (7) siting, (8) standing up from sitting, (9) lying down,
(10) standing up from lying position, (11) falling forward, (12) falling
sideways, (13) falling backward

Fig. 3 ROC curves for all five analyzed accelerometer-based features
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would be 100%. Distance d is thus calculated by the
expression:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� sensitivityð Þ2 þ specificity� 1ð Þ2
q

ð8Þ

Results

An example of a typical SVM and GSVM signal acquired
from one of the subjects is shown in Fig. 2. Activities of
walking up and down the stairs are shown separately
because they were recorded outside of the laboratory where
all the other measurements were taken.

For the five features calculated from accelerometer mea-
surements, ROC curves were plotted as shown in Fig. 3.
Optimal threshold values were chosen for every feature by
minimising the distance d given by Eq. (8). Table 1 contains
the values of optimal thresholds for every feature and the
corresponding sensitivity and specificity. The values for all
feature threshold, except for the angle theta, are expressed as
the multiple of gravitation acceleration constant g. The
threshold for theta is given in degrees. The highest sensi-
tivity and specificity were obtained for the GSVM feature
with values of 90.3% and 88.5% respectively when the
threshold was 3 g.

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents results of a threshold selection process for
fall detection based on features extracted from accelerometer
signals. We conducted a series of experiments with subjects
performing ADL and simulated falls and created a database of
recorded acceleration signals. For five acceleration-based
features for fall detection we showed how to obtain optimal
thresholds based on ROC analysis. From the five features
selected, GSVM achieved the best sensitivity (90.3%) and
specificity (88.5%) for the threshold value 3 g. The optimal
threshold values were selected with the use of ROC curves.

The authors are aware of the limits of the experiments
performed. Mostly young participants were involved in the
study, although fall detection system are mostly aimed for

the use in elderly population. Falls were simulated in safe
laboratory settings, and although the participants were
instructed to fall relaxed and avoid any compensatory
strategies, it is possible that those falls may differ from
real-life falls.

The main goal of this study was to establish a measure-
ment environment for fall detection with results that could be
compared to other groups in this research area. In our future
work we plan to work with more complex threshold and
machine learning algorithms for fall detection and explore
measurements obtained from other research groups available
in open databases for comparison.
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Camera Based Real Time Fall Detection Using
Pattern Classification

M. Macaš, S. Lesoin, and A. Périn

Abstract
A complete real-time fall detection system is presented consisting of camera data
acquisition, image processing, pattern recognition, fall alarming, and web interface.
Classifiers are trained using only three input features extracted from each video frame using
image processing. Among linear and quadratic Bayes, Parzen classifier and 3-nearest
neighbors classifier, the last one performed best on a testing set from sensitivity, specificity
and area under receiver operating characteristic point of view. Such frame classification is
further used in a simple rule triggering the fall alarm process. The fall alarm tested in a real
time scenario with 40 falls performed by four persons detected all the falls while having one
false positive case.

Keywords
Fall detection � Elderly � Pattern recognition � Camera � Feature extraction

Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) published many
important statistical facts related to falls.1 Falls are one of the
leading injury deaths causes that lead to more than 600 000
deaths per year. Elderly people are in a special risk of fall
related injuries often followed by several complications also
caused by a time delay between the fall and subsequent aid.
For this reason, it is crucially important to detect the fall as
quickly as possible. This is a sufficient motivation for cre-
ating systems that detect a fall immediately and automati-
cally send an alarm to a responsible person. This paper

focuses on scenario with a single camera in a room con-
nected to an application which detects a fall from the image
in real time and eventually sends an alarm to registered
emergency contacts. The method extracts only three features
and uses simple and fast classifiers for fall detection.

Probably the most popular method for processing the raw
camera image is the background subtraction [1], which is
used for differentiating the foreground from background.
Further, some features are typically extracted characterising
the localized silhouette of the person. Different posture rep-
resentations were tested in literature. Most common is a
bounding box fitted on the foreground image [1]. In [2], an
ellipse fitting was more accurate than the rectangle box.
A representation using three key points were used in [3],
where the key points were found as the centroids of three
different regions of the foreground. Histogram of maximal
optical flow projection was proposed in [4] for crowded
scenes. Many different features were proposed in literature
[5]: position and behavior of the barycenter (ventre of mass)
of the silhouette, geometrical orientation of the silhouette
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(e.g. angle between an object’s bounding box and the ground,
projection of the silhouette’s shape on the x and y axes,
variances in vertical and horizontal directions, ration of the
bounding box height and width), projection histogram along
the axis of the ellipse (the local features) and the ratio
between the major axis and the minor axis, color features,
change in illumination. Shape based fall characterization is
carried out with a so called curvature scale space features and
Fisher vector encoding in [6]. The extracted features are
further used for deciding if there is a fall or not. Sometimes, a
decision rule is created empirically like in [1]. More often,
some automatic classifier trained on collected data is used
like support vector machines [7], ELM [8] and MLP decision
tree [9] or Naive Bayes classifier [9]. Many different classi-
fiers were tested in [10] and the best among them was support
vector machine. Next, the paper describes a proposal of the
feature based pattern recognition fall detection system.

Methods

This section describes all components of the presented
approach. HTML, C++, JavaScript and PHP were used for
the development of the system. Moreover, the database was
based on MySQL. The web site is hosted with the free web
hosting 000webhost powered by Hostinger.2 Materialize
front-end framework from Google was used to make the web
site development faster and easier.

Camera and Image Capture

Vivotek IP camera IP8131W was used for testing. The
camera is equipped with infra-red LEDs which provide a
good video quality irrespectively to luminosity conditions.
The resolution is 1280� 800 and the frame rate is 30 fps.
The camera can be connected by Wi-Fi or by cable. The
protocol used to stream the video from the camera is Real
Time Streaming Protocol.

After an initialization, all the processes are performed in
an infinite loop, where each iteration takes 30 ms. At each
such iteration, the current frame image is captured and stored
in a matrix form, replacing the previous frame. For each
frame, the person is detected using a background subtrac-
tion. Further, the person is represented by its barycenter
(center of gravity) and ellipse fitted to the moving pixels.
Although bounding rotated rectangle is also computed, it is
not used in the presented system. The analysis of parameters
of those representations are used to detect falls.

Detection of Moving Pixels

The image processing was performed using Open Source
Computer Vision Library version 3.2 (OpenCV) in C++.
HighGUI module was used to create and manipulate win-
dows that can display images and “remember” their content,
add trackbars to the windows, handle simple mouse events
as well as keyboard commands. Video module was used for
motion estimation, background subtraction, and object
tracking algorithms.

Gaussian Mixture-based Background/Foreground Seg-
mentation [11] was used for background subtraction to
detect the movement and moving person. The background
“historic” parameter—number of frames from which the
background is calculated—was set to 400. The background
is subtracted from the current frame to get a binary image
describing which pixels are moving and which form the
background. Next, two different morphological operators
were applied to the binary image to improve its quality—
erosion and dilatation. Erosion deletes small groups of pixels
which probably do not correspond to the moving person.
Dilatation expands the shape of the moving object. After, the
mass centre of the moving object and its contour are
computed.

Features

The barycenter was calculated by averaging the coordinates
of all white pixels in the binary image obtained before. To
asses the dynamic behavior of the barycenter, the trajectory
of the barycenter was computed. Velocity vector is com-
puted as the difference between two consecutive positions
(on two consecutive frames) of the barycenter. The slope of
those vectors are calculated that describe the direction in
which the barycenter moves. Five latest slopes are kept in
memory. To filter out some noisy positions of the barycen-
ter, an average of those last five values of the slope is cal-
culated and used as the first input feature for classification
abbreviated as SLOPE. Further, maximum vertical acceler-
ation of the barycenter computed over last 15 positions is
used as the second feature abbreviated as Y-ACC. It is
expected that high values of this feature will probably
indicate the fall.

Next, a contour is computed from the frame and repre-
sented by a vector of coordinates of pixels forming the
contour. findContour() function from OpenCV was
applied to the binary image for this purpose. Only the
extreme outer contours were used. If the in-motion contour
detected is long enough to be a human (more than 1000
pixels, assuming that the camera is installed indoor within a
room of a common size, i.e. less than 100 m2), the ellipse
was fitted to the contour. The difference angle between the2http://smarthomeenvironment.000webhostapp.com/index.php.
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major axis of the ellipse and vertical axis was used as the
third feature abbreviated as ANGLE (Fig. 1).

Frame Classification

Next task is to detect the fall from the particular frame. This
corresponds to a classification task. As described above,
only three features were used for the classification—the
average velocity slope, maximal vertical acceleration and the
ellipse angle. Statistical pattern recognition methods were
used for the classification. There are obviously many pos-
sible classifiers. We focused on simple and less complex
pattern recognition methods. We tested four different clas-
sifiers [12].

Linear Bayes classifier (LB) is a simplest Bayesian theory
based classifier utilizing the Bayes formula for computing
the aposterior probabilities for each class from likelihoods
and priors and classifying according to the maximum

aposterior probability criterion. It assumes that likelihoods
have normal distributions with same covariance matrix for
each class. This leads to a linear decision boundary. Quad-
ratic Bayes classifier (QB) is the same like previous one, but
different covariance matrices are assumed for different
classes. The decision boundary is a quadratic curve. Parzen
classifier (PC) estimates the likelihoods using Parzen win-
dow density estimation. 3-Nearest Neighbors classifier
(3NN) assigns an unlabeled data instance into the same class
as is the class of majority of its three nearest neighbors.

Fall Alarm Triggering

The system continuously analyses the frames and detects if
the particular frame corresponds to fall Fig. (2). To prevent
disturbing alarming after every false positive classification of
frame, one needs to create a robust decision rule which
triggers on the alarm event. If a certain number N1 of
adjacent frames is classified as fall, the fall alarm event is
activated. With low value of N1, the risk of a false positive
alarm increases. If N1 is too large, the system can erro-
neously ignore a fall event. After the fall alarm event is
triggered on, the classification of individual frames starts to
be ignored for the next N2 frames. If N2 is too low, the
systems will unnecessarily provide multiple alarms for one
fall. If N2 is too large, the system can miss two adjacent falls.
Values of those parameters, which lead to a small error on
the training set were set empirically to N1 ¼ 3 and N2 ¼ 70.

Web Interface

The implementation of the web interface consists of log-in
page, home page, emergency contacts management page,
fall alarm page and a database.

The aim of the log-in page is to provide a secure access
for users. A log-in system enables the system to identify the
user and then display information according to the registered
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Fig. 1 Three examples of temporal evolution of particular features
during a fall

(a) Negative example (no fall) (b) Positive example (fall)

Fig. 2 Examples of the image
from camera, detected barycenter
and fitted ellipse. a Negative
example (no fall). b Positive
example (fall)
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data. Several administrators can be registered in the system.
Two different levels of access are available for users. First,
the full access is provided for the resident of the home, or
any other responsible person. It enables the user to have
access to the stream of the camera, to manage the emergency
contacts and to switch on or off the alarms. Secondly, a
limited access is provided for the emergency contacts that
are only informed about the fall and have access to the
stream of the camera they are registered for.

The log-in management was implemented in PHP The
database has been made to register and manage all the users.
After a successful log-in, a home page is displayed. Its main
task is to provide to the user an access to the streamed video
from the camera. In case of fall detection, an alarm is sent by
mail to the emergency contacts. Emergency contacts can
then log-into the web site to check what happened via the
streamed video. The purpose of the emergency contacts
management page is to enable the administrator to manage
all the emergency contacts (e.g. adding or deleting contacts,
changing e-mail addresses or retrieving forgotten pass-
words). Finally, the fall alarm page is not available for users
and it is only used to send the alarm e-mail when the fall
detection algorithm triggers the fall alarm. It sends a request
to the web page which sends an e-mail to the emergency
contacts in order to inform them about the fall.

Experiments

To design a suitable classifier, a data set was created by
recording 50 falls and extracting one data instance for each
frame. The evolution of each feature during 3 different cases
of fall is depicted in Fig. 1. To train and validate the clas-
sifiers, we used the previously measured data set with three
features described above and labeled by 0 for non-falls and 1
for falls. The final data contained 7396 data instances of
which 532 were positive (part of a fall) and 6864 were
negative. The data set is visualized in Fig. 3, where a scatter
plot for each pair of three input features can be found.

Experimental Setup

The whole data were randomly split into two different sub-
sets of the same size. One was used for training the classifier
and one was used for evaluation of classification perfor-
mances. The training set was balanced to have the uniform
number of classes by randomly deleting excessive instances
from the majority non-fall class. We used sensitivity,
specificity and area under receiver operating characteristic
(AUC) for evaluation. Before training, a scaling transform
was computed on training data (to zero mean and unitary
standard deviation) and applied to both training and testing
data to prevent domination of features with higher values.

Results

The final classification performances are summarized in
Table 1. One can see that the 3NN classifier performed the
best since it had relatively high and balanced sensitivity and
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Fig. 3 Scatter plot of the data set

Table 1 Final testing sensitivity, specificity and area under receiver operating characteristic for four different classifiers

SE SP AUC

LB 85.8555 79.3103 0.7653

QB 84.7437 67.4330 0.7727

PC 81.7789 83.9080 0.7240

3NN 81.0994 85.8238 0.8987
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specificity values and the highest AUC measure. Especially
from the AUC point of view, all the distribution estimation
based classifiers were significantly worse than much simpler
nearest neighbor method.

The results provided above are computed on the frame
basis. It means that the do not evaluate the detection of fall,
but detection of frame that includes one moment of the fall.
To evaluate the success of the fall detection, we let the whole
system running one hour. During this one hour, four dif-
ferent people were coming into the scene one by one, doing
different activities and different types of falls (sideway, for-
ward, backward). In total 40 falls were performed during the
hour. It is worth to note that all of them were successfully
detected. Moreover, there was one false alarm produced
when the target person was quickly running down the steps.
This is obviously not problem for scenarios without steps or
with elderly people. The system was validated and can be
reliably used for real fall detection.

Conclusions

There are many points that could be improved. For example,
many other different features could be extracted and even-
tually automatically selected. Nevertheless, it seems that
machine learning techniques can be useful and hide a great
potential within the fall detection area.
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Epileptic Seizures Classification Based
on Long-Term EEG Signal Wavelet Analysis

K. D. Tzimourta, A. T. Tzallas, N. Giannakeas, L. G. Astrakas,
D. G. Tsalikakis, and M. G. Tsipouras

Abstract
Epilepsy is a complex neurological disorder recognized by abnormal synchronization of
cerebral neurons, named seizures. During the last decades, significant progress has been
done in automated detection and prediction of seizures, aiming to develop personalized
closed-loop intervention systems. In this paper, a methodology for automated seizure
detection based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is presented. Twenty-one
intracranial ictal recordings acquired from the database of University Hospital of Freiburg
are firstly segmented in 2 s epochs. Then, a five-level decomposition is applied in each
segment and five features are extracted from the wavelet coefficients. The extracted feature
vector is used to train a Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier. Average sensitivity and
specificity reached above 93% and 99% respectively.

Keywords
Electroencephalogram (EEG) � Seizure � Epilepsy � Discrete wavelet transform (DWT)

Introduction

One of the most challenging brain disorders that has gained
increasing attention the last decades is epilepsy. Epilepsy is
characterized by recurrent seizures, which are brief episodes
of involuntary movement caused by excessive electrical
discharges in a group of brain cells. According to the latest
World Health Organization (WHO) reports, epilepsy affects
almost 1% of the world’s population and is estimated that
about 2.4 million people are diagnosed with epilepsy each

year [1]. Furthermore, about 30% of children and adults
suffering from seizure episodes are left untreated and without
anti-epileptic drugs (AED).

The diagnosis and monitoring of seizures is done through
neuroimaging and electrophysiological techniques. The
electroencephalogram (EEG) is the diagnostic tool that
continuously records the brain’s electrical activity using
electrodes as sensors to detect fluctuations of the emitted
electric charges [2]. Based on the location of electrodes,
EEG is discriminated in scalp EEG (sEEG), in which the
electrodes are placed in the surface, and intracranial EEG
(iEEG), in which the electrodes are placed invasively inside
the brain.

Computerized methods and automated seizure detection
systems have been developed utilizing different EEG data-
bases, owing to the complexity of the disorder coupled with
the multiple drawbacks of the visual inspection by neuro-
physiologists. A variety of methods has been validated with
the database of epilepsy center of the University of Bonn,
which is consisted of short-term (23.6 s) scalp and
intracranial EEG recordings. However, a long-term dataset
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such as the one of Epilepsy Center of the University Hospital
of Freiburg is closer to clinical recordings and provides more
information for further developing seizure prediction
algorithms.

Freiburg database has been extensively used by research
groups worldwide. Different methodologies have been pro-
posed including Wavelet Transform, Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) [3, 4] Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [5], Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [6],
Fractal analysis [7, 8] or Fuzzy systems [9, 10]. The majority
of them concur with a two-stage procedure, following a
pattern recognition approach: feature extraction and
classification.

Particularly, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has
been adopted by many researchers to decompose the
recordings in certain sub-bands [11–15]. Then, significant
features such as the coastline and Hjorth variance [11], the
relative energy, the relative amplitude, the fluctuation index,
the coefficient of variation [12], the wavelet variances [14],
the lacunarity and the fluctuation index [13] or the diffusion
distances [15] were extracted from the resulting signals. The
extracted set of features was used as input to train either a
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [12] or a Bayesian linear
discriminant classifier (BLDA) [13, 15]. Finally, in study
[14] Xie and Krishnan evaluated the performance of various
classifiers (k-Nearest Neighbor, Fisher’s linear discriminant,
SVM) whereas in [11] a rule based approach was preferred
instead of a classifier.

In this paper, an automated seizure detection methodol-
ogy is presented based on DWT in order to divide EEG
recordings to specific subbands and extract several features.
Subsequently, these features are given as an input feature
vector to train a SVM classifier. The methodology has been
evaluated on 21 long-term intracranial EEG recordings for a
binary classification problem and results are presented.

Materials and Method

The proposed work consists of four stages: segmentation,
wavelet analysis, feature extraction and classification. In the
first stage, a long-term EEG recording from ictal activity of

each patient is segmented into 2 s windows. After that, a
5-level wavelet-decomposition is applied in each EEG seg-
ment dividing every signal into several frequency subbands.
In the next stage, 5 features are calculated from each sub-
band creating a feature vector. Finally, the feature vector is
used to train a SVM classifier. In Fig. 1, a concise diagram
of the proposed methodology is presented.

The Database

The methodology has been trained and tested on invasive
EEG recordings from 21 patients suffering from medically
intractable focal epilepsy. The dataset comes from the Epi-
lepsy Center of the University Hospital of Freiburg and is
now available through the EPILEPSIAE project [16]. The
available data included six intracranial EEG channels (three
focal and three extra-focal electrodes).

The EEG recordings obtained from 21 patients are sep-
arated into files of ictal (the period with seizure onset),
preictal (the period before seizure onset) and interictal (the
period between seizures) activity. Two–five seizure episodes
were recorded for each patient lasting from several seconds
to a few minutes. A total of 87 seizures, 509 h of interictal
and 199 h of both pre-ictal and ictal EEG data are included
in this large dataset.

In this methodology, only the first channel of an ictal
recording of each patient is used, since the ictal recordings
would contain more epileptic components and would pro-
vide better discrimination of “seizure” and “non-seizure”
activity.

Preprocessing

The long-term EEG channel of each patient was initially
divided into 2 s (512 samples), non-overlapping epochs
leading to 1800 segments per patient. This window size
proved to be the optimal after testing potential window sizes.
Since the seizure duration ranges among [4.21–1071.5] s,
the 2 s window was chosen aiming to accurately capture the
subtle changes of EEG. Afterwards, the Discrete Wavelet
Transform was applied in each one of the resulting
segments.

Discrete Wavelet Transform

Wavelet Transform (WT) has gained significant ground in
automated seizure detection scheme and is widely applied in
numerous seizure detection studies.

Fig. 1 A brief diagram of the proposed methodology
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According to Wavelet Analysis [17], a signal can be
represented by a linear combination of a particular set of
functions, obtained by dilating and translating a single
function. This function is called mother wavelet and is used
to decompose the initial signal into sub-signals of half its
size and spectrum.

In Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) the scaling and
translating parameters are represented in powers of two. The
implementation of the DWT uses a series of quadrature
mirror filters (QMF) described as high-pass and low-pass
filters. In the first level of DWT, the input signal is simul-
taneously passed through the conjugate low and high pass
filters. The obtained outputs are a set of coefficients called
wavelet coefficients. The output of the low-pass filter,
namely approximation, is sub-decomposed, whereas the
output of the high-pass filter, namely detail, is not. The same
procedure is recursively repeated, forming a single-side,
pyramid-like architecture.

Choosing the number of decomposition levels and the
appropriate mother wavelet is of primary importance. The
number of decomposition levels is chosen based on the
dominant frequency. The best mother wavelet function was
selected, mainly among the Daubechies wavelets, after
visual examination. In this study, a 5-level-decomposition
transform is used and the family of Daubechies wavelets of
order 4 (db4) is selected to decompose the signal. Table 1
shows the corresponding frequencies to the resulting
decomposition levels.

Feature Extraction

In order to minimize the complexity and the computational
time of the proposed methodology, the most representative
and significant characteristics were extracted. Thus, in the
present study five features were calculated in each decom-
position level, namely energy, entropy, standard deviation,
variance and mean of the absolute values of the wavelet
coefficients. The final low-dimensional feature vector was
used as an input to train an SVM classifier.

Classification

Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a machine learning
technique for binary classifications problems. According to
Machine Learning [18], non-linear instances that need to be
classified are mapped to a high-dimension feature space. In
this feature space instances are separated by a very clear gap,
named hyperplane. The vectors that lie on the margin are
called support vectors and they constitute the critical ele-
ments of the training set for the classification problem. The
basic idea underlying this technique is to locate an Optimal
Separating Hyperplane, which maximizes the distance
between the margin and the support vectors and minimizes
the classification error, in a projection space by solving a
quadratic optimization problem. The kernel function that
may be a linear, radial basis function (RBF), polynomial, or
sigmoid kernels is responsible for the transformation to the
higher dimensional space. In this study, RBF kernel function
was used. Furthermore, two parameters were optimized in
order to optimize the algorithm and therefore the classifi-
cation results. A grid search was performed on the param-
eters C and c, which are related with margin boundaries and
the RBF kernel function respectively, using cross-validation.

Results

The Freiburg database is one of the most comprehensive,
long-term datasets and a variety of classification problems
are addressed based on its recordings. In an attempt to
identify seizure episodes, one ictal recording from each one
of the 21 patients was used. Since the onset and the offset of
seizure episodes are known, the epochs between the seizure
onset and offset were marked as “seizure” and the rest of the
epochs as “non-seizure”, forming the corresponding classes.
Also, the 2 s duration epochs adjacent to the onset and offset
were excluded from the subsequent processing and no
annotation was added.

To validate the experiments, the 10-fold cross-validation
technique was employed. In some patients, the non-seizure
instances were tremendously more than the seizure ones,
leading to unbalanced data and poor training of the classifier.
Consequently, the data were rounded up by manually
repeating seizure instances, until the seizure instances were
approximately 10% of the non-seizure. Sensitivity, speci-
ficity and overall accuracy were calculated from the number
of correctly/incorrectly classified instances, for evaluation of
the classification performance. The obtained statistical
results for each patient are described in Table 2. The best
sensitivity (100%) was achieved for half of the patients
(patients 1, 7, 9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21), while the
lowest sensitivity was 45.30% obtained from the

Table 1 Frequency ranges with the corresponding wavelet decompo-
sition levels

Frequency range (Hz) Decomposed signal

64–128 D1

32–64 D2

16–32 D3

8–16 D4

4–8 D5

0–4 A5
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classification of the patient 11. Specificity was also high,
reaching above 99% for all patients and ten patients among
them reached 100%.

Discussion and Conclusions

In the present study, a wavelet-based methodology for
automated seizure detection is presented. Twenty-one EEG
recordings of 1-hour-long duration was initially segmented
in 2 s epochs. Then, a 5-level-decomposition transform was
applied in each segment using the ‘db4’ as mother wavelet.
Five features namely, energy, entropy, mean of the absolute
values of the wavelet coefficients, standard deviation and
variance, were extracted in each subband of interest, creating
the feature set that trained a SVM classifier. Seizure and
non-seizure epochs were adequately classified and the
obtained results are presented in Table 1.

Table 3 shows a comparison between the proposed
method and other recent DWT-based methods that have
been validated on Freiburg database. It can be seen, that this
methodology shows really promising results in correctly
identifying seizures. Average sensitivity is slightly lower
than the one obtained in other approaches. However, this
work has been tested only to a small part of the dataset, and
more tests should be done to improve the method’s
performance.

Undoubtedly, epilepsy is a critical brain disorder that can
lead to severe and life-threatening conditions, if left
uncontrolled. The Freiburg database contains a large and
comprehensive amount of data and further extensive study
should be conducted. In the direction of developing robust
seizure detection and prediction methods and personalized
closed-loop treatment systems [19], different approaches,
including the evaluation of various classifiers and the com-
bination of linear and nonlinear features, should be
examined.

Table 2 Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy results for each patient

Patient Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

1 100 100 100

2 95.24 99.83 99.37

3 97.80 99.83 99.64

4 98.90 100 99.90

5 99.44 100 99.95

6 98.58 99.77 99.64

7 100 99.94 99.95

8 96.72 100 99.69

9 100 100 100

10 95.03 99.65 99.21

11 45.30 99.20 93.78

12 100 99.94 99.95

13 100 100 100

14 87.85 99.65 98.53

15 60.99 99.45 95.61

16 93.37 100 99.37

17 100 99.94 99.95

18 100 100 100

19 100 100 100

20 100 100 100

21 100 99.89 99.90

Total 93.77 99.86 99.26

Table 3 A comparison of performances of the various methods proposed in the literature for the detection of seizures using different data of the
Freiburg database

Related
studies

No. of
patients/no.
of analyzed
seizures

Length
(h)

Proposed
method

Features Classification
problem

Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Liu et al.
[12]

21/82 80.35 DWT Relative energy,
fluctuation index,
coefficient of
variation

Seizure/non-seizure 94.46 95.26 95.33

Zhou
et al. [13]

21/81 289.14 DWT Lacunarity and
fluctuation index

Seizure/non-seizure 96.25 96.70 96.67

Xie et al.
[14]

4/4 8 DWT Wavelet
variances

Ictal/interictal – – 99.00

Yuan
et al. [15]

21/87 597.95 DWT Diffusion
distances

Seizure/non-seizure 95.11 98.78 98.77

Proposed
method

21/21 20.57 DWT Energy, entropy,
mean, variance,
standard
deviation

Seizure/non-seizure 93.70 99.86 99.26
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Heartrate Variability Comparison Between
Electrocardiogram, Photoplethysmogram
and Ballistic Pulse Waveforms at Fiducial
Points

G. M. W. Janjua, R. Hadia, D. Guldenring, D. D. Finlay,
and J. A. D. McLaughlin

Abstract
Heart rate variability analysis (HRVA) gives valuable insight to the cardiovascular system.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) based HRVA has been assessment gold standard but eaves-
dropping of wearable technology requires the comparison of its surrogacy to an accepted
standard. In this study, optical and mechanical measures at distal artery waveform are
compared to the electrical signal of the heart. The sensor data of the six healthy volunteers
are collated and compared at fiducial points in various time, frequency and non-linear
domains for HRVA. We have found that during early systole fiducial location on
waveforms can be surrogate to ECG standard and mechanical sensor 2nd derivative proved
to be the best among them. Also, the comparative technology shows enormous potential for
cardiovascular diagnostic.

Keywords
Heartrate variability � Electrocardiogram � Photoplethysmogram � Ballistic pulse pressure
Fiducial point

Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases caused by a change in heart rhythm
are the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in this
modern era, globally. It accounts for approximately 31% of
deaths worldwide [1]. Non-invasive physiological signs, like
blood pressure (BP) variation, HRV and arterial stiffness are
few of the widely used, as simplest to acquire vital physio-
logical signs in accessing the cardiovascular health [2]. HRV,
the change in the time interval between adjacent heartbeats, is
one of the most prominent noninvasive markers to establish
the meaningful relationship between the autonomic nervous
system and cardiovascular mortality, including sudden car-
diac deaths [3]. Most commonly used techniques for HRVA
is based on RR interval variability (RRIV) on the ECG
waveform and by the advent of wearable technology

peripheral photoplethysmograph (PPG) pulse rate variability
(PRV) analysis is also becoming famous. The most com-
monly used and ‘Gold standard’ HRVA measurement
method is the RR interval variability measurement from ECG
[4]. The rapid increase in aging population and the increase in
demand for home healthcare monitoring have increased
research interest in wearable healthcare technologies. Within
the last decade, many studies have been carried out to realize
the real-time acquisition of different physiological parameters
using wearable sensors [5]. Also, in recent times, a lot of
work has been done in the direction to implement easy to use,
noninvasive single acquisition location wearable technolo-
gies aimed at assessing and improving cardiovascular health.
These works include the development of novel wearable
devices to continuously monitor BP variations, HRVA and
sleep apnea. In the market currently, many wearable devices
are available to monitor HRV based on PRV and RRIV. In
this research, we are presenting a comparative analysis of
different waveform based HRVA measurement techniques
against the RRIV based HRVA measurement. The signals
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used are, PPG, which works on the optical absorption phe-
nomenon and a poor man tonometry, which measures the
mechanical pressure variation of blood in artery, a distension
waveform. The pulse wave rate variability based HRVA
measurement techniques studied during this research are PPG
& ballistic pulse pressure (BPP) measurement, a poor man
tonometer device. The techniques mentioned here used var-
ious fiducial points measured on waveform which are the
peak, 1st and 2nd derivative. In this experiment, we have
used single measurement methods on peripheral pulse which
detects the flow pulsation from the blood volume change in
the peripheral arteries optically and mechanically, PPG and
BPP respectively.

Material and Method

For this study, six healthy male volunteers were recruited by
age group 34 ± 9 years. The subjects were asked to relax
for 5 min on an armchair before vital sign data acquisition
and informed consent was taken before the study. The
Biopac MP36R system was used for simultaneous data
acquisition of all signals and subjects were asked to stay
calm during the data acquisition to reduce the noise and
motion artifacts. The data was sampled at the 2-kHz fre-
quency with a resolution of 24-bit from acquisition unit for
data analysis. Three sensors and their placements are:
(1) The ECG signal is a gold standard for HRVA and ref-
erence for another signal for this comparative study, so to
achieve noise-free signals chest position is selected as it
provides the most stable location for cardiac activity moni-
toring. (2) One of the top trends in the medical industry is
wristwatch based cardiac activity monitor—due to easy of
their used and internet connectivity. To mimic this scenario,
we have placed a PPG sensor of 960 nm wavelength on the
sensor on subject’s wrist position and subjects were asked to
refrain from movement to capture noise and motion
artifact-free signals. (3) The use of tonometer in the mea-
surement of vascular hemodynamics is very popular in
biomedical and clinical research. A poor man tonometer,
custom designed device, BPP sensor [6] is placed on a
subject palmar artery in index finger to acquire subject’s
artery distension waveform. The collated dataset was
exported in text file format for analysis in MATLAB envi-
ronment, on a Windows PC (Table 1).

Fiducial Points Selection

We have selected three key locations for our analysis and
they are compared against the RR HRVA of ECG and these
fiducial points are described:

1. The peaks of waveform
2. The peaks of 1st derivative of waveform
3. The peak of 2nd derivative of waveform

Table 1 HRVA dataset during resting heart condition

BP Start => Stop Age H (cm)/W (Kg) => BMI

139/98 => 137/96 45 175/85 => 27.76

118/77 => 125/77 29 177/80 => 25.54

116/71 => 116/73 32 174/78 => 25.76

121/71 => 127/72 30 180/83 => 25.62

119/66 => 115/73 27 188/73 => 20.65

117/67 => 122/68 29 179/84 => 26.22

Fig. 1 Waveforms and fiducial points

Table 2 Parameter used for analysis

Time domain

SDNN pNNx RMSSD sdHR HRVTi TINN

(ms) (%) (ms) (bpm) (ms) (ms)

Freq domain: Welch periodogram

Freq domain: auto-regressive periodogram

Freq domain: Lomb-Scargle periodogram

pVLF pLF pHF VLF LF HF

(%) Peak (Hz)

Nonlinear Poincare

SampEn alpha alpha1 alpha2 SD1 SD2

(ms)

Time-freq: auto-regressive

Time-freq: Lomb Periodogram

Time-freq: wavelet transform

pVLF pLF pHF VLF LF HF

(%) Peak(Hz)
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Fig. 2 R-fit (left) and BA (right) for ECG RR versus PPG peak for HRVA

Fig. 3 R-fit (left) and BA (right) for ECG RR versus PPG 1st derivative for HRVA
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The significance of these markers has been reported in the
literature [6]. During the blood flow in the arterial tree, some
of these points are greatly affected by wave reflection due to

bifurcation and peripheral resistance. One of the purposes of
this study assesses the effect of wave reflection and to
highlight the importance of wave reflection; for example, the

Fig. 4 R-fit (left) and BA (right) for ECG RR versus PPG 2nd derivative for HRVA

Fig. 5 R-fit (left) and BA (right) for ECG RR versus BPP peak for HRVA
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peak of the waveform is greatly affected by a reflected wave
in hypertensive subjects [6]. Whereas, waveforms are
reflection free in early systole and 1st and 2nd derivatives are
the critical points in these aspects. The foot of the waveform

is also least affected by wave reflection but it can be
impaired by technological limitation like sink color, hairs,
and contact to the body in wearable sensors. The intersecting
tangent has proved to be a crucial point due to

Fig. 6 Bland Altman for ECG RR versus BPP 1st derivative for HRVA

Fig. 7 R-fit (left) and BA (right) for ECG RR versus BPP 2nd derivative for HRVA
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reproducibility and resilience to artifacts but doesn’t have
physiological interpretation. The selected location of fiducial
points is shown along with waveforms in Fig. 1.

HRV Algorithm

The HRV is compared across the following aspect:

1. Time domain
a. Standard deviation of the normal-to-normal (NN) in-

terval series (SDNN)
b. Root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD)
c. Triangular interpolation of the NN interval (TINN)

2. Frequency domain
a. Power spectrum density (PSD)

i. VLF, LF, and HF frequency 0.003–0.04 Hz,
0.04–0.15 Hz, and 0.15–0.4 Hz respectively

3. Time-frequency domain
a. Windowed Periodogram
b. Continuous Wavelet Transform
c. Discrete Wavelet Transform

4. Nonlinear domain
a. Poincare plot analysis
b. Sample Entropy
c. Detrended Fluctuation Analysis

The open source code [7] has been used due to ease of
customization and to test calculate HRVA on the
above-mentioned domain. The data is preprocessed by
fourth order butter worth filter to remove noise from the
signals and fiducial points were taken by taking the peaks of
waveform and peaks of 1st and 2nd derivative waveforms.
The R-peak on ECG signal is detected using Pans-Tompkins
algorithm and data was visually inspected for cardiac
arrhythmia. All fiducial points were detected and beat to beat
interval is calculated for HRVA.

Results and Discussion

The cardiac chronotropic modulation by autonomic nerves
system facilitates end-organ perfusion in coordination to
changing blood hemodynamics in arteries, to accommodate
the sudden changes in the human circulation system. HRVA

is used by biomedical researchers and clinicians to monitor
cardiac disease like heart failure, respiratory sinus arrhyth-
mia (RSA), hyperaldosteronism etc. HRVA publicly avail-
able resources are Kubios [7], ECGLab [8], KARDIA [9],
and PhysioToolkit [10] from which we have selected the
HRVAS [6] due to its easy customization. In this study,
sensors are compared in the context of e-Health applications
as an alternative to chest based ECG systems. The HRVA is
conducted on i7 PC in MATLAB environment. The ECG,
PPG and BPP waveforms and their fiducial locations based
beat to beat interval are shown as below: For agreement
analysis, Bland Altman (BA) plot, and regression fit (R-fit)
plotted is on following key parameters in respective
domains, shown in Table 2. (pNNx = percentage of suc-
cessive normal cardiac inter beat intervals, sdHR = standard
deviation Heart rate, HRVTi = HRV time index, p = peak,
VL = very low, L = low, H = high, F = frequency,
SampEn = Sample Entropy, alpha, alpha1 & alpha2 = Short
term scaling exponent, SD1 = dispersion standard deviation
perpendicular to the axis, SD2 = dispersion standard devi-
ation along the axis).

The RR interval based HRVA of all subjects is tested for
an agreement for HRVA for all fiducial points. Plots of
Bland Altman analysis are shown below: (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and 7).

We have found correlation information which shows that
the overall highest R-square parametric fit is found in PPG
peak and BPP 2nd Derivative compared to ECG RR HRVA
and lowest found in PPG 1st derivative vice versa for the
sum of square error. Also, we have found, BA information,
that reproducibility and variation coefficient (RPC & CV) is
lowest in PPG Peak and BPP 2nd Derivative, results shown
in Table 3.

Conclusions

In this comparative study, we have found that BPP 2nd
derivative and PPG peak can be used as a surrogate for
ECG RR HRVA. Also, BPP, novel sensor, showed com-
petitive effectiveness to the optical sensor for HRVA.

Acknowledgements This project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program
under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 676201.

Table 3 R-square fit and BA results

Marker PPG_P PPG_1D PPG_2D BPP_P BPP_1D BPP_2D

r2 0.972 0.925 0.956 0.948 0.939 0.966

RPC/CV 11/29 18/47 13/35 15/38 16/42 12/31
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Wavelet ECG Analysis in Time-Frequency
Domain of the QRS-Complex in Individuals
with Left Bundle Branch Block

Kalliopi Papathoma, Stavros Chatzimiltiadis, Nikolaos Maglaveras,
Ioanna Chouvarda, Efstratios Theofilogiannakos,
Dimitrios Konstantinou, and Vassilios Vassilikos

Abstract
LBBB in heart failure patients is a negative predictor for survival. This pattern is also
recorded in individuals without significant structural heart diseases. The LBBB morphol-
ogy has not been previously analysed using wavelet analysis in time-frequency domain in
order to identify markers which distinguish these patients. The purpose of this analysis is to
investigate if there are any differences in LBBB morphology between normal individuals
with LBBB and patients with heart failure and LBBB. Signal-averaged electrocardiograms
were recorded, in orthogonal leads and QRS decomposition in nine (9) time-frequency
segments was performed using the ‘cmor’ wavelet transformation. Seventy (70) patients
(mean age 66, 47 male) were studied. The mean and maximum energies of the QRS
complexes were calculated in each of the 9 time-frequency segment. Wavelet parameters of
the QRS complex in all segments were higher for normal individuals without LBBB. In the
Z lead, the differences in mean QRS energies are significant between the two groups
especially in the high frequency band (150–200 Hz) in all time segment whereas the mean
energy in X lead presents significant difference in median frequency band (100–150 Hz) in
the first time segment. In conclusion wavelet transformation of the QRS complex could
differentiate normal individuals from heart failure patients with LBBB.

Keywords
Left bundle branch block � Signal processing � Cmor �Wavelet transform � QRS wavelet
analysis

Introduction

Left bundle branch block occurs in up to 30% of patients
with heart failure [1]. The effect of LBBB on cardiac func-
tion leading to left ventricular dyssynchronization is a well

established poor prognostic factor in HF patients [2]. How-
ever, LBBB can also be seen in asymptomatic patients with
a structurally normal heart. Our objective in this study is to
apply time-scale analysis of the QRS signal to identify QRS
elements that could predict the prognosis of LBBB people
without heart failure based on the cmor wavelet transfor-
mation [3].K. Papathoma (&) � N. Maglaveras � I. Chouvarda
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Materials and Methods

A. Study population

Data of seventy (70) patients (mean age 66, 47 male)
have been analyzed (Table 1). Group A consisted of twelve
(12) people with LBBB without heart failure and Group B
consisted of fifty-eight (58) patients with LBBB and heart
failure. QRS duration (QRS > 130 ms for women and
QRS > 140 ms for men) were used for this study [4].

B. ECG recordings

ECGs recorded with a 3-channel digital recorder (Galix
Biomedical Instrumentation) in 3 axes (X, Y, Z) for 10 min
at rest. The sampling frequency was 1000 Hz, and the
duration of each signal was 90 s in order to ensure as much
as possible artefact-free signal of same length for all patients.

C. ECG signal processing

A signal averaging algorithm was developed to enhance
the QRS signal and reduce the noise level. The following
steps were taken:

(1) Baseline wander removal: amplitude normalization,
baseline correction and application of a denoising
wavelet filter.

(2) Frank leads: three orthogonal leads were constructed
from the 12-leads.

(3) QRS template: all QRS complex in every signal were
considered and manual inspection of all QRS com-
plexes by experts was pre-followed.

(4) Wavelet transform: wavelet transform of the QRS
complex was performed using ‘cmor’ wavelet analysis.
QRS complex was divided into 3 equal parts in time
domain and 3 frequency bands (low frequency range:
50–100 Hz, medium frequency range: 100–150 Hz and
high frequency range: 150–200 Hz).

(5) Calculating features: the mean and maximum wavelet
energies of the QRS complexes were calculated in each
of the 9 time-frequency band [5].

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statis-
tics version 23.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). We use mean and
range of minimum and maximum values to express normally
distributed variables, and median and interquartile range for
non-normally distributed variables (i.e., all wavelet param-
eters). Differences between groups were explored with Stu-
dent’s t–test or Mann–Whitney U test for normally and non–
normally distributed variables, respectively. Univariate
logistic regression analysis was performed in order to iden-
tify the contribution of each variable in the prediction of
response to CRT. We also engaged a stepwise fashion
multivariate logistic regression model to empirically test our
inferences. Specifically, we included QRS duration (the only
clinical variable that was found significant in the univariate
analysis) and each wavelet parameter separately, due to

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of individuals with and without a form of heart failure

Total n = 70 Group A n = 12 Group B n = 58 P value

Age (years) 66
(42–87)

69
(58–87)

65
(42–82)

0.586

Male gender 47 (67.14%) 0
(0%)

47
(81.03%)

0.000

NYHA_class, median (range) 3
(1–4)

1
(1–3)

3
(1–4)

0.000

NYHA II (%) 8
(11.43%)

3
(25%)

5
(8.62%)

NYHA III (%) 52 (74.29%) 2
(16.67%)

50
(86.21%)

NYHA IV (%) 2
(2.86%)

0 2
(3.45%)

QRS_duration (ms) 163
(137–192)

154
(137–163)

168
(145–192)

0.002

Ejection_fraction 30
(14–64)

58
(53–64)

25
(14–44)

0.190

NYHA, New York Heart Association. P-values in bold indicate significance at 5% or lower. Values are rounded to the closest integer
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collinearity between wavelet parameters. We considered as
statistically significant all p values less than 5% [6].

Descriptive Statistics

Table 1 provides the baseline characteristics of the entire
sample (70 patients, mean age 66 and 47 male), of indi-
viduals without a heart failure (12 patients) and individuals
with a form of heart failure (58 patients). The baseline mean
QRS duration was 163 (range 137–192 ms) and mean
Ejection Fraction was 30%. The differences in means of
QRS duration and NYHA class are statistically significant
(p < 0.005) between the two groups, as expected. Another
statistically significant difference was that of the gender of
participants, as all individuals without a heart failure were
female. Finally, almost all individuals with a form of heart
failure belong to NYHA class III, while approximately 12%
were distributed between NYHA class II (5 patients) and
NYHA class IV (2 patient). Wavelet parameters in each of
three orthogonal leads in responders and non-responders are
presented in Table 2. In both groups the biggest proportion
of the QRS energy was distributed in the high frequency
band (150–200 Hz) in lead Z and medium frequency band
(100–150 Hz) in lead X. All wavelet energies of the QRS
complex in all frequency bands in lead Z and the lead X
were higher for individuals without heart failure. Finally, no
statistically significant differences were observed in lead Y.

Terminology used for wavelet parameters: mean or max
{frequency band-time}, e.g. mean{m-t1} represents the
mean energy of the QRS complex recorded in the medium
frequency band (100–150 Hz) in the first time segment,
mean{l-t3} represents the mean energy of the QRS complex
recorded in the low frequency band (50–100 Hz) in the third
time segment and mean{h-t2} represents the mean energy of
the QRS complex recorded in the high frequency band (150–
200 Hz) in the second time segment (Fig. 1).

Results

Wavelet parameters of the QRS complex in all frequency
bands in all leads were higher for people with LBBB without
heart failure. No significant differences were noted in the Y
lead. In the Z lead, the differences in mean QRS energies are
significant between the two groups in the high and medium
frequency band (100–200 Hz) in all time segment whereas
in the lead X the mean energy is significant in medium
frequency band (100–150 Hz) in the first time segment.

Discussion

LBBB is a common ECG finding in patients with heart
failure. The presence of LBBB is often an indicator of pri-
mary structural or ischemic heart disease. LBBB seems to be
associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular mortality.
Moreover, patients with heart failure and LBBB have
increased in-hospital mortality and higher disease severity in
comparison with heart failure patients without left bundle
branch block [7]. However, LBBB can also be seen in
asymptomatic patients with a structurally normal heart.
There is evidence that LBBB is associated with the devel-
opment of progressive LV systolic dysfunction in the
absence of coronary artery disease or other identifiable eti-
ologies. Moreover, it is already known the existence of the
LBBB-associated cardiomyopathy. In this case of
LBBB-associated cardiomyopathy, the isolated LBBB cau-
ses cardiac remodeling due to mechanical desynchronize that
can be reversible by biventricular pacing [8].

We hypothesized that heart failure patients with LBBB
have specific features from the individuals without heart
failure. Our results confirm that there are signal components
inside the QRS complex (energies) which could diversify
these groups. Yet, we do not have a clear link between these
components and further investigations are required.

Table 2 Baseline wavelet parameters between individuals with and without a form of heart failure

Total n = 70 Group A n = 12 Group B n = 58 P Value

X mean_a4X 9.1 (6.1) 14 (12.2) 8.7 (4.6) 0.038

Z max_a2Z 61.4 (42.8) 91.4 (108.8) 60.4 (40.3) 0.040

mean_a1Z 56.5 (60) 81.3 (95.7) 51.2 (51.4) 0.029

mean_a2Z 38.9 (39.6) 70.6 (86) 37.9 (27.3) 0.035

mean_a3Z 25.5 (16.2) 38 (19.8) 24.5 (14.1) 0.046

mean_a4Z 16.7 (18.2) 28.9 (33.4) 16 (15) 0.046

P-values in bold indicate significance at 5% or lower. Values are rounded to the closest integer
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However, in the future, wavelet transformation methods
could be implemented as a marker for the detection of these
normal individuals with LBBB that may eventually develop
LBBB-associated cardiomyopathy.

Conclusion

In conclusion wavelet transformation of the QRS complex
could differentiate normal individuals from heart failure
patients with LBBB. Our preliminary results indicate that
time-scale analysis of the QRS complex contains informa-
tion on predicting individuals diagnose.
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Adaboost Classifier with Dimensionality
Reduction Techniques for Epilepsy
Classification from EEG

S. K. Prabhakar and H. Rajaguru

Abstract
Epilepsy is a serious neurological disorder affecting the human community and this
problem has to be dealt with utmost importance. In this disorder, the activity of the neurons
in the human brain becomes abnormal and it is witnessed by recurrent seizures. As it is the
second most commonly occurring neurological disorder, next to stroke, it affects the quality
of life to a great extent. For the clinical evaluation of the activities of the brain, the most
commonly used instrument is Electroencephalography (EEG). For dealing with various
disorders like classification of epileptic seizures, assessment of mental fatigueness and
coma, sleep disorders and schizophrenia, EEG is widely used. As the recordings of the
epileptic EEG signal have a very long duration, a lot of data is generated by it. In this paper,
the dimensionality of the data is initially reduced with the help of two dimensionality
reduction techniques such as Hilbert Transform and Hessian Local Linear Embedding
(HLLE). The dimensionally reduced values are then classified with the help of Adaboost
Classifier for epilepsy classification from EEG signals. Results show that when Hilbert
Transform is classified with Adaboost, a classification accuracy of 93.92% is obtained.
When HLLE is classified with Adaboost, a classification accuracy of 92.83% is obtained.

Keywords
Epilepsy � EEG � Hilbert � HLLE

Introduction

Epilepsy is considered as a common and chronic neurolog-
ical disorder affecting millions of people across the globe
[1]. This disorder is witnessed by recurrent seizures and it is
highly unpredictable in nature. The characteristic features of
the human brain with respect to epilepsy are detected by a
famous non invasive technique called EEG [2]. In the
cerebral cortex of the human brain, due to the synaptic
excitation of the dendrites of various neurons, the current
flows and the measurement of it is EEG. When the neurons
are activated, within the dendrites the synaptic currents are

produced which generates a secondary electrical field over
the scalp of the human brain. By placing the multiple elec-
trode EEG machines either over the cortex or from inside the
brain, the recordings can be done in various formats. The
most significant and traditional way of analysis of epileptic
EEG signals is by means of visual inspection by an expert in
clinical sciences [3]. As it is prone to a longer duration with
certain other drawbacks, automated seizure detection and
classification techniques has to be developed. A lot of works
has been published in the past few decades with respect to
epilepsy classification from EEG signals.

For the long term intracranial EEG recordings, the sei-
zures were detected automatically by using wavelet trans-
forms and Support Vector Machines (SVM) by Liu et al. [4].
Probabilistic Mixture Models (PMM) was used for the
classification of epilepsy by Prabhakar and Rajaguru [5].
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A hierarchical methodology of EEG classification for
epileptic detection based on the concept of wavelet packet
entropy feature extraction was done by Wang et al. [6]. For
detection of epilepsy, a neural network approach was
developed by Nigam and Graupe [7]. The time-frequency
analysis and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was utilized
by Tzallas et al. for automatic seizure detection [8]. A patient
remote monitoring system was developed by Prabhakar and
Rajaguru for epilepsy classification from EEG signals [9]. In
this paper, the concept of Hilbert Transform and HLLE are
utilized as dimensionality reduction techniques and then it is
classified with Adaboost Classifier. The Fig. 1 shows the
block diagram of the work.

In this paper, the materials and methods are discussed in
Sect. 2 along with the usage of Hilbert Transform and HLLE
as dimensionality reduction techniques. The classification
using Adaboost Classifier is given in Sect. 3 followed by
results and discussion in Sect. 4. The paper is concluded in
Sect. 5.

Materials and Methods

The cleansing of the electrodes is done initially before
placing the electrodes on the scalp of the epileptic patients.
In our case, twenty epileptic patients were considered and
the readings were obtained from them by placing the 16
channel electrodes on the scalp of these patients according to
the standard 10–20 International system. These patients were
admitted at Sri Ramakrishna Hospital, Coimbatore, India, for
their epilepsy treatment and upon explain the necessity of
research to them and with the consent of both the doctors
and patients, the EEG data was collected in European Data
Format (EDF). The EEG data was split into three epochs for
all the 16 channels of every epileptic patient. Each epoch had
around 400 values and so the total number of values for all
the channels in 20 patients was too high to process. Here the
values represent the instantaneous amplitude level of the

EEG signals. As there is a huge amount of data present here,
dimensionality reduction is absolutely necessary and so
Hilbert Transform and HLLE is used.

A. Hilbert Transform:

In the context of signal processing, Hilbert Transform has
played an important role always. Especially, if a particular
sequence is causal in nature, then the real and imaginary part
of its Hilbert Transform relation has an enormous role to
play in it [10]. From the analytic function properties, the
development of Hilbert Transform relations can be obtained
formally. It is developed on the view that the real and
imaginary sections of Z-transform of a particular causal
sequence are the transforms of even and odd component of
the sequence. Based on the arbitrary continuous signal,
Hilbert transform is heavily dependent on it and majority of
the signals are time limited and can be digitally sampled. For
analyzing the frequency content of the signal with respect to
time, Hilbert Transform is used widely.

The Hilbert Transform qðtÞ ¼ HfwðtÞg is expressed as

qðtÞ ¼ 1
p

Z1

�1

wðsÞ
s� t

ds

The complex analytic signal represented as hðtÞ is defined
as

hðtÞ ¼ wðtÞþ jqðtÞ
hðtÞ ¼ BðtÞ:e jwðtÞ

where qðtÞ is the Hilbert Transform of wðtÞ. The envelope of
hðtÞ is BðtÞ and the instantaneous phase of hðtÞ denoted as
wðtÞ is expressed as

wðtÞ ¼ tan�1 qðtÞ
wðtÞ

The power and instantaneous frequency of the signal can
be determined easily with the help of Hilbert Transform.

B. Hessian Local Linear Embedding:

As a variant of LLE technique, it is widely used. The
conceptual framework is observed as a modification of
Laplacian Eigen maps framework [11]. In such modifica-
tions, Laplacian is replaced by Hessian in the quadratic form.
If the Laplacian is replaced by a Hessian, then a global
embedding is found out which is linear in all the sets of local
tangent coordinates. A dataset Y is considered which consists
of A data points y1; y2; . . .; yA in a high dimensional space
<D. It is hypothesized that they lie on a manifold which is
smooth A � <D which has an intrinsic dimensionality d\D.

Raw EEG Signals
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Hilbert Transform HLLE

Adaboost Classifier for Classification

Performance Metrics Analysis

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the work
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Assume Y ¼ y1; y2; ::; yA½ � 2 <D�M and Z ¼
z1; z2; . . .; zA½ � 2 <d�M indicate the nature of all the sampled
points along with their embedding coordinates. Recovering
the corresponding low-dimensional co-ordinates zi 2 c of
every yi 2 A is the main objective of this manifold based
dimensionality reduction technique. A is the signal of every
coordinate space c � <d under a smooth mapping criteria
w : c ! <D. The mapping w is a local-isometric embedding
and its inverse mapping / ¼ w�1 : A ! <d gives the local
isometric coordinate. If on the interior of A, let y be a fixed
point and the tangent space defined at y is TyðAÞ. Then on the
tangent space, orthogonal coordinates are utilized to define
the Hessian in order to compute the Hessian of a particular
function f : A ! <. Assuming the tangent coordinate of y 2
NðyÞ is expressed as v, where NðyÞ denotes the local patch
built by the point y and its k-nearest neighbours. The rule
defines a function h ¼ V ! <, where V is the neighborhood
of v 2 <d and is found by the tangent coordinate of NðyÞ.
The Hessian of q at y in tangent coordinates is expressed as
the ordinary Hessian of h and is expressed as

Htan
q

� �
i;j
ðyÞ ¼ @

@vi

@

@vj
hðvÞ

����
v¼/ðyÞ

Various tangent Hessians are obtained by various local
coordinate systems. All the Hessians share the similar

Frobenius norm Htan
q ðyÞ

��� ���2
Q
, so that the quadratic form is

well defined as

HðqÞ ¼
Z
A

Htan
q ðyÞ

��� ���2
Q
dy

where the canonical measure which corresponds to the
volume form on A is expressed as dy. The average curviness
of 0q0 over the manifold A is expressed by the functional
HðqÞ.

Adaboost Classifier for Classification

The dimensionally reduced values are then fed inside the
Adaboost Classifier for epilepsy classification from EEG
signals. The main idea of the classifier ensemble is to
combine the outputs obtained from a number of weak
learners and one such famous classifier is Adaboost Classi-
fier [12]. For every dimensionally reduced value, the optimal
threshold classification function is determined by the weak
learner such that the minimum numbers of samples are
misclassified. Therefore a weak classifier hðc; g; q; hÞ com-
prises of a feature g, a threshold ðhÞ and a polarity q that
mentions the direction of the inequality sign as follows

hðc; g; q; hÞ ¼ 1 if q f ðcÞ\qh
0 if otherwise

�

For classifier learning, the boosting process and the
Adaboost algorithm is as follows:

First step: Given the sample signals ðc1; d1Þ. . .:ðcn;dnÞ,
where di ¼ 0 and 1for negative and positive samples.

Second step: The weight v1 initialization is done as

follows
i ¼ 1=2s for di ¼ 0
i ¼ 1=2l for di ¼ 1

Third step: For t ¼ 1; ::T

(i) The normalization of the weights are done as
vt;i ¼ vt;jPn

j¼1
vt;j
, where the probability distribution is

known as vt
(ii) With respect to the weighted error, the best weak

classifier is selected as

et ¼ min
g;q;h

X
vi hðci; g; q; hÞ � dij j

(iii) htðcÞ ¼ hðc; gt; qt; htÞ is defined where gt, qt and ht
are the minimizers of et.

(iv) The weights are updated as vtþ 1;i ¼ vt;ib
1�ji
t , where

ji ¼ 0 if example ci is properly classified otherwise,
ji ¼ 1 and bt ¼ jt=1� jt

Fourth step: The final strong classifier is expressed as

ZðcÞ ¼ 1
PT
t¼1

athtðcÞ� 1=2
PT
t¼1

at

0 otherwise

8<
:

where, at ¼ log 1=bt.
Thus using the Adaboost algorithm, the strong classifier

can be trained. The best performing weak classifier is chosen
from a collection of weak classifiers over numerous
sequences which act on a single sample of dimensionally
reduced values.

Results and Discussion

When Hilbert Transform and HLLE are employed to reduce
the dimensions of the EEG data and when it is classified with
the Adaboost Classifier, parameters like Performance Index,
Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, Time Delay and Quality
Values are evaluated and the average results are computed in
Tables 1 and 2. The mathematical formulae for the Perfor-
mance Index (PI), Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy are
given as follows

PI ¼ PC �MC � FA

PC

� �
� 100
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where PC = Perfect Classification, MC = Missed Classifi-
cation and FA = False Alarm. The Sensitivity, Specificity
and Accuracy measures are mathematically formulated by
the following

Sensitivity ¼ PC

PCþFA
� 100

Specificity ¼ PC

PCþMC
� 100

Accuracy ¼ Sensitivityþ Specificity

2

The Quality Value QV is mathematically expressed as

Qv ¼ C

ðRfa þ 0:2Þ � ðTdly � Pdct þ 6 � PmsdÞ
where C denotes the scaling constant, Rfa expresses the
number of false alarm per set, Tdly indicates the average
delay of the onset classification in s, Pdct mentions the per-
centage of perfect classification and Pmsd specifies the per-
centage of perfect risk level missed.

The time delay is mathematically given as follows

Time Delay ¼ 2� PC

100
þ 6�MC

100

	 


If Hilbert Transform is used as dimensionality reduction
technique and when it is classified with Adaboost Classifier,
an average classification accuracy of 93.92% is obtained. An
average quality value of 19.02 along with an average time
delay of about 1.93 s is also obtained.

If HLLE is utilized as dimensionality reduction technique
and when it is classified with Adaboost Classifier, an average
classification accuracy of 92.83% is obtained. An average
quality value of about 18.86 along with an average time
delay of 2.10 s is also obtained.

Conclusion

As epilepsy is recognized as a chronic and serious neuro-
logical disorder, a very good research on this disorder is the
need of the hour. In this paper, the dimensionality of the
epileptic EEG signals was reduced with the help of Hilbert

Table 1 Hilbert transform with adaboost classifier

Name Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Average

PC (%) 87.24 86.30 90.00 87.85

MC (%) 4.53 3.28 1.24 3.02

FA (%) 8.21 10.37 8.72 9.10

PI (%) 84.34 83.54 88.60 85.49

Sensitivity (%) 91.77 89.58 91.25 90.87

Specificity (%) 95.46 96.71 98.75 96.97

Time delay(s) 2.01 1.92 1.87 1.93

Quality values 19.04 18.40 19.61 19.02

Accuracy (%) 93.62 93.15 95.00 93.92

Table 2 HLLE with adaboost classifier

Name Epoch 1 Epoch 2 Epoch 3 Average

PC (%) 86.04 82.76 88.23 85.67

MC (%) 7.55 7.70 4.53 6.59

FA (%) 6.39 9.52 7.21 7.71

PI (%) 82.78 77.24 86.05 82.02

Sensitivity (%) 93.59 90.46 92.76 92.27

Specificity (%) 92.44 92.29 95.46 93.40

Time delay (s) 2.17 2.11 2.03 2.10

Quality values 18.89 18.21 19.48 18.86

Accuracy (%) 93.02 91.38 94.11 92.83
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Transform and HLLE and later it was classified with the
Adaboost Classifier. The results show that an average clas-
sification accuracy with the help of Adaboost Classifier
obtained is 93.92% when Hilbert Transform is employed and
92.83% when HLLE is employed. Future works aim to
utilize various other versatile post classification schemes for
epilepsy classification.
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Performance Analysis of Factor Analysis
and Isomap with Hybrid ABC-PSO Classifier
for Epilepsy Classification

S. K. Prabhakar and H. Rajaguru

Abstract
In human beings, one of the prevalent and most disturbing neurological disorder is epilepsy
which is observed by recurrent seizures due to the abnormal electrical activities of the brain.
Due to epilepsy, various symptoms like loss of consciousness, muscle jerks and spasms,
fatigueness and so on occur. As the seizures occur randomly, the patients cannot be aware
of it and so the physical risk and injury associated with it is quite high. To diagnose and
analyze epilepsy, Electroencephalography (EEG) signals are used as an important tool. The
recorded scheme of electrical activity due to the excessive firing of neurons within the brain
can be measured with the help of EEG. The entire visual analysis of EEG signals is difficult
due to its lengthy range of recordings. Therefore, in this paper Factor Analysis and Isomap
are used to reduce the dimensions of the EEG data and then the dimensionally reduced
values are classified with the help of Hybrid Artificial Bee Colony—Particle Swarm
Optimization (ABC-PSO) algorithm to classify the epilepsy from EEG signals. The results
show that an average classification accuracy of 96.90% along with an average time delay of
2.23 s is obtained when Factor Analysis is classified with Hybrid ABC-PSO. When Isomap
is used along with Hybrid ABC-PSO, a classification accuracy of 97.87% is obtained along
with an average time delay of 2.07 s.

Keywords
EEG � Epilepsy � Factor analysis � Isomap

Introduction

One of the long lasting and severe neurological disorder is
epilepsy and it is characterized by electrophysiological dis-
turbances and seizures in the human brain [1]. The seizure
may range from short period of muscle bumps to prolonged
periods of robust shaking in the human body. In the nerve
cells of the cerebral cortex, when unusual paroxysmal dis-
charges occur the seizure occurs and so the brain can
become dysfunctional. With the help of physiological EEG
signals, the status of the information about the brain status

can be known easily and so it is widely utilized to under-
stand and analyze the various activities of the brain. Most
significantly, a lot of vital information is provided by EEG to
the doctors and clinicians regarding the epileptic seizure
disorder. EEG signals on visual inspection require a very
high level of keen concentration because of its lengthy
nature. As EEG signals are highly non linear and non sta-
tionary in nature, processing it is quite difficult. By fixing an
electrode on the scalp of the subject with the help of
placement of standardized electrodes, the EEG recordings
can be done easily. Various artifacts present in the signals
severely affect the quality of the signal and so elimination of
it is important. Due to the power line electrical noise, mus-
cular activities and eye blinking during the signal acquisition
procedure, the noise can happen easily. As the EEG
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recordings are quite long, it will possess a huge number of
data along with noise and to process it is quite impractical.
Therefore dimensionality reduction is used to reduce the
dimensions of the data and then it is classified with post
classifiers. In literature, very good works have been pro-
posed for epilepsy classification from EEG signals. Some of
the famous works are as follows.

An overview about the various techniques for seizure
detection and prediction was done by Giannakakis et al. [2].
With the help of linear and non linear EEG analysis meth-
ods, the absence seizure epilepsy detection was proposed by
Sakkalis et al. [3]. The code converters technique and the
kernel maximum uncertainty discriminant analysis for epi-
lepsy classification were done by Rajaguru and Prabhakar
[4]. An evidence theory based approach for detection of
epileptic seizures using EEG signals was done by Mohamed
and Shaban [5]. The detection of epileptic seizures was done
with the help of neural fuzzy networks by Sadati et al. [6].
For the implementation of the EEG automatic seizure
detection, an adaptive structure neural network was used by
Weng and Khorasawi [7]. The Bayesian Linear Discriminant
Analysis (BLDA) along with Hybrid ABC-PSO was
implemented for epilepsy classification in [8]. In this paper,
Factor Analysis and Isomap are used as dimensionality
reduction techniques and then it is classified with Hybrid
ABC-PSO Classifier. The organization of the paper is as
follows. In Sect. Materials and Methods, the materials and
methods are explained followed by the usage of Hybrid
ABC-PSO as the post classifier in Sect. Hybrid ABC-PSO
for Classification. The results and discussion are given in
Sect. Results and Discussion and it is concluded in
Sect. Conclusion. The pictorial representation of the work is
depicted in Fig. 1 as follows.

Materials and Methods

In this study, a total of 20 epileptic patients were considered.
The epileptic patients were admitted at the Neurology
Department of Sri Ramakrishna Hospital, Coimbatore, India
for their treatment and with the permission of both the
doctors and patients the EEG recordings were taken from
them. For various stages like eyes closed/open, fully sleep,
partially awake and fully awake, the recordings was mea-
sured. According to the standard 10–20 International system,
the 16 channel electrodes were kept on the scalp of the
epileptic patients and then in the European Data Format
(EDF) the recordings were obtained. Each patient had 16
channels and each channel was split into epochs, probably
3–4. The recordings were done for more than 55 min and
later using EEG amplification equipments, the signal was
amplified. Approximately, 400 values are embedded in a
single epoch of a single channel for a patient. As the total
values in all the epochs of all the channels for all the patients
exceeds a very high level, processing it is quite difficult and
so dimensionality reduction techniques are absolutely
necessary.

A. Factor Analysis for Dimensionality Reduction:

For data reduction, one of the commonly used techniques
is factor analysis and it is a multivariate technique [9]. A set
of variables is represented by a smaller number of variables
called factors. Such factors are assumed to be underlying
constructs which cannot be easily measured by a single
variable. Factor analysis is designed for both internal data
and ordinal data. There should always be a linear relation for
both the different variables used in Factor Analysis. There
must be at least a moderate correlation among the variables
utilized. The algebraic representation of the factor analysis
model is done as follows:

If there are 0q0 variables Y1; Y2; . . .; Yq measured on a
sample of 0m0 subjects; then the variable j is expressed as a
linear combination of s factors F1;F2; . . .;Fs, where s\q.
Therefore,

Yj ¼ bj1F1 þ bj2F2 þ . . .:þ bjsFs þ hi

where the bj is known as the factor loadings or scores for
variable j and hi is the part of the variable Yj that cannot be
explained by the factors.

The 3 vital steps in factor analysis are as follows:
First Step: The initial factor loadings are calculated with

the help of 2 techniques such as principal component method
or principal axis factoring method. Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is used in principal component method and
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the technique
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the obtained factors will not be the actual principal com-
ponents though the coefficients of the kth principal compo-
nent is proportional to the loadings of the kth factor. In the
principal axis factoring method, it aims to seek the lowest
number of factors which amounts for the variability in the
original variables. Here the principal component method is
chosen, and the resulting factors produced at this stage are
uncorrelated.

Second Step: The rotation of factors is done in this
step. The factors are rotated once the calculation of the initial
factor loadings is done. This is implemented so that the
factors which can be interpreted easily are found out. If there
are several clusters of variables, then the rotation aims to
make the variable present in a subgroup as high as possible.
Oblique and Orthogonal rotation are the two types of rota-
tions used. In oblique rotation, the resulting factors will be
correlated and in orthogonal rotation, the resulting factors
will be uncorrelated and so orthogonal rotation is used.

Third Step: In this step, the calculation of Factor Scores
is done. For the calculation of the final factor scores, the
value of the 0s0 factors F1;F2; . . .;Fs is determined so that a
decision can be made so as to know the inclusion of as many
wanted factors as possible.

B. Isomap for Dimensionality Reduction:

In Isomap or isometric feature mapping, a pair of curvi-
linear distances is preserved in between the data points [9].
Firstly, on the manifold M, the determination of which
points are neighbours are done based on the distances
dYða; bÞ between the pair of points ða; bÞ in the input space
Y. Two simple techniques are present to connect each point
to the rest of the points with some fixed radius e. On the data
points, a weighted graph G is used to represent a neigh-
borhood relation with edges of weight dYða; bÞ in between
the neighboring points. The estimation of the geodesic dis-
tances dMða; bÞ is done in between all pairs of points on a
particular manifold M. It is done by the computation of the
shortest path distances dGða; bÞ in the graph G. To the matrix
of graph distances DG ¼ dGða; bÞf g, the classical Multidi-
mensional Scaling (MDS) is applied so that the best
preservation of the manifold’s estimated geometry can be
done. The global coordinates in the isomap gives a simpli-
fied methodology to manipulate high dimensional observa-
tions in terms of non linear degrees of freedom.

Hybrid ABC-PSO for Classification

The dimensionally reduced values by means of Factor
Analysis and Isomap are then classified with the help of
Hybrid ABC-PSO Classifier for epilepsy classification. To

avoid the local optima, ABC is widely used so that it can
easily make up the drawback of PSO. Optimal solutions can
be found out in PSO and so it is used widely. To make use of
both the algorithms and to improve the computation process,
the Hybriding of these 2 algorithms are done as follows [8].

First step: The parameters are initialized at the first
step. The number of individuals of the swarm, search range
of the solution, maximum circle-index and the necessary
constants are set.

Second step: The colony is initialized as the second
step. With a specific number of individuals, a colony is
generated. As a bee colony, it is split into 2 types such as
unemployed foragers and employed foragers based on the
fitness value of each individuals. As a particle swarm, the
fitness value of every particle is calculated and the best
location is chosen as the global best location. The iter is
used to represent the cyclic number and iter ¼ 1.

Third step: In bee colony stage, for every forager which is
employed, it searches for better sources while gathering
honey from the current source. If the new source is found,
then it switches to the new one from the current. For every
forager which is unemployed, it tries to follow the employed
forager based on the quality of sources available. If the source
quality is better, then more unemployed foragers will turn to
it. The employed one searches for the new sources found
around and then the fitness value of each and every source is
determined. Once the choices have been made, the generation
of the best solution is done which is named as Glob:Min.

Fourth step: In the particle swarm stage, the location is
found out by comparing the solutions of each particle
experienced and it is named as Ta best.

Fifth step: The minimum value of Glob:Min and the
value of Ta best which can be called as Glob:Mins is
expressed by the following expression as

Glob:Mins ¼ Glob:Min if Glob:Min � Ta best
Ta best if Ta best � Glob:Min

�

As both these values of Glob:Min and Ta best are equal to
the value Glob:Mins, it is substituted to the next iteration,
iter ¼ iterþ 1.

Sixth step: It is denoted that the number of circles is
greater than the maximum of the circle-index. If it is not,
then return to step 2 or else the computing process is ended
and the value of Glob:Mins is recorded.

Results and Discussion

When Factor Analysis and Isomap are utilized as dimen-
sionality reduction techniques and when it is classified with
Hybrid ABC-PSO Classifier, parameters like Performance
Index, Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity, Time Delay and
Quality Values are evaluated and the average results are
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computed in Tables 1 and 2. The mathematical formulae for
the Performance Index (PI), Sensitivity, Specificity and
Accuracy are given as follows

PI ¼ PC �MC � FA

PC

� �
� 100

where PC = Perfect Classification, MC = Missed Classifi-
cation and FA = False Alarm. The Sensitivity, Specificity
and Accuracy measures are mathematically formulated by
the following

Sensitivity ¼ PC

PCþFA
� 100

Specificity ¼ PC

PCþMC
� 100

Accuracy ¼ Sensitivityþ Specificity

2

The Quality Value QV is mathematically expressed as

Qv ¼ C

ðRfa þ 0:2Þ � ðTdly � Pdct þ 6 � PmsdÞ

where C indicates the scaling constant, Rfa defines the
number of false alarm per set, Tdly mentions the average
delay of the onset classification in seconds, Pdct specifies the
percentage of perfect classification and Pmsd indicates the
percentage of perfect risk level missed.

The time delay is mathematically given as follows

TimeDelay ¼ 2� PC

100
þ 6�MC

100

� �

If Factor Analysis is considered as dimensionality
reduction technique and when it is classified with Hybrid
ABC-PSO Classifier, an average classification accuracy of
96.90% is obtained. An average quality value of 22.21
along with an average time delay of about 2.23 s is also
obtained.

If Isomap is considered as dimensionality reduction
technique and when it is classified with Hybrid ABC-PSO
Classifier, an average classification accuracy of 97.87% is
obtained. An average quality value of about 22.50 along
with an average time delay of 2.07 s is also obtained.

Conclusion

As epilepsy is a serious neurological menace to the human
community, detection and classification of this disorder
plays a vital role in medical research. Thus in this paper,
two dimensionality reduction techniques were successfully
implemented and later it was classified with ABC-PSO
Classifier. Results show that an average classification
accuracy of 96.90% is obtained when Factor Analysis is
used with ABC-PSO and an average classification accuracy
of 97.87% is obtained when Isomap is used with ABC-PSO.
Future works aim to discuss different dimensionality
reduction techniques with ABC-PSO Classifier.
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Performance Analysis of Breast Cancer
Classification with Softmax Discriminant
Classifier and Linear Discriminant Analysis

S. K. Prabhakar and H. Rajaguru

Abstract
The early detection and classification of cancer is very important in order to save the life of
a person. One of the dreadful diseases affecting ladies is breast cancer and it is a major
concern in the medical field. The breast cancer arises from the tissues of the breast cells.
Similar to other parts of the human body, breast comprises of numerous microscopic cells.
In the case of breast cancer, the multiplication of the cells happens rapidly in the breast and
spreads to other parts of the human body. In the recent years, various machine learning and
soft computing techniques were employed to classify various medical issues including
breast cancer. In this paper, the breast cancer was classified with the aid of two techniques
such as Softmax Discriminant Classifier (SDC) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
Results show that an average classification accuracy of 97.75% is obtained when LDA is
used and an average classification accuracy of 100% is obtained when SDC is used.

Keywords
Breast cancer � SDC � LDA � Accuracy

Introduction

Due to the rapid advancements in engineering and medical
fields, the main reason of death has seen a paradigm shift
from infectious diseases to cardiovascular problems,
tumours and cancers. Among the cancers, the breast cancer
is one of the fatal cancers affecting women and the second
most prominently occurring cancers next to lung cancer in
women [1]. If the cancer is detected at a much earlier stage,
then it easily reduces the risk of death. The Breast Cancer
affects women of various ages and the breast tissue; lobules
are severely affected by this disease. Based on the origin, the
breast cancer can be classified into two types as ductal car-
cinoma and lobular carcinoma. If the cancer originates from
milk ducts then it is known as ductal carcinoma and if it
originates from lobules, then it is known as lobular

carcinoma. The exact causes of breast cancer are not known
but a lot of risk factors attribute to this cancer. The envi-
ronmental and genetic factors play a vital role in this cancer.
The environmental factors like poor diet, obesity, lack of
physical activities and alcohol consumption are the main
causes. In genetic factors, the family history, personal health
status, density of breast tissue, menstrual history, age, gen-
der, genome changes etc. are the main causes [2]. A lump
formation is the initial symptom of a breast cancer and it is
due to the tiny calcium deposits. These tumours can be
malignant or benign. The malignant tumours are very dan-
gerous as it can be quite aggressive and the cancer can
spread over all the body cells. The benign cells are generally
non cancerous and non aggressive in nature. During ancient
periods, without the advent of effective and efficient tech-
niques, the treatment and diagnostic procedures proved to be
quite fatal. But today due to the automated computer aided
detection and classification techniques, the breast cancer can
be easily detected and classified. Some of the famous works
done in this field are as follows.
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With the help of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and
Radial Basis Function (RBF), the breast cancer classification
was done by Rajaguru and Prabhakar [3]. A computer aided
system for an in-depth analysis of breast cancer classification
was done by Shanthi and Bhaskaran [4]. Fuzzy C means
technique was used to detect breast cancer in Wisconsin
prognostic breast cancer data sets by Tintu and Paulin [5].
With cascaded ensemble classifiers, a highly reliable breast
cancer diagnosing methodology was done by Zhang et al.
[6]. For the diagnosis of breast cancer on various datasets,
the neural network approaches was utilized by Chunekar and
Ambulgekar [7]. For the breast cancer diagnosis problem,
the application of K-nearest neighbours algorithm was
implemented by Sarkar and Leong [8]. In this work, SDC
and LDA are used to classify the breast cancer. The orga-
nization of the paper is as follows. In section “Materials and
Methods”, the materials and methods are discussed followed
by the classification of breast cancer using SDC and LDA in
section “Classification Using SDC and LDA”. The results
and discussion are given in section “Results and Discussion”
and the conclusion is given in section “Conclusion”. The
block diagram of the work is given in Fig. 1.

Materials and Methods

For totally 82 breast cancer patients, the dataset was
obtained from the Oncology Department of Sri Kup-
puswamy Naidu Hospital, Coimbatore, India. The patients
were taking their treatment at the hospital and with consent
of both the cancer patients and the oncologists the data was
collected from them. The data was obtained from both
reports and charts.

The main reports analyzed are pathological, radiological
and operative while the main charts analyzed was both
hospital and referral charts. The primary parameters

analyzed for breast cancer detection and classification are
lump size and location, the size of the breast, the position of
the nipples and the nipple level, oral hygiene, family plan-
ning, history of breast feeding, menopause, menstrual cycle,
menstrual duration, number of abortions, age, marital status,
general habits, food habits, lifestyle, family history of breast
cancer, previous surgeries and various tests reported from
the current treatment. Into four different stages (T1–T4), the
stages of breast cancer was classified according to the
standard International Union Against Cancer (UICC) [3]. T4
means the severity level is higher and T1 means the severity
level is lower. T3 is less severe than T4 and more severe than
T2. T2 is more severe than T1 and less severe than T3. In T1
stage, 20 patients are present, in T2 stage 28 patients are
present, in T3 stage 11 patients are present and in T4 stage
23 patients are present. Once the clinical values are obtained,
it is converted into its respective numerical values. The Chi
square test is performed to the numerical values while
simultaneously classifying it with both SDC and LDA
classifier. Then it is compared with the Tumour Node
Metasis (TNM) stage to evaluate the results.

A. Chi Square Test:

A very significant test regarding the non-parametric
analysis is the Chi square test. It is widely used as it is easy
for interpretation and analysis of any nominal data. It is
commonly used in studies dealing with discrete data,
demographics and so on. In one or more category, to
determine a vital difference between the expected frequen-
cies and the observed frequencies, Chi square test is utilized.
The primary Chi square test requirements are that it should
have a quantitative data, must have one or more categories,
should possess adequate sample size, must have independent
observations and should have a simple random sample. The
Chi square formula utilized here is as follows

v2 ¼ ðOq � EqÞ2
Eq

where Oq is the observed number of cases in category q, and
Eq is the expected number of cases in category q. By cal-
culating the difference between the observed number of
cases and the expected number of cases in each and every
category, the Chi square test is performed. Then the squaring
of difference is done and it is divided by the expected
number of classes. After the calculation of Chi square val-
ues, sometimes degree of freedom is also computed because
it gives us the total number of values that are free to differ
after the restriction has been imposed on the data. For the
breast cancer patient, the results of the Chi Square Test are
computed in Table 1.

Clinical Values Acquisition

Numerical Format Conversion

SDC

Comparing it with Tumour, Node, Metasis Stage

Comparison agreed for more than 80%

Stop

Performing 
Chi square test

LDA

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the work
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With respect to the data distribution, Chi square test is
very robust and its ease of computation helps to handle the
data in a flexible manner.

Classification Using SDC and LDA

The breast cancer classification analysis was done with the
help of both SDC and LDA classifiers. The primary inputs
were fed inside the classifiers to detect and analyze the breast
cancer classification process.

A. Softmax Discriminant Classifier

Assume the training set D ¼ D1;D2; . . .;Dl½ � 2 <f�g is

obtained from ‘l’ distinct classes. Dl ¼ Dl
1;D

l
2; . . .;D

l
gl

h i
2

<f�gl indicates gl samples from the lth class, wherePl
i¼1 gi ¼ g. The primary intention of SDC is to determine

the specific class to which a testing sample belongs to [9].
By using the weighting distance between the testing sample
and the training sample it can be done easily. Assuming
d 2 <f�1 is the testing sample. In SDC, the l class samples
are used to represent the test sample so that the achievement
of minimum reconstruction error is obtained [9]. Between
the l class samples and the testing samples, the non linear
transformation value is maximized and it seems to be the
primary intention of SDC. The SDC is defined as follows

zðdÞ ¼ argmax
j

hid

zðdÞ ¼ argmax
j

log
Xgi
n¼1

exp �k d � d j
n

�� ��
2

� � !

where h j
d;mðdÞ represents the distance in between the testing

sample and jth class, so that d is identified. The parameter
k[ 0 can provide a relative penalty cost. If d belongs to a
jth class, then d and d j

n would have same features and so
d � d j

n

�� ��
2
will be chosen to zero. The achievement of

maximum value is done asymptotically by h j
d so that the

value is maximized.

B. Linear Discriminant Analysis

The optimal solution vector is selected as the best pro-
jection direction dependent on the Fisher criterion function
in LDA [10]. After the projection is done in this direction,
the original dataset has homogeneous samples closely
related to each other and the heterogeneous samples are
separated quite far away from each other. Assuming a set G
consisting of ‘M’ d-dimensional samples g1; g2; . . .:; gm in
which M1 samples belonging to class v1 is indicated as
subset G1 andM2 samples belonging to class v2 are indicated
as subset G2. The linear combination of the Gm components
is expressed as

zM ¼ vTgm;m ¼ 1; 2; . . .;M

In such a manner, a set of ‘M’ one-dimensional samples
zm is obtained which can be divided into 2 classes such as z1
and z2. The absolute value of v has generally no influence on
the classification process. The degree of separability is
affected by the direction of v after the projection of samples,
thereby the LDA algorithm looks for the best transformation
vector. The mean and prior probability of a particular class vi
are li and Qi, then the distribution matrix Tv and the
inter-class scatter matrix Tc of the samples are defined as
follows

Tv ¼
X2
i¼1

QiTi

Ti ¼ E g� lið Þ g� lið ÞT ��g 2 vi
� �

is the covariance
matrix of class vi.

Tc ¼
X2
i¼1

Qiðli � l0Þðli � l0ÞT

The mean of sample is represented as l0 ¼ 1
N

PM
i¼1

gi.

The maximization of the inter-class matrix and the
intra-class matrix should be done so that the inter-class
dispersion is maximized and the intra-class dispersion is
minimized. The construction of the Fisher criterion function
is done as follows

JðgoptÞ ¼ argmax
g

gTTcgj j
gTTvgj j

The above equation is the generalized Rayleigh quotient
of matrix Tc which is relative to the matrix Tv. When Tv is
singular, the column vector gopt of the best projection matrix
is simply the Eigen vector which corresponds to the largest
Eigen Values.

Table 1 Chi square test measures for the breast cancer patients

Performance of chi square test

Minimum value Maximum value Average value

T1 3.84 19.52 11.7

T2 21.2 32.96 26.9

T3 30.72 40.85 35.5

T4 41.92 90.08 66
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Results and Discussion

For the Breast Cancer classification analysis, the bench mark
parameters taken into consideration are Perfect Classifica-
tion, Missed Classification, False Alarm, Sensitivity and
Specificity measures followed by Accuracy measures and
are represented by the following mathematical formulae as

PI ¼ PC �MC � FA

PC

� 	
� 100

PC = Perfect Classification, MC = Missed Classification
and FA = False Alarm. The Sensitivity, Specificity and
Accuracy measures are mathematically expressed by the
following formulae

Sensitivity ¼ PC

PCþFA
� 100

Specificity ¼ PC

PCþMC
� 100

Accuracy ¼ Sensitivityþ Specificity

2

Table 2 shows the Performance Analysis of SDC Clas-
sifier for the various stages of Breast Cancer based on the
severity level. Table 3 shows the Performance Analysis of
LDA Classifier for the various stages of Breast Cancer based

on the severity level. Table 4 shows the Consolidated
Accuracy Analysis of Clinical Values with the LDA clas-
sifier and SDC Classifier for the various stages Classifica-
tion of breast cancer.

Conclusion

Thus breast cancer is one of the serious medical issues for
women. Early detection and classification is a must to
improve the quality of life of breast cancer patient. In this
paper, the breast cancer was detected and classified with the
help of SDC and LDA classifiers. The results show that for
T1 Stage and T2 Stage, an average classification accuracy of
100% is obtained for both the classifiers. In T3 and T4
stages, the classification accuracy was 100% for SDC while
for LDA it was 94.73% in T3 stage and 96.29% in T4 stage
respectively. The overall average classification accuracy for
LDA is 97.75% while for SDC it was 100%. Future works
aim to utilize various other techniques for efficient breast
cancer classification.
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Emotion Recognition from Haptic Touch
on Android Device Screens

C. Maramis, L. Stefanopoulos, I. Chouvarda, and N. Maglaveras

Abstract
The recognition of the emotional state of an individual at a given time point provides
valuable information that can find numerous health-related applications, e.g., interventions
treating mental or physiological health problems. However, efficient emotion recognition
remains a difficult task, often attempted subjectively, with obtrusive means and/or using
specialized hardware. The present work uses haptic touch data acquired from Android
smartphones to takes the first step towards the development of an objective, unobtrusive
and real-life emotion recognition method that exploits the association between emotion and
haptic touch. Focusing on four basic emotions (Excitement, Relaxation, Boredom and
Frustration) the proposed method achieves very promising classification accuracy using a
mixture of feature extraction and machine learning based classification techniques.
A well-sized haptic touch dataset has been collected to support the method development
and performance evaluation.

Keywords
Emotion recognition � Haptic touch � Android OS

Introduction

The recognition of an individual’s emotional state at a given
point in time is of great value for numerous health-related
settings. Monitoring and analyzing the emotional status in
conjunction with treatment progress can provide actionable
information concerning, for example, patients facing mild
mental issues, orthopedic rehabilitation and almost any case
of long-term recovery or treatment [1, 2]. In the context of
medical intervention development, emotion recognition can
also provide useful insight about the patients’ satisfaction
level with respect to the intervention, facilitating, for
example, the prevention of drop-outs.

Despite the variety of its potential applications, the actual
task of accurately recognizing a subject’s emotion remains
challenging. Several different techniques have been put to
use for emotion recognition, including self-reporting, facial
expression investigation [3], vocal pattern recognition [4]
and biosignal analysis (EEG, ECG, etc.) [5]. However, the
aforementioned emotion recognition techniques are either
obtrusive and user-unfriendly or not applicable in real life.
Instead, non-obtrusive methods that are able to objectively
recognize the emotion of a subject in real-time and in real-
life settings are missing.

The present work explores the well-known association
between emotion and haptic touch [6, 7] to make the first
step towards the development of an emotion recognition
method with the aforementioned using haptic touch data
acquired from Android devices. This step concerns algo-
rithm development, where several feature extraction and
machine learning (ML) based classification techniques are
tested for their emotion recognition performance on a haptic
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touch dataset collected through a well-designed data acqui-
sition experiment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time haptic touch data acquired from Android devices
are ever used for the emotion recognition.

Emotion Recognition Background

The present work adopts the Circumplex model of affect [8],
one of the most widely used Psychology-based models for
emotions categorization. In brief, Circumplex is a
2-dimensional spatial model that presents the interrelations
of affective concepts (emotions) in a circle. The vertical and
horizontal axes of the circle show the intensity and the
pleasantness of the emotions, respectively. The “represen-
tative” emotions of each circle quadrant and main recogni-
tion targets of this work are Excitement (intense and
pleasant), Relaxation (mild and pleasant), Boredom (mild
and unpleasant) and Frustration (intense and unpleasant). In
the framework of the present work, the basic emotions have
been stimulated by an openly accessible Affective Pic-
ture System (APS) [9], i.e., a dataset of images that, when
displayed, triggers specific emotions. The employed APS
has been validated against the International Affective Pic-
ture System [10].

Methods

Haptic Touch Data Acquisition

In order to develop the proposed emotion recognition
method, an appropriate dataset associating haptic touch
information with the emotional state of an individual had to
be acquired. This subsection describes the designed data
acquisition experiment and the acquired dataset itself.

(a) Data Acquisition Experiment

An Android application was developed for the purpose of
data acquisition. Its main functionality was to evoke an

emotion to the user and then ask the user to carry out a
neutral haptic activity so as to record a variety of haptic
touch data. The aforementioned APS (see section Emotion
Recognition Background) was employed to stimulate the
desired emotion. The participants were exposed to 4 sets of
10 randomly selected pictures from the APS, each set
associated with a different basic emotion. Right after the
presentation of a picture set, the participants were asked to
carry out a simple haptic activity involving 10 touches to the
Android device screen.

Twenty technology-competent subjects (S1–S20) were
recruited for the experiment (10 males/10 females, mean age
of 34). The experiment took place in a neutral, isolated
environment with no external stimuli. Each participant used
the developed application twice with a distance of 2 h
between the iterations.

(b) Acquired Dataset

The onTouchEvent() callback method of the Android
framework was used to retrieve information about the touch
events constituting a haptic activity. For each touch event, 3
pieces of information were recorded: (1) the applied pressure
on the touch screen, (2) the start-time of the touch event, and
(3) the end-time of the touch event. The start- and end-times
of a touch event were used for calculating the duration of the
event as well as its spacing (i.e., time-distance) from the
following touch event.

Since a haptic activity is completed in 10 touches, each
activity includes 10 ordered pressure values, 10 ordered
duration values, and 9 ordered spacing values. Table 1
demonstrates the schema of the acquired dataset and also
provides a sample of the acquired data. In total, data con-
cerning 40 haptic activities (20 subjects � 2 iterations)
associated with specific basic emotions were collected.

Emotion Recognition Algorithms

This section describes the development of emotion recog-
nition algorithm from the acquired haptic touch data, starting

Table 1 Haptic touch data acquired for the 1st iteration of S1. Distance and spacing are in milliseconds, while pressure is normalized to the range
[0, 1]

Emotion Pressure vector Duration vector Spacing vector

Excitement [0.243, 0.247, 0.247, 0.243, 0.243, 0.239, 0.243,
0.239, 0.243, 0.239]

[76, 73, 59, 43, 58, 44, 43, 45,
43, 29]

[0, 346, 360, 404, 405, 360, 375,
405, 404, 345]

Relaxation [0.235, 0.235, 0.235, 0.231, 0.239, 0.235,
0.235,0.227, 0.235, 0.235]

[65, 103, 132, 87, 87, 72, 87,
59, 58, 58]

[0, 420, 451, 331, 362, 345, 422,
405, 404, 421]

Boredom [0.220, 0.221, 0.227, 0.229, 0.227, 0.220, 0.225,
0.225, 0.216, 0.221]

[50, 74, 89, 87, 148, 89, 89,
119, 115, 82]

[0, 732, 762, 738, 808, 672, 719,
687, 691, 621]

Frustration [0.253, 0.257, 0.253, 0.257, 0.257, 0.257, 0.251,
0.253, 0.257, 0.257]

[57, 60, 60, 27, 71, 57, 54, 69,
57, 57]

[0, 212, 225, 255, 244, 227, 244,
246, 375, 330]
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from the formulation of the problem, moving to the extrac-
tion of suitable features from the acquired data and ending
up with the classification process.

(a) Problem Formulation

Taking into account the potential applications of an effi-
cient real-time recognition system, the recognition of each
one of the 4 basic emotions from haptic touch data has been
identified as the primary objective of this work. However,
the classification of the pleasantness of a perceived emotion
is also of value to an emotion recognition system. Based on
these facts, the present work has set two—prioritized—
classification targets:

1. Single Emotion Recognition: The top priority classifi-
cation target of this work is expressed as a 4-class clas-
sification problem, where each class corresponds to a
basic emotion (Excitement, Relaxation, Boredom and
Frustration).

2. Pleasantness Recognition: This classification target is
seemingly less ambitious yet easier, translated into a
binary classification problem whose classes are the
pleasant emotions (Excitement and Relaxation) and the
unpleasant ones (Boredom and Frustration).

The complexity of emotion recognition from the collected
data suggests the exploitation of state-of-the-art machine
learning (ML) classifiers. On top of that, the existence of
subject specific haptic touch patterns associated with dif-
ferent emotions renders the personalized training of the ML
classifiers necessary.

(b) Feature Selection

From the description of the acquired haptic touch dataset,
it becomes clear that 3 attributes of a haptic touch have been
deemed to be useful for emotion recognition: the applied
pressure (P), the touch duration (D), and its spacing (S)
from the next touch event. However, the selected attributes
might not perform equally—or at all—well in discriminating
between emotions or emotion categories, meaning that var-
ious combinations of attributes were tested in the feature
selection process.

Given a combination of touch event attributes, the way of
constructing a feature vector to be fed to the ML classifiers is
not straightforward. Two main options were investigated:
(1) The summarization of the values of each attribute using
certain properties of a probability distribution as features
(e.g., the mean and standard deviation of the normal distri-
bution); (2) The utilization of series of attribute values as
features to exploit the sequential nature of the haptic touch

events. In the second option, the ordered attribute values
constitute the individual features of the feature vector. The
number of haptic touch events to be employed for building
the feature vector is an open issue. Since the analysis of the
acquired dataset has provided strong indications in favor of
exploiting the sequential nature of the touch events (second
option), the first option was abandoned.

Based on the described feature selection methods, the
feature vector extracted from a haptic activity when all 3
attributes are used is given by the expression:

P1;P2; . . .; PN ; D1; D2; . . .; DN ; S1; S2; . . .; SN�1½ � ð1Þ

c) Classification

Six well-known ML classifiers, namely Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random
Forest, were tested on the acquired haptic touch dataset with
respect to their performance (i.e., classification accuracy) on
the two aforementioned classification targets. The classifiers
were fed with feature vectors of the form given by (1) using
different combinations of touch attributes. Adopting the
personalized training approach, for each subject the haptic
touch data acquired from the 1st iteration of the experiment
were used to train the ML classifiers and the data from the
2nd iteration to evaluate the classifiers’ performance. For
those classifiers that rely on a random initialization step (e.g.,
Random Forest), the training and evaluation process was
repeated 5 times and the highest obtained accuracy was
recorded.

Results

The various aspects of the proposed emotion recognition
method were thoroughly tested on the acquired haptic touch
dataset with the final goal being, of course, the maximization
of the classification accuracy. This section provides the most
important conclusions drawn from the testing process along
with some examples and highlights.

The experimentation with the touch event attributes has
shown that the inclusion of all 3 of them (P, D, S) is ben-
eficial for the classification accuracy. Moreover, the uti-
lization of the first five touch events in the construction of
the feature vector is a solid choice, since the effect of the
affective pictures on the target emotion seems to fade out
near at the second half of the haptic activity. Figure 1 pro-
vides an example in support of the above statements.

Regarding the performance of the tested ML classifiers,
the results are very promising. Table 2 presents the
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classification accuracy of the six classifiers when feature
vectors that incorporate all 3 attributes and the first 5 touch
events are used. Naive Bayes and SVM achieve the best
accuracy in the single emotion target, while the Logistic
Regression is the winner of the pleasantness target.

The performance of the 6 classifiers on each subject under
the previous feature selection configuration for the single
emotion classification target is visualized in Fig. 2, which

demonstrates noticeable variability in the classifiers’ per-
formance among the subjects. This fact could be exploited to
enhance the proposed approach in the future: the selection of
the classifier that is expected to maximize the classification
accuracy on a per-subject case, if possible, is going to
significantly increase the method’s performance.

Going a bit deeper into the classification results, Table 3
provides the confusion matrix of the SVM-based classifi-
cation on the single emotion target using the previous
feature selection configuration. This very indicative exam-
ple shows that the SVM as well as the other classifiers
(data not shown) find it particularly difficult to discriminate
between intense emotions (Excitement versus Frustration)
and—to a lesser extend—between mild emotions (Relax-
ation versus Boredom). This observation provides a
promising research direction for improving the proposed
method.

Discussion and Conclusions

This paper has presented a novel emotion recognition
method from haptic touch on screens of Android devices.
For the development and the evaluation of the method a
2-iteration data collection experiment involving 20 subjects
has been conducted. The proposed method proposes a per-
sonalized training approach and has tested several combi-
nations of haptic touch related features and state-of-the-art
classifiers. The obtained classification results have been very
satisfactory. The proposed method has been able to classify
the 4 main emotions (Excitement, Relaxation, Boredom, and
Frustration) with an accuracy of 67.5% and to distinguish
between pleasant and unpleasant emotions with accuracy of
78.75%.

The analysis of the classification results has also provided
a couple of directions for improving the efficiency and
robustness of the emotion recognition method. These are
associated with (1) the per-subject selection of the most
suitable ML classifier and (2) focusing of the better dis-
crimination of emotions that lie at the same end of the
intensity spectrum. As soon as the algorithmic part of the
proposed method is finalized, the proposed method is going

Fig. 1 Classification accuracy heatmap of the SVM classifier on the
single emotion target for various attribute sets and touch event numbers

Table 2 Classification accuracy of all 6 classifiers per classification
target [Feature selection: all 3 attributes, first 5 touch events]

Classification target

Classifier Pleasantness (%) Single emotion (%)

Naive bayes 67.50 67.50

Decision tree 70.00 56.25

Logistic regression 78.75 63.75

MLP 68.75 60.00

SVM 75.00 67.50

Random forest 77.50 55.00

Fig. 2 Per subject accuracy of the 6 classifiers for the single emotion
classification target [Feature selection: all 3 attributes, first 5 touch
events]

Table 3 Confusion matrix of the SVM-based classification for the
single emotion target (R: real; P: predicted) [Feature selection: all 3
attributes, first 5 touch events]

R\P Excit. Relax. Bored. Frustr.

Excit. 14 1 0 5

Relax. 1 14 4 1

Bored. 2 3 13 2

Frustr. 5 0 2 13
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to be implemented and distributed as an Android library to
be exploited in 3rd party Android application development.
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Objective Smoking: Towards Smoking
Detection Using Smartwatch Sensors

C. Maramis, V. Kilintzis, P. Scholl, and I. Chouvarda

Abstract
Smoking is arguably one of the most harmful lifestyle behaviors with well-known relations
to dozens of diseases. As a consequence, smoking monitoring and cessation support have
been popular targets for the emerging field of Behavioral Informatics. Although smoking
monitoring has been attempted in the past (e.g., self-reporting), the revolution of smart
wearable devices has provided the necessary tools for developing truly objective and
unobtrusive smoking detection methods applicable in real-life settings. This work takes the
first step towards the development of such a method using smartwatch inertial sensory data,
with the end-goal of integrating the proposed method in a novel just-in-time intervention
for smoking cessation. The paper explores the detection of smoking instances and the
constituting puffs from 3-axis gyroscope data that are routinely acquired by any Android
Wear smartphone. The feasibility of the method is tested on actual real-life data, yielding
very promising preliminary results.

Keywords
Smoking behavior � Smoking and puffing detection � Smartwatch sensors � Android wear

Introduction

Smoking is an extremely harmful lifestyle behavior associ-
ated with an enormous list of diseases [1]. Because of its
well-known implications to health, smoking behavior has
been a popular target of study for Behavioral Informatics
(BI), an emerging interdisciplinary scientific field that
leverages information technology to develop interventions
for the modification of harmful/unwanted behavioral
patterns.

Successful smoking monitoring, i.e., the efficient detec-
tion and/or prediction of a smoking event, can find multiple
applications, including the support of just-in-time interven-
tions [2] that aim at smoking cessation. Although various
techniques have been employed in the past (e.g., self-reports
of smoked cigarettes), solutions that unobtrusively and
accurately detect smoking instances without input from the
smoker are missing. The technological revolution of wear-
able computing provides the necessary tools for building the
aforementioned solutions: Today’s smart wearables (e.g.,
smartwatches) are equipped with dozens of sensors that can
be used for effectively detecting smoking instances.

This work takes the first step towards the development of
a novel method for unobtrusive and objective smoking
detection with the help of smartwatch inertial sensory data;
this method is meant to form the basis of a just-in-time
intervention for smoking cessation. More specifically, the
paper explores the detection of smoking instances and the
constituting puffs from 3-axis gyroscope data that are
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routinely acquired by any Android Wear smartphone. The
feasibility of the method is tested on actual real-life data.

Related Work

The related work ecosystem of the present study includes
approaches that employ inertial measurements units (IMU) of
wrist-worn sensors to detect smoking. Several promising
studies have shown evidence that smoking detection is fea-
sible when using sensory data acquired from custom [3–5] or
commercial [6, 7] wrist-worn devices. In some cases, the
wrist-worn device is coupled with other wearable sensory
devices [5, 6]. Another important distinction is associated
with the data collection setting for the evaluation of the
proposed methods, which can either be real-life [3, 4, 7] or
some controlled laboratory environment [5, 6].

Methods

Design Considerations

As it has already been mentioned, the proposed smoking
detection method is part of an effort to develop a just-in-time
BI intervention for smoking cessation. When seen under this
prism, the design of the introduced method had to take into
account 3 main objectives:

(a) Efficient Detection: This is the primary objective of
smoking detection, mainly expressed via the maxi-
mization of detection accuracy. However, in the context
of a smoking cessation intervention it is probably just as
important to ensure the highest sensitivity possible (i.e.,
to ensure that as many smoking instances as possible are
detected).

(b) Real-life Operation: A smoking cessation intervention
delivered via smart wearable devices is, of course,
intended to work in real-life settings. This means that
(1) the necessary input to the associated smoking
detection method needs to be provided by everyday
usage devices, and (2) the smoker should put minimum
effort for the smoking detection method to work. The
latter impacts the smoking instance annotation in the
method development phase, as the manual annotation of
the smoking instances by the smokers and the observa-
tion of the smokers for annotation purposes might
interfere with the actual real-life behavior of the smoker.

(c) Applicability: The best way to maximize the potential
of a BI intervention is to ensure that it is addressed to as
many people as possible. This can be achieved by

making sure that the intervention is not built upon
expensive specialized hardware.

In order to optimize the applicability of the intended
intervention, the inertial sensor measurements acquired from
Android Wear smartwatches were chosen as input to the
detection method. Choosing a family of popular commercial
devices has several advantages over the custom or special-
ized hardware used by previous related studies. Concerning
the real-life operation, the data collection experiment for the
development of the proposed method was carefully designed
to eliminate any need for input from the smokers and, thus,
any interference with their real smoking behavior.

Data Acquisition

In order to collect the sensory data that are necessary for the
development of the proposed smoking detection method a
novel mobile computing system has been developed. This
comprises 3 hardware devices: (1) one Android Wear
smartwatch to provide the inertial sensor measurements via
the Android sensor framework; (2) one Spark Lighter, a
smart sparking device to automatically and objectively
annotate the smoking instances [8]; and (3) one Android
smartphone to drive the other devices and store the sensory
measurements and the smoking instance annotations.
Software-wise, an Android app with two modules was
developed. The first module runs on the smartphone to
orchestrate the data collection process, while the second is
responsible for acquiring measurements from the built-in
3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope of the smartwatch.
Figure 1 outlines the components of the system.

The data collection system operates as follows: Every
time the subject lights the Spark Lighter, the timestamp of
the spark event is recorded by the smartphone and a trigger
is sent to the smartwatch to start capturing the measurements
of the 3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope at the highest
possible sampling frequency for 5 min. The resulting batch
of sensory data corresponds to a smoking instance and it is
sent to the smartphone to be stored. Simultaneously, the
smartphone periodically (approximately every 1 h) sends to
the smartwatch triggers for recording 5 min control or
non-smoking instance batches of measurements from the
same sensors at the same frequency.

The data collection experiment took place in August and
September 2017 in Thessaloniki (Greece). Four smokers
(S1-S4; 3 males and 1 female between 32 and 36 year old)
were asked to use the data collection system in their real-life
for at least one day. The Spark Lighter and an LG G Watch
W100 (to be worn on the hand that is used for smoking)
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were handed to the subjects; the mobile module of the app
was installed on the personal smartphone of the subjects.

The data collection process was completed with no
problems resulting in a total of 23 smoking instance batches
and 107 control batches. The numbers of collected smoking
instances/control batches per subject were as follows:
S1 = 4/4, S2 = 5/16, S3 = 9/73, S4 = 5/14.

Method Development

The easily manageable dataset collected from S1 was
explored and paradigmatic batches of smoking instances and
controls were used as guides for developing the signal pro-
cessing and feature extraction steps of the method. After
visual comparison, the gyroscope signal was selected as
input to the method, owing to its small noise levels. The
steps of the proposed method, visualized by Fig. 2, are
outlined below.

(a) Signal Decomposition: The timestamped 3-axis gyro-
scope measurements of each batch were decomposed
along the X-, Y- and Z-axis to generate 3 1-d gyroscope
signals.

(b) B-Spline Based Resampling: To ensure a steady sam-
pling rate, the 3 signals were modeled as cubic B-splines
and the models were then resampled at 200 Hz.

(c) Smoothing: The resampled signals were smoothed by
applying a Savitzky-Golay filter with a window of 15
samples so as to remove potential high-frequency noise.

(d) Convolution with Puff Pattern: The visual inspection
of the signals extracted from smoking instances reveals
patterns corresponding to individual puffs. In order to

highlight the puff events each smoothed signal was
convoluted with an abstract 5 s puff pattern (see Fig. 3).

(e) Negative Value Zeroing: As the convolution of the
previous step is expected to generate eminent positive
peaks near the actual puff events, any negative values are
of no use and are defaulted to zero.

(f) Weighted Superposition: In this step the 3 1-d signals
are superimposed in a weighted summation process. The
weights of each dimension have been assigned empiri-
cally as follows: ðwx;wy;wzÞ ¼ ð0:4 �Mz =Mx; 0:5�
Mz =My; 1Þ, where wi and Mi are the weight and

App Mobile 
Module

App Wearable 
Module

Fig. 1 Hardware and software components of the mobile computing
system that was implemented for data collection

3-axis Gyroscope 
Signal

B-Spline Modeling & Resampling

Savitzky-Golay Smoothing

Convolu on with Puff Pa ern

Zeroing nega ve values

Weighted Superposi on

Puff Detec on

Feature Extrac on

{ Scale , # Puffs , Fluctua on CV, Time-Distance CV }

X dimension Y dimension Z dimension

Fig. 2 The steps (signal processing and feature extraction) of the
proposed smoking detection method

Fig. 3 Excerpt of 3-d gyroscope signal corresponding to puff event
(left) and abstract 3-d puff pattern to be convoluted with the signal
(right)
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maximum value of the convoluted signal for the i dimen-
sion, respectively.

(g) Puff Detection: In the case of a smoking instance, the
local maxima of the superimposed signal correspond to
the puff events. Local maxima detection is performed
with the use of the 1st derivative of the signal followed
by a refinement process to eliminate closely neighboring
maxima.

(h) Feature Extraction: The detected puff events convey
significant information for distinguishing smoking
instances from non-smoking instances. Four high-level
puff-related features have been empirically selected to
express this information: (1) Scale—the value of the
most outstanding puff event; (2) Number of Puffs—the
total number of puff events detected in the batch;
(3) Fluctuation CV1—this evaluates the dispersion of
the values of the puff-associated peaks;
(4) Time-distance CV—this evaluates the dispersion of
the spacing of the puff-associated peaks in time.

Results

The developed method was applied to all the collected bat-
ches of gyroscope data. The visual inspection of the outcome
indicates that the proposed signal processing procedure
highlights the puff patterns of the smoking instances to
amplify the existing differences between smoking instances
and controls (see Fig. 4 for an example).

On top of that, the proposed features show great promise
in discriminating the two classes. As an example, Fig. 5
visualizes 3 of the features extracted from the data batches of
S2, demonstrating the clear separation of all but one smoking
instances from the controls.

Furthermore, in order to statistically assess the discrimi-
native potential of the proposed features, the Student’s t-test
was applied on the extracted features from the data of each
subject under the assumption of unequal variances. The
resulting p-values are provided in Table 1 and they
demonstrate that the inter-class difference of each selected
feature is statistically significant in at least one subject.

The proposed features are going to be exploited for
developing the classification step of the introduced method
(most probably using a machine learning classifier). As an
exercise, an SVM classifier using the RBF kernel with default
parameters (C, c) was employed to classify the extracted
feature sets extracted from each subject. The cross-validation
results that are obtained using the leave-1-instance-out

Fig. 4 Examples of smoking instance (left column) and control (right
column) batches

Fig. 5 Scatter plot of 3 features extracted from the smoking instance
(blue square) and control (red circle) batches of S2

Table 1 P-values resulting from the application of t-test on the
features extracted for each subject under the unequal variance
assumption

Features S1 S2 S3 S4

Scale 0.035 0.001 0.160 0.534

# Puffs 0.427 0.314 0.024 0.004

Fluctuation CV 0.070 0.366 0.723 0.006

Time-distance CV 0.041 0.096 0.703 0.002

Table 2 Leave-1-instance-out cross-validation results per subject
using an SVM classifier with the RBF kernel (default C, c values)

Metric S1 (%) S2 (%) S3 (%) S4 (%)

Accuracy 100 85.71 76.83 100

Sensitivity 100 80 77.78 100

Specificity 100 87.5 76.71 100
1Coefficient of Variation, i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean of a given distribution.
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strategy are listed in Table 2 and they provide a strong
indication that the extracted features are capable of distin-
guishing smoking instance from control batches.

Conclusion

This work presented a sample of 4 smokers who contributed
23 smoking and 107 control instances of
gyroscope-measured wrist motion. The proposed smoking
detection method achieved out-of-the-box a mean
leave-1-instance-out F1-score of 90%. Participants were
minimally monitored (Spark Lighter and Android Wear
smartwatch) closely resembling real-life conditions of
just-in-time interventions, and as such presents one of the
first studies with increased ecological validity for wearable
smoking detection.
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Towards Value Propositions for Persuasive
Health and Wellbeing Applications

M. S. Haque, A. Arman, M. Kangas, T. Jämsä, and M. Isomursu

Abstract
Recently, considerable attention has been given to health and wellbeing applications,
specifically to persuasive applications. Persuasive applications refer to any interactive
computing system designed to transform users’ behaviours and attitudes. One of the major
challenges of today’s world is that health and wellbeing applications are not sustainable and
scientifically designed. However, value proposition (VP) as a denominator might enhance
the efficacy of the persuasive health and wellbeing applications. Research has shown little
evidence on the VPs in health and wellbeing applications. This paper proposes key VPs for
the persuasive health and wellbeing applications. A literature review was conducted based
on relevant articles on the value within the health domain. Hence, narrative synthesis
literature review approach had been used. We proposed and evaluated these VPs into our
built persuasive health and wellbeing applications. We found that the VPs works well with
our applications which might enhance their efficacy in the long run.

Keywords
Value co-creation � Value proposition � Persuasive health and wellbeing
applications � Case study

Introduction

To drive health and wellbeing applications, measurement
and improvement of perceived value have been suggested
but the value itself remains often misunderstood [1]. If value

improves, users (customers, consumers, patients, and actors
etc.) can be benefitted as well as the sustainability of the
applications [1]. Moreover, VPs define ‘why’ users will
accept the application and the ‘offer’ [2]. To co-create value,
VPs convey users and other stakeholders’ solution, i.e. by
involving them in one body network [3]. On
Service-Dominant Logic (SDL), service or application is
considered as the basis of exchange, and actors and other
health service providers co-create value. The SDL concept
(application for users rather than goods) has moved into the
health science literature. In recent times, persuasive appli-
cations, aimed at changing behaviours, have become
well-known and popular in the health domain [4]. Persuasion
is considered as an effective tool to support behaviour
change [5]. Persuasive technology-oriented applications
have been proposed as an actual method to encourage users’
healthy lifestyle i.e. behaviour change and it has a potential
for improving the quality of life [6]. Health and wellbeing
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applications that are available may not fulfil users’ value
expectations or preferences. Involving users and communi-
ties are necessary to improve health and wellbeing applica-
tions [7]. Ryhov Hospital and Jönköping County Council,
Sweden initiated idea “Esther” to change health-oriented
applications and represented the importance of care redesign
that focuses on users’ needs and preferences. They estab-
lished and deployed VPs in improving their health and
wellbeing applications [8]. Health application providers are
facing difficulties in improving health and wellbeing appli-
cations e.g. cost and quality of applications [9]. Collabo-
rating users and relevant stakeholders to create value is a
challenge [10]. This leads to the question:

Can value propositions change persuasive health and
wellbeing applications?

To answer the research question, we proposed four VPs
and validated them through a case study with our built
persuasive applications. Users (N = 23 for eating and
N = 26 for physical activity) used the applications for one
week to measure their eating and regular physical activity
behavioural change. The results of this study could support
to add an advantage to persuasive health and wellbeing
applications, involving the users and their needs.

Literature Review

Value Co-creation

Value co-creation is the process to which health and well-
being application providers, users, and other actors actively
work together to create value for the users [11]. Co-creation
of value is an interactive process to offer opportunities for
the users by bringing a group of actors [12]. Value
co-creation has been highlighted by SDL, which is con-
structed on eleven foundational premises (FP) [13]. Out of
these original foundational premises, axiom FP6 (A2) and
axiom FP10 (A4), was adopted in our case study since these
FPs target dedicated users to determine the value (Fig. 1).
Users communicate with health and wellbeing application

providers at each stage of the application design and delivery
[14].

Users can sense positive experience through the value
creation process of health and wellbeing applications.
Co-creation of value approach meets the needs of users.

Value Proposition (VP)

The role of value propositions has been explored [15]. VPs
can play a vital role in communicating with the users and
stakeholders through initiatives and guides [16]. Health
application providers offer VPs [11]. Actors cannot deliver
value but participate in creation and offering of VPs [14].
This indicates that users in health and wellbeing applications
participate in creating and offering VPs.

Related Work: Health Technology Assessment
(HTA) [17] is widely used in the EU region to seek answers
to the key issues: Does technology work? For whom does it
work? What is the benefit to the individual? At what cost?
How does it compare to alternatives? To address these
issues, HTA consults with a range of stakeholders. HTA
focuses on nine domains (health problem, technology
description, clinical effectiveness, safety, cost-effectiveness,
ethical concerns, organizational aspects, social impacts, legal
issues) [17].

Our Approach: HTA may be a complicated approach to
assess health technology. Some of the domains are closely
related to our proposed VPs, e.g. technology description,
cost-effectiveness and patient satisfaction. HTA does not
consider particular engagement of users or scientific and
empirical measurement but practiced expert validation,
whereas we aimed to use theoretical concept and empirical
approach.

Method

To identify VPs, we conducted literature search through
several databases, keywords and eligibility criteria (i.e.
inclusion and exclusion criteria), and verified the articles for
selection for further analysis. For the inclusion criteria, we
looked at the studies published in English language, acces-
sibility with full text, and research examining the influence
of values on applications focusing on health and wellbeing,
and effect of values in the context of application tools to
support health and wellbeing. Hence, narrative literature
review approach was used and thirteen unique studies were
selected for reviewing, searched for on the online repository
systems: ACM Digital Library, Science Direct, Web of
Science, Scopus, and EBSCO, using the combination of
search terms “value”, “value propositions” and “value
propositions and health”. The second literature search

• Value is co-created by multiple actors, 
always including the beneficiary.

FP6 
(A2)

• Value is always uniquely and      
phenomenologically determined by the 

beneficiary

FP10 
(A4)

Fig. 1 SDL FP(A2) and FP10(A4)
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specifically targeted papers in the context of health-based
information systems. From these two types of literature
searches, articles were chosen based on whether they imitate
value proposition in the persuasive health and wellbeing
applications. The approach was conducted through careful
reading of each article. Although these articles did not
prompt an exact value, we matched and searched for the
terms “value” and “value proposition”, went through reading
articles and identified whether they are useful to users. We
selected the values useful to the users. The similar value was
coined out from several articles and marked as a sole
VP. We marked and categorized four values into four
broader classes based on their relativity. Each VP was
identified by resembling users’ benefit within the persuasive
health and wellbeing applications (Fig. 2).

1. Service Effectiveness and Efficiency Focusing on
Increased Health and Wellbeing: An effective and effi-
cient application includes necessary quality application
provided to the users in due time [18] and communica-
tion among users and stakeholders [19, 20]. Users are
satisfied by perceiving higher value from the application.
An effective and efficient application attracts potential
users to the existing pool as well as retains existing ones.
Stakeholders provide an effective and effective applica-
tion which focuses on users’ health and wellbeing and
has the chance of innovation and enriching their experi-
ences [21].

2. Cost Reasonableness and Smart Resource Management:
Cost reasonableness refer to more benefits at lower cost.
However, costs should not reduce to such a low level that
affects the quality of the application, leading to ultimate

impairment of the value of the application [22]. Costs
should be reasonable per the quality of application pro-
vided [23]. Costs can be a combination of monetary
costs, psychic costs and time costs [24]. Monetary cost is
the money spent for the generation of the application.
Lower monetary cost helps the user to choose econom-
ically beneficial health and wellbeing applications. Psy-
chic cost is related to mental dissatisfaction resulting
from extensive and tiresome application procedure [24].
Smart resource management means a scientifically
effective and efficient use of available resources to create
high-quality applications [18].

3. Cutting-edge Technology to Furthering Information
Accessibility: Users require proper access to necessary
information. Not all relevant stakeholders should have
access to all information. Rather specific information
should be made available to a specific type of stake-
holders, e.g. users, health care professionals and spe-
cialists need information access [25, 26] and
professionals need timely access to personal health
records of their patients/users [20, 27]. Using
cutting-edge technology, users and relevant stakeholders
get timely access to information with confirmed security
and privacy.

4. Sustainability from Open Innovation Health and Well-
being Platform: Shifting from traditionally closed inno-
vation to open innovation, i.e. to open source approach,
has been recommended for user-oriented health and
wellbeing applications [27]. Open innovation health and
wellbeing platform may bring interesting outcomes, e.g.
novel concepts and solutions in health and wellbeing
applications that are dedicated for the users. Scholars also
emphasized on the empathic support and exchange of
information as important elements of communication
[28]. Open innovation helps the application providers to
reduce costs [29] that might encourage users to use the
application. Moreover, it helps users to get the most
recently innovated application in an easy and convenient
way because application providers constantly change and
upgrade their applications based on the needs of users
[30].

Case Study

To evaluate our proposed VPs, we analyzed two developed
persuasive health and wellbeing applications, iCrave to
promote healthy eating [31], and iGO to promote physical
activity [32]. Both applications are designed with an aim that
users are satisfied by perceiving higher value from the
application, i.e. value in a sense of their healthy eating and
physical activity (PA) promotion. The applications weFig. 2 VPs for persuasive health and wellbeing applications
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designed so that the users can have a positive experience in
terms of their eating and PA. This relates to the fulfilment of
the first VP. These applications are free to use for the users,
i.e. the users can download them from the Android store for
a smartphone or they can use the applications on a website.
The applications are designed as user-friendly and simple to
operate, i.e. maintaining the psychic cost. This is related to
fulfilment of the second VP. We applied gamified and per-
suasion technique within the applications, adding some
game elements such as points, badges etc. For the healthy
eating application iCrave, we applied a QR code to be
scanned by the phone. For the PA promotion app iGO, we
applied an algorithm that allows the sensor of the smart-
phone to track walking steps. Users can insert their infor-
mation when logging in, and they can monitor their daily
activities. The admin can only access users’ data once
received consents from them. This reflects the fulfilment of
the third VP. Lastly, to design the applications we searched
the literature for the established theories which can be
applied to the application and tested empirically. The healthy
eating app iCrave was designed by incorporating the EI
intrusion theory and iGO was designed by incorporating the
SDT theory, and the design followed the user-centered
design (UCD) process. The applications were tested empir-
ically by end users to gather information in relation to the
apps upgrade, usability issues etc. Users found the applica-
tions to motivate themselves in healthy eating and PA, which
implies the fourth VP.

A method is recommended to involve users and relevant
stakeholders for a value co-creation model [33]. Our
approach in listing the VPs for persuasive health and well-
being applications might be one successful method since the
users and other actors are involved. Our approach to finding
the VPs of the health and wellbeing applications is a com-
bination of collecting information on the individual user and
other relevant stakeholders’ experience, quality and cost of
health and wellbeing applications to increase the applica-
tions’ efficacy and involving users to co-create the value.
However, our proposed VPs are limited to literature and
expert validation, such as HTA core model does, is not
involved. Further study needs more concentration on the
extract version of these four VPs to highlight their impor-
tance for different types of users. In future, expert validation
of VPs should be performed.

Conclusions

We integrated the theoretical concept of value co-creation to
gauge the VPs. The VPs derived from the literature are
described. We combined VPs derived from literature and
integrated them by finalizing four key VPs. We performed a
case study to evaluate the proposed VPs, showing VPs being

a successful approach. Health application providers and
other relevant stakeholders should work together to provide
high quality and efficient health and wellbeing applications
to users.
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Parkinson’s Disease Patients Classification
Based on a Motion Tracking Methodology

Eleftheria Polychronidou, Sofia Segkouli, Elias Kalamaras,
Stavros Papadopoulos, Anastasios Drosou, Konstantinos Votis,
Sevasti Bostantjopoulou, Zoe Katsarou, Charalambos Papaxanthis,
Vassilia Hatzitaki, Panagiotis Moschonas, and Dimitrios Tzovaras

Abstract
This study demonstrates how a computer based methodology for tracking motor abilities of
Parkinson’s disease can be utilized for patient classification and assessment of the
Parkinson’s disease severity. The Line Test methodology evaluates the impaired voluntary
movement and generates a set of features that describe the motion. A total cohort of 6
control subjects and 37 Parkinson’s disease subjects were recruited and assessed for the
test. During the test, a vertical line appears on the screen and the device evaluates patient’s
performance by producing features that correlate the motion to the last medication dosage,
the line-test position, the line-test reaction time and the line-test total error. A common
cohort of 24 Parkinson’s disease subjects (patients that carried out the Line Test more than
once) was formed to track the features alterations between repetitions in time. Results
evaluation was performed in both cohorts based on information visualization methodology,
optimized for the multi-objective dataset. The line-test position and the time from the last
medication dosage features were proved to present the major relation to patients’ group
formation. Additionally, line-test reaction time and the line-test total error features proved
significant between patients’ performance in the common cohort. Study limitations are
correlated to the size of the cohort and the time frame of the study. In general, the current
practice supports further investigation into using Line Test methodology for addressing
Parkinson’s disease severity.

Keywords
Parkinson’s disease � Patients classification � Motor abilities � Line test
methodology � Information visualization

Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is one of the most common neu-
rodegenerative diseases. PD affects the central nervous
system and causes disorders to the motor system including
bradykinesia, rest tremor, rigidity, and postural and gait
impairment [1]. The disorder type characterizes the disease
stage as the symptoms do not present simultaneously in
patients. For example the manifestation of bradykinesia and
rigidity is often in the early stages of the disease [2]. Hence
diagnosis methodologies were developed based on symptom
classification.
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To diagnose PD a pathological analysis at autopsy is
necessary. In any other case, PD diagnosis and symptoms
demand a regular monitoring, and the probability of an
inaccurate diagnosis is approximately 25%. The aforemen-
tioned fact underlines that there is not an objective method
for diagnosis PD [3]. To this end, decision support tools
developed on electronic devices. They provide the ability to
monitor patient’s symptoms through sensors and contribute
to the early diagnosis and to the development of treatment
strategies. Biomarker identification is accomplished through
data collection and analysis, realized by the decision support
systems.

One typical hallmark of PD is disruption in the execution
of practiced skills such as handwriting. People with PD
frequently have severe difficulties in coordinating of the
components of a motor sequence movement. Tremor disor-
der affects upper extremity function and fine motor skills [4].
Previous studies have investigated “irregular paths” and
movement slowness due a disruption of control processes
[5]. Additionally, PD patients face difficulties in repetitive
hand movements (opening/closing) or finger tapping [6].
Usually these impairments are manifested during rapid
alternating movements of fingers, hand due to reduced speed
and motion amplitude [7]. Repetitive rapid movements are
commonly tested in upper extremities control.

The tracking of motor disruption is a promising method
for identifying the level of PD severity. Currently, the
evaluation of the PD patient status is based on qualitative
feedback (questionnaires). As a consequent, many issues
arise e.g. cumbersome test approach, sparse repetition of the
test, necessity of doctor’s presentation and subjectivity in
evaluation. A combined method that utilizes automated
motor monitoring and completion of the well-established PD
classification protocols could be proved effective for optimal
clinical decision. Towards this, the main objective of the
current study was formed.

The aim of this work is to demonstrate how a computer
based motion monitoring method can be utilized for patient
classification and assess the severity of PD. The real-time
and reliable analysis of patient’s motor abilities was estab-
lished in our previous work [8]. The electronic device
translates patient’s move into a set of features that depicts the
movement’s main characteristics. The analysis output con-
sists of multi-parametric features that can be annotated
towards PD biomarker discovery.

Classification Protocols

Motor symptoms constitutes one of the most common clin-
ical features of PD and is mainly characterized as parkin-
sonism [1]. Qualitative methods of PD severity assessment
were established through the years. The Unified Parkinson’s

Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) was originally developed in
the 1980s and has become the most widely used clinical
rating scale for Parkinson’s disease [9]. In 2001, The
Movement Disorder Society (MDS) revised the existing
scale and proposed the MDS-sponsored UPDRS revision
(MDS-UPDRS) which presents higher internal consistency
in validation studies [10]. According to the rating scale there
are four main categories: (a) nonmotor experiences of daily
living, (b) motor experiences of daily living, (c) motor
examination and (d) motor complications. Based on the final
score the patients’ stage is classified as normal, slight, mild,
moderate or severe.

Hoehn and Yahr scale [11] and modified Hoehn and Yahr
scale were initially developed to address the clinical function
in PD, combining functional deficits (disability) and objec-
tive signs (impairment). The modified version was created to
address the intermediate stages that were missing from the
other rating systems. More explicitly, the latter system
classifies the patients into seven categories: (a) Unilateral
involvement only, (b) Unilateral and axial involvement,
(c) Bilateral involvement without impairment of balance,
(d) Mild bilateral disease with recovery on pull test, (e) Mild
to moderate bilateral disease; some postural instability;
physically independent, (f) Severe disability; still able to
walk or stand unassisted, (g) Wheelchair bound or bedridden
unless aided. These clinical scales are used as gold standard
evaluation tools to characterize motor dysfunction in PD,
disadvantages regarding the subjectivity in implementation
derive [12].

To narrow the gap, electronic equipment in the form of
mobile and tablet devices and health-monitoring devices in
the form of wearable pads, wrist-bands and straps provide
recordings of motion activity, electrophysiological activity
and acute physiological responses that have significantly
improved the understanding of Parkinson’s disease [13].
Most of the existing application focusing on tremor records
coming from the stability in patient’s arm Few of the
developed software are able to study factors such as velocity,
target deviation, reaction time and minimum jerk [14]. The
comparison of the measurements in time can reveal the PD
progress.

Materials and Methods

The current methodology relies on the results of the previous
study of [8]. The Line Test methodology was implemented
in a group of participants. Despite the previous study that
focused in features related to patients motor abilities, the
current Line Test resulted in a set of features that correlates
patient’s motion abilities to medication and comprehensive
performance evaluation. Table 1 presents the differences of
the feature extraction processes between the two studies.
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Dataset Analysis

The total number of subjects measured for this study were
43. From the total subject number the former 37 were PD
patients of various ages (mean: 62, stdev: 9.1) while the
latter 6 were healthy subjects that were utilized as control
cohort. PD patients were diagnosed with Idiopathic Parkin-
son’s disease which is the most common type of PD. The
age of the participants had a range from 33 to 77 years.
Their PD diagnosis varies from 8 months to 18 years.
A “common cohort” formed by 24 out of the 37 patients.
This cohort was selected to be monitored for a longer period,
in order to study their performance correlated to the disease
progression. All of the participants in the common cohort
remain in stable Hoehn and Yahr class between the two
studies. A summary of the demographics and clinical char-
acteristics of the study cohort is presented in Table 2.
Additionally, in Table 3 the patient classification according
to the established protocols is presented. The experimental
procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the responsible committee on human experi-
mentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as
revised in 2000 and 2008.

Multi-objective Visualization Methodology

To analyze the complicated results produced by the Line
Test, the multi-objective visualization of [8] was modified
based on the current features. The results of each patient

were used in order to select the most significant through
feature extraction methods. A feature vector that character-
ized each patient produced. A comprehensive method of
information visualization presented the relation between
patients in an interactive approach, with an ability to feature
weight modifications.

Results

Line Test resulted in a set of data that describe the perfor-
mance of the 43 subjects. A more comprehensive analysis in
the Line Test methodology is described in our previous work
in [8]. Based on the output patients were categorized into 4
main categories. Each category corresponds to a PD condi-
tion. Specifically, green is related to healthy subjects, yellow
represents patients with mild PD condition, orange repre-
sents patients with medium PD condition and red represents
patients with severe PD condition. The subjects performed
the Line Test with both hands and the extracted features
were averaged, resulting into a set of features for each
participant.

Line-test position and the time from the last medication
dosage features proved to be the most significant in the
classification of the patients. The validation of the afore-
mentioned fact is obvious through the visualization tool as,
by selecting to increase the weight in the line-test position
the healthy patients create a discrete group related to the
other subjects (1). Additionally, patients of medium and
severe condition present a relation as they form a group

Table 1 Feature extraction methods

Line test features in [8] Current line test features

Position in pixels Last medication dosage

Velocity Line-test position

Acceleration Line-test reaction time

Simulated muscle activation [15] Line-test total error

Table 2 Demographics and clinical information of participants

Control group PD group

Number of participants 6 37

Average age 57.5 years 61.9 years

Gender 4 F, 2 M 12 F, 25 M

Mean disease duration 0 7.6 years

Mean PDStage 0 2

Dominant hand Right Right

Severed hand—left (%) None 37.8

Severed hand—right (%) None 24.3

Severed hand—both (%) None 21.6
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in space. Other features have been tested, but the discrep-
ancy was not significant (Fig. 1).

Regarding the “common cohort”, data comparison
revealed that approximately 20% presented similar reaction
time between the two tests and approximately 10% of the
participants presented similar test total error. Additionally,
similar performance in line-test position between the two
measurements of the same patient was revealed by the
visualization as is presented in Fig. 2.

Conclusion

The current study reveal the relation of the last medication
dosage, the line-test position, the line-test reaction time and
the line-test total error to the severity of PD. Based on the
multi-objective visualization these features affects signifi-
cantly the severity of the disease. The major features that
present the higher correlation to the PD progression is last
medication dosage and the line-test position in the complete
cohort and the line-test position in the common cohort.
Hence the study proposes that the aforementioned features
could reveal significant information for monitoring PD
patients and translate the severity of their disease into groups
of patients with similar characteristics.

Study limitations are correlated to the size of the cohort
and the time frame of the study. The former limitation arises
from the fact that the patients PD cohort and the control
cohort is small to establish a disease rule. Based on that there
a need to extend the cohort size in order to validate the study
results. The later suggests that the patients should be mon-
itored for a longer period of time in order to confirm the
study suitability. This parameters are related to the common
cohort of study, as a longer time frame could provide
alterations in the PD stage and more comprehensive visu-
alization results.
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Patient Empowerment Through
Summarization of Discussion Threads
on Treatments in a Patient Self-help Forum
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Winfried Schlee, Thomas Probst, and Myra Spiliopoulou

Abstract
Self-help patient fora are widely used for information acquisition and exchange of
experiences, e.g., on the effects of medical treatments for a disease. However, a new patient
may have difficulties in getting a fast overview of the information inside a large forum. We
propose TinnitusTreatmentMonitor, a prototype tool for the summarization and sentiment
characterization of postings on medical treatments. We report on applying TinnitusTreat-
mentMonitor on the platform TinnitusTalk, a self-help platform for tinnitus patients.

Keywords
Self-help patient fora�Opinions on treatments�Discussion threads� Sentiment analysis�
Medical mining

Introduction and Related Work

Self-help internet fora allow patients to share experiences on
their disease. However, a forum may contain a huge number
of discussion postings and new users may have difficulties in
acquiring a fast overview of the discussed contents. We
propose TinnitusTreatmentMonitor, a framework that gives
users a fast overview of discussions on tinnitus treatments.

Tinnitus is defined as the condition of hearing sounds
without external stimulus. According to [1], tinnitus preva-
lence is 10-15%, while 1–2% of the patients experience a
deterioration of quality of life. Insights on potential therapies
are intensively discussed in social platforms like Tinni-
tusTalk. This platform was established in March 2011 and
supports discussions of treatments, exchange of experiences
and support. Its two subfora on treatments contained (in July
2017) more than 35,000 postings by approximately 1100
authors [2].

The analysis of discussions in online patient platforms is
intermittently done manually. For example, [3] focuses on
information correctness. Most frequently, machine learning
is used though, as in [4–7]. Relevant to our approach are the
tasks of sentiment analysis (e.g., [5]), and opinion target
extraction (e.g., [6, 7]). Our approach is partially inspired by
[7], which identifies drugs discussed in opinionated postings
and also detects subjectivity. Apart from these methods,
TinnitusTreatmentMonitor also investigates polarity evolu-
tion for the studied treatments.

Our contribution is a proof-of-concept framework that
gives an overview of discussions on medical treatments. It
encompasses components for the recognition of treatments
and of the dominant polarity associated with each treatment
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at each timepoint. We present the framework and used
materials in the next sections. Our results and discussion are
presented thereafter. We close the paper with a summary and
outlook.

Materials

For our analysis, we used the 9 TinnitusTalk subfora listed
in Table 1. Thereby, the Postings column counts postings
referring to treatments, the Mentions column counts sen-
tences mentioning treatments.

TinnitusTreatmentMonitor

In Fig. 1, we show the workflow of TinnitusTreat-
mentMonitor. Tasks are in dark blue and outputs in light blue.
The back-end consists of the components for the tasks of data
collection, identification of sentences mentioning treatments,
sentence labeling, aggregation and scoring. They were
implemented in Python, using the external libraries Scrapy
for crawling, NLTK [8] for text processing scikit-learn [9] for
classification and Pandas [10] for data aggregation. The
front-end task of visualization was implemented in Java-
script, using the Aurelia framework: it acquired inputs from
an API built on top of the Tornado server and used Bokeh
[11] for graph rendering. We describe all tasks hereafter.

Subforum Crawler

In each subforum, the crawler extracts the ID, timestamp and
author ID of each posting, the thread containing the posting
and the number of users who clicked the button `̀ agree'' for

it. It also stores the text (no images) after removing double
newlines and quotations of earlier postings.

Building a List of Treatments

This component takes a handcrafted list of treatment names as
input: we extracted them from the titles of posting threads in
the subfora “Treatments” and “Alternative Treatments and
Research”. A treatment is mentioned with multiple names: we
traced those synonyms and grouped them together. During the
task of labeling a sample of sentences manually (see sec-
tion “TinnitusTreatmentMonitor”), we identified further
names and added them to the list, completing with 149 names
for 48 different treatments in total.

Extracting Sentences that Mention Treatments

This component first splits each posting into sentences, using
the “Punkt” sentence tokenizer of [12]. If a sentence s men-
tions a treatment, it is stored together with the treatment(s) it
refers to. The two subsequent sentences are also inspected; if
they do not mention a different treatment, they are stored
with s and jointly considered during classification.

Multi-target Classification of Sentences

For this task, we train and apply a multi-target classifier on
two target variables, namely “polarity” and “personal
experience”. To this purpose, we model the sentences as
vectors of derived features, which we compute using natural
language processing tools and lexical resources, including
[13–16]. For the target variable “polarity”, we define the
labels “positive”, “negative” and “neutral`̀ . The target
variable “personal experience” specifies whether the author
of the posting discusses the treatment on the basis of the own
personal experience, hence we define that this target variable
has the values YES and NO.

Table 1 Materials from 9 subfora of TinnitusTalk (collected in July
2017)

# Subforum Postings Mentions Authors

1 Alternative treatments 15990 8188 710

2 Collaboration space 126 87 21

3 Introduce yourself 27595 11365 1854

4 Research news 24722 6776 640

5 Success stories 8110 2199 522

6 Support (Tinnitus) 121320 28893 2062

7 Support (Pulsatile T.) 2889 457 134

8 Support (Hyperacusis) 6965 2328 254

9 Treatments 19657 15523 1108

Total 227374 75816 3950

Subforum crawler
Extracting sentences 
that mention 
treatments

Multi-target 
classification of 
sentences

Scoring and aggregationVisualization

Repository with 
data on each 
posting Collection of sentences 

and mentioned 
treatments

Sentences labelled on 
polarity and personal 
experience

Treatments with 
assigned weighted 
scores over time 

Summary view 
and detailed view 
of treatments 
over time

Building 
Treatments List 

List of treatments 
with groups of 
synonyms

Fig. 1 The workflow and tasks of TinnitusTreatmentMonitor
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We created a random sample of 600 sentences and
labeled them, splitting into a training set of 400 sentences
and using the rest for testing. We use a multi-target random
forest classification algorithm, the Python scikit-learn [9]
implementation of [17]. Once the multi-target classifier is
learned, we apply it to all sentences extracted in the previous
task.

Scoring and Aggregation

Building upon the labels assigned to each sentence, this
component computes scores and aggregates them for each
treatment and timeframe. In particular, a weighted score is
computed for each sentence, by mapping the polarity labels
“positive’’, “negative’’ and “neutral” to the scores 1, −1 and
0 respectively, and the personal experience labels to the
weights1.0 (label YES) and 0.2 (label NO). Then, for each
posting x and treatment y, where S(x,y) is the set of sentences
in x that refer to y, we compute:

pScoreðx; yÞ ¼
P

s2Sðx;yÞ scoreðsÞ � weightðsÞ
P

s2Sðx;yÞ weightðsÞ
ð1Þ

Each posting acquires a weight depending on the maxi-
mum sentence weight in the posting and the number of users
clicking the “agree’’-button for it:

pWeightðx; yÞ ¼ max
s2Sðx;yÞ

weightðsÞ � ð1þ 0:5 � agreesðxÞÞ

ð2Þ
For each time period and treatment, the weighted average

of the associated posting scores is calculated, stored and
presented as “treatment score” for this period. Currently, we
support two time granularities, month and year.

Visualization

The last component of TinnitusTreatmentMonitor is an
interactive web application that shows how each treatment is
mentioned and perceived in the forum. It consists of a
“summary view” over all treatments and a “detailed view”
for each treatment chosen by the user.

Results

We run TinnitusTreatmentMonitor on TinnitusTalk. Of the
postings recorded till July 2017, 41,193 (written by 3,950
users) mentioned treatments. These mentions were in 75,816
sentences, 12,979 written in the last year. We identified a
negative tendency in the users’ opinions: only 9 of the 48
treatments had treatment scores with a positive average.

On the testing subsample of our manually annotated
sample of statements, our multi-target classifier achieved an
accuracy of 60% for the polarity target, and 68% for the
personal experience target. We compared to a baseline that
assigns to each statement the label of the majority class: its
accuracy was 57% for polarity, and 52% for personal
experience, hence our model improved the baseline.

Figure 2 depicts the “summary view’’, which is also the
start page of the front end of TinnitusTreatmentMonitor. It
contains one row per treatment, consisting of three tiles: the
names associated with the treatment (leftmost tile), the
number of mentions in the last period (middle tile) and the
treatment score (rightmost tile). This view also allows that
the user filters out treatments or sorts them.

By clicking on the tiles at the right side of the ``summary
view’’ for some treatment, the human expert comes to the
``detailed view’’ of a treatment. Figure 3 depicts one treat-
ment. Above the graph, we see its names. To the right of the

Fig. 2 Summary view
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graph, the tiles from top to bottom display the absolute
number of mentions, the percentage of mentions and the
treatment score. The arrow indicates the respective trend
over the last year.

The main part of the Fig. 3 offers three interactive graphs:
each can be chosen by clicking at the corresponding tile. The
graph chosen on Fig. 3 shows the absolute number of
mentions over time, with positive, neutral or negative sen-
timent indicated by green, yellow, resp. red color. The
``detailed view’’ also includes a choice of threads and sen-
tences per treatment (not shown in Fig. 3). In particular, for
each treatment, the posting threads are ranked on the number
of the treatment’s mentions in them and the top-5 threads are
shown. Within each of these threads, the sentences are
ranked on the target variable of personal experience (YES
preferred over NO), on the number of agrees for the posting
and the timestamp of the posting. The top-5 sentences are
presented, with links to the original postings, so that the user
can follow the links as entry points into the corresponding
subfora.

Discussion

TinnitusTreatmentMonitor aims at providing users with a
comprehensive treatment overview and how these treatments
are perceived over time. The presented back-end compo-
nents contribute to this goal by identifying the postings
mentioning treatments, classifying them and eventually
visualizing them. The front-end visualization is based on the
back-end and complements TinnitusTreatmentMonitor. The
summary view of the visualization component (cf. Fig. 2)
assists users in obtaining a first impression of all treatments.
Using the leftmost column, users can figure out which names

are used for the treatment. In the middle column, users see
whether a treatment is subject of vivid discussions (large
number of recent mentions) or it is stalled (small number).
From the rightmost column, users can conclude whether the
treatment is perceived positively or negatively. Hence, for
new users, the summary view provides a first and compact
impression of all discussed treatments. For users with a
specific treatment in mind, the summary view allows them to
compare its statistics with those of other treatments.

The detailed view builds upon the first overview to assist
a user in understanding how treatments are perceived. By
juxtaposing the area under each color in the graph of Fig. 3,
the user can decide easily on whether the discussion on the
specific treatment is mostly neutral (when the yellow area is
predominant) or mostly sentimental (when the red or green
areas are predominant). Hence, the user gets a first impres-
sion on the opinion of other patients on the treatment over
time, without needing to read the postings. Hence, our
proof-of-concept prototype can assist new users in acquiring
insights on the discussion intensity and sentiment for all
treatment categories and for each treatment separately. In a
next step users will get the opportunity to evaluate the
prototype in our lab and then in a sandbox of TinnitusTalk.
Note that our approach revealed also drawbacks that must be
further addressed. First, treatments are collected manually
and, hence, we plan to use methods for Opinion Target
Extraction [18, 19]. Next, the label assignments done by the
classifier after training are not verified by a human expert
and therefore we intend to address this task with active
learning methods (see [20] on a stream of postings). Finally,
the approach does not take the user’s interests into account.
A first step constitutes a personalized search by acquiring,
e.g., keywords from the user or identifying treatments where
only these keywords show up.

Fig. 3 Detailed view
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Summary and Outlook

We proposed a method for the compact representation of
postings in a social platform for patient self-help. Thereby,
we focused on treatments and developed mechanisms, which
assess the polarity of postings referring to a treatment,
visualizing popularity and polarity of each treatment across
the time axis, and also providing aggregated information
over all treatment categories. Our next steps include the
automation of treatment recognition from texts, and
semi-supervised or active learning for the acquisition of
human-verified polarity labels. Regarding user acceptance,
we anticipate a first study with users interacting with our
environment for different search tasks. The ultimate goal of
our approach is to assist users in finding information. Hence,
we plan to extend the approach with a keyword-based
querying mechanism allowing users to learn about popu-
larity and polarity trends for specific treatments. The infor-
mation returned can be used in different ways. Of particular
interest is offering it to a patient via a mobile self-help app.
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A Computer-Assisted System with Kinect
Sensors and Wristband Heart Rate Monitors
for Group Classes of Exercise-Based
Rehabilitation

A. Triantafyllidis, D. Filos, R. Buys, J. Claes, V. Cornelissen, E. Kouidi,
A. Chatzitofis, D. Zarpalas, P. Daras, I. Chouvarda, and N. Maglaveras

Abstract
Exercise-based rehabilitation for chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, constitutes a key element in reducing
patient symptoms and improving health status and quality of life. However, group exercise
in rehabilitation programmes faces several challenges imposed by the diversified needs of
their participants. In this direction, we propose a novel computer-assisted system enhanced
with sensors such as Kinect cameras and wristband heart rate monitors, aiming to support
the trainer in adapting the exercise programme on-the-fly, according to identified
requirements. The proposed system design facilitates maximal tailoring of the exercise
programme towards the most beneficial and enjoyable execution of exercises for patient
groups. This work contributes in the design of the next-generation of computerised systems
in exercise-based rehabilitation.

Keywords
Exercise � Rehabilitation � Computer-assisted systems � Sensors � Kinect

Introduction

Chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disease (CVD),
diabetes, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, require
daily self-management and optimal adherence to treatment
plans in order to reduce symptoms and improve health sta-
tus. Exercise-based rehabilitation has been proven to be a
core component of effective chronic disease management,
resulting in reduced morbidity and mortality and improved
cardiovascular and respiratory function as well as quality of
life [1]. Group-based exercise programmes offered in the
community, constitute a common treatment approach [2].

A shortcoming of the currently provided group-based
exercise programmes is the lack of proper support to the
trainer/instructor to allow optimal tailoring of the exercise
programme. The trainer instructs exercises to a group of
patients based on his/her expertise along with received visual
or verbal feedback, and adapts the exercise session to the
average patients’ performance. However, the trainer has no
access to objective quantitative information regarding the
performance of individual participants in a class, thereby
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limiting the potential of fine-tuning the programme to
maximise its effect on the individual patients’ physical sta-
tus. Consequently, adherence of patients to group-based
exercise programmes might be limited due to the lack of
tailoring to the patients’ capabilities and needs. When a
patient stops exercising on a regular basis, he/she is driven to
the loss of gained cardiovascular benefits and the reduction
of his/her functional capacity [3]. In this context, new
computer-assisted services in exercise-based rehabilitation
may attract patient interest and gain wide uptake.

In this paper, we demonstrate an approach to optimal
exercise programme adaptation in patient groups by means
of a computerised and sensor-enhanced system. In this
regard the aim of this paper is to: a) demonstrate the struc-
ture and most important parameters of current exercise
programmes according to current guidelines, along with
associated challenges, and b) propose a design of a novel
computer-assisted and sensor-enabled system, also high-
lighting directions for future research.

Exercise Programmes

Goals and Structure

Exercise programmes including aerobic exercises supple-
mented with resistance exercises, are recommended by inter-
national guidelines [4], tomaximise health benefits for chronic
patients. More specifically, these programmes are typically
performed 3 times per week in a controlled environment (e.g.,
specialized rehabilitation centres, gyms, etc.), under the
supervision of experts in exercise-based rehabilitation (train-
ers). The programme typically targets a specific patient group
(e.g., patients with CVD), lasts at least 30 min, and consists of
a series of exercises of different intensity and difficulty.

The effectiveness of exercise-based rehabilitation pro-
grammes largely depends on four exercise characteristics,

namely Frequency, Intensity, Type, and Time (FITT) [5]. As
such, a main goal of the programme is to guide patients to
exercise within their target heart rate zones (“Intensity”
characteristic in FITT), which play a key role in effective
exercise performance [4]. Beneficial heart rate zones can be
formulated based on the results of a cardiopulmonary exer-
cise test (CPET), by which both resting heart rate and peak
heart rate are identified. Perceived exertion and enjoyment
should also be considered when structuring exercise pro-
grammes [6, 7].

An exercise session (Fig. 1) is divided into 3 separate
phases: (a) the warm-up phase which targets a gradual heart
rate increase, preparing the body for the execution of more
intense exercises, (b) the main phase which corresponds to
the main components of an exercise session, and (c) the
cool-down phase which targets at a gradual transition from
exercise to rest.

The different exercises of the programme (“Type” char-
acteristic in FITT) are chosen by the trainer according to his
expertise, the health status of the average participants and
received visual or verbal cues. Overall, the trainer decides on
the intensity of the exercise class based on the history of
workouts (“Frequency” and “Time” characteristics in FITT)
by the group and the condition and ability of the participants.
Optimally, the trainer proposes a variety of exercises
involving all body parts (legs, arms, trunk, etc.), with dif-
ferent levels of intensity and difficulty. For example, an
exercise with low intensity (e.g., “walking on the spot”)
could be chosen during warm-up/cool-down, or after a series
of exercises with high intensity (e.g., “jumping”). The trainer
can also change the level of intensity or difficulty (e.g.,
exercises requiring balance or coordination of different body
parts), if he/she notices discomfort, exhaustion, difficulties or
dislike to be present in one or more participants.

Challenges

In current exercise-based rehabilitation in a group setting, a
number of barriers preclude its effectiveness in optimally
improving patient physical status and health condition. In
brief some of these barriers are:

(a) Lack of personalization: Due to the fact that the pro-
gramme is targeted at a patient group, there is an
inherent problem of programme individualisation
according to one’s specific needs. In this respect, the
trainer may instruct exercises which are not performed in
the correct form by all participants due to fitness level,
motor impairments, health problems, etc. Following the
same rationale, an instructed exercise might be disliked
or might be causing overexertion in some participants,
depending on personal characteristics.

Fig. 1 Patient group performing exercises instructed by a trainer in an
exercise-based rehabilitation programme
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(b) Lack of quantification: The trainer mainly relies on his
expertise and experience to adapt an exercise pro-
gramme without support from important quantified
feedback during an exercise class. In this respect, the
trainer has no sign of whether a patient’s optimal heart
rate zone is reached, or whether he/she is adhering to the
exercise form, and enjoys the training session.

(c) Group statistics: The trainer has no feedback on the
overall group’s performance (e.g., heart rate dynamics,
motion accuracy, perceived exertion, etc.) and progress
during an exercise session. This limits the possibility of
taking the proper actions in terms of beneficial adapta-
tions of an exercise class according to the FITT
principles.

Proposed System Design

We propose a novel system (Fig. 2), based on the experience
gained from the PATHway system for exercise-based car-
diac rehabilitation at home [8, 9], which can help to over-
come current barriers in exercise-based rehabilitation. More
specifically, we propose a system consisting of the following
components:

(a) Motion tracking: Kinect cameras target at capturing
motion during exercise, which has been proven to be
effective in the context of rehabilitation [10]. In this way
motion accuracy can be evaluated via appropriately
applied algorithms [11], which is important from kine-
siology viewpoint for the safety and health of the par-
ticipants. A Kinect sensor points to the trainer to
recognise the selected exercise (based on a pool of
available exercises in the system). Following exercise
recognition, motion accuracy is detected for all group

participants with separate Kinect sensors. Then, an
overall average motion accuracy score for the group can
be calculated for each individual exercise and displayed
to a projector screen. The trainer can use this informa-
tion to evaluate whether or not it is needed to emphasize
on exercise execution by providing key instruction
points or adapting the speed of the execution, especially
for those who experience difficulties.

(b) Heart rate monitoring: Heart rate is monitored through
Bluetooth-enabled wristband heart rate monitors worn
by the participants. The accuracy of such devices has
been reported in previous work [12]. The target heart
rate zones for each individual are identified during sys-
tem initialization before an exercise session starts, and
based on CPET. During exercise, the trainer is enabled
to view in the projector screen whether participants have
reached their target heart rate as an overall percentage.
This allows the trainer for example to change the exer-
cise intensity when the percentage is low (e.g., less than
50%).

(c) Exercise type monitoring: The trainer is enabled to view
the duration of the type of exercises already performed
(aerobic, resistance, exercises for different muscle
groups), and can decide on the type of exercise which
patients should focus on.

(d) Exertion and enjoyment monitoring: The addition of
push buttons to the wristband heart rate monitor can
allow patients to easily indicate levels of exertion and/or
enjoyment. The participant feedback in terms of per-
ceived exertion and enjoyment can subsequently be
viewed in the projector screen and the trainer can adapt
the exercise session accordingly.

The proposed system is easy to set up. Each Kinect
sensor is connected (via USB) with a laptop computer to
enable motion recognition and heart rate monitoring in each

Fig. 2 System architecture
utilizing Kinect sensors,
wristband heart rate monitors,
laptops, a projector screen and a
central computer to process
monitored data
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participant. The Kinect should be placed in a distance 2 m -
3 m from the patient. The heart rate monitors connect via
Bluetooth communication technology with the laptop com-
puters. Motion and heart rate data from each patient are
analyzed in terms of accuracy and intensity. Finally, all
monitored data (heart rate, motion accuracy, self-reports of
enjoyment and exertion) are transmitted via a LAN or
Internet connection to a central computer which is respon-
sible for data aggregation, processing, and display to a
projector screen.

Discussion

Performance monitoring during exercise training with
computer-assisted systems has been the focus of research
presented e.g., in [13, 14], but only motion accuracy or steps
were received as objective indicators of performance. In
other systems, performance indicators included target heart
rate, e.g., in [15], but only a single type of activity (i.e.,
cycling) was monitored. In [16], both accelerometry and
heart rate were used to quantify personalised performance
during exercise, but the focus was on outdoor activities and
motion capturing was not applied. Therefore, to the authors’
knowledge, the presented system which combines heart rate
monitoring with motion accuracy tracking for group
exercise-based rehabilitation is the first of its kind.

Future work could focus on the development of
computer-assisted systems which are not only able to
quantify the actual performance, but also able to predict the
performance of the patients in an exercise session, in order to
suggest adaptations to the exercise class and assist the trainer
with decision making for programme optimisation. The
usability of the proposed system for both patients and
trainers needs to be investigated in future studies [17]. The
feasibility and effectiveness of the described system could be
explored in a clinical trial, in comparison with “traditional”
group exercise-based rehabilitation.

Conclusions

We presented the design of a computer-assisted system for
optimization of group exercise-based rehabilitation classes in
a controlled environment (e.g., a gym) under supervision of
a trainer. The system will empower trainers to provide more
effective exercise programmes according to patient needs,
based on quantified feedback on exercise performance and
progress. As such, this work contributes to the development
of the next-generation of computer-assisted systems target-
ing at better health management in the community.
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A Computerized System for Real-Time Exercise
Performance Monitoring and e-Coaching
Using Motion Capture Data

Anargyros Chatzitofis, Dimitris Zarpalas, and Petros Daras

Abstract
A lack of exercise and physical activity is one of the main health-risk behaviors, causing
chronic diseases. This paper proposes a computerized system for monitoring exercise
performance and e-coaching. The aim of the system is to increase users’ physical activity
and fitness levels, improve the effectiveness of exercise-based rehabilitation and training,
and subsequently motivate people to become more active. Capable of acquiring and fusing
motion capture data from different modalities (Kinect and IMUs), depending on the
physical exercise intricacy to be captured and evaluated, the proposed system performs
real-time anthropometric measurements and analysis. The main challenges of physical
exercise performance monitoring are also addressed. Lying-down physical exercises or
exercises with caregiver or trainer support can be captured, monitored and evaluated.
Exercise repetition detection and evaluation, and e-coaching of the subjects through
comprehensive semantic feedback are performed in real-time.

Keywords
Exercise-based rehabilitation � Exercise performance monitoring � e-Coaching � Motion
capture � Exercise evaluation

Introduction

Nowadays, chronic diseases have become the center of
attention in public health worldwide, causing more than 36
million deaths a year and consuming great amounts of
resources in healthcare costs [1]. From 2012 to 2014, 117
million people in the United States (US)—about half of all
adults—had one or more chronic health conditions [2]. One
of the main healthy risk behaviors that cause chronic dis-
eases is the lack of exercise or physical activity. In 2015, in
the US, 50% of adults did not meet recommendations for
aerobic physical activity, while 79% of them did not meet
recommendations for both aerobic and muscle-strengthening

physical activity [3]. However, increasing physical activity
can decrease the risk of disease, while physical
exercise-based rehabilitation can be effective for many
chronic diseases such as cardiac diseases (e.g. Coronary
Heart Disease) or movement disorders (e.g. Parkinson’s
Disease [4]).

Group-based, supervised exercise programmes in gyms or
rehabilitation centers constitute the main approach for
physical exercise. In these programmes, the trainers instruct
the subjects on how to exercise correctly, adapting the
exercise sessions based on their experience and the feedback
they retrieve. On the other hand, patients with movement
difficulties (e.g. with sub-acute stroke, Parkinson’s disease,
etc.) often seek private rehabilitation programmes with
caregiver support [5]. However, in both cases, the main
disadvantage is the lack of information regarding the quality
of exercise execution and the quantitative measurements and
reports regarding the training or rehabilitation progress
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(e.g. anthropometric body part movements, number of
exercise repetitions, exercise execution accuracy, etc.).

In this context, also exploiting the recent advances in
visual computing and wearable, wireless sensor technologies,
the development of more sophisticated, technology-enabled
fitness and rehabilitation solutions has been enforced. Ofli
et al. [6] propose an interactive exercise coaching system for
older adults, guiding them through a series of video exercises,
tracking their movements and providing them with real-time
feedback. In [7], ExerciseCheck, a remote monitoring and
evaluation platform for home-based physical rehabilitation is
proposed by Saraee et al., aiming to give the patients feed-
back on how-to adjust their movements in order to achieve
higher accuracy of exercise performance.

In this paper, a computerized system for exercise per-
formance monitoring and e-coaching is proposed, using
motion capture data from several modalities. The proposed
system addresses some of the main challenges in monitoring,
evaluating and coaching physical exercises. In particular:

• Lying-down exercises can be captured, monitored and
evaluated.

• Exercises where one or more caregivers or trainers are
present can be captured, monitored and evaluated.

• Repetition detection, accurate evaluation and semantic
feedback are provided.

The paper is organized as follows. Section “Proposed
System” describes the architecture, the implemented and
integrated technological modules and the related function-
alities. In section “Discussion”, the effectiveness and the
novelty of the proposed system are discussed. Conclusion
and future work are finally given in Sect. IV.

Proposed System

Architecture

A computerized system for exercise performance monitoring
and e-coaching is proposed. The system, which supports
multimodal real-time motion capture, instructs the users how
to appropriately execute their physical exercise programme
with or without supervision. The system is available for
Windows, while the required equipment consists of a MS
Kinect v2 sensor (Kinect), a set of inertial measurement units
(IMUs) (optional) and a Windows PC/laptop, meeting the
minimum system requirements for using Kinect.

The system consists of two main technological modules
which interact with each other; the motion capture and the
exercise performance evaluation (Fig. 1). The motion cap-
ture module is capable of motion capture data acquisition
using either solely Kinect or Kinect and IMUs. These data

(a) are used as input for the exercise performance evaluation
module and (b) are processed and analyzed for anthropo-
metric measurements. Regarding the exercise performance
evaluation module, pre-recorded training motion data have
been considered as reference and used to train the module.
Analyzing then the captured motion data, the time interval of
the performed repetition is detected. Finally, the detected
and the reference exercise repetitions are compared, result-
ing in semantic feedback.

Motion Capture Module

Several training and rehabilitation monitoring systems inte-
grate real-time motion capture solutions [8–10]. In the pro-
posed system, a novel motion capture module has been
developed and integrated, enabling motion capture and
antropometric measurements.

Motion Capture
As mentioned above, the proposed system has been designed
to function with the aid of Kinect and an arbitrary number of
IMUs to minimize the associated equipment cost and com-
plexity, depending on the exercise intricacy to be captured.
Except from the number of the inertial sensors, their place-
ment and usage can also vary, depending on the use case and
the type of physical exercise. For instance, in physical
exercises that target only the upper body, the inertial sensors
can be placed just on the trunk and the arms.

User’s raw 3D body information is provided per frame
using Kinect, including global 3D positions and orientations
of 25 body joints. If a higher level of motion capture
accuracy is required, 1 to N inertial sensors can be placed on

Fig. 1 System architecture and pipeline. White containers indicate the
modules of the system
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the subject’s body, where N represents the desired number of
sensors. Fusing raw motion capture data with inertial data
(acceleration, angular velocity, magnetic field data), the
motion capture accuracy for the end-joints of the bones on
which the inertial sensors have been placed is improved. The
Kinect-IMU fusion method has been described in [11].

Anthropometric Measurements
A significant component for efficient exercise performance
monitoring is the real-time anthropometric measurement and
analysis [12]. Analyzing the provided motion capture data
allows for robust extraction of anthropometrics. Given the
3D positions of the joints, the planes of human body motion
(i.e., saggital, frontal and transverse) are defined [13], cal-
culating the orientation of the body. In particular, the upper
and lower body orientations can be separately estimated in
the proposed system, enabling holistic and separate or partial
motion analysis. To this end, for the upper body, taking into
account the 3D positions of the middle of the spine ps, the
neck pn and the left shoulder pls, the orientation Rub is
calculated. Correspondingly, the positions of the spine base
psb, the middle of the spine ps and the left hip plh, give the
orientation of the lower body, Rlb. More specifically, let v0x1
be the normalized vector from the neck to the left shoulder
position (v0x1 ¼ pls � pn=jpls � pnj) and vy1 be the normal-
ized vector from the neck to the middle of spine position
(vy1 ¼ ps � pn=jps � pnj). The cross product between vy1
and v0x1 gives vz1 (vz1 ¼ vy1 � v0x1), while, then, the cross
product between vz1 and vy1 gives vx1 (vx1 ¼ vz1 � vy1). As a
result, the rotation matrix Rub of the upper body is defined

by the estimated normalized vectors (Rub ¼ ½vx1vy1vz1�T ). In
holistic body analysis, where the body is not separately
analyzed, Rub is considered the orientation of the whole
body. The rotation matrix Rlb the lower body is corre-
spondingly defined using psb, ps and plh.

Using the motion capture data and the estimated planes of
motion, anthropometric angles (e.g., flexion, extension,
abduction, etc.) and other anthropometric parameters (e.g.,
body height, trunk length and width, leg and arm length,
etc.) can be given.

Exercise Performance Evaluation Module

This module is based on the recognition and detection of a
priori known exercise instances within a sequence of motion
data. Subsequently, these instances can be evaluated, pro-
viding feedback of whether the right exercise has been
performed, how accurate the exercise performance was and
how to improve the performance accuracy.

Exercise Repetition Detection
The exercise repetition detection has been developed for (a)
recognizing that a repetition of a specific exercise was per-
formed and (b) detecting its time interval. To efficiently
serve repetition detection, even in complex physical exer-
cises (e.g. bilateral lunge stretch with trunk rotation), gesture
recognition algorithms have been extended, recognizing
sequences of key-frames. Details regarding the repetition
detection method have been described in [11].

Exercise Repetition Evaluation
After the detection of a performed exercise repetition, the
motion capture data get segmented and labeled, allowing for
exercise evaluation to be applied. To this end, a motion data
processing pipeline is proposed, utilizing the segmented
motion capture data and a set of sequences of this specific
exercise. This set is obtained by the training set and is used
as reference, resulting in semantic feedback (Fig. 2).

It is worth noting that the motion data, before being
analyzed by the evaluation components, are pre-processed.
At first, applying body bone normalization prevents errors
due to body structure differences. Subsequently,
spatio-temporal alignment is performed. Spatial alignment is
achieved by estimating the rotational offset between the
body rotations. Then, by applying multivariate Dynamic
Time Warping (m-DTW) on the joint 3D positions, the
sequences are temporally aligned. The 3D joint position and
linear velocity errors are calculated and normalized, enabling
statistical joint error analysis. The DTW and error statistical
analysis are given as input to a fuzzy logic engine, resulting
in semantic feedback.

Discussion

The main challenges addressed by the proposed system, as
described in section “Introduction”, are discussed in this
section. The achievements of the motion capture module are
primarily based on the capability of the system to fuse
Kinect and IMUs, addressing Kinect low frame rate and
one-side view limitations as well as the difficulty to effi-
ciently estimate 3D positions using inertial data.

Fig. 2 Exercise repetition evaluation pipeline
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Lying Down Exercises

A variety of exercise groups, including abdominal, stretch-
ing and many rehabilitation exercises, are executed while the
subject lies down. In this case, Kinect fails to capture the
human body movements, due to self-occlusions and the fact
that Kinect functions properly when the subject is standing
or seated. The proposed system goes beyond Kinect tracking
by placing inertial sensors on the bones of the subject and
applying Kinect-IMU fusion. In Fig. 3a, where the subject
lies on a table, 3 IMUs are enough to accurately capture the
arm stretching.

Exercises with Caregiver or Trainer Support

In several exercise-based rehabilitation or training pro-
grammes, especially for patients with movement difficulties,
exercises with caregiver support are included. In Fig. 3b, the
subject is supported by a caregiver in order to perform a
specific rehabilitation exercise. In such cases, Kinect cannot
accurately capture the subject’s motion due to occlusion
from the caregiver’s body. For this purpose, 9 inertial sen-
sors have been placed on the subject’s body to capture the
movements.

Exercise Evaluation and Semantic Feedback

With the aim to include challenging physical exercises,
further techniques were implemented during the system
development. For some continuous exercises, for instance,
two repetitions, each performed by different limbs, are
combined and considered as one (e.g. a walking on the spot
repetition is considered completed when the subject per-
forms two steps).

Finally, the semantic feedback given by the proposed
system uses pre-defined templates in order to inform the
users regarding their performance (e.g. “HIGH score! The
highest POSITION error is detected for the LEFT WRIST…
move your LEFT WRIST…”, here, the words with capital
letters are being selected by the outcome of the fuzzy logic).

Conclusion and Future Work

Such systems show considerable promise, advancing the
effectiveness of exercise-based training and rehabilitation,
motivating people to become more active and improving the
quality of their lives. The next step for the system is to
overcome current difficulties relating to the monitoring of
subjects exercising with a trainer or caregiver, due to the
possibility of a IMU being moved, which increases the risk
for erroneous motion capture. For this purpose, research is
being conducted using reflective materials and ToF
depth-sensing devices in order to increase the motion capture
stability and quality.
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Design of a Fully Automated Service
to Generate an Individualized Exercise
Rehabilitation Program for Adults
with Congenital Heart Disease

R. Buys and V. A. Cornelissen

Abstract
Physical activity is key in the prevention of cardiovascular diseases and as such should also
be targeted in the long-term care of patients with congenital heart disease [CHD]. Mounting
evidence, derived from small proof of concept studies, shows that patients with CHD can
safely exercise and are able to increase their exercise capacity. Yet, the implementation of
physical activity and exercise programs is challenging in patients with CHD given the need
for a highly individualized approach. Therefore, efforts are needed to further tailor the
current exercise prescription recommendations in order to obtain a truly personalized and
most likely more effective exercise rehabilitation program in terms of adherence and health
benefits. Here we propose the design of a fully automated service for the generation of an
individualized, patient tailored exercise rehabilitation program for adults with CHD. This
computer based information system will consider individual patient data to ensure safety,
effectiveness as well as attractiveness in order to automatically propose an exercise
prescription. This prescription will consist of the short and mid-term exercise goal for the
patient to target. Moreover, the system will propose a structured exercise program in order
to gradually work toward achieving the goals. The system will support CHD specialists in
prescribing detailed, understandable and effective exercise and physical activity programs
according to patient needs and wants, based on quantified information on cardiac status,
exercise performance, physical activity level and patient preferences. As such, this work
contributes to the development of computer-assisted systems targeting at personalized
medicine and ultimately better health outcomes in CHD.

Keywords
Exercise program � Rehabilitation � Congenital heart disease � Computer based
information system

Introduction

Approximately one percent of all newborn baby’s has a
congenital heart defect [CHD] [1]. Nowadays, almost 90%
of these patients survives into adulthood [2], owing to the

developments in medicine the last decades. Consequently,
the number of adults with CHD is estimated to have risen to
at least 1.2 million in Europe [3].

According to current guidelines, patients with CHD need
regular cardiac follow-up, as long-term morbidity is high [4].
Moreover, the risk of developing ischemic heart disease is
increased in patients with CHD in comparison to
age-matched peers. In the context of this growing patient
population with high healthcare needs, preventive strategies
are an important public health challenge, especially since an
increasing prevalence of obesity and diabetes can also be
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noted here [5]. Physical activity is key in the prevention of
cardiovascular diseases and as such should also be targeted
in the long-term care of patients with CHD.

Mounting evidence, derived from small proof of concept
studies, shows that patients with CHD can safely exercise
and are able to increase their exercise capacity [6]. Yet, the
implementation of physical activity and exercise programs is
challenging in patients with CHD. That is, the wide spec-
trum of CHD precludes the prescription of a more or less
generalized exercise program and warrants a highly indi-
vidualized approach. Moreover, adult patients with CHD
report that they are concerned about physical activity in their
daily life [7] and that are willing to engage in exercise
programs [8, 9]. At the same time they express their fears
and uncertainties with regard to which type and intensity of
exercise/sports is safe and consequently often remain inac-
tive. Given the importance of a physically active lifestyle,
the difficulties associated with its implementation and the
fact that the majority of patients remains inactive, it was
suggested that exercise-based interventions should become
part of routine follow-up [6, 10]. To this aim, Budts et al.
developed an individualized exercise prescription algorithm
based on the absence or presence of certain key hemody-
namic and electrophysiological elements rather than on the
different underlying heart defects as was common in previ-
ous guidelines [11]. This new approach was a first step
towards patient tailoring of an exercise program. Despite
this, the outcome still remains a rather general advice
regarding the intensity of static and dynamic exercise and
both the patient and the healthcare provider remain with
questions regarding the optimal training program. In the era
of integrated care and personalized medicine, more efforts
are needed to further tailor the current exercise prescription
algorithm in order to obtain a truly personalized and most
likely more effective exercise rehabilitation program in terms
of adherence and health benefits.

Here we propose the design of a fully automated service
for the generation of an individualized, patient tailored
exercise rehabilitation program for adults with CHD. In
section “Content” of this paper, we summarize the exercise
content of the system, as well as the data that needs to be fed
into the system to allow personalization of the exercise
program. In section “Output”, we summarize the output that
will be generated by the system, through the processing of
the data. Finally, in section “Discussion and Future

Challenges”, we speculate on the potential of the proposed
system along with directions for future research.

Content

The system needs to encompass (a) patient safety during
exercise, (b) effectiveness in terms of maximal health benefit
from the training program and (c) attractiveness and
acceptability ensuring high adherence of the patient.
Therefore, the service will consist of a computer based
information system capable of combining data from 3 dif-
ferent modules filled in by the cardiologist specialized in
CHD, the exercise specialist and the patient respectively,
with the exercise content of the system. A schematic rep-
resentation of the different modules regarding individual
patient data is represented in Fig. 1.

Safety

By fully adhering to the prevailing recommendations [11,
12], safety is ensured to the highest possible level. Following
the most recent recommendation, the system will require
data input regarding the five key hemodynamic parameters
to be evaluated in the context of exercise prescription, on top
of the first questions to the cardiologist, namely whether the
patients’ cardiac status is stable and whether the patient is
not subject to non-cardiological conditions needing restric-
tions for exercise. As such, the CHD specialist enters data
regarding the patients ventricular function, pulmonary artery
pressure and aortic diameter, as well as regarding the pres-
ence of arrhythmias and desaturation at rest and/or during
cardiopulmonary exercise testing [CPET] [11].

Fig. 1 Overview of the different modules on individual patient data
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Using this information, along with information on peak
heart rate reached during CPET, the system implements the
related algorithm in order to obtain an upper heart rate
threshold as well as an upper rate of perceived exertion [11].

Effectiveness

In order for an exercise training program to be effective in
terms of gains in physical fitness as defined by peak oxygen
uptake, as well as in terms of benefits in health and quality of
life, an aerobic exercise program can be optimized by
specifying Frequency, Intensity, Type, and Time [FITT] of
the exercise sessions [13]. Especially the intensity is key
when improvement in fitness level is aimed for. The
longer-term goal of the program will be to gradually build up
an exercise volume with optimal training intensity. To define
the optimal intensity, the system will use information from
CPET, as this objective measurements provides data that
take into account age, gender, current fitness level as well as
cardiac status. Based on ventilatory thresholds and cardiac
response during CPET, the system will be able to set the
heart rate zone for optimal aerobic exercise training.

Further, next to gains in aerobic capacity, the exercise
program will also target peripheral and respiratory muscle
strength and endurance as well as flexibility and coordina-
tion if needed. Therefore, data derived from standardized
fitness tests will be provided to the system by the exercise
specialist [14].

Personalization

The ultimate aim of any exercise program is the uptake of a
life-long physically active lifestyle. Indeed, implementation
of an exercise routine in daily life is necessary to obtain
lasting health benefits [15]. Therefore, an exercise program
must be clear, approachable, attractive and encouraging. To
achieve this, information on current exercise and physical
activity habits of the patients, as well as patient preferences
towards exercise, physical activity and sports participation
needs to be taken into account. The system will collect this
information by implementing online questionnaires of which
the scores are automatically calculated in order to feed the
systems’ rules and algorithms.

Exercise and Sports Database

The exercise and sports database of the system will
encompass an extensive set of exercises allowing for

generating balanced exercise sessions, with every exercise
labeled for intensity of the static and dynamic component,
for difficulty and for suitability for different exercise phases
such as warming up and endurance training. Furthermore,
the sports database will consist of a large set of sports, as
listed in the Compendium of Ainsworth [16] and with these
sports classified as adapted from Mitchell et al. [17] to again
be able to take into account static as well as dynamic
intensity.

Output

The proposed system will automatically propose an exercise
prescription based on the variables provided (see Fig. 2).
This prescription will consist of the short and mid-term
exercise goal for the patient to target. Moreover, the system
will propose a structured exercise program in order to
gradually work toward achieving the goals.

Exercise Prescription and Target

The exercise prescription will consist of the frequency,
intensity, type and time of exercise to ultimately adhere to
lifelong, along with a list of suggested sports and physical
activities. Moreover safety advices related to the underlying
heart defect and cardiac status are provided.

How to Gradually Build Up the Exercise Program

On top of the exercise prescription, the system will take into
account the current level of physical activity and physical
fitness of the patient to provide a gradual exercise program
aiming at reaching the prescribed exercise volume.

Discussion and Future Challenges

The proposed system is rather easy to set up and given the
implementation of current guidelines and recommendations
along with expertise from exercise scientists in the field we
believe that results of using the generated exercise programs
will be most likely beneficial. Therefore, this system could
become a useful tool for health professionals in CHD when
prescribing exercise programs. Moreover, this exercise pro-
gram generator can easily be build into technology enabled
rehabilitation systems such as PATHway, such that the
patient does not only receive an exercise program, but is
guided towards following the program using an integrated
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system that encompasses heart rate monitoring and motion
capturing for providing exercise training sessions [18].

Nevertheless, testing of the system by means of a clinical
trial will be needed to document the effectiveness as well as
to unveil shortcomings to be taken into account when
improving the system.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the design of a fully automated
service to generate an individualized exercise rehabilitation
program for adults with CHD. The system will support CHD
specialists in prescribing detailed, understandable and
effective exercise and physical activity programs according
to patient needs and wants, based on quantified information
on cardiac status, exercise performance, physical activity
level and patient preferences. As such, this work contributes
to the development of computer-assisted systems targeting at
personalized medicine and ultimately better health outcomes
in CHD.
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Adherence to Physical Activity in Patients
with Heart Disease: Types, Settings
and Evaluation Instruments

K. Livitckaia, V. Koutkias, N. Maglaveras, E. Kouidi, M. van Gils,
and I. Chouvarda

Abstract
Physical fitness is one of the main therapeutic recommendations for patients with heart
disease. Yet, adherence to physical activity regimen in both daily life and rehabilitation
programs remains to be low. Elaborating on the analysis of factors associated with physical
activity behavior, we noticed that the concept of adherence is complex, and its evaluation
depends on a specific behavior and its settings. Evaluation of adherence to exercise in
leisure time and exercise in the settings of cardiac rehabilitation program requires an
application of different instruments. In this paper, we present a summary of findings from
the literature analysis regarding types, settings and evaluation instruments of physical
activity adherence in daily life and cardiac rehabilitation settings.

Keywords
Patient adherence � Physical activity � Heart disease � Health behavior � Translational
research

Introduction

Poor patient adherence to therapies and lifestyle recom-
mendations is becoming one of the most alarming public
health-related issues globally. Studies show that the low
level of adherence is widely spread among patients suffering

from various diseases, yet patients with chronic diseases are
in the pressing position due to the need to follow medication
and lifestyle change recommendation for a long period of
time, and, often, lifelong. Regardless of the importance of
making healthy choices daily, an overall patient adherence to
such changes is poor [1].

Particularly acute adherence problem is in patients with
cardiovascular disease (CVD). Physical activity and fitness
are two of the main components in therapeutic recommen-
dations for patients with heart disease. However, adherence
to physical activity regimen in both, lifestyle choices and
rehabilitation programs remains to be critically low [1].
According to the results of the studies, the percentage of
adherence to cardiac rehabilitation exercise programs varies
from 39 to 46% [2, 3].

CVD patients do not follow given recommendations for a
variety of reasons and influencing factors, including lack of
motivation, having high levels of anxiety, being busy with
family responsibilities, etc. Studying the factors associated
with physical activity behavior in patients with heart disease,
we noticed that the concept of adherence is complex from the
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perspective of types and settings of the specific activity
behavior. Evaluation of adherence differs depending on the
context of physical activity and exercise as well. For example,
exercise in leisure time and exercise in the setting of a cardiac
rehabilitation program (CRP) are not the same behavior, and
adherence should be evaluated using different instruments.
Moreover, the same patient could be adherent to the exercise
training in CRP, but does not exercise on a daily basis after
finishing the program. We found it relevant to continue with
aforesaid analysis. Therefore, the aim of this study is to
summarize and present findings from the literature analysis
regarding types, settings and evaluation instruments of phys-
ical activity adherence in daily life and CRP settings.

Material and Methods

The study is organized and reported as theoretical analysis,
as it relies on published material that is relevant for the
analysis. For the review, we selected forty-one scientific
articles retrieved from MEDLINE and the Cochrane Library
between June and August 2017 [4–44]. All the articles were
published in English, available in full text for the authors of
this study, focusing on CVD patients and investigating
physical activity adherence.

In the thematic analysis, we addressed subjects such as
(a) settings of CRPs, (b) interpretation and calculation of
adherence in cardiac rehabilitation (CR), (c) settings and
types of independent physical activity and exercise, and
(d) instruments to evaluate adherence to independent phys-
ical activity behavior. The selection and analysis process
was iterated several times.

Results

Patient adherence reflects a performed level of physical
activity and fitness in everyday life, as well as in CRPs.
From the studied articles, we noticed that physical activity
and exercise performed outside the hospital (or other
healthcare facility), and when the patient has no real-time
supervision from the healthcare professional, is called
independent physical activity and exercise. In opposite, an
exercise performed under the supervision in an organized
facility (e.g., hospital, rehabilitation center), it is specified as
controlled exercise. Thus, we will refer to physical activity
behavior performed in everyday life as an independent
physical activity and exercise, while controlled exercise will
imply exercise in the form of CRPs.

Settings of Cardiac Rehabilitation Programs

The majority of CRPs in the selected studies are similar in
the design. The main part is represented by a supervised
physical exercise training with two to three sessions per
week, lasting for an hour on average, and supported by
additional health-related educational sessions, and occa-
sionally psychological or emotional support.

Aiming to understand specific settings of supervised
physical exercise, we found that programs’ durations varied
from two weeks to four years. Larger part of programs was
organized for a short-term period (up to three months), less
programs lasted up to a year, and the minority was organized
for periods of up to three years and longer. Our analysis
showed that as the duration of CRPs gets longer, less studies
are organized to investigate adherence.

Continuing with the analysis of the programs durations,
we outlined CRPs with respect to the phase of cardiac
rehabilitation. Most of the programs were designed as out-
patient exercise training, representing second and third
rehabilitation phase. Two programs were designed for
in-patient first phase training. In one paper the key interest
was in adherence to any of participated CRPs, rather than in
a specific phase.

Defining and Quantifying Adherence in Cardiac
Rehabilitation

Adherence to CR physical exercise in the selected studies is
defined through the program attendance. Commonly,
researchers quantify adherence to cardiac rehabilitation
programs as a number of exercise sessions attended divided
by the number of sessions scheduled. However, there are
differences in values when defining adherence and nonad-
herence. Patients who attended less than 50% of or less than
66% of the scheduled study sessions are categorized as being
non-adherent.

Another concept related to the patients not following
sufficient number of prescribed physical exercises in the
rehabilitation program is dropout. Among the chosen pub-
lications, nine studies are focusing on investigations related
to a patient dropout. The dropout was recorded when a
patient attended 75% or less or two third or less of a
scheduled program, or three or more consecutive activity
sessions were missed. If there was a confirmation by a
patient that he or she no longer wished to or was unable to
participate, or if the patient was unreachable by telephone,
the program participation was considered as a dropout.
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Settings, Types and Dimensions of Independent
Physical Activity and Exercise

The analysis of studies focusing on independent physical
activity behavior, allows to outline two groups of behaviors
—an independent physical activity and independent exer-
cise. In most studies, physical activity behavior was inves-
tigated without a particular context. We also noticed that
independent physical activity and exercise were studied
under specific settings related to heart disease, such as dur-
ing and after cardiac rehabilitation program, and after index
hospitalization. Further, we identified behavior dimensions
such as level, regularity, frequency, persistence, mainte-
nance, intensity, and the total amount.

Instruments to Evaluate Adherence
to Independent Physical Activity Behavior

In majority of the selected studies related to independent
physical activity and exercise, adherence was evaluated
through scores of subjective instruments such as assessments
and self-reported diaries. Larger number of the assessments
were organized in a free form as questionnaires, open-ended
questions, and interviews. Generally, patient adherence was
evaluated based on the answers regarding minutes and reg-
ularity of performed physical activity; however, we noted
several assessments regarding weekly, monthly, and yearly
adherence evaluation. Below we detail these instruments.

Adherence Evaluation for the Previous Week
Godin Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire (LTEQ): In this
questionnaire, patients are asked about performed physical
activity during a typical seven-day period; how many times
on average do they perform a light, moderate, and strenuous
exercise for more than 15 min. The LTEQ score is calcu-
lated by adding the frequency of exercise within the speci-
fied physical activity.

Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE): In this
ten-item tool, patients are asked for how many days per
week, and how much time they spend for sitting, walking,
and moderate or vigorous activity over the past week.
A higher PASE score indicates a greater level of everyday
physical activity and independent exercise.

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ,
s-IPAQ): The instrument is targeting frequency and duration
of physical activity (vigorous and moderate activity, walk-
ing) and inactivity (sitting) during the past week. The total
activity score is transformed into the metabolic equivalent
(MET), and the patients can be assigned to low, moderate, or
high physical activity group. The difference between full
IPAQ and s-IPAQ, is that in the full version patients are

asked regarding (in)activity behaviors within job-, transport-,
home-, and sport and leisure-related activities.

7-Day Physical Activity Recall Questionnaire (PAR):
In PAR, patients are assessed about the time spent for
sleeping and being engaged in moderate, hard and very hard
physical activity within the previous week. From hours spent
in physical activities, total kilocalories/day can be estimated
and transformed into MET.

Adherence Evaluation for the Previous Month
The Self-Care of Heart Failure Index (SCHFI): Using this
instrument, patients are asked about the regularity of per-
forming physical activity over the past month by two
questions, addressing regularity and duration of exercise.

Adherence Evaluation for the Previous Year
Minnesota Leisure-Time Physical Activity Questionnaire
(LTPA): In the questionnaire (modified version), physical
activities are grouped (i.e., walking and miscellaneous, and
conditioning exercise) and assessed through the interview.
Patients should answer about the activities they performed
and did not perform within the last 12 months.

Discussion

In this section, we discuss study limitations and our thoughts
on the summary of the presented results.

Limitations: The limitation of our study is the number of
papers selected for the analysis. We believe that forty-one
articles might not be enough to create a strong evidence base
for all physical activity adherence aspects; however, we con-
sider our selection adequate for outlining that such aspects
should be addressed and specified in adherence studies.

Not certain understanding of (non)adherence: From the
analysis, most of the CRPs were relatively short (i.e., lasting
up to three months). We consider an evaluation of short-term
adherence based on the attendance rates as to the purpose.
However, taking into account forth phase of CRP, when
physical fitness is performed not only under supervision, but
as an independent activity as well, tools for the adherence
evaluation might not be limited to the list of participation.
Moreover, we found that the level of adherence that is
required to be obtained for the therapeutic benefit, is not
clearly defined, or differs in the studied materials.

The subjectivity of adherence evaluation instruments: An
attention should be given to the evaluation instruments that
were applied to an independent physical activity and exer-
cise. Mostly, patient adherence was evaluated by the scores
from verbal or written assessments. However, the fact that
most of the questions were very limited in terms of the
content (e.g., including one or two questions about the
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activity), the quality of such data and further adherence
evaluation should be considered. The use of
technology-based resources (e.g., wearables) might provide
an objective perspective for patient adherence evaluation
through gathered data on the number of daily steps, activities
performed, calories burned and heart rate variations; how-
ever, in the selected materials, only in one study such
instrument was employed.

Conclusions

The results of the analysis summarized in the paper highlight
essential aspects of heart disease patient adherence, includ-
ing types, settings and evaluation instruments regarding
specific physical activity behavior in daily life, as well as in
CRPs. Such aspects should be considered when developing
eHealth and employed to usual healthcare practice inter-
ventions, when investigating patient adherence for further
knowledge reusability.
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Training System Methodology Using ECG
Signal

E. Butkeviciute, L. Bikulciene, and K. Poderiene

Abstract
The personalized smart training systems is a new technology that supports the personal
activity of professional or amateur sport. It is important to avoid overtraining and reach
expected results of physical activity during exercises and competitions. One of the most
severe health disorders caused by overtraining is the heart disfunction or even heart failure.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal conveys several different parameters that allow
characterizing health conditions and identifying several pathologies. That is why the ECG
signal analysis is so important for training. However, during exercise the registration of the
signal could be complicated because various noises might appear due to: electrode contact
instability, power line interference, baseline wanderings caused by muscular movements
and etc. For the analysis the ECG was registered while person was doing squats. This paper
contains the description of few methods for ECG data filtering which is done separately:
trend (low frequency noise) removal and high frequency noise reduction. This provide
more accurate estimation of the signal parameters and it allows to create the training system
methodology for decision making. The main task of this research was to describe a training
system methodology which includes ECG parameters estimation and training intensity
regulations. All these algorithms could be used in future researches for signal compression
and improvement of various personalized training systems.

Keywords
ECG signal analysis � Personalized training system � Rule based decision making

Introduction

These days more and more people practice sports and do
exercises, often without properly evaluating their abilities
and health conditions. Health evaluation is usually carried
out stationary. However, this technique is inconvenient for
professionals or ordinary people during physical activity.

Furthermore, there are some difficulties in evaluating health
changes during physical activity. There are many ECG
signal registration devices which detect heart problems
accurately. However, these devices are used in stationary
conditions and that does not allow to detect some health
disorders especially during exercises. Portable devices usu-
ally show only the heart rate and find out the running dis-
tance or the number of calories which were burnt during
exercises.

It is important to follow the sportsman health state con-
dition during whole training session. Everyone would like to
know if their training session is too intense and injuries might
appear. Meanwhile if the athlete is preparing for the com-
petition, he seeks for the best shape and recommendations
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about training session are necessary. He would like to know
if the exercises are sufficiently intensive and allows to reach
the best results. Also, the dynamics and individual activity in
daily-life activities are important to be considered for exer-
cise intensity control.

The training system should contain primary ECG signal
analysis, parameter estimation and feedback generation
about training intensity. This part is described in this paper.
The proposed training system is applicable to healthy people
who are physically active. However, the whole training
methodology should contain personalized training algo-
rithms that will be done in future researches with gathered
data about each person. The final decision-making algorithm
should also show if participant is doing some progress or
not.

ECG Signal Analysis

During exercise, the whole body is moving, and it causes
high and low frequency noise. The electrodes from the
T-shirt send the data to the Cardioscout [1] recorder and then
to a mobile device (smart phone or smart watch). In this
paper the ECG signal was recorded while person was doing
squats. Each value of the signal was taken every 2 ms at
500 Hz frequency.

Even in stationary conditions the ECG small parameters
(that gain the small amplitude or duration values, like AST
or DJT) estimation is a complicated task. Of course, the
beat-to-beat (RR) interval [2] evaluation is usually possible
in any case: while person is moving or not. However, there
are many other parameters like amplitude of ST (AST) [3] or
duration of JT interval (DJT) (see Fig. 1) that are almost
impossible to estimate if ECG signal contains much of noise.
The main task of this ECG signal analysis is to eliminate
data trend and reduce high frequency noise. The trend
appears mainly because of the motion artifacts during
exercises (like doing squads), muscular movements and
conductance between the electrodes and the human body.
Also, the electrode contact noise, power line interference and
other disturbance causes high frequency noise.

There are many algorithms for ECG data low frequency
noise reduction like Butterworth algorithm [4] or fast Fourier
transform (FFT) [5]. Even though they are very effective for
stationary signals, they fail in volatility in time. After com-
parison of different algorithms, the baseline estimation and
denoising sparsity (BEADS) was selected in respect of root
mean square errors (RMSE). The BEADS [5] algorithm was
used for chromatogram baseline estimation [6] and it seemed
to be suitable for trend removal (low frequency noise
reduction) for ECG signals. In this algorithm, the “baseline”
refers to the smoothest part of the trend or bias and the
“noise” is more stochastic part. This algorithm is based on

ECG data baseline (or low-frequency noise wave) detection
and its removal.

Furthermore, the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was
chosen for high frequency noise removal. This algorithm is
appropriate to be used for non-stationary signals (like ECG)
because it decomposes the signal into a frequency time scale.
In this paper, the Daubechies wavelets [7] are chosen for
ECG data filtering. The DWT algorithm contains three steps:
(1) the DWT is applied on a noisy signal (on xinput); (2) the
thresholding process is applied. The wavelet coefficients
(noise is generated by small value coefficients) are filtered by
throwing them away (resetting to zero) during this process;
(3) remaining coefficients are back-converted in time domain
(Inverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT)) [7]. The
Butterworth filter was compared with DWT algorithm and
the DWT gave better RMSE values: RMSEButter-

worth = 0.1206, RMSEDWT = 0.0559. The scheme of DWT sig-
nal processing is presented in Fig. 2. In this scheme, the
filtered signal (output) is marked as xoutput.

The real data from the T shirt was taken for the ECG data
filtering. In Fig. 3 the data of participant who was doing
squads is shown. The original data taken from the T-shirt are
shown in part (a). In the ECG signal the trend jumps at each

Fig. 1 ECG parameters

Fig. 2 A schematic block of
DWT algorithm
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squad. Also, the signal contains some additional high fre-
quency noise which creates small peaks marked as thicker
line in part (b). The high and low frequency noise filtering
results are presented in parts (c) and (d).

ECG Parameter Estimation

The ECG parameter estimation is quite complicated task if
the data contains too much noise. After de-noising the
parameter search algorithms could be applied. There are
three steps required in parameter evaluation:

• Beat-to-beat (RR) peaks detection, which should be the
highest value according to isoline. This interval should
not reach the 180 ms duration.

• Using R value, the Q and S peaks are found. Each peak is
detected when the first derivative changes its sign. Also,
P and T peaks are the highest points between S and Q
waves. The S wave ends after reaching the isoline. The T
wave beginning point is a point where the signal starts to
increase again with respect to isoline.

• The J point is the inflection point between the end of S
wave and the beginning of T wave. This parameter is
important in estimation of JT duration (DJT).

In some cases, P or T values are too small to detect
because it depends on the location from which the record-
ings take place, on the body mass and even on each person
heart pathology. If the T or P wave peak was not detected
during calculations the previous value is selected. However,
after all applied filters, the ECG data still contains some
noise and it causes some difficulties in DJT parameter esti-
mation. Inflection point is very sensitive to all small
peaks.

Furthermore, the ECG discriminant is the characteristic of
concatenation between RR and QRS intervals which is very
important in making training system more personalized [10].
The formula of discriminant (defined as D) is written below:

D RR� QRSð Þn¼ RRn � QRSnð Þ2 þ 4 RRn�1 � QRSn�1ð Þ RRnþ 1 � QRSnþ 1ð Þ
ð1Þ

Here RR and QRS are durations of RR and QRS com-
plexes, n is the number of cardio cycle [8]. This parameter is
very sensitive for all small ECG signal changes, but is
widely used in health status estimation during stress tests [9].
In some cases, the parameters like QRS complex or T, P
waves does not show the changes in health condition while
the determinant D is very sensitive in all ECG signal
changes [10].

Fig. 3 a Original data from
T-shirt while participant is doing
exercises; b Base line detection;
c Detrended ECG data;
d Denoised and detrended ECG
signal
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Simulation of the Training System

All people who are exercising would like more easily
monitor their training intensity and follow their training plan.
Together with scientists from Lithuanian Sports University
(LSU) the training system methodology was prepared.

In this paper the real-time data is defined as 10 s time
duration which contains 10 s ECG signal. Each 10 s the
QRS interval and discriminant (D) are measured and their
values are averaged. The training session can be modeled as
it is written bellow:

Duration. Duration of the training session depends on the
RR interval quantity. The recommended duration of the
exercise should not exceed 1500 RR intervals [11].

Heart rate. The lower and upper bounds of heart rate
have been defined as [12]:

HRlow ¼ 220� Að Þ � HRbð Þ � 0:5þHRb; ð2Þ

HRup ¼ 220� Að Þ � HRbð Þ � 0:85þHRb; ð3Þ
where A is the age of the person and HRb is the heart rate
before exercises (see [12]). The heart rate estimation in
decision making algorithms is widely used in various
training sessions, like group training [13]. However, these
systems are not personalized and should be improved.

If heart rate during training session is lower than HRlow,
the training intensity should be increased. Also, if heart rate
is higher than HRup, the exercises should become less
intensive.

QRS interval. If whole 30 s QRS increases by 5%, the
training intensity should be reduced. Then for the next 60 s
the QRS estimation is suspended. After that time, if QRS
interval still increases in 30 s, the training session should be
stopped.

DJT interval. If DJT becomes less than 190 ms, the
intensity should be reduced. Then this parameter is not being
estimated for 60 s. And if the DJT is still less than 190 ms,
the training session must be stopped.

Discriminant. Discriminant evaluation is similar to QRS
interval. If it increases for 30 s by 10%, the training intensity
should be reduced. After 60 s, it is measured again. And if it
is increasing for the 30 s the training session should be
stopped.

If ECG parameters are stable (QRS and D do not
increase) or do not reach critical values, the intensity should
remain the same. Otherwise, the training intensity should be
increased, decreased or training session must be stopped
[14].

The whole rule based decision making algorithm is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. A variable “index” in this scheme is used
for assignment of the first or second ECG critical parameters
value changes. At the start of the algorithm this variable is

equal to zero and before intensity reduction it gains the value
of 1. When corresponding parameter is not evaluated for 60
s, the training session can be stopped (if parameter still
indicates critical health condition). Otherwise, if all param-
eters show stable health condition, the value of “index”
variable is zero.

The purpose of this algorithm is to detect physiological
state changes and optimal exercise intensity according to
internal and external factors (as adaptation to different geo-
graphical conditions, remained fatigue, etc.). In future
researches it will be used for exercise stress tests with ECG
monitoring methods that are usually used to detect individ-
ual physiological limits for optimal exercise intensity.

Conclusions

In this paper the personalizes training system was considered
and decision-making algorithm for training session was
proposed. This algorithm contains ECG parameters (QRS,
DJT, D and HR) estimation and training intensity regulation.
For estimation of parameters various signal processing
algorithms were used.

The BEADS algorithm was used to remove trend (low
frequency noise) from ECG signal. This method concen-
trated the data on the isoline (see Fig. 3). Also, the DWT

Fig. 4 Visualization of decision making algorithm
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algorithm was found to be suitable for ECG data high fre-
quency noise reduction. Finally, ECG parameter estimation
algorithms included the peak search, evaluation of the first
derivative changes and detection of inflection point
algorithms.

The personalized training session is using practical
experience and recommendations from the scientists of LSU.
Future work could contain additional validation of person-
alized training system in various exercises and creation of
the smart technology with the integrated algorithms.
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